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Abstract

Although a number of scholars in past centuries have viewed the Hebrew of Daniel
8-12 as translation from Aramaic, only F Zimmermann and H L Ginsberg have put

forward a large body of evidence to support this theory. It has not been accepted as

proof and the issue has been left open. This work appraises their evidence through:

study of the general character of the Masoretic Text and the difficulties of its

language; detailed description of their evidence with additional material adduced by
L F Hartman, and H H Rowley's and John J Collins' brief rebuttals. It proceeds to

critique both sides of the argument, rejecting any form of Aramaism including caique
and particularly semantic interference, as ultimate proof of translation from an

Aramaic Vorlage. These conclusions are reached through reflection on the
similarities between thought and written text. Since the proponents paid little
attention to textual evidence for comparison with their Aramaic solutions to

problems in the Hebrew, a vertical and horizontal study of primary textual witnesses
was carried out to compare with the small amount of their evidence which seemed to

indicate an Aramaic Vorlage. The textual study itself produced two examples where
variation between the Masoretic text and the Old Greek could be solved by recourse

to Aramaic. This set the eventual direction of the work towards analysis of textual
solutions by retroversion of the Masoretic Text to Aramaic and the Versions to

Hebrew and Aramaic, and by interaction with recent textual studies in Daniel. Two

types of evidence are collated; caique, which is ambiguous but supportive, and
evidence for an Aramaic manuscript behind the Hebrew. It concludes that absolute

proof is not possible, but the instincts, not the methods ofZimmermann and Ginsberg
were correct: the Hebrew probably was translated from Aramaic, and the Old Greek
is a translation of a translation.

I, Janet May Rollinson, hereby declare that both this thesis and the research upon
which it is based are my own work and ofno other.
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Preface

Every text has a history, and the story of this one began when a long-cherished
ambition on my part to study the biblical book of Daniel was fulfilled, and under the

guidance of Dr Peter Hayman I began reading the Hebrew chapters 8-12. It was in
the course of our struggling to make sense of the Masoretic Text, that he introduced
me to the concept of the language as translation from Aramaic. The challenge of a

linguistic investigation was taken up and from then began an intensive collection of
the evidence. It not immediately obvious until a year into the work that a text-critical
examination of the text would be needed, but the point of this realisation the nature

of the work to be undertaken was truly determined.

Challenging too has been the work of recording the research which has covered a

period of seven years of part-time study, during which time a number of technical

problems arose in the area of computing. A file became corrupted and it was

replaced by one that was scanned from a hard copy of a draft. This resulted in some

visually subtle spelling errors entering it, e.g. Qumran might be found spelt Qurnran,
and it necessitated much careful scrutiny of the text. The irony of this situation was

not lost on the writer of this particular thesis! I regret that one difficulty, that of the
footnotes sometimes placed by the program on the page following the number have
not been overcome.

I have attempted to keep texts which need to be closely compared on the same page,

though this has not always been possible. It has required some large spaces in the
text of the thesis, but in these cases continuation should be indicated at the bottom of

the page.

Despite all the challenges, 1 would say this research has been an adventure, and if the
reader is not used to thinking of textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible in this way, I

hope this exploration of Daniel 8-12 in the light of the views of F Zimmermann and
H L Ginsberg will lead to a change ofmind.
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INTRODUCTION

The Bilingual Text of Daniel

The bilingual character of the biblical book of Daniel is a feature obvious and
well-known to scholars of the Hebrew Bible. The book of Ezra shares the same

characteristic, but there the Aramaic is confined to letters of correspondence in the
context of the Persian empire, of which Aramaic was the official language, and all
the narrative and other material is in Hebrew. In contrast Daniel has narrative and

visionary material in Aramaic and in Hebrew thus:

l-2:4a Introductory tale of exile in Babylonian court Hebrew

2:4b - 6:28 Court tales of the exiles in Babylonian court Aramaic
7:1-28 Vision in the reign ofBelshazzar Aramaic
8:1-27 Vision in the reign of Belshazzar Hebrew
9:1 -3 Narrative introduction to a prayer in the Persian

period; Hebrew
9:4-19 A prayer ofDaniel Hebrew
9:20 - 12:13 Further visionary material in the Persian period Hebrew

Chapter 7 prevents any neat correlation between genre and language, because all the
Aramaic except the vision in this chapter is the medium of the court tales. Similarly

chapter 1 confounds any idea that Hebrew was reserved only for the visions. Many
and various theories have been put forward to explain this bilingual conundrum, but
little agreement has been reached, except to say that the prayer in 9:4-19 was a

Hebrew composition, in keeping with the normal Jewish practice.1

1 J J Collins, Daniel (Hermeneia, 1993, Minneapolis, Fortress), 12-13, 29.
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The Aramaic of Daniel

The Aramaic of Daniel 2:2a - 7:28 has been classed as Imperial Aramaic, or

Reichsaramaisch, of the Persian Achaemenid empire, and possibly Eastern
Aramaic.2 There have been many descriptions of the characteristics of the Aramaic

in Daniel over the past century.3 and these have usually centered on the vexed debate

concerning the date of BA.4 The issue of date is not important to this thesis, and it

need only be noted in addition to these descriptions that the Aramaic ofDaniel is of a

good, clear quality, written in a flowing style. The same cannot be said for the
Hebrew ofDaniel.

The Hebrew of Daniel Chapters 8-12

The Hebrew ofDaniel has been classified as Late Biblical Hebrew on the basis that it

has several characteristics in common with other texts in the Hebrew Bible regarded

as LBH. Cohortative forms are used for first singular imperfects,3 as in Ezra and

Nehemiah. There is preference for instead of the nouns or

and this is characteristic of Esther and Chronicles. Added to these is preference for
the Niphal stem, as evidenced also in Chronicles, and use of the first singular

2 Collins, Daniel, 14, 19. Z Stefanovic, The Aramaic ofDaniel in the light ofOldAramaic
(JSOTSS 129, 1992, Sheffield), 11.

3 A A Bevan, A Short Commentary on the Book ofDaniel (1892, Cambridge, CUP), 33-40; G R
Driver, 'The Aramaic of the Book ofDaniel', JBL 45 (1926), 110-19, 323-5; J A Montgomery,
A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book ofDaniel (ICC, 1927, Edinburgh, T & T
Clark ), 15-20; H H Rowley, The Aramaic of the Old Testament (1929, Oxford, OUP); K A
Kitchen, 'The Aramaic of Daniel', in D J Wiseman et al, Notes on Some Problems in the Book of
Daniel (1965, London, Tyndale), 31-79; Stefanovic, The Aramaic, 17-23; Collins, Daniel, 13-20.

4 Collins, Daniel, 13-17; Stefanovic, The Aramaic, 13-23: the uncertainty in dating the Aramaic of
Daniel is of course part of the debate concerning the date ofBA as a whole.

5 There are fourteen occurrences of first singular cohortative forms used with Vav consecutives:
8:2 PIK-IKI (twice ); 8:3 rtiOiO; 8:13 rrVttWK1; 8:15 rtWpatO; 8:27 HWVK3; 9:3 mriKl;
9:4 nbbanto, rrraKI; 10:8 niClKl; 10:16 m^lKl mmta; 10:19 mtttO; 12:8 rr-|?3Kt
They are absent from ch 11 since it is entirely in the third person. The cohortative is not used
exclusively: note e.g. 8:3; 10: 5 KWtO; 8:16; 10:9; 12:7 y?3tf/Kl; 8:27 CHpKl; 10:5 fOlKl
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pronoun, "OK, instead of "03K. Some of these features have much in common with
o

Qumran Hebrew. At present the diachronic categories of Biblical Hebrew are under

review in the light of computer aided research, unavailable to scholars in previous
centuries and decades.9 Whether the definition ofLBH can survive this new research

remains to be seen, but for the time being it will be retained as a label usually

denoting the language of the biblical books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Daniel,

Qoheleth, Canticles and 1 & 2 Chronicles.

Aramaic influence on LBH has been generally acknowledged, although the specific
bounds of its influence are difficult to define.10 The verdict of Driver was that the

writer of Daniel was more at home in Aramaic than in Hebrew," and many

Aramaisms in the text have been documented over the years.12 Some of these have

been found in Qumran Hebrew, and others in later Mishnaic Hebrew.13

The style of Hebrew in Daniel 8-12 is far from smooth and the sense often obscure.

Sometimes common roots, such as TWV and ]nj, which have a breadth of semantic

range, are difficult to construe in context; at other times rare or unique vocabulary or
forms add to the obfiiscation. Collins has pronounced the Hebrew text of Daniel

6 occurs twenty-two times: in 8:1, 2 (twice ), 5, 15, 27; 9:2, 20, 21, 23; 10:2,4,7,8,9,
12, 13, 17, 20; 11:1; 12:5, 8. ( It is found once in ch 1, in v 10.) By contrast, ''DJK is used
only once, in 10:11.

7 E Y Kutscher, A History ofthe Hebrew Language (1982, Jerusalem, Magnes Press), 81, # 40;
A Saenz-Badillos, A History ofthe Hebrew Language (1993, Cambridge, CUP), 115.

8 Collins, Daniel, 21 and notes 207, 208, 218.
9 R C Rezetko, 'Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives on Waw + the Suffix Conjugation in Past

Time Contexts in the Hebrew Bible: A Test Case for Current Methodology in the Study of
Historical Hebrew Grammar' ( Paper, New College, Edinburgh, 11th May 2001).

10 Kutscher, A History, 71-76, # 100-106; Saenz-Badillos, A History, 114-16.
11 S R Driver, Introduction to the Literature ofthe Old Testament ( 8th edn, 1909, Edinburgh, T & T

Clark), lxii.
12 Montgomery, A Critical, 14, regarded the number ofAramaic words in Hebrew Daniel as 'not

large', but Collins, Daniel, 21, says there are 'numerous Aramaisms', though his list contains many
Persian loan-words found in ch 1.

13 Collins, ibid, and notes 205, 206.
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8-12 'difficult' because of corruption, which may be related to the problems of the

language itself.14

Translation Theories of the Twentieth Century

The first person to expound the theory that the Hebrew of Daniel 8-12 was a

translation from Aramaic on the basis of a large amount of linguistic evidence was

Frank Zimmermann, initially in two articles written in 193815 and 1939.16 According

to Zimmermann, this theory had earlier been suggested by four scholars, C H H

Wright,17 Buhl,18 Marti19 and Charles,20 but only Charles had done so on the basis of

language. Wright had put forward no proof; Marti had relied on the evidence of
21

Hophal and Hitpael forms, which Montgomery rightly considered 'meagre'.

Although Charles put forward linguistic evidence in his commentary on Daniel to

suggest that there were three different translators, this evidence was directed towards

establishing the diversity of translators and not towards proving the basic thesis of
22translation as opposed to authorship. His evidence was roundly refuted by Reider.

Until Zimmermann published his first two articles, there was scant evidence put

forward to further the cause of this theory.

Zimmermann's work convinced H Louis Ginsberg, who in 1948, in his book, Studies
in Daniel showed that he agreed with most of Zimmermann's evidence, and he

14 Collins, Daniel, 22-3.
15 F Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic Origin ofDaniel 8-12', JBL 57 (1938), 255-72.
16 F Zimmermann, 'Some Verses in Daniel in the Light of a Translation Hypothesis', JBL

58 (1939), 349-54.
17 C H H Wright Daniel and His Prophecies, 1906, 53. Montgomery traces the first idea of

Daniel written completely in Aramaic to Huetius ( d. 1721 ) in his Demonstratio Evangelica,
472, cited by L Bertholdt, Daniel (1806), 51; cf also Collins, Daniel, 13.

18 F Buhl, 'Daniel', Realenzyklopadiefurprotestantische Theologie und Kirche 3, 451.
19 DK Marti, Das Buch Daniel(1901, Tubingen, JC B Mohr).
20 R H Charles, A Critical Commentary on the Book ofDaniel (1929, Oxford, Clarendon), XVIII.
21

Montgomery, A Critical, 92.
22 J Reider, 'Textual Criticism of the Old Testament', HUCA 7 (1930), 305-7.
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applied the principles that Zimmermann employed in other passages not treated by
him.

In 1960-61 Zimmermann published a third article with more evidence deduced from
the text of Hebrew Daniel.23 In 1975 he published his definitive work about the

theory on Hebrew Daniel, incorporating all the evidence in his three articles, some of

Ginsberg's ideas, plus more of his own material.24 This work, and some earlier

articles25, showed that his theory of the translation of some of the Hebrew of MT

from Aramaic had expanded to include other biblical books in part or whole,

including Jonah, Esther, Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah.

The works of Ginsberg and Zimmermann were in turn influential upon Louis F

Hartman, who demonstrated his acceptance of the theory in his explanatory notes,

contained in the 1978 commentary on Daniel completed by Alexander A Di Leila.26
Lacocque has also accepted the theory and has incorporated a number of
Zimmermann's and Ginsberg's ideas in his commentary, but by no means all of
them.27

Angel Saenz-Badillos has pronounced it possible that Hebrew Daniel was translated
from Aramaic, but still unproven.28 John J Collins, in his commentary on Daniel,

considers the theory unsound, since it rests upon emendations of the Hebrew
consonantal text and assumptions about the Hebrew text. Added to this, he objected
to the fact that so much of the evidence relies on theoretical misreadings of the

23 F Zimmermann, 'Hebrew Translation in Daniel', JQR 51 (1960-61), 198-208.
24 F Zimmermann, Biblical Books Translatedfrom the Aramaic (1975, New York, Ktav).
25 F Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic Provenance ofQohelet', JQR, ns 39 (1948-49), 17-45:

'The Question of Hebrew in Qohelet' JQR, ns 40 (1949-50), 79-102; 'Chronicles as a
Partially Translated Book', JQR, ns 42 (1951-52), 265-82, 387-412, (according to
Zimmermann himself, this was JQR 1952; see Zimmermann, 'Hebrew', 203, note 11 ).

26 L F Hartman & A A Di Leila, The Book ofDaniel: A New Translation with Notes and
Commentary on Chapters 1-9: Introduction and Commentary on Chapters 10-12 (The Anchor
Bible 23, 1978, New York et al, Doubleday).

27 A Lacocque, The Book ofDaniel (trans D Pellauer, 1979, Atlanta, John Knox); cf P R Davies,
Daniel (Society for Old Testament Study Old Testament Guides, 1985, Sheffield, JSOTP), 36.

28 Saenz-Badillos, A History, 122.
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Aramaic 'original'.29 However, in his rejection of the theory he deals only with the

evidence presented by Ginsberg and Hartman. Clearly the medium of a commentary
did not allow space for analysis of Zimmermann's much larger body of evidence,
and this, plus the fact that Saenz-Badillos leaves the issue open, suggests the need for
a more detailed and thorough assessment of the evidence.

The language theory is inextricably linked to literary theory as the bilingual character
of the book is part of the broader problems of source theory and dating, but the

language must be studied as objectively as possible apart from dependence on a

particular theory. Accordingly this thesis will not describe or discuss any

source-critical aspects ofDaniel 8-12.

Method of Investigation

This investigation developed firstly from a simple reading ofMT and encounter with
the difficulties of making sense of the text: the first task was a straightforward

logging, verse by verse, of those difficulties.

It continued with the reading and logging of evidence adduced by F Zimmermann, H
L Ginsberg and L F Hartman, followed by a broad analysis of how this material
could be categorised. This categorisation was informed by general reflection on the
similarities between the processes involved in translating a thought text, i.e. which is

only verbalised in the mind, and a written text, and of how caique can be
characteristic of both. The reading and categorisation was followed by an evaluation
of their methods, which reached the conclusion that they had failed, among other

things, to take sufficient account of the textual evidence normally examined in trying
to construe the meaning of a difficult biblical Hebrew text.

This conclusion determined the next stage of investigation, an analysis of the primary
witnesses to the text of Daniel 8-12. This was achieved first by vertical readings of

29 Collins, Daniel, 23.
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each witness, followed by horizontal examination of the five chapters, verse by

verse, in which all the variant readings against those of MT were noted. It was

intended to compare the relevant textual material with a kernel of evidence adduced

by Zimmermann and Ginsberg which seemed to suggest translation from a written
text. However, before this comparison was begun, the text-critical study itself forced
a different approach, because it yielded two possible examples of evidence for an

Aramaic Vorlage in 11:6, 31 where OG differed from MT.

This complicated the task of analysis because, with every example of text examined,
it became necessary to appraise the textual evidence for both a Hebrew and an

Aramaic solution. In the case of some items suggested by these scholars, it was

necessary to evaluate a larger section of text than they had, in order to obtain a

clearer understanding of the evidence in context. When this comparison was, as far
as possible, complete, additional words and phrases in MT where there seemed

potential for evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage, mainly where MT and OG disagreed,
were investigated in the same manner.

Lastly, the evidence was reviewed and all examples which either were resolvable in
Hebrew, or in both Hebrew and Aramaic equally, or neither, were discounted, along
with any solutions which entailed a novel interpretation of the meaning of the text.

Two types of evidence were elicited in this way: caique which may be supportive of
an Aramaic Vorlage, but which is ambiguous; and evidence for some form of
confusion in an Aramaic consonantal text.
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A definition of caique has been provided by Kutscher,30 and Saenz-Badillos also

treats this subject under the definition 'loan-translation'.31 Although detailed

sub-divisions of this linguistic phenomenon have been provided,32 such analysis has

not been attempted in this context for examples of caique detected, since the primary
differentiation sought is between lexical processes taking place purely in thought,
and those which entail reading the graphic medium.

The Textual Evidence

The texts available for the study of the book of Daniel have been exhaustively
described by John J Collins in his commentary,33 and the textual witnesses to chs

7-12 in particular have been listed by Sharon Pace Jeansonne with a good description
of the characteristics of each witness.34 Qumran fragments of Daniel have been

described by Eugene Ulrich.35

The analysis in this study was undertaken at an auspicious time in that it benefited
from many developments in the latter part of the twentieth century. These included
the full publication of the Qumran fragments of Daniel through the work of Ulrich,

together with the CD-ROM of all the Qumran texts36 and two volumes of Studies in

30 Kutscher, A History, 76 # 106.
31 Saenz-Badillos, A History, 121-2; 201 for 'loan-translation'; cf 364 index listing.
32 M Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning: an Introduction to Lexical Semantics {1983, Grand

Rapids, Zondervan), 86-92.
j3 Collins, Daniel, 2-7. A good description of the main witnesses is also provided by R A Taylor,

The Peshitta ofDaniel (1994, Leiden et al, Brill), 16-23.
34 S Pace Jeansonne, The Old Greek Translation ofDaniel 7-12 (CBQ Monograph 19, 1988,

Washington DC, Catholic Biblical Association ofAmerica), 5-12.
35 For fragments of Daniel 8-12, see notes 42-5 below. Fragments of chs 1-7 are included in those

articles. A more recent description of all is found in E Ulrich, 'The Text of Daniel in the Qumran
Scrolls', in J J Collins & P W Flint (eds), The Book ofDaniel: Composition and Reception Vol 2,
(2001, Leiden et al, Brill), 573-85.

36 THLim&PS Alexander (eds), The DeadSea Scrolls on CD-ROM (1996, Oxford, OUP).
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the Dead Sea Scrolls. For the Greek text, the entire publication of P 967, work on

OG of chs 7-12 by Jeansonne, and on selected texts from both OG and Theodotion

by Tim McLay.37 Not only was a critical text of the Peshitta of Daniel made

available by the Peshitta Institute in Leiden, but also the work of R A Taylor, a

thorough analysis of the Peshitta in relation to MT.38 Not least must be mentioned

the invaluable resource of the most recent scholarly commentary on Daniel by John J
Collins.

This work also benefited from the excellent Special Collection of New College

Library in the University of Edinburgh, which provided convenient access, not only
to volumes of Kennicott and De Rossi, but also to Bugatus' 1788 edition of the

Syro-Hexapla of Daniel. The full list of texts consulted is as follows:

The Hebrew Texts

The Masoretic Text according to Bihlia Hehraica Stuttgartensia39
The variant Hebrew readings ofDaniel according to J B De-Rossi40
The variant Hebrew readings ofDaniel according to Kennicott41
The following Qumran fragments of Daniel chs 8-12:

4QDana (4Q 112)42
4QDanb (4Q 113 )43
4QDanc (4Q 114)44

Pap6QDan ( 6Q7 Pap Dan )45

37 T McLay, The OG and TH Versions ofDaniel ( SCS 43, 1996, Atlanta, Scholars Press).
38 Taylor, The Peshitta-, cfnote 33.
j9 K Elliger & W Rudolph (eds), Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (1967 / 77, Stuttgart, Deutsche

Bibelstiftung).
40 J B De-Rossi, Variae Lectiones Veteris Testamenti, Vol III (1786, Parmiae, Ex Regio

Typhographes Facultate Obtenta ).
41 B Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum; cum Variis Lection/bus, Tomus II (1780, Oxonii,

E. Typographiceo Clarendoniano).
42 E Ulrich, 'Daniel Manuscripts From Qumran: Part 1', BASOR 268 (1987), 17-37.
43 E Ulrich, 'Daniel Manuscripts From Qumran: Part 2', BASOR 274 (1989), 3-26, (8, 15-17).
44 E Ulrich, 'Daniel Manuscripts From Qumran: Part 2', BASOR 274 (1989), 3-26, (17-26).
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OG and 0 texts ofDaniel according to the Septuagint ofA Rahlfs46
OG and 0 texts ofDaniel with other Greek variant readings according to J Ziegler47

48
The Old Greek ofDaniel according to Papyrus 967

The SyriacWitnesses

The Peshitta ofDaniel49

The Syro-Hexapla50

The Latin Witness

The Vulgate text ofDaniel according to B Fischer7'

45 M Baillet & J T Milik, Les 'Petites Grottes' de Qumran: Exploration de la Falaise; Les Grottes
2Q, 3Q, 6Q, 7QA, 10 Q; Planches (DJD 3, 1962, Oxford, Clarendon), pi. XXIII.

46 A Rahlfs (ed.), Septuaginta {1935, Stuttgart, Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft).
47 J Ziegler (ed.), Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum, Vol 16 pars 2, Susanna, Daniel, Bel

et Draco {1954, Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht).
48 A Geissen, Der Septuaginta-text des Buches Daniel, Kap.5-12, zusammen mit Susanna, Bel et

Draco, sowie Esther Kap. 1, la-2, 15 nach dem Kolner Teil des Papyrus 967 (1968, Bonn,
Rudolph Habelt), 120-38, 190-264; F G Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri: Descriptions
and Texts ofTwelve Manuscripts on Papyrus ofthe Greek Bible, Fasc. VII, Ezekiel, Daniel,
Esther; Text (1937), 29-34; Plates (1938, London, Emery Walker), f.78v - 80r; R Roca-Puig,
'Daniele. Due Semifogli del codice 967 P.Barc.inv. nn.42 e 4YAegyptus 56 (1976), 3-18.

49 The Peshitta Institute, The Old Testament in Syriac according to the Peshitta Version, Part III,
fasc A, Dodekapropheton - Daniel - Bel - Draco {1980, Leiden, E J Brill).

50 C Bugatus, DanielSecundum Editionem LXX Interpretum ex Tetrap/is Desumptum ex Codice
Syro-estranghelo Bib/iothecae Ambrosianae(\788, Mediolani, Typhographio Monasterii
ImperialisS. Ambrosii).

"1 B Fischer et a I (eds), Bib/ia Sacra iuxta Vu/gatam Versionem, Recensuit et BreviApparatu.
Instruxit Robertus Weber OSB, Tomus II (1969, Stuttgart, Wiirttembergische Bibelanstalt).
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Approach to the Textual Study

Sharon Pace Jeansonne has summarised the witnesses to the oldest recoverable

Semitic text ( H ) ofDaniel as M ( the Masoretic Text ), Q (the Qumran readings )
and G ( the Greek witnesses ). More recently Timothy Lim has cast doubt on the

Qumran witnesses as necessarily independent from the Greek.52 For practical

purposes the Qumran readings are fragmentary and do not provide a quantitatively

significant number of variant readings in the broad context of a study of five whole

chapters of Daniel. A simple comparison of all the above witnesses shows that the

majority of variations occur between MT and OG, and that, when these two

witnesses diverge, the others, including the Qumran fragments, usually agree with
one of them. Times when the other witnesses deviate from this pattern may be of

significance, but each occasion must be judged on its own merits. So the pattern of
variant readings most frequently groups the witnesses to the text of Daniel 8-12 as,

on the one hand, MT, 0, the Peshitta and Vulgate, and on the other, OG, Papyrus 967

and the Syro-Hexapla. The more fragmentary readings of Qumran and the Greek
witnesses CL and G may, on occasion, give independent readings of interest.

Lastly, the study was informed by a number of excellent introductions to textual
criticism of the Hebrew and Greek texts, not least of which are the recent works of E

Tov.53

52 T H Lim, 'The Qumran Scrolls, Multilingualism and Biblical Interpretation' (Research Seminar
Paper in Hebrew & Old Testament Studies, March 1999, New College, University of Edinburgh).

53 E Tov, The Text-critical Use ofthe Septuagint in Biblical Research (1981, Jerusalem Biblical
Studies 3, Jerusalem, Simor); Textual Criticism ofthe Hebrew Bible (1991, Minneapolis, Fortress).
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The development of the classical Aramaic scripts of the Persian period has been

described by Naveh,54 and of the Jewish scripts in the Greek and Roman period by

Cross.55 Naveh has noted that a style which may become archaic can nevertheless

persist for decades afterwards36, and a range of styles, varying from the classical

Aramaic to the formal Jewish of the second century CE, has been collated by

Cross.37 In considering the transmission of the text of Daniel, based on the

commonly assumed date of the late second century BCE for its writing, it seemed
wise to allow for a broad range of styles, from the proto-Jewish formal hand of the

late third century BCE58 to the post-Herodian period.59

The common confusions that can be found between various Hebrew letters in both

the archaic and later scripts are well documented,60 and the graphic similarities

between these letters are easily observed in the scripts collated by Naveh, Cross and

also Birnbaum61. Ligature is an important graphic phenomenon62 which needs to be

considered in any textual investigation.

Whilst examining in some detail the scripts outlined above and the textual witnesses
to Daniel, two graphic confusions of some importance to this study were observed

54 J Naveh, The Development ofthe Aramaic Script (Proceedings of the Israel Academy of
Sciences and Humanities Vol 5, # 1, 1970, Jerusalem, IASH)

55 F M Cross, 'The Development of the Jewish Scripts', in G E Wright (ed.), The Bible and the
Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor ofWilliam Foxwell Albright (1961, London, Routledge &
Regan Paul), 133-202.

56 Naveh, The Development, 4.
57 Cross, 'The Development', 137-9.
58 Cross,'The Development', 137, line 4: the example is from 4QSamb.
39 See the last examples supplied by Cross, 'The Development', 139, lines 9 & 10.
60 See e.g. P K McCarter, Textual Criticism: Rediscovering the Text ofthe Hebrew Bible (1986,

Philadelphia, Fortress Press), 43-50; J Weingreen, Introduction to the Critical Study of the Text
ofthe Hebrew Bible (1982, Oxford, Clarendon), 38-45; Tov, Textual Criticism, 243-55.

61 S A Birnbaum, The Hebrew Scripts, Part 1, The Text (1971, Leiden, E J Brill): see e.g. 128, 144.
62 Tov, Textual Criticism, 249; D M Beegle, 'Ligatures with Waw and Yodh in the Dead Sea Isaiah

Scroll', BASOR 129 (1953), 11-14; R Weiss, 'On Ligatures in the Hebrew Bible ( U-D )', JBL 82
(1963), 184-94.
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that were not listed in any of the introductions to textual criticism. These are

described in Chapter Four.

The Retroversions

Retroversions into Aramaic follow a policy of formal equivalence to the Hebrew in
word order, since many of the Versions do the same in relation to their Hebrew

Vorlagen. This helps to counteract any tendency to change the word order to that
most advantageous for an Aramaic solution! Nevertheless, some variation in the
Aramaic syntax is allowed for to produce the best solution possible, especially where
there may be a choice with unpredictable outcome, the most common example being
the Aramaic genitive constructions.

At first the difficult diachronics of the two languages, LBH and BA may seem to be

an issue in retroversion: what type of Aramaic should be used for this purpose? In

practice the style and language of BA has been the first guide, followed by QA,

informed by reading the Genesis Apocryphon and by recent works on QA63. The

precise dating of these language types is not so important as their representation of
Jewish Aramaic in the broad time band sixth to first century and in the region of
Palestine and eastwards, rather than the Egyptian type of the Elephantine Papyri.

So, for example, the particle "H is employed in preference to prefixed 1 in keeping

with BA and QA64, demonstrative TEH as opposed to "p. Verb stems are employed

according to their attestation in firstly BA, then QA and TA: orthography tends to

the defectiva as does MT, rather than the plene sometimes found at Qumran or in the

Targums, though some freedom has been exercised in exploring what particular

spelling may be the basis for a given textual problem in either Hebrew or Aramaic.

63 The most helpful have been, T Muraoka, Studies in Qumran Aramaic (Abr Nahrain Sup 3, 1992,
Louvain, Peeters); J A Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon ofCave I: A Commentary (2nd edn,
1971, Rome, Pontifical Bible Institute).

64 Ros 21, # 35; Collins, Daniel, 16.
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Common semantic equivalents are employed where at all possible. Research on these
has been indebted to A Bilingual Concordance to the Targum of the Prophets, the

succeeding volumes of which have been published during the time of this research.
Where a word is attested only in usage later than BA or QA, the earlier occurrence of
the word is being adduced.65

The Structure of the Thesis

The structure of the thesis generally follows the chronological order of the research,
and the text of Hebrew Daniel 8-12 may be seen as passing through a series of
'sieves' in order to extract a progressively smaller amount of valuable material! The
characteristics of the language in all five chapters are described in Chapter One, but
the material has been presented in categories, rather than verse by verse to prevent

inordinate repetition.

The material is reduced in Chapter Two and Three to those words, expressions and
sections of text dealt with by Zimmermann, Ginsberg and Hartman, with their

analyses described in some detail. Chapters Four to Six more drastically reduce the
material to only those texts chosen by Zimmermann and Ginsberg which may

possibly support their thesis of a translation from an Aramaic Vorlage. An even

smaller amount survives the 'sieve' of textual criticism in these chapters to emerge in

Chapter Eight among the evidence supporting their views. Chapter Seven contains
additional material, gleaned through textual analysis for the most part, to be tested by
textual 'sifting' again.

The first three chapters are predominantly descriptive, except for the reflective
comments. Although many of the elements in them are never revisited in the later

65 I cannot for example agree with Sokoloffs reasoning concerning root #2, that it cannot be
connected to Ja root #2 to 'lift, bear', 'since this verb occurs only in TBA'. If a meaning of a word
suits a context in literature of a certain date or type in which it has not before been attested, this in
itself should be taken as evidence of its usage in a broader time or genre range than has been
previously apparent.
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chapters, they are necessary as part of a holistic picture of the nature of the problems
with the Hebrew, and the solutions provided by the scholars concerned.

Some texts appear only in Chapter One, some in the first two parts, and a few in all
three parts. To maintain these divisions of the research, Ch 11:6 is treated in two

sections; v 6a in Chapter Four, and v 6b in Chapter Seven.

The Versions and Their Vorlagen

There has been no authoritative material adduced in this work to suggest that any of
the Versions, even OG, was directly dependent on an Aramaic Vorlage. At all times
when a variant in one of the Versions is traced to Aramaic, the implication is

intended, without being constantly repeated, that this has been reflected in the
Hebrew manuscript of the translator of the particular version concerned66.
Retroversions from a version to Aramaic therefore reflect this view throughout.

66 It may be possible to raise the question of fragmentary manuscripts in Hebrew and Aramaic for
OG, but this is a complex issue, and it lies outside the bounds of this research.
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Chapter One

Characteristics of the Language of the Masoretic Text
in Daniel Chs 8-12

The following description of the characteristics of MT of Daniel 8-12 aims to show
the elements that contribute to its difficulties. Terms such as 'rare' or 'unique' relate
to MT as a whole. At this preliminary stage of study, few text-critical observations
are made. Some indication of the distribution of less common words and expressions
in the MT is provided, but this aspect of the study is not exhaustive. The

categorisations are fluid because some expressions fit into more than one group.

Two Characteristics of LBH in Daniel 8-12

The Niphal Stem

This stem is employed some sixty-six times in Daniel 8-12! In five chapters this is an

average of thirteen per chapter, well in excess of Chronicles which has 219

occurrences, or an average of between three and four per chapter.1 The following are

notable uses in Daniel 8-12, including some that are unique or rare.

8:1 rhpan ... nX73 pun The first phrase is unique to Daniel, employing the Niphal
stem ofntO following pin. The Hebrew words for 'vision' are usually

accompanied by a finite active form of root HIO. The first verb is pointed as

perfect ( cfGen 48:3; Exod 3:16; 4:If), but it could also be a participle. The
second verb might naturally be assumed to be a participle, r?X"l3n, as in Gen

12:7; 35:1, since it has the article. The pointing of the participle may be in

pause: KB3 cites another example in 1 Kgs 11:9 as a participle. GKC 138 k

1 The total number of uses of the Niphal stem in Daniel supplied by computer was 71, with five of
these in 1 -2:4a. Nehemiah has 62 in thirteen chapters, an average ofnearly five per chapter.
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lists them both as dubious perfects which should be participles. If both in

Daniel are participles, there is no main verb in the verse. See also 10:1.

8:14 The Niphal of root pHY is found only in Daniel in MT. It could mean

'will be vindicated' or 'will be set right' in this context.

8:18 'T1Q7']} means 'I was in a deep sleep'; cf BDB, 922, Judg 4:21; Jon 1:5; KB3

Vol 3, 1191, 'in a drugged sleep', or 'be dazed, stunned' in Ps 76:7, Dan 8:18;

10:9. The context seems to require the meaning 'I was lying down' and there
is no reference to Daniel waking out of sleep afterwards. Cf 10:9.

8:27 is the only example of a first singular Niphal of the root nVT, and the

verb in this stem is used elsewhere in MT only 21 times. It is usually given the

meaning 'to be done / finished' here, in 2:1, and in Mic 2:4, where, however,

most scholars would delete it as dittography after the expression VD rtHl2

9:24 tjnra is an Aramaism: Aramaic root "]Dn means to 'cut / divide / delineate
/ determine / decide / sentence'. Use of a singular verb with plural subject

may also be an Aramaism.3 It is also a hapax legomenon,4

9:26 rKhTO Y""in in the Niphal occurs only as a participle in BH, and only in

9:26, 27; 11:36, with the form rTYirD, and Isa 10:23; 28:22.3

10:1 IDT is a unique phrase in MT; cf 8:1 in 4QDana, Tfoxi *33p scored out.6

2 See J L Mays, Micah: A Commentary (1976, London, SCM), 60; D R Hillers, A Commentary on
the Book of the Prophet Micah (Hermeneia, 1984, Philadelphia, Fortress), 32, note j; CI, Vol 2,
540; KB3, Vol 1, 244.

3 See GKC 121, 1, a, b, where ")nnj is listed as impersonal passive with the object before the verb.
4 KEG,Vol 1, 364: the root is found in later Hebrew and in Jewish Aramaic. Cf page 23.
5 Cf page 46 for syntax of this word.
6 Ulrich,'Daniel', Pt 1, 33-4.
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10:7 X3ITI3 The Niphal infinitive construct of iOPl is found only here and 2 Chr

18:24. With H it means literally 'into hiddenness / hiding', i.e. it functions as a

noun since 'when they hid' does not make sense in context. For the Niphal of

fOn, cf Josh 10:16, 17; 1 Sam 10:22; Amos 9:3 and Job 29:10 in MT.

10:8 IKXZ73..."'ri~lKtZ73 These forms occur in the same verse, and there may have

been reduplication, especially since the same information is given in two

different ways: PD "O 1NWJ and PD THY!/

"HSna contributes to a unique reading. See page 28 and cf 10:16 below.

10:9 Dhia »n»n NX1 Cf 8:18. See Gib 113f rem 2 for PPFt and the participle.

10:13 "'fihlYia This verb is common in the Niphal stem, but it occurs only 5 times

in the 1st person, in 1 Kgs 18:22; 19:10, 14 and here. It usually means 'be

left, remain', but in this context seems to require the meaning 'be superfluous'.

10:16 13PH3 This time ~"|Dn in the Niphal is part of a rare expression. See page

35 and cf 10:8 above.

11:4 rnni The Niphal of HYP!, 'divide', is rare; cf ( only ) 1 Kgs 2:8, 14; Ezek

37:22. A syntactical problem arises because Vav and the jussive usually
indicate a purpose clause; cfGib 87a: and an ordinary imperfect should
describe future events which occur in the same time scale; cf Gib 85b.

11:6 inam Cf 8:12. It is a struggle to find an adequate translation for the Niphal

of ]DJ since no indirect object is indicated: this stem is usually followed by a

prepositional phrase using either b, 12 or "7N.

11:30 17X331 This rare verb occurs only here and Ps 109:16, both Niphal, and in
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Ezek 13:22 where it is Hiphil. ( There is a possible adjective from root HtO

in Ps 10:10, a hapax legomenon. ) It is variously translated 'draw back
startled' or 'be disheartened / cowed'.

The Root "1)357

Words of this root occur some forty-one times in chs 8-12. In addition to its classical

semantic range of'stand, stand firm, remain, endure', it carries the sense ofDip, i.e.

'arise, stand up', in 8:22, 23, 25; 10:11; 11:3, 7, 20, 21, 30 ( a Hiphil ); 12:1.

8:17 "HD57 , cfv 18 and 10:11; 11:1. This could be an infinitive construct used as

a substantive:7 It is listed in the lexicons as a noun, 7D17, cf CI Vol 1, 363;

KB3 Vol 2, 842. KB3 cites at least she other occurrences in MT where it

means "location, place'.

10:11 7'DVI For 7Q'S7 cf 8:17, 18; 11:1. "pDV bv seems to mean ^rinn,

but if it carries the literal sense 'upon your rising', after the analogy with Dip,

the clause could be translated 'stand upright', or simply 'stand up!'

11:1 "HOy aPPears to be infinitive construct with a first singular suffix, but a finite
verb is required in the clause. BDB, 764, 7g, lists the reading as corrupt and

KB3, Vol 2, 840, reads a participle. Cf 8:17, 18; 10:11. 4QDanc reads

Tcrny.8

11:2 WftiV seems to mean 'remaining' in this context, but this use of a participle,

implying a continuous situation, is rather strained in describing the consecutive

reign of kings, and the clause is without a finite verb.

7 BW classifies only 8:17, 18 as the noun IfrV and gives the total number of occurrences of the
verb "TOV in Daniel as forty-three, including four examples in l-2:4a.

8 Ulrich, 'Daniel', Pt 2, 21-2. G von Ewald Commentary on the Prophets of the Old Testament
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11:7 7DV1 Cfw 3, 20; 8:18. This is an example that should be translated in

context 'will arise'. There is no specified subject and perhaps the impersonal
should be understood.

11:11 pan T02HT1 The Hiphil seems to carry the sense 'raise ( a crowd / army )',

though it could, in a military context, mean 'deploy'.

11:15 rp p8n...lT&5P_ K'h These clauses refer to the inability of the southern

forces to resist those of the north. The verbs could be translated, 'they will
not endure / remain...and there will be no resistance'. Cf page 51 for the
difficult syntax of the second verb.

11:16 "ITS'? fXI is difficult in syntax again: it seems to mean 'there will be

no withstanding him'.

Tftlpjl could mean 'he will stand / take his stand / remain'.

11:17 xVl It is difficult to find a translation for this feminine verb. If□□

is the subject, it may mean 'she will not endure'. It could be impersonal

feminine, 'it (i.e. the plan ) will not endure', in other words, the plan will not
come to fruition.

Ketib / Qere Variants

8:11 K Dr"in and Q □Tin differ between a Hiphil and a Hophal respectively;

9:18 nnpD The K is feminine in form but Q reads masculine. However compare

imperatives in v 19 which also carry final H: this suggests a feminine verb is

Vol 5 (trans J F Smith, 1881, London, Williams & Norgate), 324, anticipated this reading.
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not intended but rather an ending similar to the cohortative. CfGKC 48 for

lengthened imperatives.

11:8 XT K has consonants of a Qal, but Q reads Hiphil to give a better sense.

11:10 inn K is a singular noun but Q is plural, 'his sons', to agree with the

plural verb which follows.

■nan'' ... nan1' The initial confusion as to number returns at the end of the
v t : • t : •

verse. The second occurrence of the verb is in K a plural and in Q a singular

to agree with the preceding verb.

nfyO'lJ? The consonantal text means 'as far as a stronghold', which is less

informative than the Q, the pointing ofwhich is preferable, meaning, 'as far as
his stronghold'.

The number employed for the verbs in this verse is not consistent, unless the
first Q reading is accepted; the plural verbs refer to 'his sons' and the singular
verbs to 'a multitude'.

11:12 iinV D1T K supplies the consonants of a Qal imperfect D1T, literally 'and

his heart will be exalted'. Q supplies the vowels of a Qal perfect or participle,
with Vav, QbT The Q taken as perfect with Vav consecutive follows naturally

from the previous verb.

11:18 niTl K reads 31T1, 'and he will return' and Q has □IT'!, 'and he will set',

which makes the better sense.9

9 Cf BHS where CG reading D^UCl is noted.
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11:35 ]3y7l K suggests Qal or Piel infinitive ( cf BHS ), but the Masoretes

seem to have indicated a Hiphil in Q. Perhaps a Hiphil, labnpl, has contracted
to the present text. GKC 53q considers it doubly anomalous.

11:39 T3n K reads Hiphil perfect, which is not the correct narrative tense, but Q

reads imperfect T3*, which is an improvement, and according to BHS is

supported by a Cairo Genizah reading.

Morphology

8:22 nn'ftiP The prefixed Yod is very unusual for a third feminine plural

imperfect form. It is listed in GKC 47k as an Aramaism which distinguishes
the form from second feminine plural. Kutscher10 considered it a transition

towards the replacing of the feminine plural forms by one common with the

masculine plural. Two other examples of this anomalous third feminine plural

morphology occur, in Gen 30:38 and 1 Sam 6:12, where Kutscher classed

them as archaisms. However, it is strange that this verb follows so closely

upon the earlier form imiayri.

9:2 "TlTa Cf 8:5; Ezra 8:15; Neh 13:7. This form ofpa is anomalous. It

appears to be a composite of the Qal perfect 'riia and Hiphil perfect ,ri3,3n

after the form ofTV verbs. It is perhaps worth noting that the perfect ofpa

is rare in MT, the only other examples being in 10:1, where it is problematic,"
and Ps 139:2; the imperfect is the most common aspect of the Qal ofpa

found in MT. However, cf GKC 73a, Job 33:13 and Lam 3:58 for similar

variation in a different root. The same semantic problem with this root as

noted in Dan 8:5 may apply here.12

10 Kutscher, A History, 41-2.
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V7-' This is usually understood to be a perfect tense of the root though

its form is that of an infinitive13 and it appears to be the only example in MT.

11:14 The form is Hitpael but n is not normally assimilated as here and Num

24:7. CfGKC 54c.

12:13 pip»n is a unique example of □I1 in BH with an Aramaic plural ending.14
There are several examples ofAramaic endings in MT; cfGKC 87e.

Aspects of the Hebrew that are Unique or Rare in MT

Hapax Legomena in MT

9:24 The use of^nn is unique in MT.15
9:25 mm This word for 'moat' is now known from other ancient sources.16

10:21 Qltinn The root □tin is Aramaic: cf 5:24, 25; 6:9, 10, 11.

11:20 Tin means 'ornament / adornment / splendour'. However, GKC 93 dd

reads it as construct ofbin; cfBHS.T T

11:32 nipVn The plural is exceptional and it is unclear why the form differs from

its synonym inw 21, 34, unless it is a scribal error.

11:43 The substantive means 'hiding place' according to KB3,

Vol 2, 580. The root is |13D.
17

11 See below and pages 237, 240.
12 Cf page 39.
13 See KB3, Vol 1, 122; BDB 106.
14 This word is parsed in BW as a singular noun meaning 'right side'!
15 Cf page 17 for the Niphal stem.
16 Collins, Daniel, 356 and notes 87, 88.
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11:45 InSK KB3, Vol 1, 77-78, links this word to Persian apadana which means

'treasury'. iHSX is usually translated 'tents of his pavilion',19 but

perhaps it refers to some sort of storage for the treasures ofEgypt in v 43.

12:3 nnr is a hapax legomenon according to KB3, Vol 1, 265, of a root IHT,

cognate with the Aramaic 7ilT to 'shine'. See page 38 for the noun "lH'T.

Unique or Rare Verbal Stems

8:7 lipiQrPl Cf 11:11. The Hitpalpel ofT7)3 is found only in Daniel.20 BDB,

600, gives the meaning 'embitter himself, but KB3, Vol 2, 638 supplies the
sense 'become furious'. GKC 55g lists this among 7 possible Hitpalpel

examples in MT.

8:27 □fcilW'XI The Hitpolei of DD1Z7 occurs additionally only in Qoh 7:16;

Ps 143:4; Isa 59:16; 63:5. Here it means 'I was dismayed'.

9:1 t]bi?n Hophal of 21 is unique and it would presumably mean 'was made

king'. A better sense is obtained by assuming it is Hiphil and a caique of the
Aramaic Aphel stem, which can mean '( he ) ruled, reigned'; cfBHS.

10:11 TSTID A Hiphil participle of "Tin occurs only elsewhere in Ezra 10:9. The

asyndetic participle modifying a finite verb, TllfDV, is unusual. Two finite

verbs are normally employed, but here the participle is adverbial.

17 Hebrew according to BDB, 484, and both Hebrew and Aramaic according to Ja, Vol 1, 646,
means to 'be hidden / lie in ambush'. According to Sokoloff 262, the Aramaic also means 'to do
something secretly'.

18 Cf BHS for the anomalous pointing of'bnx.
19 Montgomery, A Critical, 464; NRSV has 'his palatial tents'.
20 It is attested in later Hebrew; cf Ja, Vol 2, 847; KB3, Vol 2, 638.
21 BW cites it as a Hophal under 'Dictionary', but in parsing it defines it as an Aramaic Hishtaphal!
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11:6 fhfinrP, v 23 rnianifH. The Hitpael ofTfH is rare, found in finite form only

here and 2 Chr 20:35. The sense in v 6 is 'they will make an alliance'. In v 23

the infinitive is unique in form: in 2 Chr 20:37 it has a different morphology.

11:36 Vwi. DftihrH These are two rarely used stems in BH. The Hitpael of

□n occurs only here and in Isa 33:10. The Hitpael of is employed in v

37, Isa 10:15 and Ezek 38:23.

11:40 nffTP is a unique Hitpael of riff. The Piel is used in 8:4 and otherwise five

times in MT; cfDeut 33:17; 1 Kgs 22:11 // 2 Chr 18:10; Ezek 34:21; Ps 44:6.

"iyjWrl The Hitpael of hSfiZ? is unique. The root itself is rare: a Qal is in Ps

58:10; aNiphal in Ps 50:3; Piel in Job 27:21.

12:4 ftfp'tib The Polel form ofUHI?22 is rare, found only five times in MT, cf Jer

5:1; Amos 8:12; Zech 4:10; 2 Chr 16:9.

12:10 THIirP This is a rare use of the Hitpael ofTTf, cf2 Sam 22:27; Ps 18:27.

IfSbrp This is a unique Hitpael: the root occurs only 5 times in any stem;

cf 11:35; Isa 1:18; Joel 1:7; Ps51:9.

Expressions Unique to Daniel in Biblical Hebrew

8:1 Vx-TH ''fX The first person pronoun before a proper name in apposition,

used for emphasis, has no parallel in a prophetic book, but it occurs seven

times in MT ofDaniel ( w 15, 27; 9:2; 10:2,7; 12:5).

22 It is defined as Piel in BW.
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8:5 rmn is used as an absolute with pp in the construct. The ending is
characteristic of an abstract noun in both Aramaic and Hebrew. The meaning

is not clear and it is often construed as 'a conspicuous horn'; but the noun

could be used adjectivally to mean 'a visionary horn', i.e. one that does not

resemble a real horn. The word in Rabbinic Hebrew can mean 'beauty',23
which here would give the sense, 'a beautiful horn'.

8:6 in'3 norn literally means 'in the heat / anger of his power', where 'heat of his

anger' is the more usual idiom.24

8:13 "pftbs is unique to Daniel, a contraction ofpipK ,ft7S, Ruth 4:1; 1 Sam 21:3;

2 Kgs 6:8, meaning 'so and so, someone'; cfBDB 811-812, KB3,Vol 3, 934.

8:14 "lj?3 These occur in Dan 8:26 with the addition ofdefinite articles and a

conjunction, which is more usual. The phrase indicates a whole day, which in
Hebrew thinking begins at evening; cfGen 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, 31.

8:16 Tp is used as a demonstrative pronoun only here in MT but is common in
Mishnaic Hebrew. It is found as an adjective in MT. CfGKC 35 n.

8:19 fp TyiOp Only Daniel has this expression for a pre-determined end time.

"HDD, 'appointed time', is usually associated with feasts and festivals.

8:22 JTippQ This plural noun occurs only here in MT. The singularmDp is
used occasionally in earlier books, cfNum 24:7; 1 Sam 20:31, but it is

characteristic ofEsther and Chronicles, and it is found in Ezra and Nehemiah.

23 Ja, Vol 1,442.
24 Cf pages 287-9.
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8:25 Q,"]tp_"liZ7 BDB 979 seems to equate this with fOY "IW, cf Josh 5:14-15;

Gen 21:22, 32; 1 Sam 12:9, and with KB3, Vol 3, 1352 interprets it as a title
ofGod.

8:24 The participle would appear to be used adverbially, as in Job

27:5, but it is used uniquely with this verb; cfDan 11:36. When used as a

noun, it is normally associated with works ofmn'', cfe.g. Exod 3:20; Josh

3:5; Judg 6:13. There is precedent for use of the root in a destructive

context in Deut 28:59 where MT reads HTTP xVsni, 'and the LORD

will make your plagues wonderful ( exceptional )'.25 So the clause in Daniel

may translate as 'he will destroy exceptionally', though its practical meaning is
still obscure.

9:11 nVXH This idiom is unique in MT. The Qal of~]nj is used with

by only here and in v 27. by with in the Niphal occurs only once, in 2

Sam 21:10, the verb in total only 21 times in MT.

9:14 HiHrn1?!? HTTP TplZPI 7pL7 occurs ten times with preposition by according

to BDB 1052. The idiom used with the noun Din is unique: cfKB3 Vol 4,

1638, which supplies the meaning, ' be concerned about'; but cf Jer 44:27,

nin1? nrr^y ipw Tnn.

9:24 DWDlp DWDtp 'Weeks' occurs in the Pentateuch with feminine form. The
masculine plural is characteristic ofDaniel, cfw 25, 26; 10:2, 3. The only
other occurrence in LBH, in 2 Chr 8:13, is feminine plural, referring to the
Pentateuchal Feast ofWeeks. This plural noun followed by a numeric

adjective is found only here and w 25-26. See GKC 121b for word order.

25 Thus BDB 810; KB3, Vol 3, 927, has the equivalent 'dreadful'.
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XbDb The article is problematic since the noun has not previously been

introduced ( unless in ch 8:12-13 ). is not usually found in the Piel: both

BDB and KB3 refer the verb to Q has the latter. CfGKC 75 aa, rr.

mxtsn Drinbl K reads D'nnVl., 'to seal', but Q reads DrnbT 'to complete'.

Either phrase is unique to Daniel.26

Every phrase in 9:24c is unique except for, □''WTp W3p , which refers to the

sanctuary; cf Ezek 45:3.

10:8 "'bV Him. This idiom27 is difficult because 'splendour / majesty /

vigour' does not provide an easy sense in context. Cf 1 Sam 4:19; Isa 60:5;

Hos 11:8 for the same verb and preposition. See Dan 7:28 for the Aramaic

equivalent fi-irnzr ,T,T"!, ofwhich the Hebrew may be a caique.28

10:15 3¥3X "OS mm Cf9:3, 10 for other uses of jD} .

11:1 PTOpb The Hiphil participle of pTI~I is used uniquely with b and followed by b
whereas the usual sequel is The sense is 'for a strengthener / supporter for

him'.

11:8 Ip b'OJT is used uniquely here to mean 'withstand'. The verb is usually

employed with in spatial / directional and, occasionally, temporal phrases.

11:10 Qmi trbm ]ion 'A multitude ofmany forces' suggests an excessively large

army! The expression is unique; cf 03 bTt in Ezek 38:15. 03 pi03 is the more

26 CfBHS for niKUn; cf also page 34.
27 CI, Vol 2, 500 also cites 1QH 532.
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frequent usage; cfw 11, 13; Isa 16:14; 2 Chr 13:8; 20:2, 12, 15.

X13 N33 As it stands, this apparent use of the infinitive absolute ofNTS

following one of its finite forms is found elsewhere only in v 13, where an

imperfect precedes it. In such a construction, the infinitive normally signifies

continuation, giving the sense 'he / it will go continually', or perhaps 'will

keep on going'. Gib 101c, however, suggests it has the same meaning as

when placed before the finite verb. An alternative would be to read 13, where

the antecedent of the suffix must be carefully traced back in the text.

11:13 WW □,nS7n fpb is a unique temporal phrase which seems to be composed

ofpreviously used words and phrases; it is perhaps best translated, 'at the end
of / after some years'. Cfw 6, 8; 8:27.

11:15 rrranjp TS7 has a unique feminine plural form here, but a masculine

plural inw 24, 39 and twelve other occurrences in MT. The phrase is also

unique in that, of the eighteen times the combination of these two nouns

appears in MT, "IS3& is plural only here; elsewhere the combination has the

plural ofTS? nine times. Cfe.g. 2 Chr 17:19; Jer 34:7.

VhllDp DV1 ~irn?p occurs in singular form in MT eleven times, but in plural

only here. It is usually masculine but is feminine in Ezek 24:5. The phrase
hovers without a finite verb so must be linked to the previous negative verb

and translated 'nor his elite (forces)'.

11:17 D'tyan rQ3 is a unique expression. In addition, as direct object of the

verb, it lacks J"IK. 4QDanc reads □"'tZ/JK 133.29

11:22 nolZfrt rny'TPl Cfw 6, 15, 31 for 'armies'.

28 Cf page 74, where this clause cited in Zimmermann's evidence.
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Tin? Tin means 'a leader of a covenant', or 'a covenantal leader'?

11:24 nrip ,3aiy?p3,l This phrase means literally 'with / in fat people / places of a

province', and it is the antecedent ofDn*7.

11:25 lull*71 in'3 lyjl The sequence seems odd: the stirring of the mind would

normally precede that of the power.

11:28 UH'i? JTHSrVy 133*71 'A holy covenant' is an expression found only in

Daniel, cf v 30 ( x 2 ). A definite concept referring to covenant in the Torah
seems logical in context, whereas here it is indefinite.

11:29 nfinXDI nfty'JOD This expression should perhaps be translated, 'like the

former or like the latter'.

11:30 *737 3371 is a unique combination of verb and preposition. Noun 337T is used in

Isa 10:25 and Ezek 21:36 with *737, with the verbs and respectively.

11:31 D7?iU7'7p Pi?tPn 331331 13D3 is not easy to translate: the historical allusion

might suggest 'set up' or 'permit'. This noun and participle are found

together only in Daniel, three times in all, but this occurrence is the least

grammatically problematical; cf 9:27; 12:11. Note the lack of article on the

participle in apposition to a definite noun; cf 8:13 and GKC 126 z.

11:32 rvi3 "'V'^'IDI The use ofVUH with 1THI3 as object is unique30 and,

with the plural participle construct, it makes the phrase awkward to translate.

Cfw 32, 33; 12:2, 3 for other plural participles construct.

29 Ulrich, 'Daniel', Pt 2, 22-4. The Aleph is fragmented but Ulrich is sure of this variant.
30 The phrase is used in 1QM 12.
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11:32 Vn'bX 1V7'' DV1 Since the singular noun can take a plural verb, as e.g. in

Exod 14:31; 15:24; 16:30 and the rest of this verse, it is probable that the

participle is in apposition to DP.

11:33 D3 "'V'Stpipi This participle construct is usually understood to be partitive, so

the phrase means 'wise men of (the) people, those of the people who are

wise', though the article is omitted, as often. However, root can be

transitive, with the meaning 'teachers of, those who teach the people' and the

following clause suggests such an activity. Cf 12:3.

11:36 bx~b331
•• T

Q'bx bx

nixb?) "131''. Cf 8:24. In each occurrence the plural participle seems to be

used abverbially. Here the sense is probably 'he will boast'.

E?T nb3~72? A unique phrase as it stands. Cf 9:27 where the noun 17*73 is

employed instead of the verb, and cf v 30; Isa 10:25; 26:20.

11:37 ETUfr rni?n 'The desire ofwomen' is another unique term.

11:38 □,!ri73 rfbxbf 'The god / God of fortresses' is a unique expression. See GKC

117 n for the position before the finite verb. Note use ofLameds for the sign
of the direct object inw 38-39, which shows an Aramaic influence on syntax32
found on other occasions in MT; cfBDB 511-512.

31 CI, Vol 1,254 also cites MasShirShab 25.
32 See Ros 56, 182; T Muraoka, 'Verbal Rection in Qumran Aramaic', SQA, 100-1.
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11:39 Q,;r57Q ,7Tp??<? means literally, 'fortified cities of fortresses'. This tautology is

another unique expression.

7D3 nibX'DD The phrase "D3 HibX is unique. "ID?. can be either a noun or an

adjective, but the former is exclusively used adjectivally with construct nouns

and both noun and adjective occur predominantly in phrases denoting 'child /
children' or 'foreign gods'. The latter is usually expressed by 7337 plbx; cf
Gen 35:2, 5; Josh 24:23, or 7D3 "Tl'bX, cf Josh 24:20; Jer 5:19. 7D3 bx occurs

in Deut 32:12; Mai 2:11; Ps 81:10 where it parallels "IT bx. (It is unclear why
the writer alternated between terms bx and n'bx inw 36-39.)

The preposition is awkward: the sense 'with a strange god' is difficult, and the
first suspicion must be that its consonants really represent the noun £337, which

could be the subject of the verb TVU)J\

□''DID Db'tlTpn"! is a unique clause. The Hiphil of b\UY2, 'rule', is rare, found
only here, Job 25:2, and Ps 8:7, where it also carries a suffix. In Job it occurs

as an infinitive absolute which functions as an abstract noun.

11:41 "P&J? rPUTXIT. probably means 'the chief / first of the Ammonites' in

the sense of'the cream' of the people. Cf e.g. Ezek 20:40; Amos 6:1, 6.

11:44 TrrbrfD''. ITi 370127 The substantive usually occurs as singular and is plural

only here in MT. The verb is masculine but the subject is feminine.

X0H3 XXp. A similar phrase occurs in 2 Kgs 5:12 with "j^H. Note also N for

PI. Though not an uncommon substitution, it is not usually found in 70317.

11:45 Dpi P? presumably refers to the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea.
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Cf V 16 and 8:9.

12:1 Vna!7 ~)t2?n The nearest expression to this phrase is in 2 Sam 3:38 where

Abner is described as ^71731 1117.

12:2 7D^~riD7N NtlTT?. This combination, 7QV ni27N, is without precedent. The

same nouns occur in reverse order, in Gen 2:7, 7D7Rn_]?p 7217, but the usual

expression is nN7~7D17; cfGen 13:16; 28:14; Exod 8:12; 2 Chr 1:9; Amos

2:7; contrast Job 14:9. A similar phrase occurs in Isa 26:19,7217 ,3D'U7, but it

lacks nmx.

Note the retention of simple Sheva after the preposition on the participle; cf
GKC 102b. It appears to have affected the pointing of the second syllable,
which would normally be Sheva in a plural participle. Cf Isa 26:19, above.

"rf? The nearest similar phrase is found in Ps 133:3, 71? CP77.

CfGen 3:22; 1 Kgs 1:31; Pss 22:27; 49:10.

□bll? fiN77b Cf Isa 66:24, the only other occurrence of 11X77 in MT.

12:3 7171 abll7b seems to be a unique expression, though is very common; it

is used nearly a hundred times in the Psalms; cf especially the refrain in Ps 136.

12:7 ibX'Dtl?! llTp'' Although the right and left hands are used in expressions of

direction both literally and figuratively ( as e.g. in turning from the way of the
LORD in Deut 17:11 ), they are used only here in a literal reference to hands.

TSm CP71710 7171&V Cf 8:19 for 7yi73.

fSl nibCDl This is a unique juxtaposition of these two roots. Note also that
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the infinitives appear to be used as nouns in the construct state.

T* Counting the two previous infinitives, there appears to be a

chain of four constructs before tzn p-

12:8 nVtf nnrjx nip means literally, 'What will be the end / end result of these

things?'

12:11 Dip'tP nnbl Cf9:27; 11:31. Is this yet another possible example of the

infinitive used as noun in the construct state? Gib 109b rem 2 classifies use of

the infinitive here as nominal, in continuation of a preceding finite form.

12:13 W? is used with b only here: it is usually found with H

Rare Words and Expressions

8:26 □,3"1 This is an unusual expression, cfEzek 12:27.33

9:9 rrinVprn occurs only here, Ps 130:4 and Neh 9:17.

9:17 DGtZJ'n DOtp as adjective is used only here and Jer 12:11, where it refers to the
devastated land. Note the allusion to Jeremiah in the light of v 2.

9:24 niNUn ( Q nNtJH ) means 'sin / sin-offering'. This word occurs with Daghesh

Forte elsewhere only in Exod 34:7 and Isa 5:18. The form without the

Daghesh is more frequent, with eight occurrences in MT ( Gen 20:9; Exod

32:21,30, 31; 2 Kgs 17:21; Ps 32:1; 40:7; 109:7).

10:1 bilJ 'A great army' does not make sense in context and neither does an

33 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 229, also cite an Ammonite late 7th century inscription.
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abstract understanding of the noun such as 'hard service' ( which anyway

would be feminine ), since the expression modifies 133n.

10:2 This expression, literally 'weeks, days', is found elsewhere only in

Ezek 45:21 where the feminine plural form is used. Cf 8:27 and Gib 41 d.

10:5 TplX DHD3 TQ1K occurs only here and Jer 10:9, where it is connected with

the precious metal, gold. For the latter, Jeremiah employs the common word
ZiriT but Daniel uses the rarer DrD, which occurs eight other times in MT: Isa

13:12; Job 28:18 with TDIXl?; Ps 45:10, TDiN QriDB; Cant 5:11 TS Qn3.

1 Kgs 10:11; 1 Chr 29:4; 2 Chr 9:10 connect D!7T with TpiX.

10:6 vrfbinz? means 'his feet' or possibly 'his legs'. Cf Ruth 3:4, 7, 8, 14, where it

means 'place of feet / feet'. The more usual noun, bri, is used in Ezek 1:7,

singular and plural, possibly meaning 'leg(s)' rather than 'foot / feet'.

bb|? ntZfrTJ pyp This unusual expression is also found in Ezek 1:7.

10:11 rn"7?prriE,,X occurs in MT only here and v 19. The plural noun rfnpn is
cited nine times in MT and six of these are in Daniel 8-12: 9:23; 10:3; 11:38,

43. Cf also Gen 27:15; Ezra 8:27; 2 Chr 20:25.

10:14 Q'p^b This plural noun is rarely used definitely with the preposition b. Other

instances are Judg 17:10; 2 Sam 14:26; Ezek 22:14; Esth 9:26.

10:16 'TX The idiom in 1 Sam 4:19 refers to a difficult childbirth!'4

11:1 ib 'As a place of safety / fortress / protection for him' reads oddly.

The expression occurs in Nah 1:7 and Ps 31:3 and 4QDanc supports MT.35
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11:4 innnxV X'V) nnrjX usually has the semantic range 'after-part, end, future,
result'. This is one of only five places where it appears to mean 'posterity,

descendant', the others being Jer 31:17; Ps 37:37, 38; 109:13.

11:5 bttfpO means 'dominion / ruler' and is a rare substantive: it is found in v 5, and

1 Chr 26:6, where it is plural. Many would amend the latter/6 and if they are

correct, the usage in Daniel is unique.

11:6 ni3 T£yn~X't7'l n? is the subject of the feminine verb. The idiom is met in

10:8,16: it is found also in 1 Chr 29:14; 2 Chr 2:5; 13:20; 22:9. The

verb means 'restrain / retain', but in this idiom always 'retain'.

S7i"lTn VY"lT usually means 'arm / power', but, according to CI, Vol 3, 136,

in a few instances, mainly in Daniel, it seems to mean 'army': cfvv 15, 22, 31;

Ezek 17:19. The definite article seems to indicate the army of the south.

means literally 'the one who strengthens / holds her'. The Hiphil

participle may refer to her husband. CfProv 3:18, where it is parallel to "]Dn,

'to hold'.

□"T1272 This vague expression of time is made more specific in v 14

with a demonstrative adjective, as in 2 Chr 15:5. CfNeh 13:31; Dan 12:1.

11:14 ^27 The noun f"l3, which resembles an Aramaic past participle in

form, is usually translated 'violent one', and only five other examples occur in

MT; cflsa 35:9; Jer 7:11; Ezek 7:22; 18:10; Ps 17:4. CfGib 36 c rem 4 for

constructs.

34 CI, Vol 2, 581 also cites IQH 3.
35 Ulrich,'Daniel', Pt2,21.
36 KB3, Vol 2, 596 records an amendment for 1 Chr 26:6, DH for □''bu/nwn; cfBDB 606.
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11:20 133_,7y is an idiom found only inw 21, 38; Gen 40:13; 41:13. Cfalso v 7.

11:21 See also w 32, 34. This is a rare word, and a shorter form

appears in v 32. Elsewhere it is found in Jer 23:12; Ps 35:6.

11:24 TiTT QnV This means literally 'he will scatter to them', and since ITU is rare,

the Qal occurring only here and a Piel in Ps 68:31, it is difficult to judge if it
can carry the meaning 'distribute', which is what is required in this context.

11:26 "U3-nD is a Persian loan-word which occurs only here and in 1:8, 13, 15, 16.

It is cognate with Sanskrit prati-bhaga, according to KB3, and can mean

'portion for a king', and those who eat it are 'on the king's payroll'.37

11:30 □,ri3 means 'ships, Kittim'. □"Y occurs rarely with the meaning 'ships'

only here, Num 24:24 and Ezek 30:9, plus an occurrence of the singular in Isa

33:21. It ought to be construct rather than in apposition to DTID, and most

EVV translate as such. As it is, DTD could be either an adjective or an

explanatory gloss.38

V?? ]31t1 only occurs with *737 here, and in Ps 37:10 and Job 31:1, where

the verbs are Hitpolel. The usual mode is to use the prepositions b or "7K for

the meaning, 'he will give heed to', which is required here.

11:37 n'VNrVs as a phrase occurs only here and 2 Chr 32:15.

11:38 Cfw7, 20, 21.

11:42 HUpD1? rrnn K'1? The idiom occurs in Gen 32:9 and it means, according to

j7 The phrase is A P Hayman's based on Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 130.
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KB3 Vol 3, 932, to 'become a rescue', i.e. to 'escape'.39 This gives the sense

here, 'and Egypt will not escape'.

11:43 THSttttp? This rare word is found only elsewhere in Ps 37:23 and Prov 20:24.

12:1 "IDS? The book is not specified, but the article suggests Daniel should

understand the reference. Of all references where this noun is definite with the

preposition 1, it is unmodified only here. In Deut 28:58; 29:19 and Jer 25:13

the demonstrative HTH is added. More usually the noun is construct, as in the

Pentateuchal expressionmini! "lQDIl.

12:2 niDhnb Cf 9:23. is used in the plural here and Ps 69:11, and construct

in Ps 69:10. GKC 124e classifies it as plural of intensification, cf 9:23.

12:3 Cf 1:4; 11:33, 35: 12:10. The Hiphil plural participle of used

as a substantive is found only in Daniel and 2 Chr 30:22. The singular is more

common: it occurs e.g. as a substantive in Amos 5:13 and as an adjective is
used to describe David in 1 Sam 18:14, 15.

SPi?nn irr'T? The noun "IH'T, from verb HIT, occurs only here and Ezek 8:2.40

This masculine plural participle occurs only here and Isa 5:23,

though the Hiphil in general occurs twelve times in MT. The Hiphil participle

singular occurs in Prov 17:15, meaning 'he who justifies'.

12:6 nixbsn This noun occurs in plural form only here, Ps 119:129 and Lam 1:9

( where it is masculine plural), but it occurs 13 times in all.

38

39

40

Charles, A Critical, 305.
BDB 812 lists in Dan 11:42 under the sense 'escaped remnant'.
BDB 264. Cf page 24 for the verb.
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12:11 70317 This Hophal occurs only here and Lev 4:31, 35; 1 Sam 21:7; Isa 17:1.

The form could be perfect or infinitive, and if the latter, it is possibly another

example of an infinitive used as a noun in the construct state, cfv 7.

12:13 fpb This noun is used with this preposition in 8:17; 11:6, 13 ; 12:13 ( x 2 );

Hab 2:3; Neh 13:6; 2 Chr 18:2, but it is employed definitely without any
modification only here, 12:13 and Hab 2:3.

Unusual or Unclear Semantics

8:5 ppp ■'IVY! appears in this context to mean 'I was looking", as in Ezra 8:15

and possibly Neh 13:7, but the root "pH does not usually carry this meaning.
It is probably a caique of the Aramaic expression rPin cf 7:8.41

8:9 'the beauty / honour', is usually taken as an elliptical expression with a

noun understood, either y*"IN or "ill, cf 11:16, 45 respectively. The term is
often associated with the land, cf Jer 3:19; Ezek 20:6, 15.

8:12 nrittW'l Cf 8:24, ntPyi, and also 11:17, 28, 30. It is unclear what meaning this
verb carries when isolated in its own clause, or what information it adds to the

narrative.

11:5 rbV pTiTl pTJTI; 11:7 PTDni The first verb in v 5

means simply 'will grow strong'. For the second verb in v 5 and the example
in v 7, 'and he will prevail' makes better sense in the contexts: this meaning is

characteristic of usage in Daniel and Chronicles.

11:20 □,SXp X'b 3. and □"'QN occur together uniquely. CI Vol 1, 355 lists it as the

noun meaning 'anger' with H of instrument, but the Aramaic idiom means 'not
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openly / publicly',42 and since this would be more suitable in context, the

Hebrew is probably a caique of the Aramaic expression.

11:32 111? 171 This is the sixth example where TWV appears as an isolated verb, but

the meaning is less problematical: 'they shall act' ( because they are strong ).

11:33 ITDDI "'DtZ/S is the standard verb in the BH idiom

to 'fall by the sword', but is the verb uniquely here. It does occur in

other contexts followed by bv, cf Jer 31:9; Ezek 33:12. Since the verb here

appears to be a synonym for *753, which in this idiom usually refers to death, it

makes strange sense to fall also 'by captivity and by spoil'. A less drastic

meaning for the verb, such as 'stumble' seems to render it inappropriate for
the first two agents, sword and flame. ITQ occurs with H in Esth 9:10 and a

similar list, less only in Ezra 9:7, where its use seems appropriate.

11:35 ana Tn?1? ibuia1 similarly cannot mean 'fall' as in 'die'( cf v 33 ) if

the purpose is refinement ( purifying and making white ) of the wise. It must
mean something nearer to 'stumble' or possibly 'be brought down'; in either

case the meaning does not seem quite right.

Unusual Grammar and Syntax

8:3 "THX b'X The numeral is used as the indefinite article ( so GKC 125 b ), though

'a single ram' would also make sense. This use of the numeral one is also

found in Aramaic, cfRos 46.43 Cf 10:5; 1 Sam 1:1 1HK WK.

8:5 D,TI7n~T'D^ Cfv 8; Ezra 6:17; 8:35; 2 Chr 29:21. TDX is an Aramaism; cf

41 Cf page 88.
42 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 269.
43 Stefanovic, The Aramaic, 56, notes this usage in the Sefire Inscriptions and BA of Daniel.
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v 21. The reason for the use of the article in this phrase is not clear, since, at

the introduction of the goat, an indefinite expression is usual.

L73H3 fKl is not specific as to the subject, and it should read, in good Hebrew,

as in note 5b in BHS, f 3PK, with the third masculine singular suffix to agree

withtmn TDX.
• • t • :

TS^n lacks b as sign of possession and the clause must be translated, 'the

he-goat, a conspicuous (?) horn was between his eyes'.

8:8 3?5"IK mTH Hfbvrn The feminine plural subject of this verb is not supplied but

the feminine numeral 'four' perhaps indicates that a plural noun has fallen out
or should be understood. This may be min Tip, in which case the construct

plural noun must have been lost.

8:9 Dno nnxn~l?pi A similar construction is found in Lev 4:2, without the article,

and also in 1 Sam 17:36 with D, similarly without the article. The phrase

means literally 'From the first of them'; thus CI, Vol 1, 183, 5b; but D7173 is

redundant and makes the style laborious. The masculine suffix has a feminine

antecedent; cfGKC 135 o; Gib 1 d, rem 4.

nT3?¥p The Mem as preposition is awkward, and the sense would be better

without it, as 'an insignificant horn came forth'. The preposition has the effect
of appearing to set the word in apposition to the initial noun, but it lacks the
article necessary to be in apposition to nnKH and would be misplaced in the

sentence. BDB 578, 1 a, suggests the sense 'from ( being ) a little one'.

8:11-13 This section is notoriously difficult, being subject to much emendation by
scholars in attempts to make sense of it. These are some of the main
difficulties:
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v 11 There is reversion from feminine verbs to masculine in

v 12 X3Y1 is vague in meaning in context, being without the article. The

general sense is difficult, as it is not clear what is the subject of the feminine

verbs, and much of the vocabulary has such a broad range ofmeaning. fOY

may be feminine, as in Isa 40:2, where it means 'warfare / hard service': this
would provide the sense 'warfare will be waged against the continual burnt

offering through / by transgression'.

The jussive is used in without apparent reason; cfGKC 109 k; Gib

62 a; 85 c. In the second clause, nfrX appears to be the subject of ^blZfrTl,
but this would mean 'truth casts down...'. The alternative meaning, 'it will
cast truth to the earth', is an improvement, but opaque in reference. Cf v 24;

11:17,28, 30 for root TWV.

v 13 The first two clauses read clumsily due to the use of "7J1N with UHTj?

in apposition, since the former usually follows the noun as an adjective, even
when it functions as an indefinite article; cf 8:3 TPIK ^K; 10:5 HIK VPK.

GKC 125 b understands the expression as 'one, (i.e. ) a holy one' as opposed
to another; cfGibson 39 e.

T'pnn jiTnn The first noun would make better sense as a construct and

therefore without the article; cfGKC 127f.

The phrase nn Dfr'tZ? has the participle in apposition to a definite

noun but without the definite article, and the function of the infinitive is

problematic ( where even GKC cannot account for it, cf 126z ), cf 11:31

now'?? rWn uroi.

0En?p XDYl UH'pn means 'the sanctuary and the host a trampling place', but
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the lack of a verb has the effect of leaving the first noun stranded without
connection to any other clause; GKC 154 a, note 1 b, translates 'both the

sanctuary and the host'. Clearly a clause may have a composite subject, cfGib
24: since it is a nominal clause the verb could be understood as plural.

D£h?? occurs seven times in MT, and is used with a plural verb in Isa 28:18.

8:15 The expression in MT usually employs □IK ( cf Ezek 1:6 ), so

IDA is an Aramaism.

8:17 This preposition occurs with the Qal ofKD only here and in Judg 19:14,

where it describes the setting of the sun; CI, Vol 1, 364. In the latter, it is not

clear whether the preposition qualifies the verb fGTlG or 'Dl7rl. is found

with a Hiphil ofKD in 1 Chr 28:15.44 It is used in Dan 8:7 with and in

10:13 with but with 713V only here in MT; CI, Vol 1, 363.

8:21 TDXH Cfv 5. The first term is an Aramaism. "WW is more usual in
• T — • T —

classical Hebrew, and it may be a gloss here; but it could be translated 'rough'
or 'shaggy';45 cfKB3, Vol 3, 1341.

8:22 nn'fcyrn This syntactic sequence of a participle bearing the definite

article, followed by Vav consecutive, is difficult to unravel in terms of classical

usage. The participle seems to be in a nominal clause in which the rise of the
four horns is expressed in terms of an imperfect with Vav consecutive to show
that it was sequential to the shattering of the single horn. Yet the sentence is

complicated by the lack of a relative word preceding the second finite verb

rOTDV. So rumjr "nan rwibn VmK appears as a main clause, and

mrinri ymK mmym rmunm is not connected to it. Therefore GKC

44 CI Vol 1,364 cites 4Q251 3,3-
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116w regards the participle as a mere catchphrase, 'and as for that which was

broken'.

8:25 is unconnected to either the preceding or the following clause. bDiP,

'prudence, insight', seems to be used in a bad sense, but its meaning, along
with by, is very difficult to construe.

8:27 fyDIQ f'X'l Cfv 5. This is another statement where the subject is unclear. In

context it might be taken as a general expression of ignorance among his

associates, 'no one understood'. However, the reader is not informed that he

took others into his confidence. Cf Isa 57:1, po?? fyX?; Ezek 34:6, for similar

syntax. CfCI, Vol 1, 214-216 and citations of the verbal noun with suffix.46

9:1 There is no main verb in the first sentence: w 1-2 are, in effect, one long

sentence. The Masoretes supplied Soph Pasuq before the second reference to
the regnal year, because such a formula usually marked a new thought and

therefore the start of a new sentence. This has left the first temporal phrase

hanging, with only a relative clause to qualify it. See also 8:1, where there is a

possibility of no main verb in the introductory sentence.

9:13 nv-irrbs nx nx is puzzling here. GKC 117 m lists its use for emphasis; cf

also Gib 94 rem 6 for DK with subjects of intransitive and passive verbs.

9:18 fPplfnP) □,b''SQ ^IHTOX ffrVpHV See Jer 38:26, 42:9 for this idiom. The Hiphil

participle functions as a present tense.

9:20 A lack of finite verb47 suggests the use of participles as main verbs, i.e. Aramaic

syntax. It should be translated 'I was still speaking and praying', rather than

45 Montgomery, A Critical, 348.
46 CI, Vol 1, 214 also cites 4QapPsb 444.
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like the temporal clause, 'While I was still speaking', in the following verse.

9:21 lyip 1S7P It is unclear who is the subject of the participle: Daniel is subject
of the previous relative clause, and Gabriel of the participle which follows,

and either could be subject of C]i7?3. Root tjy, 'be weary', or 'fly',
or both could provide the forms. IVlp may be 'wearied', a Hophal participle
ofCjV, and IST? could be 3 with tjW, 'weariness', a tautological expression
which is more likely to apply to Daniel than Gabriel. Could it describe

Daniel's state in 8:16-18 or v 27? Alternatively, the root would yield the

sense 'flying with weariness' or 'flying with flight'. However, the Hophal

participle of is 1^0 and if this is the correct participle, 'flying' must

presumably describe Gabriel; but he is nowhere described as having wings,

( in contrast to of Isaiah 6 and D'OTTD of Ezekiel 1, 10).

9:23 nfiX rnnftn Cf 10:11. See GKC 124 e for the 'plural of amplification',

meaning here 'greatly beloved', and GKC 141 c for the substantive as

predicate in the noun clause.

9:24 fPnri does not make sense as an additional direct object of the verb 'seal

up'. Should it read nfOHJ , 'prophecy'?

9:25 DbUftT. rri33Vl 3'lP'nV means 'to build Jerusalem again' but J1K accusativa

should precede 'Jerusalem'. See GKC 120 e, Gib 97 b for consecutive tenses.

would read better with the addition ofK"D, to give KID *117

1"VVJ'D, though this may be understood.

rPttfc) The apposition gives the sense, 'an anointed one, a leader': the

47 CfGib 113 e. Additional clauses after the participle usually have finite verbs.
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reverse is normal, e.g. Lev 4:3, 5, l~Pl£7?3n ]rDn. It may be conflation of

two terms, but note Jer 20:1,TUJ fpQ.

9:26 ib psi is vague and means literally, following an imperfect, 'there will not be to

him' or 'he will not have' : a complement is lacking. IfpK means 'nothing'

and the sense is 'he will have nothing', this is still imprecise in context.

TVni This is separated from clauses on both sides by the conjunction. It

appears to be a reference to the city of Jerusalem in v 25, and the Masoretes

read it as part of the composite direct object in the clause following.

The overall sense of v 26b is very difficult. It appears that tt/lpm Tltm,

joined by the conjunction, are direct objects of rpnttP, but they lack DX,

though this seems to be a regular omission; cf e g v 25. DJ7 must be the

asyndetic subject but the whole phrase is strange, literally 'a people of a

leader, the coming one'. An extra article may be required to give the sense

'the leader who is coming'; cf Gib 112, but note his rem 1 which gives
instances in which a participle with definite article is used after an indefinite

noun; Jer 27:3; Ezek 2:3; Ps 119:21.

JTi&D'tb ninrn The sense of the Niphal participle, construct in form, is

difficult: commentators tend to read it as an adjective modifying rTOPlbtt,48
but the form should end in He for this reading; cf v 27. It could be pointed

plural to agree with m?373\17, to give the meaning 'desolations are decreed'.

Cf v 27 below.

9:27 □ipUT? 133 b271 This is a most difficult text. There is no main verb

in the clause and the singular participle seems to be in apposition to 'wing'. A

48 Montgomery, A Critical, 383; Collins, Daniel, 346.
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participle is elsewhere in apposition to the singular yipW ( 12:11 ). Since

tpD is singular and 'abominations' is plural, tpD appears to be construct to

HPYlptt/; but 'wing ofabominations' is a unique phrase in the MT and its

meaning is obscure. The complete phrase could mean 'upon / concerning an

appalling / desolating wing / corner of abominations / detestable things'!

nV3~"7JTl This phrase does not appear to be attached to the following clause,

and if connected with the preceding phrase by the conjunction it suffers from
the same lack of a main verb.

OtiUi'by -qnn n^nnri The Niphal participle provides awkward sense, yet it is

plainly subject of the feminine verb following: a literal translation could be,
'and what is determined will pour forth over an appalled / desolated one'.

Hartman considered that Isa 10:23 and 28:22 were copied by the writer,49 in

which case it is an example of a composite subject with a singular verb

10:1 DOX1 Cf2 Chr 9:5: this is a rare idiomatic use ofDDK functioning as an

adjective: the nominal clause means literally 'the word is trustworthiness', i.e.
'the word is trustworthy'.

10:3 Ti:?0~N'!7 tpDI An infinitive absolute followed by a negative is unusual but the

construction is known in classical usage: there are over 20 occurrences, e.g.

Exod 5:23; Num 14:18; Judg 1:28; 1 Kgs 3:27; Isa 30:19; Jer 8:12 and two in
Ezek 16:4; cf also Gib 101 b. Dan 10:3 seems to be the only example in LBH

and because ""pD is parallel to p1 it might be a noun meaning 'oil'. Hartman

noted that it is the only example of the infinitive absolute tpO in MT, and ~pD

as a negative verb is always accompanied by cfDeut 28:40; Mic 6:15.50

49 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 245.
50 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 262.
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10:5 "?nx~lZPN would normally indicate 'one man \ a single individual'; cfGen

42:11; Num 13:2; Judg 6:16. Less frequently it can equal the English idiom 'a
certain man'; cf 1 Sam 1:1; Judg 13:2; 1 Kgs 20:35; 22:8 // 2 Chr 18:7 8:3;

GKC 125b. 1HK may be used as an indefinite article; cf 8:5 "HIK ^K; 8:13

u/np "rnK.

11:1 It is unclear why 'one who appeared human' in 10:16, 18 should strengthen the

ruler of Persia ( assuming that was the role of this Darius ), who was ranged

against him in 10:13. Alternatively, was the ruler over Media, or does the

initial Vav mark an antithesis?

11:2 ilTOD in|7Trqi The two different prepositions are difficult: two temporal

phrases with the use of H and the conjunction would be smoother, meaning

'and when he is strong and when he is affluent'. Perhaps a temporal and a

causal meaning is intended, 'and when he is strong through his affluence...'.

fP niDbip DK Vsn TIP translates as 'the whole will stir up the kingdom of

Greece', which hardly makes sense. The meaning 'he will stir up the whole

kingdom ofGreece' would require HK to be placed first in the objective

phrase. It would make the definite article redundant, since the proper noun

would render it unnecessary in a chain of two constructs JTD^D bl\ the

correct SBH would read TV mDbD-,73~nx TIP.
• TT : — T v • T

11:4 nbK—nbp D'lnsVl. reads literally'and to others besides these': the plural

demonstrative pronoun has no antecedent unless it is 'the four winds of

heaven', which makes no sense. Some reference to rulers of the divided

kingdoms seems lacking, unless it is assumed to be implied.

11:5 THfeTfipi, 'and some ofhis officers', hangs between two conjunctions and the

first part of the sentence translates 'The king of the south will wax strong, and
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some of his officers, and he will wax strong against him'. The first plPPf may

be in agreement with the first element of the composite subject; cf Gib 24 b.

VbV j?T_rn means 'and he will prevail against him'. If the subject is the king of

the south, there is no antecedent for the suffix on the preposition. If this king
is the antecedent, the subject of the verb is unclear, unless the officers are the

real subject and corruption has resulted in the loss of the plural verb.

Alternatively, if the conjunction on the second pTrPT is taken as a dittography

of the suffix on THUt, the sense may be '(one) from his officers will prevail

against him ( and will rule )' It is possible that TriK was lost; cf 8:9; 11:23.

inbtpOD, 'his kingdom', seems redundant following the satisfactory clause

'and he shall rule a great dominion'. An alternative would be 'and he will rule:
his kingdom will be a great dominion'. The latter is supported by the

disjunctive accent over .

11:6 i!7'Tn TOiT N'Vl seems to mean 'and neither he nor his army will stand /

remain'; with a composite subject ofpronoun and noun, the pronoun should
be expressed; cfGib 24 c.

nib-'ni. means 'the one who fathered her', whereas a passive participle, 'one

whom she bore', would make more sense in historical context.3' The

participle is able to carry the definite article and a pronominal suffix,32 but to
understand an allusion to the king of the south is difficult, and why refer to the
father by such a periphrastic expression?

11:7 ITtP'ntf "1^30 'From a shoot ofher root' is the literal sense, since a partitive

meaning would be difficult; cfGKC 119 w note 2. The sense would improve

51 It was Berenice's infant son who was killed, not her father, who died in Egypt later.
52 Cf page 322 and note 122.
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if the preposition was attached to rPUhIC' as in Isa 11:1. "1X3, a rare noun

found only here and Isa 11:1; 14:19; 60:21, would then be the subject of
nnn.

133 'his place' seems to lack preposition bv. Cfw 20, 21, 38.

VrirnVX XIPl, 'and he will come to the army' is a strange and unique

expression. *7K is used with this noun in Ps 84:8 in a phrase meaning 'from

strength to strength', but there the noun is indeterminate.

DTT3 HipVI. It is difficult to find a meaning for this clause consisting of two

very common words! The context lacks explicit description ofwhat 'he will
do in / with / against them', and at best it can be translated 'he will take action

against them'.

11:9 Note the change of subject: it is apparently now the King of the North.

inolNrbN means 'to his land / territory'. The noun usually occurs with the

article in the sense 'the ground'. It is used often in Ezekiel instead of flX; cf

12:19; 13:9: 37:12; and occurs with a suffix; cf Jer 42:12; Ezek 34:13; 36:24.

11:11 flS^n 1D3 The phrase jiDSH reads like a gloss needed to

clarify the antecedent of the suffix in iQS7; but cfGKC 131 n, where it is

classed as a permutation, a type of apposition. Gib 39 e, rem 3 lists the suffix
in 3J3V as an anticipatory pronoun, common in Aramaic; cfv 27.

T'pyni means 'and he will raise'. The subject of this verb could be the king of

the south who is subject of the first verb in the sentence, or the king of the

north, the direct antecedent to the verb.
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1T3 Again the antecedent of the suffix is not clear, but is presumably the

king who did not raise the great multitude.

11:15 H'05p_...niy'hT/l The feminine plural noun has a masculine plural verb, just as
in v 22.53 In v 31 the noun is given a rarer masculine plural form, as in Gen

49:24; 2 Kgs 9:24; Isa 51:5, so there is agreement with the verb. In Daniel,

ynt indicates a military force; cf v 6 above; cf also w 22, 31.

7DS?b n'3 fXI The lack ofpreposition b with suffix to indicate who lacks

power is comparable to the lack of suffix on the verbal noun in ch 8:5, 27.

A smoother reading would be obtained with the addition of lb or, more

probably, Dnb. Cf 8:27.54

11:16 fPJPI. The shortened form of the imperfect with Vav conjunctive is very

unusual since it is normally preceded by Vav consecutive.

TDDb ItiV fW Cfv 15; 8:27

i*P3 nbDI may mean 'but he will cease / be finished by his ( own ) hand'; or a

noun clause may be read to give the sense 'destruction will be in his power'.55

11:17 DtP'H Another jussive form with Vav conjunctive and not Vav consecutive;

but cfNum 24:19.

njvnitf'nb 'To destroy her' makes poor sense in context; 'to destroy him'

would be better, and this is the reading of 4QDanc.56

53 Gib 95 (a) notes lack ofagreements where feminine or plural nouns govern third masculine
singular verbs, but these are in passive constructions; cf 11:22. Neither do the constructions in
Daniel conform to occasions where verbs come first; cfGib 22:i; but they may be explicated by
Gib 22 2 a, i.e. construction ad sensum, ancient armies usually comprising men, not women.

54 Cf page 44.
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rrnn ib-Rbl is a difficult clause to construe. Perhaps the most obvious

meaning, 'but she will not be his', is correct. The alternative is 'but she will

not be for him'.

11:18 insnil The sign of the direct object is absent.

''riba ib The term nb3, ''OblD as a substantive means 'cessation' and as an

adverb usually means a simple negative. With negative Kb it means 'except'

or "but rather'; cf CI, Vol 2, 184. Here the phrase must belong in the second

clause, because a preposition ]p, not b should properly follow the verb nHW.

but this makes the first lb redundant in its clause, unless it is an error for Kb.

11:20 Deut 18:10 provides another example of a Hiphil participle of *"QV.

Its likely meaning in this context is 'one who causes to pass through', but it
could also mean 'one who causes to pass over / by / away, takes away'.

IPJif This participle occurs more frequently than TOVJO; cf Isa 9:3; 14:4;

Zech 9:8; 10:4; Job 3:18; 39:7. 'An exactor' is taken as the meaning in this

context.

11:21 niDbQ Tin Vbl7 13n3~X'bl Third plural verb for a passive is an Aramaic

idiom; cfRos 181."7 It also occurs in Hebrew; cfGib 15 b.

11:26 TiDEp 1b»m. means 'and his army will overrun'. A better sense would be

achieved if the verb was pointed Niphal, giving the sense 'but his army will be
overrun'.

55 See Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 267.
56 Ibid.
37 See Ros 56, #181.
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11:27 D'OVan Drpagfl CfGib 39 e rem 3 for the anticipatory suffix and cfv 11. It

is probably best translated "those two kings' to give the force of the article,

yipb is usually classed as a Hiphil participle, in pausal form, ofVID, 'be evil'.

With the preposition ( and the copula understood ) it functions adjectivally to
mean 'for evil'. The whole clause means 'These two kings will be intent on

mischief.58

xVl The feminine verb and the sense of the clause require a feminine

concept understood, as e.g. nDUftTO, or the feminine is used in the impersonal

sense of'the matter'. So the meaning is, 'but it will not succeed...'.

11:29 rpnrrxVl The feminine verb is again used impersonally, 'but it will not be...'.

11:30 UH'p rP~Q To 'forsake' a covenant is an idea found in Deut 29:24;

1 Kgs 19:10, 14 and Jer 22:9. Cf v 28 for UH'i? nn?. In MT ttHpn ITm

would be expected, to make the concept definite.

11:31 □,pTn Cfw 6, with comment; w 15, 22 where niSfTT is used.

11:32 rnphn? T^Cf a plural participle as subject, rP""Q "WUnft, would have a

plural verb, but the singular verb indicates that the subject is 'he' and the

participle is the indefinite direct object. Cpfl usually means 'pollute / profane'
and the Hiphil stem is transitive. 'Corrupt' would be a more appropriate idea

in context.59

11:37 flT xV.rbsn Cfv 30 bv ■pYl, and GKC 152b for the negative.

58 BDB 949; KB3, Vol 3, 1270 does not list this word; it is regarded as a hypothetical hapax
legomenon; cf Vol 2, 637; CI, Vol 5, 490, refers to root JtJTI.

59 The same root in modern Hebrew carries the meaning 'to flatter'.
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11:40 lav The antecedent of the suffix might be the king of the north since the king

of the south is the subject. Finding the antecedent for the suffix on the next

preposition, vbv, is problematic. Is it the reverse, the king of the north as

subject and the king of the south the antecedent of the preposition, or is a

different person the antecedent of both prepositions? The king of the north is

presumably subject of the last three verbs of the verse.

Indefinite Expressions of Time

11:6 fpVf The temporal phrase occurs in 2 Chr 18:2, and Judg 11:39 where

it is used with fa. Here the phrase means 'at the end of / after some / a few

years': contrast v 8 alone, 8:27 WW, common usages; cf 1 Kgs 17:7

11:13 □''fiVn rpb Translates literally, 'at the end of / after the times, years'.

11:20 □17nK cra-'ai The phrase occurs only here and in Gen 27:44; 29:20. It is

unclear if it denotes an indeterminate time, a short time or both.

11:24 nv TV1 This temporal phrase hovers between two conjunctions. The

position of Soph Pasuq attaches it to v 24, but it would make more sense

attached to the beginning ofv 25. Cfv 35; 12:4, 9 for similar phrases.

11:27 ftViftb TP 7iV~''3 Cfv35. This is translatable as'for there will yet be an

end, at the appointed time'. The formula in v 35 is more straightforward.

11:32 TVlftb 7iV_,3 fj? nV~"7V Cfw 24, 27; 8:19. This permutation ofprevious

phrases might mean 'until an end time, for it is yet for the appointed time'. It

is, like others, attached unexpectedly at the end of the sentence.
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Chapter Two

The Translation Theory of Frank Zimmermann

Expanding Evidence and Variable Headings

In his first article Zimmermann recognised that the question ofwhether the Hebrew of

Daniel was a translation from Aramaic could not be settled by a priori judgment.1 He

contended that all the Hebrew chapters, apart from the prayer in 9:4-19, were

translation Hebrew and described the linguistic evidence which he felt clearly betrayed
the Aramaic original behind the text. The evidence which he presented expanded with
each subsequent article and his book.

The headings under which he worked varied somewhat from stage to stage. In 1938
he had six clear headings which were as follows:

A Idioms and constructions that betray an Aramaic origin
B Nouns with the definite article added superfluously or omitted where expected
C Illogical tense sequence

D Difficult or corrupt passages explained when retroverted to Aramaic
E Cases where the translator construed the Aramaic ungrammatically and without

regard to syntax

F Misconstructions of the preposition b for accusative b , and vice versa

He added at the end one example, an Aramaic adverb mistaken for a noun, which
comes under none of these headings.2

1 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 257.
2 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 271; later this was added to Biblical Books, F, 27; see page 77.
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In 1960, six reasons were put forward for understanding the Hebrew of Daniel to be
translated from Aramaic, and these were likened to the same reasons used to deduce

that books of the Apocrypha or pseudepigrapha are Hebrew or Aramaic in origin.

They were:

a) usages

b) features of style belonging to one language and not to another

c) syntax possible in one language and not in another

d) idioms

e) stock translations

f) mistranslations

Zimmermann did not, for the most part, use these as clear headings for the evidence in
his 1960 article, and so the reader is left to assign them where best.

In his book he used five of the headings from his 1938 article with some in differing

order, but the 1938 section E is replaced with three sections:

C The copying ofAramaic locutions, not realising that the Hebrew and Aramaic go
different ways

G Standard and stock phrases in Hebrew which convey the Aramaic meaning

woodenly:

H Nuances ofwords ( i e Aramaic words ) that escape the translator

It is clear that in the nearly forty years which lay between his first articles and his

book, Zimmermann underwent some change of mind as to the processes that

produced what he regarded as a difficult, if not poor, translation from Aramaic to

Hebrew. However the evidence remained for the most part constant and grew over

the period. At this stage it will be described in full, including references to other
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works, and as faithfully as possible, in order to show both the scope of the material on
which he built his thesis and the quality of the individual 'building blocks' of text on
which he relied. This is necessary, although there are too many items to allow all of
them to be analysed in full later in the study.

His 1975 headings have been used, but I have added subheadings in his section F

relating to the difference between semantic problems and those which seem to stem

from the misunderstanding of a written text. Zimmermann did not differentiate these,
but even at an early stage of this study it is apparent that it is an important distinction
to bear in mind. In other sections I have commented on these aspects as they arise

with individual items.

There was, of course, cross-fertilisation of ideas between Zimmermann and Ginsberg.
A number of Ginsberg's reactions to Zimmermann's views have been included, but
some larger sections of text where he radically differed from Zimmermann, as e.g.

Dan 8:12-14, are described in Chapter Three. The evidence of Ginsberg which
Zimmermann accepted is mostly indicated in that chapter as well.

Zimmermann's Primary Evidence ( Under His Headings )

The following, unless otherwise indicated in a footnote, appear in Zimmermann's
1938 and 1975 works. Full references for the items in his sections C - H are given in
a footnote at the end of each one.

A. Idioms and Constructions Suggesting an Aramaic Original3

Aramaic Idioms & Constructions

8:1, 15 Vx-rn = 7:15 PDK
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8:5 |*3o ,n"n = mn VaniPD 7:84
8:5, 8, D'T»n TD$ = pTV n*QY Ezra 6:17 instead of the usual D'W
8:9 nip-y^rn = itp mm /mm riNrtun cfPeshitta^^t,^

8:13 12?'il(7~ins = tP"Hp IP! cfPeshitta xl. , with numeral preceding,

8:22 nn0?2 3rd feminine plural imperfect Aramaic form6
8:25 T DDK = 2:34 pTC N^7
9:21 ty^Kni word play in the Aramaic on Kill and ^tOmn8

9:24, 25, 26; 10:2 D'SHU? The masculine plural form is classed 'late' but only the

feminine plural form is found in Biblical and New Hebrew. Aramaic piPDU/ in

the Vorlage influenced the translator to use masculine morphology in Hebrew.

Ginsberg accepted this idea and noted a parallel in 11:31, mint.4

10:17 Aramaic form "pn10
11:21, 24 nibs's = ]?3, 'suddenly'. Cf Aramaic and Syriac."

Actual Aramaic Words in the Text:

11:30 r?ND21 CfMontgomery.12
11:45 is an aramaised Persian word according to Brockelmann.13

Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 257: Biblical Books, 9.
4

Zimmermann, 'Some Verses', 350; 'Hebrew', 202, but not in Biblical Books. Cf page 88.
5 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 257, A, supplies only the Aramaic after the Peshitta: see also his

'Hebrew', 201. Later he preferred to retrovert to TTP ntCUUrt: see Zimmermann, Biblical
Books, 41, cf page 92; 15, C, cf page 63.

6 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 257: Biblical Books, 20, E, cited in passing as an Aramaic form.
7 In Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 257, A, this phrase is listed erroneously as in 8:26.
8

Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 15, C; 29, F in passing; 'Some Verses', 350.
9 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 9, A; also 26, F; 'Some Verses', 350: Ginsberg, Studies, 48, (f);

81, note 24.
10 Zimmermann, 'Some Verses', 350 only.
11 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 9, A; 'The Aramaic', 257.
12

Montgomery, A Critical, 456.
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11:44 'Perhaps' KDH3 should be included here.14

More Aramaic constructions

All these expressions, except the one in 8:11, appear only in the 1975 lists.15

8:11 "P??rin 33Q03 The syntax, ]Y2 and suffix first, is like D37U in

Dan 3:29; 4:3; Ezra 7:13; 6:8. He suggested the original Aramaic was m?33

KT'DTl □'HriK, noting □'HEID means 'take away', not 'take up', (implying

that Dnn was a caique of□r"iriK ). He found evidence of a word play

in Aramaic, >,?3""iriK....D'HriN, translated as "]t7U/rT...Dr-in in MT.16

11:24 nyftJTl, reproduces E Aramaic ]HT "TV, 'for a while'; cf PS p 400.17
11:33 D'p^he translated 'for some time' after Aramaic KDDf, cfPS pl90.

Zimmermann maintained these expressions were regarded as Aramaisms by
commentators but he admitted that, in themselves, they did not constitute proof of a
translation except in the light of his other evidence.

B Definite Article Added Superfluously or Omitted Where Expected

He noted that the definite article is sometimes used where it is not anticipated; at

other times it is omitted where needed. This he contrasted with Standard Biblical

Hebrew, in which the definite article is not used for the first occurrence of a noun, but

13 Brockelmann 40; A Kohut, Additmenta ad Librum Aruch Completum, 53b.
14 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10; 'The Aramaic', 257.
15 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10.
16 CfPS 534 and Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10; the word play is explained fully in C, 15, and

included in his chapter 3, 'Idols in Daniel via the Aramaic', p 42. The expression in 8:11 was
listed first in 'The Aramaic', 257, A. Ginsberg emended this phrase for his retroversion; see
Chapter Three, pages 97-8, 8. and note 3.

17 A misprint in Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10, places this phrase in Dan 11:2.
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for subsequent reference to the same noun, unless it refers to known phenomena as in

e.g. Gen 1:1.

The Definite Article Added Superfluously

8:5 tnyrrTDS18
• • t • :

8:13 Tann !iTrn The first noun appears to be construct with the definite article:

he explained it as mistranslation of an Aramaic genitive phrase, as e.g. 5:5
"H K^DTT.19 Ginsberg traced it to KT'ttD JOTl"[, from emended

Hebrew.20

9:24

9:25 trrwn

11:7 bTirf1

Ginsberg translated 'his army', assuming a third masculine plural pronominal

suffix in Aramaic had been misread as a H signifying the emphatic state.22

11:13 trw n'pyn rp'p
11:17 D'tfan na

Ginsberg followed Bevan's suggestion that the Syriac idiom re*_i_=. 'give in

marriage', should be understood, and retroverted the phrase to the Aramaic

"pttOa nrnin, 'and his daughter [shall he give to him ] in marriage'. He

suggested that the original Hebrew translation was HPUOI} "IfD"! ofwhich MT

is a corruption. Hence the clause should be read "lV "[TP ITD T1K.23

18
Erroneously attributed to Dan 8:15 in Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 257, A.

19
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 12 only.

20
Ginsberg, Studies, 52, 54.

21 See also Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 17, section D; cf page 68.
22

Ginsberg, Studies, 47 (b).
23

Ginsberg, Studies, 61,(12); Bevan, A Short Commentary, xii.
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11:22 n niy'nT:i
11:31 Ti ran ir'nnan24
11:31 nnwQ np?n25
12:13 jW6

The Definite Article Missing When Expected

8:4 nfm *73127
- t :

8:14 UH'p pnril The noun is mentioned in the previous verse.28
8:22 *1 3l7p, This should be 'out of the nation'.29
9:21 XIV nnaa TVS, means 'the time of the evening offering'.

9:25 ~D"7 NV'0~J?p is 'from the going forth of the word', but "Dl occurs in v 23.

9:26 rrtfo mr cfv 25.30
— . t •• t •

nanha
t t : •

11:2 nax means'the truth'; cf 10:21.

11:14 fiTi! means 'the vision'.

11:21 ITDhD should be 'the kingdom' ( x 2 ).

11:23 "Phx nnannn JXI, means 'and after the league made with him'.

12:10 XVUTrbv The wicked are mentioned previously in the verse.

24 See Ginsberg, Studies, 42 -8, where a complex argument is expounded, and also Zimmermann,
Biblical Books, 32, G, for his response; cf Chapter Three, pages 102-5.

25 CfZimmermann, Biblical Books, 39-41; see Chapter 3, pages 104-5; cfGinsberg, Studies, 45,
where he translated 'an appalling abomination'; 48 (f) note f-f; cf 80-1, note 17 which is his
response to Zimmermann's general contention in section B concerning use of the definite article.

26 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10 only.
27 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 258, B, only. CfUlrich, 'Daniel', Pt 1, 33 for 4QDana reading
nvnn bl-, 'Daniel' Pt 2, 15, for 4QDanb mprt] VlDT

28 The verb is discussed in Zimmermann Biblical Books, 22, F; 'The Aramaic', 261-2, D, cf page
73; also 'Some Verses', 351; cfGinsberg, Studies, 41-2; cf page 98.

29
Ginsberg, Studies, 54, (2), has a different explanation for this word. See page 109.
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The Right Construction Sometimes Used

8:3 ^;w6,7 V'Xn
10:1 riDXl.

11:33 ay ^3^01; v 35 D'V»3$37n»i

Zimmermann traced this phenomenon in the Hebrew to use of absolute and emphatic
forms in Aramaic. He suggested the difference between them became blurred in
Biblical Aramaic, just as in Syriac, where some nouns were never used in the absolute
state. He gave the following examples from BA which might be tricky for a translator
in this respect:

5:1 Khan = P/l but in v 2 = ]"_n

5:4 KDfO KVK K^nEJ Ktf/m KQDDT tOm imttn The materials in

the list would have to be translated without the article.

5:5 "H N^DTI = t|ban ba'n

Zimmermann thought that a translator would need great skill to produce the correct

Hebrew for these phrases.31 Ginsberg broadly agreed that use of the definite article in

Hebrew Daniel pointed to a work of translation, but he thought that Zimmermann was

applying the rules ofEnglish syntax to Hebrew. He suggested the translator may have
used correctly Aramaic absolute and emphatic inflections, and Hebrew definite

articles, in reading and speaking, but made slips in translation, having never been

formally drilled in these usages!"2

Zimmermann supplied an additional example ofan 'erroneous reading' in 10:1.

j0 This is mentioned in Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 26, F, as is also the next word in the list.
Jl See Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 258-9 for detailed discussion of this point. CfGinsberg,

Studies, 80-1, note 17 for a reply.
j2 Ginsberg, ibid.
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10:4 113.1 He pointed out that 'the great river' is a term reserved only for the

Euphrates, noting this understanding in the Peshitta, and the fact that many
scholars assume ^pin Kin is a gloss. He thought a Vorlage read KUl K1H1

which in Hebrew should have been ^7115 1H13 '

C Copying Aramaic Locutions, Especially When the Hebrew and
Aramaic are Identical

8:7 lOiann He said this meant'attacked, charged'; it was associated with HID

'to contend', Aramaic "H13 ( Pael) 'contend';34 cf 11:11, page 66.

8:9 IT^SO niK-fli? 1^39 he accepted Montgomery's emendation,35

1T37? nilX 11(7, after 7:8 rTPVT miK pp I^KI KTlpn fPUl ^DTlim36
In 1960-61 and 1975, he rejected it as 'strange', though grammatically

accurate. He preferred to suggest for an underlying Aramaic ]Y2

rTPj7Y, 'from the small one', since the Hebrew 'almost' represented a

transliteration; thus he equated Aramaic "T^T with Hebrew T17Y; cf 7:8.'7

This understanding gave a continuity with llpVlJll deriving from nK"U\I7l

ITT7 riDll / which described how the small horn grew.38

Ginsberg thought it may be a feminine form of the indeclinable 13?V<?, cfGen

19:20, which was supposed to mean 'younger' or 'youngest', and he

retroverted it and the preceding word to myT mil/9

33 Zimmermann, 'Hebrew', 200: Biblical Books, 12-13.
',4 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 14, C, only.
35

Montgomery, A Critical, 333, after Bevan, A Short Commentary, 131.
j6 Zimmermann, 'Some Verses', 350.
j7 See Zimmermann, 'Hebrew', 201; Biblical Books, 15.
j8 See page 58 and note 5, and page 92 for Zimmermann's treatment of these words.
j9

Ginsberg, Studies, 82, note 32, and 53 for the retroversion.
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There have been many emendations suggested for this troublesome word over more

than a century.40 We only note here that Ewald suggested the pointing should be

i"?T5?XO, Hiphil feminine singular participle agreeing with pp.41 This could be a

caique of an Aramaic Aphel participle, since the cognate Aramaic root "H7T carries the

sense 'be small' in both the Peal and Aphel stems according to Ja, Vol 1, 407, citing

Targ O Exod 12:4. If Jastrow is correct, since the Aphel also means 'reduce, do

little', a word play may have been intended. However Sperber does not record an

Aphel in Exod 12:4,42 so if the meaning of the Aphel is limited to 'reduce, do little',

this may be the intended ironic meaning in Daniel 8:9.43

9:3 rpDFl Zimmermann said that 'to seek prayer' did not make sense, but a

meaning 'to apply myself to prayer, to pray' was appropriate, so Aramaic
would have read XJTI172 XSp??1?; cf 6:14 HJTtsn N373, 'praying'. Aramaic

Xy3 means to 'seek, ask for', or, with cognate KmV3, 'to pray'. A Hebrew

translator gave a literal rendering of the latter idiom, but ilbpri bbprinb would

have been better; cf 1 Kgs 8:28, 29, 30.44

Zimmermann was in fact showing the Hebrew in this expression was a caique of an
Aramaic idiom.

40 See Montgomery, A Critical, 338-9.
41 Ewald, A Commentary, 320.
42 A Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic, Based on Old Manuscripts and Printed Texts: Vol 1, The

Pentateuch According to Targum Onkelos (1959, Leiden, E J Brill), 107. His reading in Exod
12:4 is T27T, with three Tiberian mss reading "IVP; cf sigla vi-vii. A Berliner (ed.), Targum
Onkelos (1884, Berlin, Gorzelanczyk), 72, has TSP, with one variant in his Noten, p 22,
recorded as 7?T'_: this is no doubt the basis for Jastrow's lexicology, but it is dependent on a 1557
edition ofV J Sabioneta. However, A Tal, The Samaritan Targum ofthe Pentateuch: a Critical
Edition, Part 1 Genesis, Exodus (Texts and Studies in the Hebrew Language and Related Studies
6, 1980, Tel-Aviv, Tel-Aviv UP), 267-8, records a reading "IVP, corrupted to "ITV. B Grossfield,
The Targum Onkelos to Exodus, Translatedwith Apparatus and Notes (The Aramaic Bible 7,
1988, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), 30 and note b, notes the differing meanings 'become small' and
'be small', but does not comment on the verb stems.

4j It would be ironic in that he, Antiochus IV, 'reduced' the Jews and did 'little' for them, and grew

great at their expense.
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9:26 iV f'XI He rejected Ehrlich's emendation, HPK3,45 for the lectio difficilior in

MT. He provided underlying Aramaic vb TIK K1?!,46 and assumed the

translator had difficulty in translating the copula, TIK, so left it out. This

Aramaic would have meant 'And he shall be no more, he will die'; cf PS 15.

In his 1960 explanation, his retroversion to Aramaic was TFITIK K^l, 'and he

is no more', and he thought the translator had perhaps tried to express the

suffix in this Aramaic.47

10:5 TS3X DrD3 After noting the usual emendation ofTD3X to TDiX or to TD348 after
Cant 5:11, Zimmermann explained the phrase as miscopying or misreading of

the Aramaic running text KTDIKfjrD; cf Ja 1160.49

11:6 □'HtjZ'O he described as an 'off-translation' of the Aramaic root yin

'be upright; correct, amend', cf Brockelmann 838, KmJPiri to

'adjust differences, make amends'.50

rnV-',n"l Zimmermann, recognising the difficult sense of the active participle in

context, traced it back to confusion in Aramaic of KT1I7'' ( a fa'ola form ), 'a

parent, one who brings forth' and 'an infant, babe'; cf PS 192 ,51

This vague term was attributed by him to the Aramaic jJlV ( or KD17,

a contraction ofKDK37), meaning 'violence', ( in 1960-61 after Brockelman,

44
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 15-16; 'The Aramaic', 263, D.

45 CfBHK.
46 Sic Zimmermann: he preferred the defective spelling for TPK in his solutions.
47

Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 13, C; also 26, F; 'Hebrew', 207.
48

Montgomery, A Critical, 408.
49 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 15, only.
50

Zimmermann, Biblical books, 13, only.
51 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 13-14 only; cf page 49; Ginsberg, Studies, 47, (a) note and 81,
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535a ),'troubles, stress', comparing it to 01311 ( Prov 4:17 ) in the Peshitta. It

was simply copied into Hebrew as 'times', the Aramaic not being understood.

Thus Zimmermann relied on 'evidence' of a translator reading a Hebraism in Aramaic!

This explanation is contra his 1938 account ofDTIjn where he rejected the

reading ofMarti32 et a I who took it as part of the next verse, since this left the

previous verb hanging. He said the verse 'demands' a word to describe the

mishap or calamity that overtook the queen and her entourage. Zimmermann

suggested a common synonym for 'time' in Syriac, NOlp ( NDlNp ), and in

support cited RH OTp ( Katpoq ), used with this sense in Esth. R. on I, 13

( referring to DTll/1? of 1 Chr 12:32 ), and Pesik. Vayhi 99; cf Ja in situ. He

appealed to Syriac r^m-ireo, which means 'mishap, evil, harm', as well as 'right

time',53 used in the Peshitta for fiDX; cfGen 42:4; 44:29; Exod 21:22, 23. (In

the NT Peshitta it occurs frequently for 7toA.ep.oq; cfMk 13:7; Mt 24:6. )

Assuming 'the word had good Aramaic currency', he maintained the translator

did not recognise the meaning 'evil, harm' and produced this lame translation.54

11:11 ""ID~l£)rirl Zimmermann rejected the meaning 'embittered, enraged' since he

thought that 'rebel' would make better sense in the context of the territorial

rivalries between the two kings. In Aramaic this would have been l?31?3nrn,

'and he rebelled'. He noted its use for the following; "O 11731 in Ezek 20:8;

*017317373, nn TD in Num 17:25; ">173 in Ezek 2:8; 6:1; Deut 31:27; 1 Sam

15:23. He suggested that the Hitpaal in Aramaic was transferred into Hebrew,

although the stem in Hebrew has a different connotation. Cf 8:7, page 63.55

note 23 had an Hebraic solution; cf page 100. See further discussion on pages 321-3.
52 K Marti, Das Bnch Daniel, 79.
53 PS 486.
54 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 14, and note 11; 'Hebrew', 201-2; 'The Aramaic, 267-8, D.
55 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 14; 'Hebrew', 201.
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Zimmermann was suggesting another caique of an Aramaic stem in the above
solution.

11:40 7QJ7 173317'' This is usually translated '(the king of the south ) shall push at

him', but Zimmermann maintained 1733 was only used for goring by an ox. He

suggested the Aramaic was ( K37p ) 17317"', where the verb means 'wage war'

even without the noun ( after Levy Chaldaisches Worterbuch on ITU /ITU ).

The Aramaic was probably HDV 17317'' and the translator chose the cognate

Hebrew verb.36

There seems little reason to object to 'goring' or the like as Zimmermann did, since it
would be a metaphor from the animal world in keeping with the imagery of the
visions.

D Misconstruction of Preposition b for Accusative b and Vice Versa

a. The Preposition Mistaken for Nota Accusativa

10:1 lb 73/33 7377~nN; p33 bi73 X3Y7: 7377 nDM Zimmermann retroverted
^773 K3Y7 73717 I773K7 to Aramaic KUU7 Krpm K313TI137, 'the

word was true and very sure.' He said the translator misunderstood JO^YU

(cfDan 7:16, 19) as K3Y7.

He also thought that fO could not be a verb since, if so, the form would be

imperative, and a noun with pronoun was needed to parallel 7^ HPT He

adduced Aramaic ^307 as the equivalent of73717 J7K p37 and

suggested the translator mistook ^73D as a verb when it was a noun; cf Ja 990.

Lamed in Aramaic should have been read as a preposition and not as the sign of
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11:2 ]T rHDbO nx b'3H TIP Zimmermann noted this was usually taken to refer to

Xerxes, but said the Persian did not 'stir up' the Greeks but waged war against
them. There being no 'against' in the text, he thought it should be translated,
'and he will stir up all, namely the kingdom ofGreece'. He posited Aramaic

]T "H XJT3bDb Xb'3 TIPt for the original that the translator misunderstood,

taking Lamed as nota accusativa when preposition b or bx should have been in

the Hebrew.58

b. Accusative b Mistaken for the Preposition.

11:7 bTin bx X'3P, Zimmermann considered this clause meaningless retroverting it

to Aramaic which he thought had been read as XbTtb blPI, 'he

shall come to the army', instead of the intended XbTtb bVP, "he shall bring an

army'. He said the noun in the emphatic state could be translated indefinitely.

Ginsberg followed Zimmermann's lead , but he retroverted the noun to nb,n,

translating 'he shall bring his army' and assuming that final H had been read as

a suffix of an emphatic form instead of a pronominal suffix.39

Examples of 'Odd Grammar' Included in Section D

The following items were included in 1975 section D, although they did not fit under

its heading and were introduced as examples of 'odd grammar'.60 The first two

references are further examples of semantic errors.

56 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 14-15; 'Hebrew', 201.
57 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 17.
58

Zimmermann,'The Aramaic', 270: Biblical Books, 16-17.
59 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 17-18; 'The Aramaic', 270-1, F; also 'Hebrew', 205: Ginsberg,

Studies, 47 (b). See also Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10, B; 'The Aramaic', 258, B; cf page 60.
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8:5, 21 "Pry p3 Zimmermann thought the expression 'between his eyes' bizarre

but related it to the Aramaic for 'forehead' TTfPy JTO; cfOnqelos in Exod

28:38 for Hebrew HYD. He maintained this argument despite examples in

Exod 13:16 and Deut 6:8, and parallels, of the phrase "pPY ],3 n'DDiubl,
because, he argued, the proportion thirteen uses of I1YD to six ofDTPV "pll in
MT should really be thirteen to two, since two occurrences of the latter in

Deuteronomy are parallels of Exodus, and the two in Daniel are translation!61

Aside from the blatant circularity and ignoring of Pentateuchal evidence in his

argument, it seems illogical to label an idiom acceptable in one Semitic language but
bizarre in another!

8:16 "'VlX "p3 Zimmermann recognised the difficulty of this phrase,'between the

Ulai' where the latter is a river. He linked it to Aramaic DEfO, contracted to

ITU and later "Q, meaning 'between' and also 'place, area'. For examples he

cited Onqelos in Gen 1:10, ritt/TD JTO for MT WnTl mpD; "O

attached to place names like "O, and A. Kohut, Aruch Completion, s.v. "O,

which has THD "Q, 'at the Euphrates', "HIK'5 "Q, 'at the rivers'. He asserted

that a translator understood rP3 to mean 'between' when it should have been

taken to mean 'at the Ulai'.62

The following example seems to be an error in reading a written text.

10:11, 19 nnorrtfPX Cf 9:23 nriX ni-n&n. Zimmermann read this usage as an

Aramaism, contra commentators who cited Gen 27:15 and Dan 10:3 as

support in BH. He claimed that JTniDn is used of things but not people,63

60 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 18-19.
61 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 19; 'Hebrew', 202.
62 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 18-9; 'Hebrew', 206-7; contra Ewald, A Commentary, 259,

who said the Ulai was the confluence ofmany rivers, so use ofpi would be quite logical.
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and though 1131 lim and mnn plK are found in BH, man never

is. He argued the combination 11131 11113 is not possible in Hebrew but a

similar idiom in Aramaic is permissible, as e.g. in Targ Ezek 23:6, 12, 23 where
MT 1731 mm is rendered as K11131 ">13^37 ( Peshitta Isa

32:12 1131 "HUt where the Targum has Wlinn *6pl; Amos 5:11 TOia

"11311 where the Targum reads Kmi3l "'IDID ( or KJlT'El, Levy ). He

traced the examples in Daniel to Aramaic KJ1T>?31 113 and then attributed

three errors to the translator. Firstly, he made 111111311 feminine: secondly, he

misread the Aramaic as plural since the consonants are the same as a singular:

thirdly, he read the Aramaic as Peil in form, making the Hebrew a passive

participle. Similarly Zimmermann said that in 9:23 K \ nriT>?31 1 should

have been translated as UK 11731 / 17313 "O not as 11K 1111731.64

E Disruptive and Illogical Temporal Sequences

This section treats all the same words and expressions as the 1938 section C, 'Illogical

Tense Sequence" with some extra material.

8:5 Dim Zimmermann thought this usage bizarre, and better sense would have

been achieved by employing 1*7113, cf v 21. He retroverted the clause to

Aramaic TrW pi K11 pip *CPDY1, ' and the buck, a horn was seen

between his eyes'. He suggested a translator read KT1 as noun Kill, another

form for NITfi of rabbinic texts ( cf Syriac rc. uj ), instead of passive participle

Kin, and took pip to be construct, to produce 'horn of vision'.65

Ginsberg agreed with Zimmermann but thought the translation 'a horn was

63 Zimmermann cited Bevan, A Short Commentary, 153, for this point.
64 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 18; 'Hebrew, 206.
65 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 21; 'The Aramaic', 268-9, E.
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seen on its forehead' too weak for 'big horn' ofw 8, 21. He maintained that

the passive participle should be given a gerundive sense of'visible', i.e. 'stout';

cf 7:20.66

8:8 S731X ITlTn rtfVyrn Zimmermann was of the opinion that even constructio

ad sensum could not redeem the difficulty of the plural verb, and that rflTll was

so awkward the sentence would be better without it. He posited Aramaic

equivalent yiflK mm npr7D"l. He maintained a translator anticipated 'four'
and took the verb to be third feminine plural perfect, Upbp, instead of
consonantal homograph, feminine singular participle ilpbp, agreeing withmill
as subject. The Aramaic narrative participle was correct and the translator

should have rendered it by instead of iTP^ym.

Ginsberg thought this account of the matter unlikely because Zimmermann

assumed that the translator would know a feminine plural perfect HbUj? form,
which is Babylonian and targumic. He preferred to retrovert mm to the same

passive participle as in v 5 ( above ) but in the plural, fTn, meaning 'visible /

stout ones' (in contrast to the Tittle horn' in v 9 ) and agreeing in number with

the verb.67

8:22 nn'Orrn rnplpani Whilst noting that the participle and Vav consecutive was

taken by commentators and GKC 116w as casus pendens, Zimmermann

suggested an underlying Aramaic I73TK ft?1??! iTIprip "HI. He said a translator
could have mistaken the participle as past tense for a present tense: translation
into Hebrew should have been rnpUtt .

66
Ginsberg, Studies, 81, where note 29 refers to his section II, 17 and 71, note 47a, in which he
translated in 7:20, 'and its stoutness surpassing that of its fellows'.

67
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 21; 'The Aramaic', 268, E; Ginsberg, Studies, 81-2, note 29
relating to 51.
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Ginsberg agreed the definite article with participle, went back to "H

understood as a relative word instead of the 'conjunction "that"'; cf 2:41, 43

KrPTn "HI He suggested Aramaic rrpn, was mistaken for passive participle

Peal rnpfi and was rendered by the Niphal participle.68

This is a notable Aramaic syntactic influence upon the Hebrew, a possible form of

caique.

10:9 QT13 TP^n 'IXI Zimmermann disagreed with Bevan's suggestion69 that this
clause should be understood as parenthetic and circumstantial, dependent

upon the previous clause THD*} *71 [7 DK He contrasted the 'normal'

construction in 8:18, ,3S *737 ,rip'iT73 "7337 i~)3721, 'and as he spoke with me, I

fell on my face to the ground', and said the clause in 10:9 could only mean 'I
had fallen on my lace'. He posited an Aramaic text based on the Peshitta's

rendering of v 9, employing a temporal clause containing a participle and a

main clause with a perfect: 'SIN *73? 1T31&7 77381 'HiVp bj7 773t8 373U7" Hpl.
He thought a translator could have been misled by the change of tense,

expecting the same tense in the main clause as in the temporal clause, i.e.,
another narrative participle; cf 3:7; 6:11. So a literal rendering was given in the

Hebrew.70

Whilst Zimmermann preferred a narrative past tense in this passage, DTlJ TPTl

makes sense describing Daniel's state contingent with the voice speaking, but a

consequence of his extreme weakness in v 8. Ginsberg, in contrast, found a problem

with the semantics ofDTI}.71

68 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 19-20; 'The Aramaic', 259-60; Ginsberg, Studies, 42.
69

Bevan, A Short Commentary, 167.
70 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 20-1; 'The Aramaic', 260-1, C. See also Ginsberg's

comments on TI73TH3 in 8:18; cfChapter Three, pages 108-9.
71 See Ginsberg's comments on TI73T13 in 8:18; cfChapter Three, pages 108-9.
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F. Difficult or Seemingly Corrupt Passages in Hebrew Clarified when
Retroverted into Aramaic

Zimmermann did not differentiate in this section between semantic misunderstandings
or borrowings, which are in fact examples of caique, and those involving a written
text. The subdivisions to this effect are mine.

Semantic Misunderstandings

8:14 tZH'p PHX31. Zimmermann did not think 'justified' a suitable translation for the

Niphal verb, nor Bevan's 'vindicated'.72 He adduced Aramaic retroversion

fori. ( cf Syriac r<o.n r^.uet ) since the Targums and Peshitta usually

render pHY by "Ol or "OT, e.g. Targs Job 33:12; Deut 25:1; and also ">p3, Jer

25:29, and "|T, Job 33:9. He argued that Aramaic root "Of has two meanings,

i) 'to justify', ii) 'to cleanse, purify. So, either the translator read the first when

the second was correct, or, roots "OT and "'^T, 'purify, cleanse', were confused.

Ginsberg thought the latter was the case, and that only a translator could have

produced plYl Yet he took issue with Zimmermann's assertion that both "'DT

and "OH can mean either 'be righteous, victorious' or 'be pure, ( ritually )

clean'. He argued only "'DT covers the senses 'be righteous, victorious', and

"Ol 'be pure, clean'. He retroverted to "'ST'l / N37rl translating 'will be clean'.

Zimmermann answered this criticism by re-asserting "Of and "OH to be

synonyms, appealing to Brockelmann 153, 196 where purgavit is cited as a

meaning for both roots, to Targ Job 9:30; 15:14, where they are interchanged,
and to Ja, Vol 1, 307, 399 for support. He translated 'the sanctuary shall be

cleansed', referring to Dan 11:31; 1 Macc 46:47; Jos Ant XII, 5.4 which

72 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 136.
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tell of swine sacrificed in the Temple, and LXX 8:14 Kat Ka0apto0r|a8Tat.73

9:21 lyp He thought this odd phrase could possibly be translated 'being
caused to fly swiftly', though he wondered why a passive participle was used,
what 'being caused to fly' meant, why Gabriel was 'caused', and how 'swiftly'
is supposed to come from < tp/, 'fly'. For Aramaic solutions he adduced

r)5?''?? fy, 'enveloped in a covering', or XD'U fy, 'covered with a veil'; cf Ja,

Vol 2, 1073; PS 406, 421; Dalman Gram 333, 335. A translator did not

recognise the passive participle of rpy and assumed it meant 'fly', and the Pual

was used because 1277? was thought to mean 'hasten'.74

10:8 nHUTpb 'by i|9n3 Him. Zimmermann recognised this phrase corresponded to

Aramaic 'by fnrub'' 'VTl. of 7:28 (5:9), and though TH was often translated

'comeliness' here, he said its meaning was 'glory, majesty'. He pointed out

that Aramaic XY>T ( and Hebrew T>T ) had two meanings; i) 'glory, splendour',

and ii) 'brightness of features, countenance'. So he inferred the translator

garnered the wrong meaning, using "Hiri instead of ,3S.75

Ginsberg agreed with Zimmerman, though he thought that Aramaic "PT could

not mean 'countenance'. He admitted that the error could have been made by

an author who thought in Aramaic, and not only by a translator.76

This clause is a good example of a caique.

10:10 'T niS31 ,3"l3_by Zimmermann disliked the meaning 'and moved

me' for the verb since the context required the sense 'lifted me up'. He noted

7j Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 22; cf 10, B: 'The Aramaic', 261-2, D; cf258, B; Ginsberg,
Studies, 41-2; 79, note 8; 80, note 9. Cfalso Zimmermann, 'Some Verses', 351.

74 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 29-30 only.
75 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic, D, 265; Biblical Books, 24.
76

Ginsberg, Studies, 41; 79, note 4.
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that bvbv is used in targums for 'move' but it also meant 'lift up', citing Yer.

Hag. II 77d KIHK ]?3 TlPbvbwX 'and shall lift her (the witch ) off the

ground', and Ja 536 for other examples. He argued that b\)bv was used in an

Aramaic Vorlage and the translator should have understood the second

meaning, rendering by KttD or D"Hn.77

The sense 'and caused me to move onto all fours' does not seem unreasonable,

although 'lifted me onto all fours' would be more precise.

11:2 inj?T:n^ Vso Vm-nuty usually translated, 'and the
fourth shall be far richer than them all; and when he is waxed strong through his

riches', should be understood as referring to the great forces ofXerxes or

Darius; cfw 10, 11, 13, 15. Zimmermann thought the wealth of the king,
irrelevant. Since Aramaic K^n, 'army', means the same as Hebrew VTT,
which also means 'riches', he said a bilingual translator misconstrued the entire

verse. He retroverted MT into Aramaic as ]73 WIUJ VTI "7TP nKVOn

H/TO VTP "HD1 and assumed a translator made these errors:

a) 'He shall gather / marshal a great army' was mistranslated 'he shall become

very rich'; the Hebrew should have read b'D'B p""l) ^TD IOY fOY"'

b) '..when he shall become powerful in his forces' was misread as 'he shall

become strong (?) in his riches'; the Hebrew should have been ...pTPP "Ol

hoyh (nnp).

Zimmermann elaborated on this, arguing the translator's use of the various

meanings ofVtt such as 'wealth, strength, army' in ch 11 showed he knew the

noun, but was uncertain which sense should be used in a given place, and so

employed both inptn and T'lfV.78

77
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 28; 'Hebrew', 203-4.

78 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 27-8; 'Hebrew', 201, 205.
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Zimmermann seems to have adduced a Hebrew caique of an Aramaic root: Hebrew

Vtt, 'be rich', read into Aramaic verb and nouns of root "7TI. In addition, his

objection to the concept of great wealth is weak, since it was usually associated with

power because it bought armies.

11:18 JVacfiTl Although the verse may be interpreted in the context of the dealings

of Scipio with Antiochus, Zimmermann considered this verb difficult and

thought the sense would be smoother if Aramaic pDQ was assumed to

underlie the verb, since it is often the equivalent of in targums. The

Aramaic verb can mean 'stop, interrupt, discontinue; give judgment, pass

sentence, umpire; assign, apportion, argue'.79 Taking the reading TITO, from

TIb 'curse, swear an oath' in Aramaic, for after Montgomery et al.80
Zimmermann translated the verse, 'The general will inflict humiliation upon him

with an oath; his humiliation will he turn back on him' ( again pp'S ).81

Use of nnU7 is awkward, but pDQ hardly seems an improvement, and Zimmermann

had to resort to emendation as well. Many scholars assume the last clause is a gloss.82

11:23 'ia He found this expression, 'with a few people', strange and argued

the Hebrew words DJ7 and both mean 'nation', whilst only DJ7 is used of

the people constituent of a nation. Then he said that since Aramaic K13V

means both 'nation' and 'people' it must underlie the Hebrew and a translator

understood the first meaning.

79
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 30 added to the semantic range of pOD idioms such as 'agreement
to assigning ofmoney to a son-in-law', Mish. Ketu. 16.2; 'contend, argue with God', Sanh. 44b
used of the angel Gabriel, meaning literally, 'give cutting words levelled against God'.

80
Montgomery, A Critical, 444 (also after the Greek); H L Ginsberg, JAGS 59, 105, citing ZA W
(1939), 140; and A Bentzen, Daniel (HAT 19, 1952, Tubingen, Mohr), 80 for above references.

81
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 30-1.

82
Montgomery, A Critical, 443; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 258, 293. Collins, Daniel, 365-6,
simply regards it as corrupt.
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Ginsberg accepted this explanation,83 and DV would certainly read better than "HX

11:35 Qri3 THSb Cf v 33. Zimmermann approached the difficulty84 in this

clause by using the Aramaic equivalent to bVJ'J in the Targums, ^plV, which
means 'stumble, fall' and its homonym, root" 'be weighed'. The sense of the
second root should be understood and the Aramaic equivalent to the passive

would be pVprP.

Similarly in v 33, 177231 "gttfD i7317b31 3*1172 7t7tZ7D77, since they cannot 'fall by

captivity and by spoil', he assumed mistranslation of the same Aramaic,

the original indicating weighing in order to test them.

Ginsberg agreed with this explanation and argued that this error could not have

been made by an author, who would have known what he had in mind. He

noted that the Hebrew for 'weigh' was bp\U and not bUO.85

It is true that b\W2 does not seem to match well the idea of refinement by adversity,

but bpn, 'weigh', is not a great improvement, involving a mixed metaphor.

12:2 7Di?_n!p7X For this odd combination of nouns, because ni3*7K was frequently

replaced by XJHX in targums, Zimmermann suggested absolute 177X lay behind

n?3"TK. Since 1HK was not only a noun, 'ground, earth', but also an adverb,

'under, beneath', he said the Hebrew should have had the sense 'those who

sleep beneath the dust'. He thought use ofXJHJn X7DI7 in targums and other

Jewish Aramaic may have influenced the translator's anticipation here.86

83 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 25; 'The Aramaic', 266, D; Ginsberg, Studies, 41.
84 Cf page 40.
85 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 25-6; 'The Aramaic', D, 266-7; Ginsberg Studies, 41.
86 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 27; 'The Aramaic', 271.
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Zimmermann consistently attributed to the translator the error of understanding the
semantic range of the Aramaic but choosing the wrong meaning for the context and

turning this into Hebrew. He did not attempt to explain why the translator made such

inept choices. Had he done so, it might have occurred to him, it was more probable
that the writer misunderstood the semantic range of the Hebrew words, and was in

fact imputing to them the range of meaning in the Aramaic. In the example in 11:35,

Ginsberg also showed that he did not consider this alternative. These semantic errors,
or borrowings, are a type of caique, a phenomenon that is not restricted to the work
of translation. Semantic errors, if they are such, can be made in speech and

composition as well, by anyone who thinks in one language and is trying to express

something in another in which their competence is not great.

Written Text

8:23 rriTn Q,)!3_TJ7 Zimmermann objected to the usual translation 'a king,

fierce of countenance, and understanding stratagems' because nVTTt means

'riddles', and this meaning did not connect with the first characteristic of the

king as 'fierce of countenance' or 'hard-faced'. He retroverted DITT! to

Aramaic jUTlK, which he suggested a translator took to be plural absolute of

KmmK, 'riddle', instead of absolute singular ofKJimK, 'power'. So the

Aramaic read pPIlK t73nWX3'l, 'crafty in power', which was an appropriate

description ofAntiochus and an apt sequel to DTlQ TV.87

9:26 He thought this word seemed misplaced because it anticipated the fall of

Antiochus when he was still active in the next verse. He suggested the Aramaic

was HErOI, which should have been understood as 'his sword' rather than 'his

end', so that the meaning was, 'his sword ( metonymy for his army) shall keep

rushing on'.88

87
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 26; 'Hebrew', 207.

88 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 26-7; 'Hebrew', 207.
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9:27 rn? T23IT1 Zimmermann noted this unique expression in MT, and,

assuming a reference to a Jewish covenant, objected that Antiochus IV did not

'strengthen the covenant' but 'profaned' it. However, he acknowledged the
Versions' support for MT. He retroverted the clause to XEPj? V'lTl, with

Haphel imperfect ofbbu, to give the sense 'he shall profane the covenant'.

He thought the translator had read VTH, Pael imperfect of 'he shall

strengthen', because ^If! is used in targums frequently for ynK, tjpri and

223: the spelling was the targumic plene, VtPI from ^7n, and the translator

could have read consonantal Yod instead of a vowel letter.

Ginsberg considered this argument improbable because Zimmermann posited

use ofr7n(n)S: instead ofDSX in his Aramaic for 'profane'.89

□7?'U77? *133 b377 Here Zimmermann rejected the emendation 133 *73790
because it lacked a verb such as 'set'. For an Aramaic equivalent of t]J2 'zyi
he suggested tfU b)J^\ which should have been read as *1173 V3P1, 'there shall

come the blasphemy of, from root bbv and X373, 'blasphemy'. It was

misread as *03 "7371 'and upon a wing of.

Ginsberg preferred 233, with the antecedent, 'sacrifice and offering'.91

11:20 233*773 3177 127313 T23723 Zimmermann could not make sense of this phrase,

retroverting it to 2P1 \ch\D myntt after Targ Zech 9:8, Dan 7:14

ID^TGI 2prl and use ofmy in Daniel for 'taking away' ofdominion.

He argued that a translator misinterpreted "\vb\U as 'exactor, ruler' instead of

89 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 22-3; 'The Aramaic', 263-4, D; Ginsberg, Studies, 84, note
57 (where read 263-4 for 260-1). Cf p 54 and back references, for his ideas on 'profane' in
8:11, 13; (11:31); 12:7, and on 'saints'; cf Chapter Three, pages 98, 102-4.

90
Bevan, A Short Commentary, 160, apparently after Kuenen.

91 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 23-4; 'The Aramaic', 264-5, D; Ginsberg, Studies, 80, note 15b
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•dominion, sovereignty', and that it should have been understood with

in apposition. It meant 'one who will cause sovereignty and royal

majesty to pass away', the lack of conjunction being idiomatic Aramaic.

Ginsberg mostly agreed with this solution, but retroverted toiypTfa rather than

mynn, from a hypothetical "HyPPD, as he considered Zimmermann's spelling

of the past participle improbable. He interpreted it as referring to Seleucus'

lack of'dominion, glory and sovereignty', and suggested the Peshitta had the

same word from which tUTti was translated under the influence of 7:14, and

not because it carried the sense 'potentate' here. His improved rendering of the
Hebrew was the post-biblical Tim pt^tf/ plDn.92

G Standard and Stock Translations which Conveyed Wooden and

Misleading Renditions of Aramaic

8:8 rrpup Cfll:4. Zimmermann found a non-sequitur in the sense,

'And as he was strong, it was broken', for, if the great horn, i.e. Alexander,
became strong, his being broken would not be an immediate consequence. He

preferred the sense 'he fell away / died' after Hitzig, who suggested a Hebrew

root "Dy* for n?3y3 in 11:4 on the basis of the Arabic for 'he died'.

Zimmermann thought PnunJCD was an infinitive ( cf 6:21 ), or ]On "HD,

'when he became mortally weak / ill / sick unto death', was the Aramaic behind

1?3YyiD. He noted that "[DPI, 'be strong', can also mean 'be mortally sick', but
the translator understood the former instead of the latter. He even saw a

possible word play in Aramaic f OPT on the sudden death ofAlexander. He

appealed to Peshitta usages for 2 Sam 12:15 WJKl and Isa 39:1 Pl^n, and

pre-empted any complaint ofmixed metaphors in the 'horn' becoming 'ill' by

92
Zimmermann, Biblical Books 24-5; 'The Aramaic', 265-6, D; Ginsberg, Studies, 42; 80 notes
10, 11, 13.
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suggesting a rendering of the verb as 'gave way, collapsed'.93

This is an attractive idea, since 'be mortally sick' would precisely describe what

happened to Alexander. However, that his death took place at the height of his

power is surely the intended allusion in this instance.

8:17, 18 ••• See 10:11 below, and note 96.

8:23 ETVUfsn Ofin? Zimmermann accepted the reading Wy&BTl after LXX, 0, S.

Hebrew Dftri means 'be complete, finished, cease', the targumic and

Peshitta equivalent being often ub\LJ. The Aramaic verb means

i) 'be complete', and ii) 'fill, fill up', as e.g. Targ Exod 28:17; 39:10; 31:15.

He said the translator must have taken the sense to be i), instead of ii) intended

by the author.94

What he suggested is another example of caique, but misunderstanding of Hebrew

□"jyWQn is also involved.

9:24 N'OTl. )iTn D'nnVl Here Zimmermann objected to the idea of sealing up the

vision, in this context, because he thought it conflicted with the notion of a

bright future in which vision and prophecy 'would not be out of place'. He saw

ubvj,'fulfill', as the underlying Aramaic, the meaning required being that

prophetic vision will be fulfilled. It then followed, in his view, that the

masoretic note, DTin^ applied to the first Dnn^ in the verse, should also be

applied here, for LXX, a, Peshitta and Vulgate all supported this reading. He

conjectured that there may even have been two masoretic notes reduced to one

in this verse.95

93 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 35-6, only.
94 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 31; 'The Aramaic', 262-3, D.
95 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 31-2; 'Hebrew', 208.
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Zimmermann appealed to the same caique as in 8:23 ( above ), but it is dependent on
the textual note he applied.

10:11 ^IQP-1?!? Tfcin Cf 8:17, 18. He thought the Aramaic equivalent for 'feet'

in some contexts, KJlD^p, was the basis for 113171 In support he quoted the
American translation 'Stand on your feet', and appealed to Ezek 2:1; 3:24;

Brockelmann, Lexicon 654, pes ( hominis), and the expressions K^ll CPp,

O^pl. He found other examples in LBH, e.g. Neh 9:3 bv UDlpI
□113V, an 'error' for D11317 bv 1113171 in 2 Chr 30:16 and elsewhere.96

This is at best a caique from Aramaic, but if the idiom was well established in Hebrew,

it is hardly a basis for adducing a translation from Aramaic.

11:4 irPDba -Q127fi 11Q17D1, For the difficult sense of 31131731'and when he shall: - •• t • : T : 7 7

stand up', Zimmermann preferred 11171313, 'when he shall totter'; cf Ps 26:1.97

innnxb xVl, He found this phrase, 'not to his posterity', placed ineptly where

a parallel to ibtpO? would be required. In 1939 he noted the 'remarkable'

readings in LXX and Peshitta providing the correct parallel to and he

put forward two alternatives for a solution, the second being the simplest. This
seems to have been prompted by the Peshitta's cn_suso uyrfrdo, 'not as his
sword' for he suggested the Aramaic read and this was taken to mean

'his end', when it was in fact 'his sword'. The Hebrew should therefore have

been 121)73.

His first, more complex solution was based on the LXX reading oh Kaxa xr|V

a/.Kqv anion. He rejected the idea that 11722 N'Vl. was in its Vorlage, since

96 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 32; 'Hebrew', 203.
97 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 34, 38; 'Hebrew', 208.
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for similar phrases in 8:22, 24 toxu? was used. He thought that aZicr|V,

unique in Daniel and rare in LXX as a whole, indicated that some form of

Aramaic THK was understood by the Greek translator: it was probably not in

the Hebrew text but some 'fanciful exegesis' led to UTHnK being interpreted

as 'power'. Without considering the possibility of a mechanical error in
Hebrew leading to the Aramaism in Greek, he went on to suggest that original
Aramaic may have been nn?TIN, 'his power' and that the usual error was made

by the translator into Hebrew, not recognising the Aramaic word, but in

addition 'tacitly correcting' it with the root HIK, as LXX seemed to have

done. This produced the meaning 'not according to his posterity',

VTnn*6.98

Zimmermann also found ellipticism in the Hebrew of 11:4, since he expected a

verb after each K1?!. He attributed it to Aramaic syntax in which the copula is

usually expressed by "TPX, with b to indicate relationship. He posited an

Aramaic text, ttbtp "H TPN Kbl; HTJlTlNb xVl, i.e. 'It shall not be
in his power and it shall not be as his dominion that he ruled', and assumed the

Hebrew translator found this difficult to express."

Response to Zimmermann's assessment of this phrase must be that 'not to his

posterity' makes sense in context and is historically accurate about Alexander's
succession. His replacement, 'not as his sword', is hardly an improvement! In

addition, the solution is based on a reading in the Peshitta. This was the reading

Montgomery used in 1927 but the Leiden critical edition of the Peshitta has corrected

this to rtfacur)."10 It is difficult to see what problem Zimmermann found with the lack

of copulas since the phrases in question are adverbial, modifying the verb ynm. His

98 Zimmermann, Biblical books, 34-5; 'Somes Verses, 352-3, referring to the 'Oxford Lexicon'.
99 Ibid.
100 CfMontgomery, A Critical, 426. See Taylor, The Peshitta, 6-8, for the problems with the Syriac

text of Daniel available to these scholars.
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original solution of the problem with OG variant TT|V a/.Kr|V at)too could be a

misreading of an Aramaic word, not just reading an Aramaic term in a Hebrew
account.

11:11,13, pDH TDSHTl, 11:14 ]iTl7 Zimmermann recognised that 1Y2V

had the sense ofDip, but he thought it an error, so that the verbs should have

been D^pm and 0^*7 respectively; cf 8:17, 18; 10:11.101

Whilst Zimmermann realised this usage was found in LBH, he seemed unaware that it

was a common phenomenon.102

H Nuances of Words Missed by the Translator

8:24 rPnipl nixbpll He saw this as mistranslation of pDlDI'l, 'he will

destroy the leaders', with 'rabrebin' misread as 'rabraban". He compared this

to CP??1¥S7 n'niprn. in the same verse and Dpi rfPHpl in v 25.103

What Zimmermann imagined was graphic error in Aramaic and "plDl would be a

suitable word in 8:24; 11:36. However the adverbial use of has already been

established in MT,104 and an expression of large scale destruction suits the context.

Cf 11:7, 17, 28, 32 1W171, 39. Zimmermann thought all the difficult

uses ofHWy in Hebrew Daniel could be accounted for by Aramaic

'work, do', but even this produced 'lame and puzzling' meanings in context.

101 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 32; 'Hebrew', 203.
102 Kutscher, A History, 84; Collins, Daniel, 21 and note 209. Cf pages 19-20.
103 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 36 only. He suggested nixbDt 13T in 11:36 represented

Aramaicpill bbl2T2, cf 7:8, wherepill was often translated 'great things' but meant
'boastful things'. The Hebrew therefore meant 'he will vaunt himself ( against God )'.
Zimmermann cites Ginsberg, Studies, 30, for this translation. It is not on p 30, but Holscher is
cited by Ginsberg as first drawing comparison between the Hebrew and Aramaic phrases.
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He resorted to an Eastern Aramaic meaning of 'wage war, do battle',

citing Brockelmann, 572 for the verb militavit, noun Ktl^Q 'miles', adjective

NTI^Q militaris, nouns Kmn'bQ militia and lOfT/HS exercitus ( which

corresponds to Peshitta in 2 Chr 33:5 ), and even Hebrew H'bS 'soldier'

in Ben Yehudah, 4943 n 1. On the assumption that with this sense was in

the original Aramaic, he produced the following translations: 8:24 'and he will

wage war'; 11:7 for 0H3 nfPSn 'he shall do battle against them'; 11:17 nipsn
'and he will attack'; 11:28 niCin 'and he shall do battle'; 11:32 IfPVI 'and7

r T : 7 T :

(they ) will fight back'; 11:39 'And he shall do battle ( against the

fortified strongholds)'.

This issue was also addressed by Ginsberg.105

11:35 12:10 He found the meaning in 11:35'to make white'odd,

and assumed it was a translation ofAramaic KYUl ( hawwara ), to 'wash clean,

make clear', from the targumic rendering for 022. He cited Onqelos in Exod

19:14; Lev 6:20; 13:55, 56; and a figurative use in Jer 4:14. Similarly the verb

in 12:10 he translated 'and ( many ) shall be washed clean'.106

Zimmermann may have been correct but, if so, this is another example of caique.

12:3 Lp-nn Zimmermann found 'those that justify the multitude' a weak

expression, and thought the sense 'those that give merit to many' superior. He

applied the same solution here as in 8:14,107 i.e. tracing use ofplY in Hebrew
to Aramaic "TDT or ">22. He noted the variants: LXX Kat ot KaiiGXUOVTec;

104 Cf pages 26-7 and Job 27:5.
105 Zimmermann, ibid. Ginsberg, Studies, 47, (b), explained this word differently, but not in this

verse. He addressed the problem in 8:12; cf page 100; in 11:7 cf page 101; in 11:28, 30; cf page
102; and in 11:39, cfpage 106: his main argument is contained in Studies, 49, (h) and note a.

106 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 37 only.
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tou<; Zoyotx; pou, reading '131 for D'OIII; 0 atto xcov biKatcov ifov

TtoZZcov, reading ,p''lXip; V qui ad iustiam erudiunt multos, a free

rendering; but he did not address the problem of the OG verb.

He retroverted to Aramaic pX,A&'b PSTO 'HI or , which he

claimed would mean 'those that give merit to many' instead of the usual 'justify

many', citing Aramaic XrVDT and the Mish Abot V, 26, used by Bevan,108 in
which the root "Of was used in participial form to mean 'he who makes the

many virtuous'.

Ginsberg considered the phrase very good Biblical Hebrew, citing Isa 53:11,

and he agreed that it was translated from Aramaic only because other evidence
showed the whole text to be so.109 He clearly did not think, as few would, that

'give merit to many' was any improvement on the sense ofMT.

Final Example

11:17 livntflb Montgomery's verdict of 'absurd' on the sense 'to destroy her /

it'"0 was echoed by Zimmermann in 1938. He cited the most common

Aramaic equivalent ofDHW in the Targums, *713PI, assuming a consonantal text

in an original ofT^yrfo, which a translator read as n*71!nb when the author

intended ibllb, 'to his hurt'. In this account of the giving ofCleopatra in

marriage to Ptolemy V by Antiochus III she is subject of the sentence, and it
should continue, 'and she shall not stand ( by him ), not be for him'. This is in

Aramaic, Kill lb Xbl; Dip]! Xbl;.

107 Cf page 73.
108 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 202. Zimmermann and Bevan refer to Talmud Babli, Vilna edition,

1928: in the Berdichev, 1896 edition the reference is Abot V: 18.
109 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 36, but the greater detail is in 'Some Verses', 351-2; Ginsberg,

Studies, 80, note 8. This phrase is discussed further in Chapter Seven, pages 343-5.
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His 1975 explanation of this words differed from the above. Whilst still basing
it on the lexical equivalence ofHebrew ntlW and Aramaic "7^11, he thought
Aramaic n ( hubala), was confused with ( hubullu ), citing

Brockelmann, 211, 'pledge, security'. So the passage should have read 'and
he shall give him the daughter ofwomen for a surety, but she shall not stand by

him, nor be for him'.111

Ginsberg took up the idea that the pronominal suffix had been misread in
Aramaic as feminine instead ofmasculine, but he retroverted the word into a

verb, nmVun^. He said that the Hebrew should have read TTPKil1?."2

This putative misreading of an ambiguous Aramaic suffix may indicate an Aramaic

Vorlage.

Evidence not included in Zimmermann's 1975 work

The following early explanations were, presumably, later rejected by Zimmermann.

Syntactical Errors

8:23 DJTlDbO Since a plural noun was used in the previous verse, the context

demanded one here. Aramaic D'nrHDbp, could have been misread for □'nrnpbp,

as the consonants of singular and plural are identical."3

12:11 nnVl Comparisons made by others with Jer 36:2 and 2 Chr 20:22, did not

seem apt to Zimmermann, as they did not have the infinitive. Though some

110
Montgomery, A Critical, 442.

111 Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 269 -70; Biblical Books, 37-8.
112

Ginsberg, Studies, 61, (12).
113 Zimmermann, 'Some Verses', 350.
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followed 0 to read }ri31, he suggested Aramaic fPUD! or was the original,

and a translator wrongly read an infinitive instead of a verbal substantive, 'the

setting up'. The Hebrew should therefore read finfl DDti?' TiptZ7.114

It is notable that the above two examples were errors in reading a written text but
since Zimmermann himself seems to have rejected them, they will not be analysed
further.

8:5 HDD ,n,'T? "DHl, Zimmermann noted that this was a Hebrew equivalent of 7:8

rPin though he did not recognise it as a caique of that phrase.115 He

thought a translator used "pUD implying pDJ"03, assuming the Aramaic sense

would be understood and unaware of how strange the Hebrew would read.116

10:12 Diavrin'H "pDnb He did not think that in the expression 'understand and be

humbled ( before your God )', the two verbs married sensibly. His suggestion

was that pun1? was used as the standard equivalent of Aramaic IDD, but the

author used HDD in the sense 'suffer, sustain affliction'; cfTarg Deut 32:29.

Zimmermann implied the translator misunderstood the Aramaic, when in fact his

observation could amount to another caique in Hebrew."7

8:27 HDD HKT Similarly Zimmermann found Aramaic *"1DD as the key to this

phrase, which he retroverted to "QUJ3 TPK 'there was none to explain

it'.118

10:16 n'D K'Vl Cf 11:6. He regarded this phrase as peculiar because AY37

114 Zimmermann, 'Some Verses', 350-1.
115 Cf pages 39, 58.
116

Zimmermann, 'Hebrew', 202; 'Some Verses', 350.
117 Zimmermann,'Hebrew', 204.
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means to 'press'! He thought ,'Y?3(riK) N^TI was the Aramaic behind it,

but this was hard to translate into Hebrew, and he cited Ben Sira 5:3 where it is

translated H~D bh*>. The translator took the Aramaic in its second meaning of

'press' rather than its first of 'be able'. CfChronicles.119

We note the idiom l~D occurs at least seven times in MT: in Dan 10:8, 16;

11:6; 1 Chr 29:14; 2 Chr 2:5; 13:20; 22:9. According to Ja, Vol 2, 1103, Hebrew

""lYV has a wide range of meanings whereas the cognate Aramaic only has to 'press,

squeeze, keep back, save'. Even if the post-biblical Hebrew verb has expanded its
semantic range under the influence of Aramaic, and this is by no means obvious, it is
no reason to see this particular usage as proof of an Aramaic manuscript behind the
Hebrew.

Zimmermann's Chapter Three: Idols in Daniel via the Aramaic

In his third chapter, Zimmermann turned his attention to Hebrew terms in Daniel chs

8-12 usually translated 'abomination of desolation'. He thought the variation in the
Hebrew for this expression was evidence of translation from Aramaic.

He rejected the idea of E Nestle120 that the Hebrew is a word play on DttW byi,
'Lord of Heaven',121 because he felt that a Jewish writer of the time of Daniel would

not have given this title to a foreign god when it was a name reserved for the God of

Israel, and this would apply to its use in Aramaic. So he argued that the title N"U3

fODW was limited by the Jews to the God of the Jews, citing Dan 5:23; TI^N

118 Zimmermann ibid. Ginsberg explained this phrase differently; cfChapter Three, pages 107-8.
119

Zimmermann, 'Hebrew', 204-5. For the Chronicles reference see, Zimmermann, 'Chronicles',
276-7 and Biblical Books, 114.

120 E Nestle, 'Zu Daniel' ZATW4 (1884), 247-8 (248), also Marginalien undMaterialien, 35;
Bevan, A Short Commentary 193.

121 Cooke, A Text-book ofNorth Semitic Inscriptions (1903, Oxford, Clarendon),45; the term is
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Ezra 1:2; W'n^UTl Ps 136:26. They would more often lampoon an alien

god, as e.g. IT10 DJ13n in Josh 19:50; 24:30 caricatures D"in J~1 of Judg 2:9: cf

other terms e.g. a word play on XTbbx 'dung'; rQyifl, DUO, and

rtJT 'go a-whoring after'.122

I. Zimmermann saw the key to the expressions for 'abomination of desolation' in

Aramaic PHD. meaning to 'be foul, stink; sin' ( the Aramaic noun KJITTtO being a

regular usage for py, KUI~I and J71Z/Q ); to 'lay waste' ( cf PS s v; Brockelmann, 498

a ). He reconstructed the meaning of each of the Hebrew terms in this way.

8:13 □Eft# The underlying Aramaic was mtn KJITT1D which was

intended to convey the meaning 'the defiling pollution'. The translator chose
the meaning 'lay waste' for the verb instead of the intended 'defile' ( cfDan

11:31 ), but DDty used instead of a 'defiling' sense was the chief error made in

translation. The noun likewise misunderstood to mean 'sin', was mistranslated

Vtt/Q when it should have been interpreted as 'pollution', like HKDIU; cf Ps

79:1. For the translator the idol was 'the great sin, par excellence' but y\yQ

was incorrect because it was not usually employed for a 'set-up idol'. The

definite article reflected the determinate state ofKJITTlD, but the article was

omitted from the participle in Hebrew UY2VJ because of the absolute state of

the Aramaic word in mO*7.123

Ginsberg found a possible example of an otiose H , a vowel letter, to give m

yWQ. translating 'a revolting offense'.124

frequently found in inscriptions.
122 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 39
l2j

Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 39-41.
124

Ginsberg, Studies, 81, note 23; 82, notes 35, 41, 52, for his English translation; cf page 98, 11.
See also 11:6, page 100.
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In the above vein, Zimmermann thought that VOtD in 8:12 represented

"pollution' and not 'sin', and the Hebrew was a mistranslation of )nilD. When

the statue was set up at the side of the Tamid and swine's flesh was offered,
this doubly polluted the sanctuary, and was reflected in the double expression
H1D1 fO17710.125 translated more accurately, 'even brilliantly,' in the phrases

using Y"lpW.

9:27 DO'OL.D!Zimmermann traced the expression to 17101 ]I710

where a translator read 11770, a plural of 1770, for 117710 and translated D^lpUf

Ginsberg noted Nestle's suggestion on this phrase, but he insisted that this was

not a Greek god but a paganised form of'the God ofHeaven', and the same in

11:31; 12:11 and 8:13. This is contra Zimmermann, but his retroversions stand

regardless of this interpretation.

For at the end of the verse, Zimmermann suggested Aramaic 17101, 'the

defiler', a shortened form of the previous phrase. He thought the translator
was perplexed with the Aramaic expressions and so 'straddled the issue' with

this rendering; he did not explain why the particle 7 should be found in the

original at this point instead of a preposition, as in MT UY2VJ b)J.126

11:31 □QiO'?? nplpl According to Zimmermann this represented 11701 1017710.

Since 11701 carried no sign of definity, the definite article was automatically

omitted; cf 8:13; 9:27; 12:11.127

12:11 HpO He regarded this as a straightforward translation of tO17710

125 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 43; Ginsberg, Studies, 49, 2, simply followed the 0 reading.
126 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, ch 3, 39-41, especially p 41; Ginsberg, Studies, 45.
127

Zimmermann, ibid., especially pp 39, 41; cf 12, B; Ginsberg, ibid: his retroversion into Aramaic
was close to the Hebrew ofMT; cf page 104.
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mm, construed as indefinite; cf 8:13; 9:27; 11:31.128

Zimmermann was adducing another form of caique to explain these expressions. That
the same root should lie behind both expressions is a weakness in his argument, but he

may have found an explanation for the difficult in 8:12 and VWQrt in 8:13.

II. In the light of this understanding, Zimmermann proceeded to examine Dan 8:9-14.

8:9 irp-y^rn He argued that this did not necessarily represent Aramaic J"QT1

TTP, 'it grew up mightily', rather ITP DfOAUn 'it spread, it traversed

mightily': though a horn naturally grew upwards, it was described as 'growing'
to the south, the east and towards Judah, and the accurate meaning was

'spread'. Cf the common verb "UO, 'to go'.129

8:10 X3S He equated this with fO?3U7 ^Tl,130 to which he attributed the

sense 'the hosts ofGod', not 'the host ofheaven', since iODlZ/ was a

euphemism for God ( cf4:23 ). He cited Exod 12:41 for the expression
mm TTlfOY understood as a designation of the priests; T Levi 16:1, which

speaks of profanation of the priesthood; Neh 13:29.131

8:11 xaXPTTlP Zimmermann retroverted the phrase to 132 K^Tl HI, which he took

as metonymy for the High Priest, 'stars' representing lesser priests and Levites.

Torirf ann he equated with KTnn Q*nnK nam, where nnnn

meant 'take away' not 'take up'; cf PS p 534. It signifies that through the

128 Ibid.
129 Cf page 58 note 19; page 63. Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 41. TTP nXYl was used by

Ginsberg, Studies, 53, in his retroversion.
130 This is Ginsberg's Aramaic; ibid: see Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 42, for this item .

131 Zimmermann, ibid.
Ij2 This also is Ginsberg's Aramaic; cfStudies, 53.
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agency of the horn the constant sacrifice was abolished.133

8:12-13 Zimmermann argued that verse 12 was so difficult it could only be dealt
with after understanding vl3. He summarised the context ofw 12-14 as

implying that an idol was set up in the sanctuary; then one divine being asks
how long this pollution will be set up and the sanctuary and priesthood

trampled upon. The answer is 2300 days and then the sanctuary will be

cleansed. From this Zimmermann deduced that fOiY equals 'idol' in some

way, the Aramaic perhaps being K^TH, which was used for rQitin in Exod

8:22 and for in Lev 26:1; 2 Kgs 18:4 (entire in the Peshitta). He cited

the determinate, xn^m, used in targums for alien gods, e.g. Exod 20:23

TI^fG Tt^K, and suggested a translator mistook feminine Kn^ITT,
for K^TT, 'host'. He said the feminine verb |nJD agreed with Kflbrn, and

should be taken with "[TUn to mean 'set up on high'; cfbv Dpi!, 2 Sam

23:1; Hos 7:16; 11:7; BDB 752. T'ftnn, Aramaic KT>)3ri, was an error

for fCYHTl, 'continually' ( after Ginsberg ) for v 11 suggests the Tamid had

already been removed. yU/QH was a mistranslation ofKJITTIO^ 'with

pollution'.135 Zimmermann supplied a full English translation of 8:9-14

incorporating the above changes in meaning.136

There are elements in Zimmermann's explanations that might indicate Aramaic

graphic error, such as !TT>En read for ITYHn, and K^TT read for KD^m, but in

133
Zimmermann, BiblicalBooks, 43; also p 15, C, and p 10, A; 'The Aramaic', 257, A. Cf'More
Aramaic Constructions', page 59. Ginsberg's approach to this clause was quite different, with
several emendations; cfStudies, 49-53; see also Chapter Three, pages 97-8, 5. 7. 8. 9: these
resulted in the retroverted Aramaic ITPED mynn njpn?2

134 The last two Hebrew words quoted appear to be erroneously reversed in the print of
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 42.

135
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 42-3: Ginsberg's view of this section with many emendations of
MT have been noted; cfStudies, 49-52 and 53-4 for his retroversion; cfChapter 3, pages 96-8.

136 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 43.
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general he was simply supplying Aramaic equivalents for selected parts of the Hebrew
as he understood the text.

Ill

11:37 □"'1272 rnpn He argued the Aramaic hypothesis confirms the identity of this

expression with the god, Dionysios.137 Aramaic would be "H KHT'TDn,

"Dinesayya' being a derisory pun on Dionysios; cf the Dionysiac rites described
in 1 Macc 6:7; Cambridge Ancient History, viii, 508, 'Yahweh was perhaps
identified with Dionysios'.138

11:38 735''. i33-1727 □''TVip n'bxVl Zimmermann rejected various conjectures about
the god referred to here139 and the hypothesis ofGinsberg, that a paganised

form of the God of Israel was the deity.140 He suggested that Zeus Olympios

may have been intended in the description, based on one of his primitive titles,

Herkeios, i.e. 'Zeus of the Fort', citing Moore, History ofReligions, I, 414.

However, he decided a better explanation could be found in the legend ofZeus
suckled by a goat. should therefore be repointed D,!rV2p, '( a god

stemming ) from goats', a derisive epithet for Zeus. He found a progression in
v 37-38, covering the period in which Antiochus IV first favoured the cult of

Apollo, then that ofZeus, finally deifying himself, depicted as Zeus.141

In this singular explanation for □"'T17D Zimmermann seemed to lose sight of an

Aramaic Vorlage altogether!

137
Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 43-4, provided a description of the cult practices associated with
devotion to Dionysios based on the work of J Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study ofthe Greek
Religion, ch 8 and H J Rose, Handbook ofGreek Mythology, ch 6; he rejected the more popular
association of this Hebrew expression with Tammuz as put forward by Ewald..

138 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 43-4 only.
139 For these he referred to Montgomery, A Critical, 461.
140 See Ginsberg, Studies, 43-5. Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 44, argues his points against

Ginsberg, for a summary ofwhose ideas see Chapter Three, pages 102-3.
141 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 45-6, for the first explanation and references to the goat legend.
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Zimmermann's evidence covered a broad scope of words and expressions which he
sometimes found difficult to define, hence the change in some of his titles to certain
material. He acknowledged early on that Aramaisms do not constitute proof of an
Aramaic Vorlage, but a great deal of the material which followed comprised semantic
influence of an underlying Aramaic text upon a Hebrew translation. A small amount

of his evidence seemed to involve some form of error in reading written Aramaic.

Although he did not refer to it as such, caique of Aramaic is a predominant
characteristic that has emerged from his analysis, and those he noticed will be collated
in the final chapter. Continuing analysis of his evidence will only deal with what

appear to be indications of ambiguous Aramaic graphic forms, or misreading of
written text. These examples are twelve in all:

12:2 IQy nJDfrK will also be analysed. This phrase was included in Zimmermann's

semantic evidence, but is included in further study because of textual evidence; cf

Chapter Seven, pages 284-286.

8:14 unpn plYll

9:26 lYpT

8:23 nrpn pnn

9:27 rrnn -pmn

10:1 pm bn* fern
11:2 }V TTDbn J7K "PV

11:7 ^nn "7K

11:20 Tin unm tovd

9:27 tpD

10:11,19 nnnn

ii:4 irrnnK^

11:17 nrprtu/n1?
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Chapter Three

H Louis Ginsberg's Arguments in 'Studies in Daniel'

Ginsberg's 'Overwhelming Additional Proof

Ginsberg was convinced that Zimmermann had established his thesis, although he

agreed with Baumgartner' who thought that not all his arguments were cogent.

However, Ginsberg accepted Zimmermann's evidence of semantic errors as pointing
to a translation from Aramaic. Ginsberg offered what he described as 'overwhelming
additional proof, sometimes correcting what he considered weaknesses in
Zimmermann's evidence.

A. Antiochus Epiphanes' Measures Against the Jewish Religion.

Chapter 8:7-14

In 8:7-14 Ginsberg revised the Hebrew of the MT with a large number of
emendations before retroverting it to Aramaic. The changes he made to the text are

concentrated in w 11-12 and he gave the following justification for them.2

1. K3Y1, which begins v 12, he attached to the end ofvl 1 coupled with

just as iOYI follows UHp in v 13, a 'well-known' textual emendation.

2. He deleted the pronominal suffix of ittHi??? in v 11 as a dittography ofVav in

cfagain vl3.

1 W Baumgartner, 'Ein Vierteljahrhundert Danielforschung', Theologische Rundschau, Neue
Folge 11 (1939), 59-83 (79, note 1).

2 Ginsberg, Studies, 49-2
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3. In v 12 he read for after Theodotion, frpapita.

4. He repointed )Il3ri, in vl2 as 113301 and claimed this was a form ofAramaism

unlikely to be found in an original Hebrew composition; cf fill''. in 2:16.

5. The three verbs in vl 1 Ginsberg made feminine to agree with the preceding ones

inw 9-10, where pp is the subject, and with those that follow in vl2. He also
amended them to imperfect since this required only changing the preformative

il to J"! in each verb. He read these imperfects as historic presents, as in BA; cf

4:2,31,33; 7:16,28.

6. tptpni Ginsberg emended this, the last verb in vl 1, to Dbiril, because just to

feminise it as in 5 ( above ) produced ^VtZpl, which also occurred in v 12 and

made better sense in that verse than in v 11. The end ofv 13, i.e.073*173, gave

the correct root for the context in vl 1, and this had, at some stage been

replaced by the one in vl2.

7. Ginsberg felt that D"Hn emended to D"Hn was correct in gender and tense, but

not in root, following parallels YT>Om in 11:31 and IDIH in 12:11. The

transposition of consonants, and change ofD to D, would give T'DD, but

Ginsberg did not 'insist upon this' and so recorded them as alternatives.

8. He thought fi37? superfluous in v 11, as shown by the parallel at the end of vl3,3
but 'sorely needed' in v 1 lba and in vl2 aa, because 'from him it removed the

daily sacrifice' was 'harsh', and 'it set up upon the daily sacrifice an offense'
was 'atrocious'. Further, since }"D73 did not accord with the syntax of v 1 lba

but did fit between b)J and T'lOJin in v 12aa, he transferred it there, so the

sense became, 'and it set up upon the stand of the daily sacrifice an offense',

J

Ginsberg, Studies, 51, seemed to be referring to UHpl without |"D)3 at the end of v 13.
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agreeing with 1 Mace 1:54.

9. In the light of 8 ( above ) Ginsberg amended 33&i?3 in v 11 to U'DftWI, though he

allowed for the alternative emendation of13303.

He justified his divergences from the usual English translation, in the following ways.

10. In v 8 Ginsberg translated ilVnan Hi?? into English as 'hjs big horn' on the

basis that Aramaic nT"lp was read n3T~lj?, 'the horn', instead ofH3.1i?, 'his horn',

by the translator.4

11. In vl3 he translated 'a ( revolting) offense' because il in Vtpsni could be a

vowel letter, like H in T[\U of Lam 5:18 et al, or in i~D, Qoh 8:1. CfQoh 2:8

nunn m; 7:25 mVao m; and K1 in the Hadad inscription.3

12. In v 14 he translated P1TX31 'shall be cleansed'; cfChapter 2, page 61, 8:14.

He retroverted this amended text ofMT into Aramaic making the following
substitutions.6

1. Aramaic OE31 for Hebrew D131 in w 7b, 10b, cf 7:7, 19.

2. Aramaic DDH ( Haphel of OUE3 ), 'to profane', for Hebrew 073"l inwl lb, 13b,

where the Aramaic was misread or corrupted to DDI under the influence of this

root used as above. Ginsberg, guided by the uncontracted Haphel in BA of

Daniel, argued that DQHri was more likely than ODD to be the form misread as

4
Ginsberg, Studies, 52 and 82 note 38.

5
Ginsberg, Studies, 52, 82 notes 41 & 35, 81 note 23. See 11:6 for another putative use of otiose
il; cf page 100.

6 Ginsberg, Studies, 53-5.
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DQin, but, with DDI occurring before, it might have been a contracted verb.7

3. He substituted Aramaic (K^TF for Hebrew fQY w 10, 1 la.

4. Aramaic pon, absolute ( or fPOn, emphatic ) was Ginsberg's equivalent for
Hebrew JOY inw 12a, 13b. He said pDI~I, 'saints, pious ones', was misread
or corrupted to (K)V>n under the influence of the preceding He

categorised this as 'erroneous identification' rather than 'misreading', and

based the need for a word meaning 'saints' on parallels in ch 11 and on 1

Maccabees, arguing that in ch 11 pDI~[ was identified as ]On, 'stronghold,

citadel', because it was preceded by pOQ(np,l and cognate words several lines
earlier in the chapter.8 ( This verb was turned correctly into Hebrew because

there was no nearby form of OEY7 to mislead the translator, since did not

occur in the Hebrew of ch 11. ) On the other hand in 8:11-13, he said lOY

always meant the Jews, i.e. the 'saints', but, as 'host' is not a natural metonymy
for 'saints', the reason for its use had to be found in an Aramaic original.

Therefore the correct Hebrew equivalent ofpOPl should have been □"HOI-!.

Arising from this retroversion he made additional comments as follows.

In 8:7 T'yij? ,IW_nK was 'very unhebraic' and it came from a literal rendering of

Aramaic TtTDp piTTTin^; cf Syriac, and 11:27.9

In 8:12, if tO^Y1 rather than UU/p was the original Aramaic ofDDK, then it was an

allusion to an Aramaic proverb, WDUJ "'73U7I2 KTP31 KiHlO fO^Y1, 'the

native below and the stranger above'; cf TP Hagigah 76a; TB Erubin 9a; Baba

7
Ginsberg, Studies, 53 and 82 note 52; 54.

8
Ginsberg, Studies, 52-4; see 80, 2), ch 11:31.

9
Ginsberg, Studies, 53; 82, note 45a, referring to 61, 13.



Qama 42a; Yoma 47a.

100

10

In 8:12 nntPiH could derive from root misread as However Ginsberg

still retroverted it to and translated it 'he prospered in what he did'.11

In 8:13 ''I'iDbsb could be from original Aramaic bb)2T2 "H ]?3

Chapter 11:1-39

11:1 lb Titfipbl pfrffab Ginsberg reverted to Aramaic nb "[OnpbT. "l?JOb, 'as a

strengthener and fortifier for him', suggesting the reconstruction was a play on

words with the speaker's name, VfCHlA. Since pin occurred frequently in

10:18; 11:7, it might not always represent the same Aramaic root, but probably

could be traced to Aramaic sometimes.13 Cf 11:6, the following.

11:6 Ginsberg, referring this to the violent deaths ofBerenice, Antiochus II and their
infant at the hands of Laodice and Seleucus II, said rnb'9ni meant 'her

child and her husband': he emended m^TTl to PnbH or rnb^Tn or nib-VM,

'and he whom she hath borne', from Aramaic mV> "H; better in Hebrew as

1U7K1.

nptnm he took as a mistranslation of rnDTl, 'and her husband', another

example of pTH for "Dl

Zimmermann agreed with Ginsberg concerning npTni31 but not rTT^TT.14

10
Ginsberg, Studies, 52, 54; 82-3, note 53.

11 Ginsberg, Studies, 49 (h) note a; 54, for his retroversion: cf 11:7, 28, 30, 39; pages 101-2, 106.
12

Ginsberg, Studies, 83, note 54; 54 for the retroversion.
|J Ginsberg, Studies, 46, (a).
14

Ginsberg, Studies, 46-7, note; 81, note 23: Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 13-14, C; cf page 65.
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11:7 Ginsberg accepted Zimmermann's idea of the misreading of1? as preposition

instead of nota objectiva, though he did not acknowledge Zimmermann at this

point. He incorporated this into a reconstruction into Aramaic.

mnm pra kudy ■'JorQ Vim nbmbuti

Ginsberg based Aramaic upon the repointing ofMT K'21! to SDp, and he

suggested that final H ofT\bTb was the 3rd masculine singular pronominal

suffix, which had been misread as sign of the emphatic state. He also amended
MT Ti27&2 to on the strength of the plural suffix in 2H2 following, and

the plural suffixes which continue into v 8.13

□172 nfZ?S77 he retroverted to pTQ "Dy"1! but referred to 11:39 where he

retroverted n\yyi to *32yrl, following the lead of the Syriac. He translated the

clause here, 'and he shall do his pleasure in them'.16

11:8b pD^n WW Kim. he retroverted into Aramaic as

KTISY m fobn Dip"5 ntmn Km

MT Kim he assumed to be a mistranslation ofKm, 'and lo', and and

either misreadings or 'false renderings' ofWW and pbfa respectively.

Similarly in 10:20, in riVim, Ginsberg maintained that the interrogative H

resulted from a misunderstanding of the Aramaic interjection KH, so the

correct reading in Hebrew should be nym fn.17

'5 Ginsberg, Studies, 47, ( b ), notes a and c.
16

Ginsberg, Studies, 47, ( b ), note d, referring to 49, (h) and note a. Cf 8:12, page 100; 11:7, page
101; 11:28, 30, page 102; 11: 39, page 106. See Chapter Two 8:24, pages 84-5, for
Zimmermann's alternative theory concerning root GlZty.

17
Ginsberg, Studies, 47, (c) and note d.
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11:10 3'T3??-73 TUIV/1 3t8^l was retroverted by Ginsberg as 317 mm 3Ul*l

311017, following the Q Hebrew. He noted that Hebrew HItit, besides being

rendered in Aramaic by DID, could be the equivalent of~]Dn, 773T or 7117.18

11:12 XV\ niX'37 Vsni Ginsberg retroverted this to |pni ^OirP Jimi
He gave p371 as the plural ofi37, but noted the Q reading in 7:10 1337, plural

of3337, Hebrew 3337.19

11:19 i37X 'TWOV V33 he retroverted to Aramaic TOTIK ,'JOnl7 THQIK; this: — t : tt 7

20
contrasts with his retroversion of 17177331 inw 31, 38, 39 ( below ).

11:28, 30 3tZ7177 he traced to Aramaic 73it'll misread as 73311.21

11:31,38,39. Ginsberg studied the three occurrences ofT13D in their general context

in Daniel, and any other relevant material. In his search for a single Aramaic
word which would suit all three uses, and which a translator could have taken

to be the equivalent of Hebrew 1717Y2 or □,T3?p. he came up with a surprising

meaning, 'the Jewish people', because of certain facts which he accepted:

a) In v 39 the word stood opposite 33, which was read as 3lbX~33, 'people of a

( strange ) god'. ( He regarded the sense 'walled cities of fortresses' as an

'inane tautology'.)

b) It was generally accepted that the walled cities were Jewish cities.

c) In v 31 the sense 'Jewish people' occupying the position of 171713 was

18
Ginsberg, Studies, 47, ( c ), notes a, b.

19
Ginsberg, Studies, 48, (d) and note.

20
Ginsberg, Studies, 48, (e).

21
Ginsberg, Studies, 49, ( h ), note a. Cf 11:7 above and note 13.
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appropriate, and 1 Macc 1:44-54 was evidence for this interpretation.22

Ginsberg further argued that, since the Jews were called 'saints (of the Most High)' in

eh 7, and 'people of saints' in 8:24 ( cf 'holy people' in 12:7 ), T3J773 in 11:31 ( cf 1

Macc 1:46) and in 11:38, 39 must be an erroneous rendering of an Aramaic word for

'saints' which might also be mistaken for a word meaning 'fortress' or 'fortresses'.
The Aramaic word ppn ( plural of Kpn ) was easily misread as fpn, 'stronghold', or

Hpn, 'strongholds'. (CfSyriac^ 'hesna' or 'husna' both meaning 'stronghold,

the latter in Targ Ps 31:3, and also 'hisna', 'the strength', in Dan 2:37.)

From the meaning 'Jewish people in v 38, he reasoned that:

1) Since the walled cities of □''13713 were Jewish cities, D'TPi? H'bX in v 38 was

unlikely to mean a pagan god.

2) 13? b? could not mean 'instead ofhim' but 'instead of them' since v 37 refers to

many gods, and YTQK T^K, meaning 'gods of his fathers' (in contrast to

2:23), not 'god ofhis fathers', is too distant to be the antecedent. Only a

singular, nbx in Aramaic. H'bX in Hebrew, was used for a single god in the

book of Daniel.

Ginsberg went on to discuss the text according to what is known ofAntiochus IV's
attitude to the gods, and a comparison between it and 8:10-12.

He argued from an unamended v 38 that the first 7??"'. must be a euphemism,

but two different meanings of the same root would be unlikely in the same

verse. He said that TD bv in v 38a was a 'superior' variant of T33D'' in

v 38b, and that it had replaced either pfO'' or no1 (or words) that originally

22 Cf Ginsberg, Studies, 45-6, for the detailed argument on this point.
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On this basis Ginsberg produced Aramaic retroversions of these Hebrew verses some

ofwhich he emended first.

11:31 He traced the Hebrew,

yipum urm ™nn rpom nj/nn unpnn ■bVm rmy tinn tnmn

:U)2Wn

back to 'something like' Aramaic

■ppu/ pJTT'i Kmnn pom ttnpn pD^irr)"1"! pmp^ mn pjrn(K)i
.wnxu

He suggested the Hebrew plural □"'IHT was an imitation of an Aramaic plural,

since JTTT is masculine; citing Targ O Deut 26:8,0)33)3 JH3D1 KD^pJl TO;

cf the Peshitta, where all four words are emphatic as normal in Syriac.24

Ginsberg preferred Palestinian Aramaic for 'profane', Haphel ofODD, rather

than bbr\, though he considered both roots equally as likely. This was because

on other occasions he thought the Hebrew could only have originated from

Aramaic ODD.25

He chose pom as counterpart to ni7)3n since, although the Hebrew had the
article with two successive substantives, he felt the translator had been unsure

about the relation between the Hebrew article and the Aramaic emphatic state.

He concluded the conjunction had fallen out before Tiyon; cf the parallels in

ch 8, 1 Mace 1:46, aytac|ia Kat ayiotx;. He justified pon, 'saints',

23
Ginsberg, Studies, 42-6 for the whole of this section: his arguments are convoluted and I hope I
have represented them correctly!

24 Ginsberg, Studies, 48, (f) and notes a, b.
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because inl Macc 1:46 the saints were profaned by enforced profane

behaviour, appealing to Num 25 in Pseudo-Jonathan, 'the people began to

profane their sanctity'.26 He said KT'TDD was a technical Hebraism in Aramaic

and adduced KTH.TI as the native Aramaic alternative. Ginsberg said the

Hebrew had probably been DDTtl/n yiptitH but the underlying Aramaic
indeterminate as in 12:11; cfpde^Dypa spruicoascoq, 1 Macc 1:54.

For Tii?an 'the sanctuary, the stronghold' Zimmermann followed

Ginsberg in using "pOtl to explain TU773, but he preferred Aramaic original
WOm \ "H UHpD, meaning 'the sanctuary of the Almighty'. He thought

the translator omitted "T / "H, a common practice found in Chronicles and

Nehemiah,27 less frequently in Daniel. WOPI was a well-known term for God;

effort for not in the Peshitta, Job 8:3; Targ Ps 89:9; cf PS s v and Ben

Yehudah s v. KJpH, 'stronghold, and K3DH, ( detective ), 'Almighty', could

easily be mistaken for each other and this forced the mistranslation.28

11:38 Ginsberg went on to suggest an emended Hebrew text for v 38:

...-qd"' to by mnnK inim kb ivjk (?)yw wiyn

He retroverted this to Aramaic:

Kb n Vpn yon n pnn^K^f^-ipirp rupnn by nnmx my-p

Since he believed the original Hebrew of "TUD'' had been lost, he suggested

yw as a possibility, with the Aramaic equivalent a Haphel ofbbp,

25
Ginsberg, Studies, 48, (f) and note c.

26
Ginsberg, Studies, 54, (2), cf48 (f) notes d, f. Here he maintained that the Aramaic expression, a
midrashic epexegesis of the Hebrew bm as brPl, is pntwnp KOQIKb with the spelling of
KDQKb contaminated with KDQ1U further on.

27 Zimmermann referred to his own evidence concerning the use of the particle in Chronicles and
Nehemiah; Biblical Books, 136, 144.

28 See Ginsberg, Studies, 46, 48; Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 33; 10, B; 'The Aramaic', 258, B.
29 Sic Ginsberg, Studies', cf next footnote.
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opposite ofnprr citing 1 Sam 2:30. roprifa he chose as the regular Syriac

equivalent of]? and ]iDD.30

11:39 His Aramaic for MT mVK "nxynb ilttWl, was:

•Haa r6x a? pun nnvi

He assumed again that the Aramaic verb had been misread as "Dyi,

represented by 7WV1 in the MT; cf 11:28,30. He noted that the Syriac read

■i-iN.o and surmised that this was an internal error for which must have

been the Syriac translation from the original Hebrew. This underlined how

easily this particular corruption could have occurred in Aramaic as well.31

B. mow and nnrw

run>3

In 8:16, 26a; 9:23; 10:1 Ginsberg asserted that nx~lp always indicated what was

heard, rather than seen, whereas in MT pin could mean 'vision' or 'oracle'. He

argued that in Daniel !7X"ID never meant 'vision', for, when connected with sight, it

meant 'appearance, aspect'; cf 10:6: in 10:7, 8, 16 it carried the sense 'apparition,

manifestation, spectacle', i.e. something that was 'real' and 'produced the same

image' in 'the physical eye as in the mind'. The animals pictured in eh 8 differed from

this, for outside ofDaniel's mind they were two future dynasties. Outside of the book
ofDaniel HKID never meant 'oracle'.

,0 CfGinsberg, Studies, 49, (g) and notes.
Ginsberg, Studies, 49, (h) and note a. Cf 8:12, page 100; 11:7, 28, 30, pages 101-2.
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He explained this apparent misuse of nfOlD in terms of translation from Aramaic of

rPfrJK, which in 5:12 meant i) 'declaration, explanation, solution' or ii) 'exhibition'. It

could have been used in 8:16, 26a; 10:1 with its first sense, whereas the second

meaning was understood instead.32

nnnN

Ginsberg agreed with Charles3" that in 12:8 the last three words of the Aramaic

original were JTiriK I~02, 'what is the explanation of these things?' Thus the

same Aramaic word as above, mnK, was mistranslated differently in this chapter.

The translator, or a later scribe, misread JTHIlK ( cf 2:28 for this word in Aramaic ),

for mnK. For the required sense 'explanation' he cited OG where mnHK became

^l)Ol<^, 'solution'.34

C Ginsberg's Miscellaneous Proofs of Translation Hebrew

8:2, 3, 6 bDtN ( contaminated by "^IK ), bDX is equivalent toAramaic VllK, K^HK
from Akkadian abullu,'city gate'; cfOG and Peshitta. Ginsberg contended

the translation 'stream' rested on the similarity of the form in v 2 to the rare

Hebrew and the fact that there was a canal, Ulai or Eulaeus, near Susa.

He said that in Palestinian Aramaic ^DK was rarer than inn and a translator

failed to recognise it, as did Theodotion who simply transcribed the word. In

v 16 the translator was unsure what the ^IK was , but the original author

meant the Ulai Gate.35

32
Ginsberg, Studies, 55; 76, note 11; 84, notes 58 and 60; 32-3.

33 Charles, A Critical, 335-6.
,4

Ginsberg, Studies, 55.
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8:5, 27 Ginsberg said the negative clause, pHI. in v 5 should be rendered

UPKl: in v 27 pDO pX1 should read TfPK because in v 26 Daniel was told

not to share his vision with anyone; but the phrase in MT means 'with no

one explaining'. Aramaic participles are usually negated by K1?; cf2:43; 3:12,

16; 4:4,6; 5:8,23. In Hebrew k"7 negates the participle only in specific

senses, e.g. 'neither...nor' and 'nor...but'; otherwise the participial subject is

negated instead by pK. The phrase in v 5 would read in Aramaic 1771

KSHK and the translator used the correct Hebrew negative, not realising that it

can only negate the subject which must be expressed by a pronominal suffix.

For v 27 he asserted that Aramaic for DDTU/KI was either a participial

expression like D733DWD rPin fGKI, the end of the sentence being

or, more likely it was riDWU/Kl On this basis of this equivalence,

Ginsberg retroverted MT fOtt pK3 iltODn by DDTHZ/Kl to:

bmm tik xVi KmriK by nDinwKi,

and, since TIK K1? corresponded at that time to both pK and T^K in Hebrew,

( whereas later Syriac had <kA for the former and for the latter ), he

assumed that a translator made the wrong choice. The Hebrew idiom should

not have been a participle but an imperfect verb, as e.g. pUK k"71 in 12:8.36

8:18, HT1X TSpbJ? TPpiJhf Cfl0:9 According to Ginsberg DT1J only ever had

the sense 'to fall asleep' yet the angel did not 'wake' but 'raised up' Daniel: cf

8:18; 10:9. Since HYIK expressed 'motion towards', the whole clause read

oddly, 'I fell asleep down to the ground on my face'. The author must have

said, 'I lay down upon my face on the ground', using Aramaic pEH, which can

mean 'to lie' as well as 'to sleep'. In Hebrew "7DJ should have been used, as it

"5
Ginsberg, Studies, 57; 84, note 64a.

jfi
Ginsberg, Studies, 57-58, (5): Zimmermann, 'Hebrew', 204 differed from Ginsberg here: cf
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was in vl7, and probably in the Aramaic ofvl 7. In vl 8, he said a different
author ( from the one in vl7 ) used the Aramaic root ~]?3T and I3DU7 should

have been employed in Hebrew. He suggested the phrase in Gen 19:1b

should have been imitated, where it is written ofLot niHK □"'QK inntlff

Zimmermann accepted this explanation, using it similarly for D773 in 10:9.37

8:22 Ginsberg counted as the 'best single proof the fact that nn'D?rn and

nn'QVt alternate in this verse. He thought nn'D$?rn corresponded to Aramaic

"'Dpi (though logically it should have been ,ifbpf cfv 838 ), and nrj'Qir
corresponded to Aramaic ]OV.. The connections P1. = =

were made by a translator: ~>Y2p*[ having no preformative to mislead
the translator, the first verb was correct. In v 4, T7DJ71 , a masculine plural

was substituted for a feminine plural, as in the talmudic practice/9

'BO ( or i'BO ; cf LXX, 0 and V, although it may not have been in their

Vorlagen ). Ginsberg regarded this reading as doubtful since there was no

mention of nations inw 20-21, only of kingdoms. So he argued a translator's

text probably read in Aramaic ITU and this was ineptly translated iBO,

'from its back' ( cf 1 Kgs 14:9; Prov 26:3 ) instead of1inp)3, 'from its midst',

i.e. of the first Greek kingdom. The translator may have intended the same

meaning as UT'BD, 'from its body'.40

8 :27 Ginsberg considered ,r!',,rn meaningless, but thought that it probably

represented the Aramaic JirtlllK ( cf 3:24 and Ethpaal ofmn in Syriac ),

meaning 'I was dazed'; cf 7:28b. He suggested a translator read the word as

Chapter 2, page 89.
37 Ginsberg, Studies, 59, (7): Zimmermann, 'The Aramaic', 260-1, C; Biblical Books, 20-1, E.
j8

Ginsberg, Studies, 84, note 62.
39

Ginsberg, Studies, 56.
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mnriK or TPinriK, i.e. one of three Aramaic reflexive conjugations ofKin

(though he was unsure such stems existed in that root ), which could mean 'I

became'. The Aramaic verb was assumed to be equivalent to Niphal of TTTl

( which would be known from e.g. Judg 19:30 ), and thence the verb in MT.

Zimmermann agreed with Ginsberg here and used a similar solution in 2:1.41

9:1 Ginsberg followed Montgomery in equating with Syriac Aphel of

> . He thought the Hebrew should have been vocalised ^jbfpn, or better as

in Aramaic, ^b?pn, there being no vowel letter for long Hireq; cf plurals in 5:29;

6:7, 12, 16.

10:3 "'fiDD K'b tpoi He noted that EVV translate "pD as infinitive absolute, but, after

Deut 28:40; Mic 6:15; Ezek 16:9; Amos 6:6, Hebrew "[DIP, 'with oil' would

give the usual idiom. The Peshitta rA rfuY-^o could be vocalised as

wamshaha, 'and anointing', equal to 'at all' or the Hebrew infinitive absolute.

However, the Syriac of the above references suggested a vocalisation wmesha,

'and (with ) oil', the equivalent of Hebrew ]?3Wl. Ginsberg deduced that MT

derived from Aramaic FEZ/731, where the first word was read

ni£7?T equivalent ofHebrew plOI, when it should have been read as TOWI,

Hebrew ]73tzn. He noted in support that a fifth century Aramaic papyrus had

the exact phrase pDW mm ]["']Km K^7 mz7n...mmK ,42

10:13 "pX"! Ginsberg thought 'the context cries out' for the pronoun 'he' rather than

'I' so a translator must have mistaken HJK for HJI. His suggested Aramaic

was INnUtK \ nmriK rum, 'the latter has remained' and the fact that

40 Ibid.
41 Ginsberg, Studies, 58-9; Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 28-9, F.
42 Ginsberg, Studies, 60, (9); 85, note 66; A E Cowley, Aramaic Papyri ofthe Fifth Century (1923,
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imnx or "IXniyx could be first singular imperfect as well as third masculine

singular perfect misled the translator.43

10:20 DX Similarly, Ginsberg attributed this to a misreading of pQI niKI, 'and
when I leave', for pQJ mm, 'and when one leaves'44.

11:4 rnrn. Ginsberg reasoned that use of "'YH to mean to 'divide ( into more than

two parts )' is only found elsewhere in Judg 7:16; 9:43, where it is in a military
context. So this verb was not an imitation of the eleventh century language,

but arose because in 7:25 corresponded to in 12:7, and ^bsrill in 2:41

to fHR He asserted that in 11:39 it was known rtYfl could not mean to

'distribute', so fbD'' was translated correctly as j?b|T ( for p/HI ).

Zimmermann agreed here.45

11:17 Tfti7n X'b Here Ginsberg recognised 1Y2U was used in Hebrew Daniel where

Dip was in Aramaic, with the sense 'arise, stand up', and this characterised

LBH, but he argued that it indicated translation from Aramaic when it

corresponded to Hebrew Dip in a scripture quotation! He omitted the last 1^
of the verse after OG, and traced the quotation to a parody of Isa 7:7, which

read D1j?n X'b. He argued that use of1DV for Dip in this way was not the type
of error that could be made when applying the quotation, even from memory: a

Maccabaean translator, not knowing Isa 7:7 by heart, saw the root Dip in

Aramaic and translated it mechanically into 1D17,46

11:27 □,pb&n □n,ftp1 He considered this 'unhebraic' and concluded that it was a

Oxford, Clarendon), 30:20 and 31:19-20.
43

Ginsberg, Studies, 60-1, (10).
44 Ibid.
45

Ginsberg, Studies, 61,(11); Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 34, G.
46

Ginsberg, Studies, 56-7, (3).
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literal translation ofAramaic ITOVt? prniTI, 'and both kings'; cf Syriac.47

12:7 f33 Ginsberg saw in this verb a possible third example of DQ(H), to 'profane',

coupled with an expression for 'saints', here He argued the sense

'shattering' or 'shattered, which refers to military conquest, was inappropriate
since Antiochus IV inherited the kingdom from Antiochus III, and he did not

conquer the Jews, though he did oppress them. On the basis that elsewhere the

verb used for oppression of the saints was ODD in the Haphel, he suggested the

Aramaic verb here was a contracted form of a Haphel participle, 037?, which

consonantally could also be Qal infinitive, 037?, another verbal noun meaning

'dividing, taking apart'. He maintained that Palestinian Aramaic could mean

'breaking up', for DUQ had this sense in tannaitic Aramaic, citing S Lieberman

Tosefet Rishonim IV, 64 ad II. 32-33. Ginsberg 'tentatively' accepted the

word order represented by OG, i.e. *T> preceding ySX He translated the whole

clause, 'and when the strength of the breaking up of a holy people shall fail',

suggesting that a better translation would be bbfVD, 'desecrater' for yDl48

It can be seen from these examples that Ginsberg's approach was more complex than

Zimmermann's, including recourse to interpretive arguments and sometimes quite
extensive emendation of MT. Having taken the stance of accepting Zimmermann's

thesis, his work was more an exploration of Aramaic influence upon the Hebrew text

than a presentation of additional proofs to buttress Zimmermann's evidence, for that
which did not depend on emendation was mostly semantic in nature.

H. H. Rowley was unconvinced by Ginsberg's study and rightly pointed out that

semantic evidence does not necessarily point to a translation, since this type of error
can be made in a writer's thinking.49 Although Ginsberg had shown awareness of this,

47
Ginsberg, Studies, 61,(13).

48
Ginsberg, Studies, 83-3, note 57.

49 H H Rowley, 'Review of "Studies in Daniel" by H L Ginsberg', JBL 68 (1949), 173-7 (177).
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he was too much taken by the theory to be deflected from his assessment of the
evidence.30

Zimmermann himself, while acknowledging Ginsberg's work as an important

landmark in Danielic studies, wrote of him, 'I cannot follow him completely,

however, in his slashing attacks on the Hebrew text, the atomization of sentences,
bisection of half verses, and wholesale emendation of words and phrases. I shy away

from emending Aramaic texts I have never seen'.31

Nevertheless, Ginsberg served to imaginatively illustrate how some of the difficulties

in the MT might be explained in terms ofAramaic and he added some examples to the

body of Zimmermann's evidence which might indicate graphic confusion in Aramaic.

These are the occurrences of rffltin which could be traced to Aramaic root 131? read

as 11337. In addition his view of T137J3 / □137)3 suggested confusion between pOPl

and p30n.

The Work L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Leila

Louis F Hartman and Alexander A Di Leila were convinced enough by Ginsberg's
work to write their commentary on the Hebrew text of Daniel, published in 1978, in
the light of this theory. Hartman was responsible for the text-critical apparatus, the

explanatory notes on the whole text and the commentary on chapters 1-9. After the
death of Hartman, Di Leila completed the commentary and bibliography and wrote

the introduction. The linguistic work was then the responsibility of Hartman, but Di
Leila generally supported his stance, though he referred in the introduction to 'certain

acknowledged difficulties with, and perhaps even ad hoc explanations of the theory

50 H L Ginsberg, 'Two Replies in re My "Studies in Daniel"', JBL 68 (1949),402-7 (406-7).
51 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 9.
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that 1:1 - 2:4a and chapters 8-12 were originally composed in Aramaic and later
translated into the present Hebrew of the MT'.52

The influence of Zimmermann and Ginsberg is apparent in the explanatory notes of
Hartman. He utilised approximately one third of their combined evidence, but
showed a marked preference for the views of Ginsberg, putting that scholar's major
ideas and many of his textual emendations into the footnotes to his English

translation, and into his notes. For one example, he accepted Ginsberg's use of the

Aramaic root fOPl to justify his translation 'pious one' for H}7£) / DTl/fa. He also
used Ginsberg's emendations to 8:11-13 which were combined with this translation.33
Where Ginsberg differed from Zimmermann, Hartman tended to follow the former:

so in the dispute as to the semantic range concerning the Aramaic roots "'DT and "Ol

in the explanation of pTYJ in 8:14, he followed Ginsberg.34

This is not to imply that Hartman had no independent view, for, although the amount

of completely new evidence put forward by him was relatively small, he added his
own observations to some of the material already noted by the previous two scholars.

E.g. in 8:5 he regarded TPTl as an Aramaism, as Zimmermann had already

remarked,33 but he expanded the explanation in terms of a mistranslation of ilJfO

mn. Noting that the Aramaic Hitpaal of b"2^U means both to

'comprehend' and to 'consider, observe', he suggested that a translator attributed the

same range of meaning to the Hebrew b^DWH ( which takes only the first of those

senses ), and produced a mistranslation.36

52 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 15.
53 See pages 96-100, ch 11:31, 38, 39; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 221-2, notes g-g to o-o; 225-6.
54 Cf page 73; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 227.
55 See page 58.
56 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 224.
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Hartman's Additions to the Evidence for the Theory

Since Hartman's agreements with Ginsberg and Zimmermann, plus his adjustments to
their evidence, are easily accessible in the commentary, they will not be listed at this

point, but they will be referred to where useful in the detailed study to come. Whilst
Hartman did not necessarily claim explicitly that Aramaisms in themselves are

evidence of a translation, I have included the ones he observed because they expand

the list made by Zimmermann and highlight extra words and phrases that need to be
considered.

Aramaisms

8:2 mH&n Db^.-.nTan i^Wa57
9:24 means to 'cut; decide, decree', occurring only here in BH but common

in Jewish Aramaic.58

9:25 n~llTl., literally 'the cut', i.e. a rock-cut trench, is the only occurrence of the

word with this meaning in MT, but it is probably an Aramaism; cf the Zakir

Inscription from Apis, A 10 where yin clearly has this meaning. Akkadian

harisu is often used in this sense; cfCAD, Vol 6, 103 b/9

11:3, 5 bttfoO stands for normal nblZfoiD: in 1 Chr 26:6 read WbUfftTl for □''biyiDQn.60J T J • T T : • • J • T J • —

11:20 D'SXa xVl does not mean 'not in anger', where the singular is used; cfExod

15:8; Prov 30:33. It is a mechanical rendering of the Aramaic P'SJO; cf Syriac

'in the face', i.e. 'in public'.61
This is a good example of caique of an Aramaic idiom in Hebrew.

57 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 223.
"8 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 224.
"9 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 244-5.
60 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 266.
61 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 269.
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11:23 nnannn is either a late Hebrew Aramaism or has been taken directly from

an original Aramaic text.62

11:24 HT3 is an Aramaism occurring only in Late Hebrew.

TiTT He noted the unique use of "I'D here and in Ps 58:31, concluding the

verb is an Aramaism for Hebrew "1TQ. Aramaic 13^, cf Syriac here, occurs in

4:11. The proto-Semitic root was 133 as in Arabic.63

11:33 0,31<7 b is simply the Aramaic sign of the direct object.64
11:43 is a hapax legomenon and an Aramaism from |73D, to 'be hidden',

used frequently in Jewish Aramaic and in Syriac.65

Additional Suggestions

8:13 DftIO fOXI. tin]?! Hartman defined D731J3 as an 'Aramaising infinitive' Peal

and not the noun 'a trampling place' because another infinitive is required
to follow nn. He said the word order reflects Aramaic syntax in which the

direct object of the infinitive precedes it, and the translator followed the
Aramaic mechanically. His suggestion for a probable original was,

HOSnb porjl UHipl, ( pom, 'pious ones' after Ginsberg).66

9:2 "PPO Hartman thought this hybrid form seemed to mean 'I understood', but it

did not make sense in context, nor did 'I perceived' ofRSV. He retroverted it
to Aramaic pDDlpK which meant both 'I understood' and 'I considered', and he

said the translator understood the wrong sense.67 Here he identified a caique.

62 Ibid.
63 Ibid. CfChapter One, page 37; Chapter Eight, pages 335-6.
64 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 271.
65 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 272; cfChapter 1, page 23.
66 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 226-7; cf page 114, note 53.
67 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 241.
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9:23 73"73 Cf 9:2 above for the sense of *[*0: the translation should have read,

according to Hartman, 'mark / consider the answer',68 another caique.

11:6 X77 inani Hartman said fill in the sense of'deliver up to death' was used

uniquely for it would normally be followed by cfEzek 31:14. He

suggested original Aramaic had the root 7013 which meant both to 'hand over'

and to 'betray'.69 This is yet another caique.

11:12 TiJT N'Vl means'and he will not be strong'. Hartman thought the Aramaic

was probably *[0rP_ xVl, Haphel of ]DI7 'gain possession'. Cf 7:18, 22.70

11:29 ftps'?, 12:7 ftps'? 11:29 meant 'at the appointed time', but he adduced

Aramaic 175, 'time, period, season' and also 'year' in 4:13, 20, 22, 29: 7:25.

and notes on 4:13.71 In 12:7 he was 'almost certain' 717*113 represented

Aramaic, pi;.72

11:41 nVX7 He could find no reason for this word and thought the Aramaic might

be XVX, 'but', the Vav having developed from dittography of the previous one.

He noted that xVx was common in MH, usually used after a negative.73

Hartman's evidence comprised mainly Aramaisms, semantic equivalents, with some

caiques, but nothing which would appear to be graphic in its source ofconfusion.

68 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 239, 244.
69 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 266.
70 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 267.
71 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 270.
72 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 274.
73 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 272.
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Di Leila's Note on the Greek Text

Di Leila made comment in a footnote on evidence in Theodotion's text of Daniel.

This amounted to certain transliterations of Aramaic plurals in 1:3; 10:5; 12:6-7, e.g.,

cpopOopptv for in 1:3. He linked these to the Aramaic plural in MT 12:13,

pl3T74

A Reaction to the Theory: the View of J. J. Collins

A recent, though brief, critique of this theory is presented by John J Collins in his

commentary on Daniel.75 He allows that l-2:4a may be a translation from the

Aramaic but not 8-12. He considers two aspects of the language of ch l-2:4a 'highly

compatible' with the translation theory.

a) Over half76 the Aramaisms in the Hebrew of Daniel occur in ch 1, although the

presence ofAramaisms is not necessarily the mark of a translation.

b) The Hebrew of ch 1 may easily be retroverted into Aramaic without recourse to

emendation of MT and without assuming misunderstanding of the Aramaic by the
translator.

He rejects the translation theory which Ginsberg and Hartman presented regarding

chapters 8-12 because it relies heavily on reconstruction of the Hebrew text,

assumptions regarding the meaning of the Hebrew, and the translator's

misunderstanding of the 'original' Aramaic. He notes that Ginsberg and Hartman

drastically change the meaning of the received text without any textual support.

74 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 14- 15, note 17; cf pages 23, 130.
75 Collins, Daniel, 23.
76 This number is from Koch's list according to Collins, Daniel, note 232.
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References to the treatment given by these scholars to 8:11-12 and 11:31, 38 are

quoted in support of these criticisms.

Collins also rejects certain evidence which is characteristic of Second Temple Hebrew

in general, e.g. the fact that 112V takes on the meaning ofDip. He takes refuge in the
statement of S R Driver that 'the author is more at home in Aramaic than in

Hebrew'.77 His critique however is only presented on the work of Ginsberg, Hartman
and Di Leila, and it includes the same criticism of emendation of MT levelled by

Zimmermann himself.78

Some Observations on the Two Sides

The three scholars who supported the theory of a translation, whilst agreeing on a

body of linguistic evidence, disagreed about method such that Zimmermann could be

aligned with Collins in his rejection of Ginsberg's ( and therefore Hartman's )
treatment ofMT.

The same three scholars in their linguistic evidence concentrate on the study of chs

8-12. Zimmermann includes in his later work some evidence gathered from 1-2:4a.79
The possibility of this section being originally in Aramaic tended to be put forward as

part of a source theory rather than a linguistic theory. Collins, however, is willing to

accept that this section may be a translation on the strength of the number of
Aramaisms and the retrovertibility of the Hebrew into Aramaic.

Three of Collins' reasons for rejecting the evidence of Ginsberg and Hartman are

good. Firstly, evidence which rests on a hypothetical Hebrew text, i.e. one that has
been emended without good textual support, can never constitute proof for a

77 S R Driver, Introduction, lxii.
78 Collins, Daniel, 23; cf page 113.
79 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 10, 15.
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translation.80 The Hebrew of the MT is the prime evidence and to emend the text

without good text-critical reason is to alter that evidence. This first view was

supported by Zimmermann, though he did occasionally emend the text himself.81

Secondly, the theory cannot be demonstrated by recourse to particular interpretation
or meaning of the Hebrew text which might be contested.82 Also, special care has to
be taken when reconstructing the history of the Jews as represented in Daniel in line
with the book of Maccabees: they are two separate witnesses and changing one to

conform to the other must have a strong justification. It seems better, in a linguistic

study, to utilise a reasonable sense with due regard for the context, with appeal to
historical interpretation only where necessary to elucidate the meaning. The

apocalyptic nature of the material in chs 8-12, in which symbolism is mixed with

reality, and the style is deliberately opaque, often makes the precise meaning difficult
to distil from the text, and this has to be borne in mind.

Thirdly, Collins must be correct to reject general characteristics of late Hebrew, such

as the use of 11317 for Dip, as constituting any kind of proof for a translation.
Hartman at least was aware of some of the similarities of the Hebrew of Daniel with

Mishnaic Hebrew,83 though he still accepted the theory of a translation from Aramaic.

Collins' other criticism, that the theory rests on assuming misreadings of an Aramaic

original, has less justification for reasons which shall be enlarged upon.

Collins accepted that l-2:4a could be translated from Aramaic, firstly, on the number

of Aramaisms in the text. This reasoning can be contested, as will be shown in

80 This is not to suggest that textual emendation has no value at all in attempts to understand a
difficult Hebrew text, but the point is that a conjecturally emended text is always totally
hypothetical and it cannot constitute textual proof: if the emendation is found to have support in
a version, it becomes a variant reading and is no longer completely hypothetical.

81 Cfpages 76 (on 11:18), 82 (on 11:4), 94 (on 11:38).
82 Collins, Daniel, 23, contests the evidence in some detail.
83 CfHartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 244, on 9:24 ""|nn, the best example; cf243, 9:21; 272, 11:41.
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' Aramaisms', below.84 His second point, that the text is easily retrovertible into

Aramaic ( presumably relative to the longer section of Hebrew in Daniel which is
more difficult to retrovert), may be true, but how many other Biblical texts, especially
in LBH, might fall into this category?85

With regard to Collins' stance on this issue, Driver's statement does not provide an

alternative to a translation theory. To comment that the writer of the Hebrew

chapters was more at home in the .Aramaic language is to make no judgment as to

whether the writer was an author or a translator, though Driver assumed the former.

The Likelihood of a Translation

The theory that the Hebrew of Daniel represents a translation rather than a

composition had been suggested, prior to the work of Zimmermann, as part of general
source theory. The bi-lingual nature of the book has given rise to diverse theories,86
some of which suggest either the original of the whole text was Hebrew and the

Aramaic sections represent a translation or vice versa. Whilst there is currently little

overall agreement in this area, it must be noted that the bi-lingual text is the primary
factor in pointing to the likelihood that part of the book of Daniel is translation rather
than composition.

That the Hebrew text, rather than the Aramaic, is more likely to qualify as the

translation is suggested because of the quality of the language: the Aramaic sections
are generally accepted as well-written, mostly in fluent narrative prose, whereas the

Hebrew is, in the first section, characterised by Aramaisms and, in the second, larger

section, by the type ofproblems already described in Chapter One.

84 Cfpages 127-8.
85 The question is not further addressed in this study, but that is not to suggest that an exploration

of the issue of retrovertibility would not be useful. It is simply an open question because Collins
made an assumption without evaluating evidence of a wider scope than Daniel.

86 CfCollins, Daniel, 26-8, which culminates in his own conclusions.
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These two items by no means constitute proof that the Hebrew is translation, but they
are the initial pointers that directed scholars to examine the text for detailed evidence
that might lead to proof.

The Question of Proof

Zimmermann recognised that such evidence must be linguistic in nature, if it is to be
as objective as possible and not influenced by source theories in particular. The fact
that Ginsberg and Hartman accepted his theory and built upon it with a method which
was unsound, in that it entailed those practices objected to by Collins, does not alter
the broad integrity of his first approach to the issue. The question of what may be

accepted as linguistic proof, indeed, whether such proof is attainable, remains.

a) Translation and Error

In search of a sound method, it is necessary to look at general linguistic principles and

to consider firstly, what is translation? In essence, it is the transference of text from a

source language to a target language,87 but this process takes place in the mind. The

source and target languages involved may be in any of three mediums; phonetic, i.e.

speech; graphic, i.e. writing; mental, i.e. thought, but the third medium is essential in
the process. Translation may take place entirely in the mind without any recourse to

either phonetic or graphic expression; but translation of text from phonetic or graphic
mediums to phonetic or graphic mediums always involves transference to thought
where the essential process takes place,88 and thought always intervenes between

graphic and / or phonetic expressions of text in source and target languages.

A meaningful text always originates in the mind and may be expressed graphically and

/or phonetically, or it may remain without external expression in the mind. In ancient

87 J C Catford, A Linguistic Theory of Translation: an Essay in applied Linguistics (1965, London,
OUP), 20; S Bassnett-McGuire, Translation Studies (1980, London, Methuen), 2.

88 Modern machine translation, where a computer takes the place of the human mind, does not
negate this principle.
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times texts were preserved over time in either of two ways, graphically in

manuscripts, engravings and the like, and mentally in memory.89 The possible

theoretical permutations of a translation process were therefore great, even in ancient
times. The following list comprises only the simplest ones.

SL Translation TL

graphic > thought thought

graphic > thought N graphic

graphic > thought > phonetic

phonetic > thought thought

phonetic > thought > phonetic

phonetic > thought > graphic

thought thought thought

thought thought > graphic

thought thought > phonetic

Such representations of the translation process cannot indicate passage of time, which

could vary from seconds to years!

The ancient practice of reading a manuscript aloud before (copying or ) translating the
text is an example of a more complex sequence:

SL SL SL SL Translation TL

graphic > thought > phonetic > thought thought graphic

memory

If a translator working from a manuscript expressed the text in the TL verbally before

writing it, the sequence of interaction between the mediums is even more complicated:

89 Of course, electronic preservation of texts in phonetic and graphic form are not relevant to the
discussion of translation of texts in ancient times, but only to modern translations.
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SL SL SL SL Translation TL TL TL

graphic>thought>phonetic>thought thought >phonetic>thought>graphic

memory memory

If an author thought in a source language but wrote in a target language, a complex

sequence would have been enacted, especially if verbalisation took place in the
translation process.

SL SL Translation TL TL

thought phonetic thought phonetic graphic

A truly bi-lingual person may think in both languages, but in the case ofHebrew
Daniel competence may be assumed to be quite low in the target language, following
Driver's opinion of the writer.

These sequences are rather inadequate for indicating the true place ofmemory in

translation, for it must be involved at any point where thought is utilised; but the

above serve to emphasis two basic points. Firstly translation from SL in one ancient

manuscript to TL in another was a complicated process involving the visual, aural and
mental. Secondly, both types ofwriter, the author writing in a second language and
the translator were actually translating text. With this in mind, Driver's view on the
Hebrew writer ofDaniel may be paraphrased: 'the writer of Hebrew Daniel was

translating from an original Aramaic text in his mind, for he thought in Aramaic, and
as his Hebrew was not good, his Aramaic influenced his translation'. Whereas the
view ofZimmermann and his colleagues would have to be paraphrased: 'the writer of
Hebrew Daniel was translating from an Aramaic manuscript, and as Aramaic was his

first language and his Hebrew was not good the Aramaic greatly influenced his
translation'.

In determining whether a document is a composition or a translation, in the absence of

any reliable external evidence, the language of the document must be the primary
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evidence. However quality of language cannot differentiate between an author or a

translator as is shown by the following commonplace observations.

1) A person proficient in a second language may be capable of producing both an

excellent composition and an excellent translation, i.e. a good translation equivalence,
in that language.

2) In the same way, a person who is not proficient in a second language may produce

either a composition or a translation that has imperfections or errors ofvarious sorts.

3) An excellent translation will be indistinguishable from a composition, so that it will
be linguistically undetectable as a translation.

4) A translation will only be linguistically detectable if it contains imperfections or

errors.

5) The errors made by a poor linguist in a second language, in both composing and

translating, are likely to be similar with regard to use of vocabulary, semantics and

syntax.

These five points might indicate that it is not possible to distinguish between a

translation and a composition. However the following must also be taken into
account.

6) A composition in a second language may be constrained in the language employed

by the subject matter of the composition and the proficiency of the writer, but there is,

nevertheless, some freedom for the author, to choose vocabulary and expressions

commensurate with his/her proficiency, and may even influence the choice of content.

7) Translating may be more difficult than composing in that the translator is
constrained by the source text: the writer is 'put on the spot' because the element of
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choice in vocabulary and expressions is limited by the content of a text which the
translator cannot influence.

8) A translator has an additional task above that of an author, reading and

understanding a manuscript, before mentally interpreting it and committing the

interpretation to writing.

These three statements might suggest that a translator is more likely to make forced
errors than an author, but it would be unsafe to reason that the greater the number of

errors, the more likely the text is to be a translation. There are too many variables
that could apply, in specific cases, regarding the subject of the text, the type of text
and the languages involved: e.g. an author might be required to write about a subject
in a language that has very little vocabulary about that subject ( cf section on

aramaisms. page 127 ). However the above three points are additional reasons why
errors ought to be accepted as evidence of translation.

Taking all these statements it must be allowed that the hope of detecting translation in
a document rests upon the occurrence of imperfections or errors in the language.
Since an author and a translator can make similar linguistic mistakes, those errors

which are evidence of a translation only, must derive from the task which only the

translator executes, that of reading and understanding a manuscript. It would be

surprising if the errors common to both were totally absent in a translation: but, for a
translation to be probable, the cumulative evidence must include errors which can only
have their origin in the reading of a written text in the source language. The author
had a text in mind which he / she understood and did not mistake, but may have found

difficult to turn into the target language: for the translator the pitfalls in reading a

particular hand-written manuscript and understanding the intended meaning of the
author could be great.

For this reason it would seem to be unreasonable for Collins to wholly reject

misunderstanding of an original Aramaic as evidence for a translation. He may reject
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the evidence of semantic misunderstanding, as Rowley correctly did, but

misunderstanding which may have its source in reading manuscript is the only

evidence so far isolated as capable of proving linguistically that an ancient text is a

translation. It must further be noted, what is well known from the variable condition

of the Hebrew of MT itself, that any text which has been transmitted manually can

become to some degree or other corrupted by scribal errors, marginal corrections,

glosses, conflation and the like. If Daniel 8-12 has been transmitted as such in
Aramaic and later translated into Hebrew, there should be evidence of scribal errors

and other corruptions of a graphic sort that are traceable to Aramaic rather than

Hebrew, just as problems in LXX can be traced to the underlying Hebrew.

For this study concern is with errors in reading and understanding an Aramaic text

which is necessarily only accessible from retroversion of Hebrew Daniel. The two

languages concerned in this context, Hebrew and Aramaic, are cognate languages,

sharing the same script, being consonantal in character, that is with few graphic
indications of the vowels. The textual corruptions in them will therefore be similar in

type.

With all these observations in mind, the evidence put forward for the translation

hypothesis of the Hebrew chapters of Daniel will be examined.

b) Aramaisms

Collins is willing to accept the evidence of Aramaisms in ch 1-2:4a is compatible with
the theory that this section is a translation from Aramaic. This raises the question as

to why Aramaisms, in particular the number of them, indicate a translation in a given
text. Their use may depend on the nature and subject matter of the text, which
influences the type of Aramaisms employed. The first Hebrew section in Daniel is a

narrative concerning life in a foreign court and it is possible that technical language
needed to describe such a life was not available in Hebrew. This would equally have
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been a problem for an author and a translator. It might even be argued that a high
number of Aramaisms is more indicative of a composition than a translation, because
a translator, by the very nature of the work involved, would be concerned not to use

the source language but to turn it into the target language, possibly even at the

expense of clarity. This may be to raise hypothetical questions, which are

unanswerable, concerning the precise constraints on given writers; nevertheless, the
weakness in Collins' reasoning is apparent.

It must further be asked, what are defined as Aramaisms by Collins and do any

specific types indicate a translator at work? The term generally denotes all
characteristics of language in Hebrew that have their source in Aramaic. Collins

rejects some Aramaisms, being characteristic of Late Biblical Hebrew, as indicative of
a translation90 but he accepts Persian loan-words in ch 1. The term Aramaism may

indicate adoption ofAramaic vocabulary (including Aramaised loanwords ), meaning,

syntax or morphology. None of these per se is necessarily evidence of a translation

since they may equally be used by an author and a translator, because they can also be
evidenced in spoken language ( and of course in thought language because that is
where they originate! ).

Zimmermann conceded the point that Aramaisms were not proof of translation, but he

included certain words thus labelled as part of his cumulative evidence. In this way he

consigned the majority of his own evidence as inadmissible without realising it,

because the greater part of it consisted ofAramaisms of one sort or another.

c) Semantic Range

Zimmermann compared the semantic range of some words in the Hebrew text of
Daniel 8-12 and probable Aramaic counterparts and he noted that, where the Aramaic
carried ( at least ) two meanings but the semantic range of the Hebrew carried only
one of them, the other meaning of the Aramaic was often more appropriate to the
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Hebrew context. In these instances he assumed that a translator had chosen the

wrong meaning, but he did not question how a translator could have made such a

choice when the second meaning would so obviously provide a better translation.

Ginsberg and Hartman explained the same phenomenon in terms of misunderstanding
an Aramaic original, confusion between Aramaic and Hebrew, and even textual

corruption in the Hebrew, but under the influence of Zimmermann, they did not

question the writer's understanding ofHebrew.

In many examples semantic borrowing and various forms of caique are simple

explanations for the perceived problem in the Hebrew text: i.e. the semantic range of
an Aramaic word has been ( in most cases probably wrongly ) attributed to a Hebrew
word. This explanation removes the necessity of assuming misunderstanding of
Aramaic by the writer, but it does consider the writer's comprehension of Hebrew to

be deficient. It upholds Driver's opinion of the writer's ability as accepted by Collins.

The presence of caique in a text is not proof of a translator at work, but as a type of
aramaism it may be considered part of the cumulative evidence which could point in
that direction.91 It has its own value in providing explanation for some of the

difficulties in the Hebrew text. Whether a particular caique was a permanent fixture in
the language of the time, or whether it was unique to the writer of Hebrew Daniel
cannot necessarily be determined. Neither can we be certain whether they were

deliberate or accidental.92

90 Collins, Daniel, 26-8.
91 P Burton, The Old Latin Gospels: a Study of Their Texts and Language (2000, Oxford, OUP),

129; H St J Thackeray, A Grammar ofthe Old Testament in Greek: Vol 1, Introduction,
Orthography and Accidence (1909, Cambridge, CUP), 29-30, note 1.

92 Silva, Biblical Words, 90 and note 43, follows Hope in viewing caique as deliberate and entailing
some linguistic skill, rather than mere error. In this study the term will be used for both types
because the distinction is not as important as that between semantic and graphic confusions.
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Syntactical errors, e.g. the erratic use of the definite article, like semantic errors, may

be made in thought, speech and writing, by an author or a translator. Unless such
errors can be traced to a possible graphic ambiguity in Aramaic, they remain only part
of the cumulative evidence of the Aramaic influence upon the text.93

e) Morphology

The examples of Aramaic morphology listed in Chapter One94 are insignificant, for

many of them could easily be the result of scribal error. Other explanations can

nonetheless be explored as part of the search for cumulative evidence. Aramaic

morphology could have influenced the Hebrew, as Zimmermann suggested with

npynw,95 but it is difficult to see why either of these two phenomena should be

considered direct or certain evidence for a translation as opposed to a composition.

f) Stereotyped Expression

Zimmermann seemed to be adducing style as an evidence of translation when he

included a section on 'Standard and Stock Translations which Conveyed Wooden and

Misleading Renditions of Aramaic'.96 These traits, like semantic and syntactic

evidence, can be characteristic of either an author or a translator. The same is true of

Hebrew phrases and words which are obviously quotations from other biblical books (
or from underlying Aramaic sources such as well-known proverbs ). An author could
have used these because they seemed appropriate, and likewise a translator might
have employed an expression which was familiar because the underlying Aramaic

93 R A Martin, Syntactical Evidence ofSemitic Sources in Greek Documents (SCS 3,1974,
Cambridge Mass, SBL), has produced a skillful analysis of the Acts of the Apostles and has
demonstrated that the earlier chapters are semitised Greek and the later are not, on the basis of
syntax. He is unable to be specific as to whether they are written or verbal sources, or even if the
evidence denotes two different authors whose thought patterns were linguistically different.

94 Cf pages 22-3.
95 Cf page 58. Cf page 171 for discussion ofAramaic plural endings in Hebrew.
96 CfChapter Two, pages 80-4.
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suggested it. There may have been Hebraisms in the Aramaic, just as there are

Aramaisms in the Hebrew. These phenomena are all neutral for the translation thesis

because they cannot be adduced as proof in either direction.

g) Evidence for a Written Aramaic Text

Evidence which suggests a written Aramaic text underlying the Hebrew is crucial to

the consideration of whether the Hebrew is translation. Those who support the
translation theory have supplied several examples of how the some of the Hebrew can

be explained in terms of error in reading an Aramaic written account. It has been

argued that erroneous readings cannot be ruled out as evidence for a translation, that

indeed, they are the one type of evidence that can with any certainty indicate a

translation.

The potential mistakes in reading an Aramaic text are similar in nature to those in

reading Hebrew, stemming mainly from the ambiguity of an unpointed text and the

possible confusion of consonants of similar form. They include all errors which a

translator or a copyist could have made in reading a manuscript, which are the stuff of
textual criticism.

The difficulty with this type of evidence is clearly that any underlying Aramaic can

only be hypothetical ( though, of course, unlike the hypothetical nature of an

amendment to the Hebrew text, it can at least be said to be based on the actual

Hebrew text ). For this reason, examples of problems seemingly solved by
retroversion need to be carefully weighed against other explanations for the Hebrew

reading.

Thus far, based on the work of Zimmermann and Ginsberg, it is convenient to typify
four possible kinds of evidence for an underlying Aramaic written text.
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i) There is Hebrew in MT which can be traced to ambiguity in a consonantal Aramaic
text: examples of this are provided by Zimmermann's evidence in his 1975 section F

which I have noted under the title 'Written Text', plus his 1975 section D concerned
with the ambiguous Aramaic particle I7.97

ii) There is also Hebrew which may be traced to a common text-critical error in an

Aramaic text: here may be cited Ginsberg's observations on the vagaries of the root

nWV in the Hebrew, which could be traced to confusion between "QV and "Qy in
• 98

Aramaic.

iii) There is one example where the difference between MT and a variant in a Hebrew

manuscript can be traced to an underlying ambiguous Aramaic text. This is in 11:17

where nrpmz/nV, 'to destroy her / it', has been recognised as an error for 'to

destroy him'. Zimmermann was the first to suggest that this difference might be

traced to the ambiguity in the gender of the Aramaic third singular pronominal suffix.

He did so before the reading of 4QDan c, irpnwn1?, came to light. In this example,

the theoretical Aramaic reading provides the ambiguity which could have caused the

divergence in the Hebrew manuscripts."

iv) There are two examples adduced by Zimmermann where the semantic difference
between MT and LXX can be accounted for by either semantic ambiguity or a

text-critical error in an Aramaic text: here the difference in MT pTYJ and LXX

Ka0apto0r|OSTai in 8:14 is cited100 and the readings MT lrCIIlK1?, OG oh Kaxa

xr|v &ZKr|v abxoD in 11:4.101

97 Cf pages 67-8, 78-80.
98 Cf pages 100-2, 106.
99 Cf pages 86-7.
100 Cf page 73.
101 Cf pages 82-4.
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To summarise, evidence for a written Aramaic text underlying the Hebrew of Daniel
would include all those features characteristic of a composition made by a writer

whose first language was Aramaic and who made errors in the Hebrew, i.e. Aramaic

vocabulary, syntax and idioms and caique: this evidence must, however, exclude

general features ofLBH which owe their existence to Aramaic influence.102

Essential for inclusion would be additional features whose existence in the text can be

traced only to a problem in reading a hypothetical underlying Aramaic text.

Features which point to Aramaic underlying both MT and a variant reading in a

Hebrew manuscript or LXX may be extra support for the translation theory, but they
are not essential to it. So far there are only a few examples, but were others to be

found, this would of course raise important questions for textual transmission and for
the study of the LXX ofDaniel beyond the scope of this study.

Despite weaknesses in the work ofZimmermann and Ginsberg, the broad scope of the
evidence put forward by them does fit this picture of evidence for a translation from
Aramaic. The evidence of a graphic nature is admittedly thin and needs critical

appraisal, and the question also arises as to how much evidence must be found in this

section to convince any competent scholar that it is more than simple coincidence.
Yet there is still a body ofevidence there which, as Baumgartner maintained, requires
serious consideration.103

102
Although Zimmermann did expand his theory of translation from Aramaic to include other LBH
books such as Chronicles, Ezra and Esther, using categories similar to those in his study of
Daniel, this work must be regarded as a separate theory for each book, each far from proven. Any
Aramaic influence they have in common with Daniel may be general characteristics of a type of
Hebrew in use, probably after Aramaic was adopted as a spoken language of the Jews in general,
and those which are unique to each book must each be judged on their own merit.

103
Baumgartner, 'Das Aramaische im Buche Daniel', ZAW 45 ( 1927), 81-133 (75, note 1).
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Towards a Sound Method

The focus of the study is the search for errors in reading an Aramaic Vorlage, and to

this end:

1. The general approach must avoid as much as possible apriori judgments regarding

the translation theory itself and interpretation of the text. The tendencies of
Zimmermann and Ginsberg in this direction have to be avoided.

2. The text for study is the unamended / unemended MT, but informed by Qere

readings, and variants with textual support.

3. A thorough text-critical study is the essential work, to find Hebrew textual

solutions to weigh against evidence for an Aramaic substratum.

4. The cumulative evidence may then be judged as to how strongly or otherwise it

supports the hypothesis that MT is Hebrew translated from Aramaic.

With regard to a level of error that may be thought permissible in the hypothetical

Aramaic text, it is useful to take Driver's observation as a guide: if the writer was
more at home in Aramaic than in Hebrew, errors in the reading of an Aramaic text

might be allowed to the same level as a text-critic may find in the copying or

translating of a Hebrew text; but in the use of Hebrew language a higher degree of
error may be allowed.
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Chapter Four

Text-critical Evidence and that Put Forward by

Ginsberg for a Written Aramaic Text

Two Graphic Similarities

Tav with Vav and Nun

Attention is drawn to the graphic resemblance between the consonant Tav and the
two letters, Vav followed by Nun. Firstly this is apparent from simple observation of

scripts, particularly in the archaic and archaising styles,1 where the ligature is

possible in both medial and final forms. Tav as final radical in a word, with its

elongated second vertical stroke could be confused visually with Vav and final Nun,
if the Tav's strokes were not properly connected, or if the Vav and Nun were too

closely aligned. This is also true ofmedial Tav, and Vav followed by medial Nun.2

Secondly, an example of this confusion can be traced in a variant of P967 in Dan

11:24b. Here MT reads DV iyi, OG has etc; |iaxr|V, but Papyrus 967 8l<;

apapxtav which represents Hebrew ]*117 1571, for }"117 is a standard equivalent of

frpapxta.3 The OG reading may be an inner Greek error or a further corruption of

the Hebrew from }iy to |1N, which is one Hebrew equivalent ofpaxriv.4

Since Tav, Vav, and Nun can each be mistaken for other letters, it follows that other

patterns of ligature probably occurred. Weiss has given a number examples ofMem

1 See e.g. Cross, 'The Development', 137, lines 4, 6; 138, line 2. The early semi-cursive, 148, line
2, also displays the potential for this graphic contusion.

2 The use of final forms co-existed for some time with the continuance of the medial forms at the
ends ofwords: see Naveh, The Development, 46. 26; Tov, Textual Criticism, 210; Cross, ibid.

3 CfGeissen, Papyrus 967, 256; HRp 62-5. For confusion of J1 with 31 cf also page 340, note 177.
4

HRp 899.
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confused with Nun followed by Vav, Nun followed by Yod, and even Yod followed

by Vav.5 It is likely therefore that other ligatures involved the likeness of Tav to

various pairs of letters, e.g. cfBA ofDaniel 4:33.6

Ayin with Yod

For some centuries in the Jewish script both Ayin and Yod were small letters7 and

could have been easily confused if written carelessly or if the medium was defective
in some way. This is particularly apparent in a cursive script8 and not impossible

even in a square Palestinian script.9 An example may be found in the reading of

5 Weiss, 'On Ligatures', 184-196, especially p 188, footnote 4. Cases in point are occurrences of
yr| or yojpu in LXX where MT reads flWlN, described by E Tov, The Greek and Hebrew Bible:
Collected Essays on the Septnagint (1999, Leiden, Brill), 206-7. Tov lists them as contextual
guesses or exegetical traditions, but concedes in note 4, 'It is not impossible that the graphic
similarity of and somehow influenced the present reading'. Examples he gives are:

Jer 9:20 (21) MT •UTlYftniO, LXX e'tc; tt]v yr)v bpcov
Amos 3:9 MT rmKTiN by LXX ycopatg

MT mjjriK by LXX xaq x®P<N
Amos 3:10 MT nrpmjznio LXX bv xatq ycopaq
Amos 3:11 MT -prmxnx LXX at ycopat ood
Mic 5:4 (5) MT TpnuxriNn LXX STtt xx)v ympav bpcov

In the light of Weiss's evidence, these are indeed best understood as graphic confusions with forms
ofrraiK, more particularly between Resh and Dalet, and Nun-Vav and Mem. In Jer 9:20 MT
seems to have the correct sense for the context, so Nun-Vav was lost after Mem to give UTIKHK
in the LXX Vorlage-, but in Mic 5:4, the form UTI73"TK which underlies xqv ycopav bpcov is
more likely to be correct because the parallel is In Amos 3:9-10 the MT readings suit the
context, but in v 11 it could be either text. For mTHN ( with or without suffix ),which underlies
LXX in these references, either the same mix-ups happened and vowel letter Vav was added later
to make the plural forms, or only the Nun fell out.

6 See Dan 4:33 'IfH where 0 reads f|A0ov which according to BHS, after Behrm according to BDB
1089, corresponds to ITTTD, and V has a couplet, decoremque perveni. There must have been a

dittography of the conjunction following, which, in ligature with Yod ofPlft, formed a Tav to
produce the verb JTYTn. The difficulties which Ulrich experienced in reading the Qumran
fragments also included the occasional ligature: see e.g. Ulrich, 'Daniel' Pt 1, 24, line 8 (1:20), an
Aleph, Ayin or Kaph-Vav; 27, 2:31 (3 i 16) mil"! / FITTl; 30, Line 17 (4:29), upper left arm of
Mem with final Nun.

7 If letters were sub-linear, as in Qumran practice, i.e. the scribes wrote their letters as if hung from a

guidance line, and Ayin and Yod did not extend as far down from it as the average consonant, they
might be described as short letters. Ayin, of course, later became conventionally as long as the
average, and in some hands Yod was elongated and therefore could be confused with Vav et al.

8 CfCross, 'The Development', in footnote 1, above.
9 Cf Birnbaum, 'The Hebrew' Pt 1, 128, 144.
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4QDanc in 11:6,IT1721 for MT IT'S,10 where Yod was confused with Ayin, and Zayin

was confused with Dalet.

Two Variant Readings Showing Possible Evidence of an
Aramaic Vorlage

The two variant readings in ch 11 are set out before the comparison between the
text-critical study and the four kinds of evidence for a written Aramaic text adduced

by, firstly, Ginsberg and, secondly, Zimmermann, as summarised on pages 131-132.

11:6 MT pDxn Ninri roi

0 oujipetyrioovxat Kat Guyaxip PactZeccx; xov voxou

etosZeuoexai Ttpoc; PaaiZsa xou Poppa
S rC. rf~\\~n jilafl vacikjtj

V foederabuntur filiaque regis austri veniet ad regem aquilonis

OG & 967 a^et abxoix; Kat e'tosZeuoexai PaatZeug A'tyonxot)

s'k; xr|v paotXetav xrjv poppa

Syh pT.iViVnArn\ r^-\\-yi ci

In this text both OG and MT have their usual support, but OG is substantially
different from MT in that it reads 'he led them' rather than 'they made an alliance'.

Moreover, it has no reference to the daughter of the king of the south ( Egypt), and
the subject of the verb 'will go in' becomes the king of the south himself instead of
his daughter. Lastly, the OG has the sense 'the kingdom of the north' instead of 'the

king of the north'.

10 Ulrich, 'Daniel' Pt 2, 22-3. The lower hook of Lamed was also written 'short' in this period, but
Lamed is a much more difficult letter to mistake for either Yod or Ayin because of its long upper
stroke which protrudes above the top line of the other consonants. Nevertheless this confusion did
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Most commentators ignore these textual problems with the OG, and concentrate on

those that occur later in the verse. Only Montgomery, followed by Collins, has a

suggestion, that a^et is an internal error for ODVia^st because in v 23 the infinitive

mnanrin is rendered in OG by ouvxaysviot;.11 This however does not explain the

pronoun which follows the Greek verb, nor the absence of reference to the daughter
of the king of the south from the text.

Hebrew Solution

A Hebrew text-critical solution is not easy to find as the following retroversion of the
OG to Hebrew shows when compared to MT:

og > Heb ]is^n KiT 12
□n'N

nnr
t : •

an'x nnr.

MT |isxn nnt naniv

There are a number of possibilities to choose from in rendering a^et into Hebrew but

the alternatives shown above, though not exhaustive, would seem to be the best

options. The root "pn was chosen in preference to ATT1 and nrtJ because the
consonants of the Hiphil, which can mean 'lead', seemed to offer the greatest hope of
a match with TQnrP: Resh is in both verbs, and Dalet and Kaph are consonants

that are known to be fairly commonly mistaken for others, such as Het and Bet

respectively.13 The Hiphil verb with a pronoun instead of a pronoun suffix offers the

closest parallel as far as number of consonants, there being nine in each of

sometimes occur as the example 11:17 in 4QDanc shows, i.e. lO for MT Vd. Cf page 160.
11

Montgomery, A Critical, 432; Collins, Daniel, 363.
12 Cf Ps 107:7
13 Cfnote 16 below for confusion oft \ fl. CfMcCarter, Textual Criticism, 44 for 3 \ 1 errors.
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rm mnrp and "] DflK *THT\ Yet it is not easy to describe the stages that might
have produced the difference between the two texts. It would require the

transposition of Resh from fifth to third radical ( or vice versa ), and the corruption

and transposition of other letters, possibly Bet corrupted to Kaph and transposed
from fourth to fifth consonant.

Root nm might provide an alternative equivalent of the OG reading because in the

Hiphil it would provide a radical Het as in the MT verb. Nun would replace Tav in
the verb and after this there is little in common except that, if the pronoun D-TIN is

again assumed, it gives a greater number of consonants and perhaps a Tav to parallel

that in MT ]"Q, where the final Mem could be a dittography of the one in *~\bT2.

Besides these difficulties, the Hebrew equivalent ofOG, with the king as the subject,

requires a masculine prefix in the verb KID'' rather than the feminine in MT NOTI,

and this change must be accounted for.

It may be possible to explain the change from to JYdVe14 in Hebrew. The

additional consonants m ... which underlie the Greek text could be explained if Tav

arose as a corrupt dittography of He, 5 the definite article in fiDXn of MT, and the

Vav was a later, additional mater lection is.

Aramaic Solution

A text-critical solution to the variants in this section ofv 6 as a whole is easier to find

in Aramaic.

continued...

14 The synonym did not seem to offer a better solution than mibJX
15 CfDe Rossi, Variae, 150, on Dan 11:33 where one manuscript reads DTll! formill
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mt > Aram foma ^bnb bvn kam ")Vk3 mm pmfp

njidy h mbrib h p"inrm,>

og > Aram xrrnu mibrb bin plYD ^7m prOf

Kim *n Kn^brib *n mbm prumht

pnV
pJK

pan

1) The root *"Q"T provides a close graphic likeness to ""DPI since only the loss of one

vertical stroke is required for Het to resemble Dalet.16

2) In the Aramaic retroverted from MT it is easy to visualise the loss of Bet and

Resh in nil, by parablepsis from the sequence of letters mm pmfP.

Additionally, a ligature of Vav and Nun resembles Tav, so the sequence of

consonants could have appeared as pim pmrP and confusion in reading or

copying these might explain not only how the term for 'daughter' was lost but also
how the Greek pronoun abiotic; arose.

a. It is possible that Tav, left from H"Q after the loss of Bet and Resh, plus Nun at

the end of the imperfect plural verb gave rise to third masculine plural

pronominal suffix to the verb,17 and Vav of the plural verb was lost in the confusion.

However, this pronoun suffix is characteristic ofTA and it may not have been in use

at the time ofDaniel's early transmission.

16 The example in 2 Sam 13:39 where the Lucianic Greek, among others, supplies the correct reading
indicating Hebrew mi for MT mi, illustrates this. See BHS; H P Smith, A Critical & Exegetical
Commentary on the Books ofSamuel (ICC, 1899, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), 333; S R Driver,
Notes on the Hebrew Text ofthe Books ofSamuel (2nd edn, 1913), 305.

17 The consonant Resh could have given rise to Nun: Tov, Text-critical Use, 139 supplies an

example of this interchange from Hos 12:1, where MT reads )73Nn but LXX has KeKkqosxat
which witnesses to the form D3K1
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b. It may be that the sheer number of vertical strokes presented in a retroversion

from MT JT"Q1 }T"QrP gave rise to a corruption pnrp UTT or some clause with a

form of independent third, masculine plural pronoun used as the accusative.18 The

most probable form of the latter would be pi2n, since Mem could have arisen from

Bet, or a ligature of Bet and Resh, and He may have been formed from ligatures of
two Vavs or Vav and Nun. p.. in pDH would again be a misreading of the final

Tav.19

c. The pronoun may be a secondary Hebrew development after 1) and 2) in Aramaic.
The necessary Mem for a third masculine plural pronominal suffix in Hebrew is

possible as a misreading ofTav, or a reduplication ofMem in as noted above.

d. There is always the possibility that, after the corruptions of the verb from

VnrP to "QT' and the loss of JETM, the Greek translator added the pronoun to

smooth the sense.

The most likely answer to the problem of the pronoun is in section b.

3) The discrepancy of gender in the verb meaning 'will go to / into' is the same in
Aramaic as in Hebrew. In either language the feminine preformative, Tav, could
have become defective and therefore read as Yod. It is less likely that a Yod evolved
into Tav, unless it was under the influence of the preceding letter, which in a Hebrew

text like MT would have been Bet from HIT However, if the Vorlage ofOG had the

equivalent of'Egypt' rather that 'king of the south' a better solution is apparent since
either Mem of or Yod, Nun of p1Y?3 provide a better resemblance to Tav

than Bet. Visual examination of most scripts thus far cited would suggest that the

18 BA has inn in Ezra and ptnn in Daniel, plus one occurrence ofprUT in Dan 3:12; cf Ros 19, #
29; 20 # 31. QA has all the forms retroverted above: see E M Cook, 'Qumran Aramaic and
Dialectology', SQA, 11, # 5.&6.

19 More than one ligature in the word suggests that Vavs were formed with more pronounced hooks
than average, which would make them more susceptible to ligature. He in may have been
formed from two Vavs, after the final Nun of the verb had been lost.
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latter is the easiest error and so the change to suffixed Yod from Tav was most

probable in Aramaic.

4) An explanation for the development of JTD^faV from is not obvious,

though the alternative construction "H offers a possibility as the source of a

corruption since there are more consonants to be considered. "H could have given

rise to Tav if the down-stroke of Yod was extended too far, but the corruption of

Aleph into Vav is a less likely phenomenon20.

Points 1) and 2) are strong reasons to suspect that textual error in an Aramaic

Vorlage gave rise to the variant readings of OG here. Points 3) and 4) suggest

Aramaic answers are better than those explored in a search for textual error in
Hebrew. Only in point 5) may Aramaic be thought to offer a less satisfactory answer
to the textual problem than Hebrew.

11:31 MT Tij?an uHpan

S r^l.rs rOxolo

0 to frytaopa tt^ 5i>vaoTsia<;

V sanctuarium fortitudinis

OG to aytov tod cpoPou

Syh hAAu.tt rtfi.TusA

Ginsberg retroverted this phrase to pom UTTpD and Zimmermann to "H ttnp?2

WOP! but neither attempted to explain the OG reading in their solution.21 Four out

of six readings witness to a genitive relationship between the two nouns: a reading
with two nouns in apposition in MT is supported by the Peshitta. OG is supported by

20 This remains true despite the example of Ulrich's solution to a problem in ll:17;cfpage 160-1.
21 Cf pages 104, 105 respectively.
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the Syro-Hexapla, but it has a curious reading meaning 'sanctuary of fear'.
Theodotion and the Vulgate stand between the two sets of readings, each showing a

phrase with genitive relationship, meaning, 'sanctuary of strength'.

It might be argued, because of the weighting, four witnesses against two, that the

genitive relationship is original and that the definite article on the first noun in MT is
an accretion which later altered the grammar of the two nouns, so that they had to be
read in apposition. It might even be conjectured that the first article could be the

vestigial remains ofDK, indicating a direct object, where Aleph has dropped out and

Tav has become He, though the sign of the direct object is frequently lacking in the
Hebrew of Daniel. However, a majority reading does not always provide the best

reading, and the difficulty is more complicated than just the loss of the definite
article.

Particularly problematic is the reading cpopcx; in OG. Montgomery, followed by

Collins, suggests the Greek translator read Hebrew root IHT for MT root TT17, giving a

hypothetical form VTTD*22 V1T means to 'tremble, quake', but (poPot; cannot be

counted as its standard equivalent in LXX because it has none in the Greek version.23
Clearly the standard Hebrew equivalent of cpopo^, !"?XT, offers no obvious textual

solution for TH7J3, and though Khift might be considered, it hardly improves on

Montgomery's suggestion, which at least maintains all the consonants ofMT, though
in a different order.

22
Montgomery, A Critical, 459; Collins, Daniel, 367, note 110.

2"'
HRpSp 252, and lists under the following Greek verbs, yield for VtT Qal; 7tpooKt)vetv, Dan 6:26
[27]; oaksustv, Ec 12:3; xpopetv, Es 5:9 [S2]: for the cognate Aramaic root; xpspstv Dan 6:26
[27] 5:19: lastly, for Hebrew Pilpel, 'sju|3ot)Xo<; in Hab 17. There could be another example of a
unique equivalence for (po(3eo0at in Dan 11:31, and of course trembling is associated with fear,
being often parallel with it in the Hebrew Bible (in BA itselfbm and V1T are used thus in Dan
5:17; 6:27). However, this does not alter the fact that none of the above are standard equivalents.
A verb ofgraphic resemblance to V3T, which HRp lists as equivalent of (poflstv, is V3J in Ex 20:18,
but here LXX has cpoPr|0evx£<; 8s naq o Xaoc, as equivalent ofMT 117JP1 Di7H fCfl: i.e.
where MT has two verbs LXX has one which is the equivalent ofKTH only, or of both verbs as a

hendiadys, but not of1W1 alone.
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Aramaic provides more than one text-critical solution and the Syriac of the

Syro-Hexapla provides the initial clue to the possibility. It exhibits use of the
standard Syriac equivalent for (po(3oq from the root ^7ITT, and in Biblical Aramaic the

usual counterpart would be K^TH This could very easily be confused in Aramaic

with the particle "H, ( or 1), and a form of root ^TF, 'be strong'.24 Retroversions to

Aramaic could be as follows.

MT > Aram K^fl KttHpQ

kVti Ktinpfa ( with Peil participle* )
"H xunpn ( with "H and Peil participle* )

0. V > Aram KVti ttnpn

"H Kunpn

OG > Aram \UlpY2

K^rn *n Kwnpn

Ktinpn

The word VTt, construct bTl, had meanings 'strength, army' as well as the adjective

'strong'. Interestingly, there was also the noun b'H, ( bn ), which meant

'surrounding' and was used of the place within the fortification of the Temple.25
There is the term XbiH or fffin which means 'profane, common'.26 The confusion

24 Zimmermann first noticed the potential for confusion between roots b\11 and ^Tt in Aramaic; cf
Chapter 2, page 93; but this was based on his interpretation ofK1Y in 8:12-13, and not on
textual evidence.

25
Ja, Vol 1,455-6.

26 Ja, Vol 1, 433, where also listed is Hebrew xVin, a 'fortified place, castle' which is cognate with
Aramaic V'p. Aramaic in addition has listed p 458-9 with the meaning, 'hollow,
glen, valley', but these are not relevant to the problem under discussion.
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between Yod and Vav being a very common one, it is even possible that an original
Aramaic here could have been a word play involving the idea of fortification and

profaneness.

The text-critic needs little imagination to see several ways in which some form of

corruption led to the variants we have today. The fact that a simple dittography or

haplography of Yod or Dalet, in two common Aramaic roots and the ubiquitous

particle "H can account for the variation between OG and MT renders an Aramaic

solution to this textual problem superior to an hebraic one.

Reflection on Possible Evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage

The evidence found in the above two texts suggests that an additional strand must be
added to the textual study as it proceeds. Textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible

usually requires only the retroversion of the Versions into Hebrew; but, in order to

give due consideration to the possibility of an Aramaic Vorlage for Daniel 8-12, it is

necessary to retrovert both Versions and MT into Aramaic. This will provide
additional layers of material to compare with the evidence put forward by
Zimmermann and Ginsberg, and with Hebrew text-critical solutions. If the Aramaic
texts produced in this process are hypothetical, they should at least conform to the
text of a known version as much as a Hebrew text retroverted from a variant.

The broad purpose of textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible has historically been
determination of the original text from the evidence ofMT and the Versions that are
available. Such a purpose is not the essential focus of the text-critical work in this

study. The above evidence has shifted the aim to that of weighing the textual
evidence to see if a problem in a text, whether in MT or a version, is more likely to

have derived from an Aramaic Vorlage or a Hebrew text ( after excluding inner

corruption in a version). Deciding this issue may be possible without coming to a

conclusion as to what constitutes the 'original' text in any given example.
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Indeed, textual study does not even have to assume that there was one original text,27
but heuristic use of text-critical methods must start somewhere. This starting point is
the comparison of different editions and versions of the same text , to ascertain if
differences or problems can be explained with reference to one underlying text from
which others have deviated. The differences between MT and OG of Daniel are

enough to suggest there may have been more than one Semitic edition, but there are

also large amounts of text in common which can be compared and investigated for
common origins.

Although the two examples described above deal with variants in OG, it seems best,
in the interests of objectivity, and for the purposes of comparison, to consider
variants in any version which may readily seem to derive from a Hebrew or Aramaic
textual error. Clearly, if it is possible to show that there was an Aramaic Vorlage,
more precise questions about its relationship to the Hebrew and the Versions arise.
These may be more easily discussed when a larger amount of evidence has been
evaluated.

The Criteria for Assessment of Textual Solutions

Textual criticism is not an exact science, but for this study it is necessary to have
some objective criteria by which to judge whether evidence points to a Hebrew or

Aramaic Vorlage. The criteria are broadly as follows.

A) The order of precedence is the common, the less common, uncommon, rare,

unique: e.g. a mechanical error comprising a confusion of consonants which is

commonly attested, like Vav and Yod, gives a better solution than one that entails

uncommonly or rarely confused letters. Common vocabulary is to be preferred
above the less common, followed by the rare, the uniquely attested and, lastly, the

27 Cf Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 13, for reflection on more than one authorial text, and A P Hayman,
'The "Original Text": a Scholarly Illusion' in J Davies, G Harvey & W G E Watson (eds), Words
Remembered\ Texts Renewed: Essays in Honour ofJohn FA Sawyer, (JSOTSup 195, 1995,
Sheffield, SAP), 434-449,for the view that ancient Semitic texts were communal phenomena.
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hypothetical form of a root. Standard semantic equivalents are better than less
common ones, or those employed in unusual contexts.

B) The least number of changes in the text gives the best solution. So e.g. an answer

to a problem which entails only pointing, and no consonantal modification is better
than one that does: alteration of one consonant / word is better than changes in a

plurality, and so on. In this category, translation itself counts as one change in the

text, and this means a Hebrew solution to a problem in the Hebrew text always has
an advantage over an answer in Aramaic, but this advantage can still be outweighed

by other factors which favour Aramaic.

Clearly a hypothesis concerning an Aramaic Vorlage could not be substantiated by

appeal to only rare or even unique textual errors or semantic equivalents, though
these might be part of a larger body of evidence which comprises common textual
errors and semantic matches. Having established theoretically that errors in reading
a written text are the only type of evidence that can be used as indication of an
Aramaic Vorlage, the assessment of the likelihood of such errors in either the
Hebrew or Aramaic can only be made practical with the help of the above criteria.
After the gathering of evidence is complete and as much evidence as possible is

reviewed, the value of such criteria may itself need to be reconsidered.

Although, as noted at the end of B), Hebrew solutions may seem to always have the

edge over Aramaic ones, because the text is available in Hebrew but not in Aramaic,
this is not necessarily the case.

I) In Hebrew a complete explanation is in view, whereas an Aramaic solution
need only be part of the answer. This is because the Aramaic thesis can include

composite solutions which allow for transmission, and therefore textual errors, in
Hebrew as well as Aramaic. An Aramaic solution is likely to be more complex than
one with Hebrew alone. In many texts the complexity of process in double

retroversion, i.e. from a version to Hebrew to Aramaic, may render the ability to

decide upon an 'original' text almost impossible. The Hebrew solution has the
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advantage of a simpler process to be traced and actual Hebrew text for

consideration,28 but the Aramaic solution has the advantage that it can encompass

Hebrew textual solutions within it. In summary this means that:

a. Textual problems which can be solved in terms ofwritten transmission in Hebrew
do not disprove the Aramaic translation theory.

b. Those which can be equally solved in terms of Hebrew or Aramaic transmission,

according to the above criteria, are neutral.

c. Textual problems which can only be solved in Aramaic terms are strong evidence
in favour of an Aramaic Vorlage.

II It is because the Hebrew text is available in MT and other Hebrew witnesses,

there is limitation on solutions possible in Hebrew, for the text is restricted to the
words provided by these witnesses. On the other hand, because the Aramaic text is
not available, and has to be retroverted from the Hebrew, there is a flexibility in-built
in any solution where there may be a choice of Aramaic synonyms or homonyms, or
other expressions, to correspond to the Hebrew. However, this flexibility which
favours Aramaic is only relative, for the hypothetical Aramaic must conform in

meaning to an extant Hebrew text or Version, and solutions that employ common

equivalents will always be more convincing than those which do not.

Examination of Ginsberg's Evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage

It was Ginsberg who first noticed that the verb ntt/Vl, when a redundant expression

in MT of Daniel, would be better understood if it was recognised as a Hebrew

translation of the Aramaic verb "OV. This in turn he judged was an error for the

28 A Hebrew solution can of course be made more complex by Aramaism, particularly caique, but it
is evidence of errors in a written Aramaic text which is sought, and for this purpose aramaisms
have to be discounted.
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verb iny, for he thought that a meaning concerned with geographical movement like

'pass on / through' was far more appropriate in these contexts than 'do' or 'act'. In

support of this contention, it is notable that in MT of Daniel the verb "DI7 occurs

twice, in 11: 10, 40, on both occasions following the verb rjUW, 'overflow' or

'overrun'. In passages which deal in some detail with the movements of monarchs
and armies between Egypt and Syria it would not be surprising to find the verb **Q37,

in either language, in more frequent use than is apparent in MT ofDaniel.

Zimmermann on the other hand had considered these seemingly redundant uses of

T\XU)J as a mistranslation of the Aramaic verb fl^D, which he maintained could be

used in the sense of 'wage war',29 another meaning which in the context of the

history of the Ptolemies and the Seleucids would be highly appropriate. This sense is
not listed in the semantic range of the verb by either Jastrow or Sokoloff, but
Zimmermann was correct in finding this meaning listed by Brockelmann.30
However, as previously noted, those expressions which Zimmermann defined as

"mistranslation' are more accurately understood as caiques, in this case semantic

borrowings, and these are not proof of an underlying written text.

The verb HWV occurs twenty-three times in Daniel 8-12, and, of these, it can be

judged to make good sense in its context fifteen times: in 8:27; twice in 9:12; in 9:14,

15, 19; 11:6, 23, 36, twice in 11:24 and in the expression T\\UV which occurs

in 8:4; 11:3, 16, 36. In examining Ginsberg's thesis concerning this verb, it seems
wise to analyse its use in the remaining eight passages where it is found.

Reference will be made to those occasions when the Peshitta exhibits the precise

confusion between "QJ7 and "QJ7 which Ginsberg alluded to. Although it can only

be assessed as an inner Syriac corruption, it underlines the argument about the

suitability of *"D17 and not 7VUV in certain contexts, and this is emphasised by the

29 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 37: see pages 84-5.
J° Ibid. Brockelmann, 40.
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fact that in those fifteen references where TWV makes good sense in MT, the

Peshitta unfailingly renders it bymi .

nrr^xm nnfftn
t • : • : r : t :

Kat 87toir|08 Kat ebcodcoOri

xA^nfCI .laxfl
et faciet et prosperabitur

31

xA^r<0 ta a O

Ginsberg thought the use of TWV here might reflect HAV in an Aramaic text, but he

still retroverted the verb to ~Qym and translated 'and prospered in what he did'.3
XX

Hartman also was content with the sense, 'and was successful in its undertaking',

and this meaning has been accepted by most scholars: even Charles noted that the

expression meant that Antiochus, 'acted with effect'.34 Zimmermann did not list it

among the verbs he thought 'lame and puzzling'.

Montgomery regarded these two verbs as a hendiadys, and Collins' translation, 'he

acted successfully' reflects this view.35 The trouble is, the expression seems to be

merely a rounding off, in very general terms, of what Antiochus did. It conveys no

additional information, since the effectiveness of the actions listed in w 10-12 are

implicit in their being described at all for the reader. Whilst the ideas of 'doing' and

jl One ms of the Peshitta, 12d2, reads cf The Peshitta Institute, Daniel-Bel-Draco, 32.
32 Cf page 100; Ginsberg, Studies, 52, 54 and 49, (h) note a. He retroverted into Aramaic imperfect

as if reading the perfect with Vav conjunctive as perfect with Vav consecutive, but he translated
using a past tense as if reading them as perfect with Vav conjunctive. However this inconsistency
makes no difference to the main point that he was not convinced enough that T317 lay behind this
verb to let it influence his translation into English.

" Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 222.
j4 Charles, A Critical, 209.
35

Montgomery, A Critical, 340: Collins, Daniel, 326. The roots occur in this sequence in 2 Chr
31:21 but illitV is not preceded by a conjunction and meanings in context are clear as 'he did
(with all his heart) and was successful'.

8:12 MT

OG, 967, 0

Syh

V

S
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"succeeding' are logically matched in this expression, it is questionable why the
writer should want to complete this description of extreme measures against the
Jewish religion with such a bland summary.

The possibility that Aramaic *"Q57 is behind this expression may seem somewhat

remote, since to 'pass on', with a sense of geographical movement does not

particularly seem to connect with the idea of success. However there is geographical
movement in v 9 as the horn expands its sphere of influence southwards, eastwards
and to Palestine ( "OYn ), and there is otherwise a lack of indication that the forces

of the horn left the territory, even though its power was not broken. Thus a verb

"QJJ, far from being redundant, could convey some important additional information.

The reading in the Peshitta, an internal error, illustrates how 'he passed on' would
make sense, and how the mistake could easily have been made in Aramaic. This is
the only text which supports the reading 'it passed on', but a contextual argument can

be made for the superiority of a reading based on the root "Q}7. Richard A Taylor

recognises this inner error in the Peshitta and he regarded its reading as 'easier' in

context.36

36 Taylor, The Peshitta, 212, 223-4.
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8:24 MT nfeyi rp^rri
OG & 967 8bo5co0r|O£iai Kai 7totr|oet

Syh xnAj

0 Kai8l)0UV8l K(Xl 7T0ir|08l

V et prospersbitur et faciet

S llMfl joA^JO

In this reference the same verbs are found as in 8:12 but in reverse order: there is the

same redundancy of expression and the similar reading in the Peshitta meaning 'he
will pass on'.37 Apart from this, the other major versions support MT and the

arguments are therefore the same as for the expression in eh 8:12. The verbs read
even more awkwardly in this order than they do in the latter reading, so that the

English must read literally 'he shall prosper and do' ( Montgomery38 ). Some

translate one of the verbs adverbially, e.g. 'he will act successfully'( Collins39 ), or

better, 'succeed in his undertaking' ( Hartman40 ), thus continuing the idea of a

hendiadys, as suggested by Montgomery for the similar expression in 8:12, without

referring to that literary device. So the verbs have been translated into English

exactly as in 8:12, even though they are in the reverse order.

Ginsberg did not refer to this reading, since his arguments were based on analyses
restricted to 8:7-14. Zimmermann, however, listed it among those expressions he

traced back to the Aramaic verb because he thought a reference to waging of

war was more appropriate than the lame expression i""lWVl. This is no clear solution

to the problem of the undoubted redundancy of expression, since reference to waging
of war would normally precede reference to destroying. The concept of warfare is

implicit in the act of destroying and to refer to it between two verbs ofnnw seems a

37 Ibid.
'8

Montgomery, A Critical, 349.
39

Collins, Daniel, 327.
40 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 223.
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redundancy in itself. All that can be said in favour of this is that at least it is less

vague than 'he will do / act'!

Applying Ginsberg's theory here might be the most satisfactory answer, but it suffers
from the opacity of the references. In the verse as a whole: there is no indication of

whom the 'horn' destroys in nTlW or who are the □"'fa'lYlt he destroys

later, so it is difficult to develop any sense of the direction of the king's movements.

Taking a broader context, from v 21, there is reference to the king ofGreece and then
in v 22 to the four kingdoms into which his kingdom is divided: the end of v 24

describes his destroying tTtiHp Hi 17 which, referring to the Jews, indicates an

invasion of a foreign power into Palestine. Thus there is, from a wider perspective,

some geographical movement implied which might make a verb "12117 more

appropriate in this place than either or n\£7l7. The logic of this verse seems to

develop in the following way: the king grows mighty in power; he succeeds in

destroying 'wonderfully' ( in unspecified regions ); he then invades ( other

unspecified regions but probably, or including, Palestine ) and destroys powerful
enemies along with the Jews. In this way an argument can be made for the extension
ofGinsberg's theory to this verse.

nu/s7 and Together

These two examples of TWV in 8:12, 24, are connected with the verb n^Y, and it is

possible that an understanding of the meaning of n\I717 would be elucidated by an

exploration of the sense of PI^Y. The root, which occurs in both Hebrew and

Aramaic, according to the lexicons has the primary sense to 'split, force an entry,

invade, advance' and the secondary meaning to 'succeed, prosper'. There is in fact a

question as to whether there are two different roots involved in this word, but the
Hebrew Qal is, on the basis of its use in Judges ( with mi ) and in 1 Sam 19:18
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(where it is problematic ) sometimes given the meaning to 'rush'. KB3 lists the
semantic range of the Hebrew root as:41

Qal cut through, cross, rush to / towards, storm in, force entry into; in
Amos 5:6, break in or set ablaze: succeed, be successful:

Hiphil be successful: make successful.

Jastrow lists the Aramaic range ofmeaning for this root as:

Peal split, pass through: be successful, become fit, prosper:
Pael split:

Aphel pass through: be successful, prosper: cause to succeed or prosper.

It is notable that any of the meanings 'rush, invade, advance, pass through' for the
root r6Y would make excellent sense in the contexts of 8:12, 24, when coupled with

the meaning 'pass over' for the root TWUV. Possible translations would be:

8:12 nrp^Ym nnu/yi 'it will pass over and rush on / invade / advance

pass through'

8:24 nU717T rp^Ym 'he will rush on / invade / advance / pass

through and pass over'

However MT uses the Hiphil of n^Y and this Hebrew causative stem seems to carry

only the derivative meaning 'succeed' along with the transitive idea to 'cause to

succeed, to prosper'.

If Aramaic was the original language behind the MT verbs, there are two possible

explanations which would account for the Hiphil stem in a Hebrew translation.
Aramaic originals could have been, with n"7Y in the Peal:

41 KB3, Vol 3, 1025-6
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8:12 nb^ni "n??rn: 8:24 -njn nVjp/i

or, with PI^Y in the Aphel,

8:12 nVsni nayni 8:24 -Dsn nVYTi

a) The use of either stem for H^Y in Aramaic would produce the same consonantal

text, but each would carry a similar range of meanings and would pose a problem for

a translator in the context of ch 8. With an original Aramaic use of the verb *"Q17 the

sense of H^Y would more likely be in the range 'rush on, invade advance, pass

through'. If the common error of misreading Resh as Dalet, "QV as the verb

occurred, the sense of n^Y would probably have been mistaken as 'succeed /

prosper' and it could have resulted in the use ofHebrew Hiphil PP^Yn.

b) Another possibility is that original Aramaic verbs were read as Aphel stems of

n^Y, as above, meaning 'rush on, invade, advance, pass through', and were

translated into Hiphil verbs as caiques of the Aphel stem, the translator assuming that
the Aphel and Hiphil ofH^Y had the same semantic range.

The fact that it is possible to find a better meaning than 'succeed' for the verb

m^Yn in 8:12, 24 by recourse to Aramaic is support for Ginsberg's thesis that TT\UV

in MT reflects use of ""DY in Aramaic. In favour of Ginsberg's interpretation of

TWIJV in general, it can argued that in sections dealing with the wars between Egypt

and Syria, as they affected Jerusalem in particular, the verb T2V would be a natural

feature, as it is in e.g. 2 Samuel 18-19.

If the root H^Y as used in 8:12, 24 was meant to convey either the idea of invasion

or of passing through, then its use with the root TWV ( i.e. with 1317 in Aramaic)

would parallel that of with ""Q}7 in 11:10, 40.
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There is of course no textual variant which witnesses to these readings based on a

hypothetical original, but neither is there evidence that any of the ancient versions
understood the MT terms to be hendiadys. Each of them gives a literal rendering of
MT: not even Jerome attempts to supply an idiomatic rendering equivalent to the

English 'succeed in action'. Unless it can be shown that the hendiadys would be

recognised in Greek, Syriac and Latin as well as Hebrew, we must assume that the
ancients understood the literal sense ofMT as they read it.

Finally there is the problem of the reversal of the order of the verbs between v 12 and

v 24. It was noted that as MT stands nPP^Ym HI"!Win makes some sense but this

is hardly the case with the verbs in reverse order in v 24, HWm rP^YJTl, though
commentators tend to treat both sets of verbs as the same hendiadys without

explaining the change in order. In v 24 it is the idea of success preceding action that
is the problem, and MT only reads well if the second verb, nW171, is conjoined to the

verb that follows it, rather than to rn^m. Thus the verse could run 'he shall

destroy wonderfully and succeed ( in this ), he will take action and destroy strong

ones and a people of holy things'; this in fact is the division followed by the Peshitta,
but it is not the phrasing in the Hebrew ofMT.

Would the alternative readings, suggested by positing underlying Aramaic, be easier
to reconcile with the reversal of verbs in the MT? In v 24 the phrasing might be: 'he
will destroy wonderfully: he will invade / advance / rush on / pass through and pass

over / on and he will destroy strong ones and a people of holy things'. There is no

problem in making sense of the military manoeuvres in this verse: in fact there are a

number of combinations that would be acceptable.

In v 12 the alternative reading might be: 'he will pass over and will advance / rush on

/ pass through'. Thus the meanings gleaned from retroverting the MT verbs to

Aramaic roots "QS7 and pose no real problem when reversed in order.

Although there is no textual evidence of an alternative reading 'pass over' for MT

TWV in 8:12, 24, except for inner error in the Peshitta, the contextual argument for
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Ginsberg's view that Aramaic "D17 lies behind MT nt/V in these verses is

persuasive. It is supported by the meanings 'pass through, rush on, advance' which
can be attributed to the MT verb PP^Yn when an underlying Aramaic verb is

assumed. Its basis is the assumption of a common confusion between Resh and

Dalet, and it would have been an early error in the text since it has affected the

meaning of all the Versions including OG.

MT Dm nfftn
V T T T J

0 Kat 7ioir|osi 8v abxouc;

V et abutetur eis

S /im-i

OG Kctt 7toir|0£i iapaxr|v

Syh •+- t— •.

Ginsberg retroverted this phrase to pPQ "Dyi, and he translated it, 'and he shall do
his pleasure in them', but he cross-referenced it to 11:39 where he preferred the verb

"Q}7rl. So if he entertained the possibility that Aramaic "QV and "QV lay behind

the verb, he was not convinced enough to adopt its sense for the English meaning.

Zimmermann listed this phrase amongst those instances where Aramaic ll^D, which
carried the meaning 'wage war, do battle' as well as 'work, do' in Eastern Aramaic,
was mistranslated through choice of the wrong meaning for the context.

The Versions support MT i"rtZ7J71, except for the Peshitta which again has the same

inner error as in 8:12, 24.42 Montgomery resorted to hendiadys with the verb

following, so that pTPim t3i~Q HtyVT he translated 'he shall deal with them and

42 Taylor, The Peshitta, 263, does not list this instance of inner Syriac error, but he comments on the
same in w 17, 39; cf264,284.
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shall prevail'. His interpretation is still evident in those of Hartman and Collins.43

though Hartman added that the use of pinn to mean 'prevail' was itself an
Aramaism.

With this variety of views, the sequence of meaning in the second part of the verse,

depending on how the phrase is translated, could be any of the following:

1) With the Aramaic root 12137 underlying rtttWl: 'he will bring his army and will

come against ( enter into ) the stronghold of the king of the north and will cross over

against them and he will prevail':

2) With the Aramaic root underlying 7WV\, 'he will bring his army and will

come against the stronghold of the king of the north and will wage war against them
and he will prevail':

3) With a hendiadys in Hebrew; 'he will bring his army and will come against the

stronghold of the king of the north and will deal with them and will prevail'.

The second alternative gives the smoothest sequence of events since, in the first

alternative, the crossing over would be expected to precede the reaching of the

stronghold. In the third alternative, the idea of prevailing is already implicit in 'deal

with them', though it could be argued that pinm was added for emphasis. Even if
Zimmermann's theory is correct, he has only demonstrated the possibility that

nwyT is a caique of an Eastern Aramaic use of the verb and, as has already

been stated, a caique is no proof that a written Aramaic text lies behind the Hebrew.

Another problem with this phrase is the antecedent of the suffix on 3. It is generally

assumed that the Syrians are referred to, although there is no masculine plural
antecedent to appeal to. The difficulty is compounded by the seemingly unexpected

reading in OG, xapayr|V. The Greek word has the semantic range, 'trouble,

43 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 257; Collins, Daniel, 364.
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disorder, disturbance, upheaval, commotion, tumult, political confusion'.

Montgomery44 thought that the Greek translator had read nttirTO, referring to Isa

22:5 where the Hebrew word means 'dismay, consternation, panic', from root Din.

This word is frequently associated in MT with warfare and describes the state to

which defeated forces can be reduced,45 so it would be suitable in this context.

Collins suggests that the pronoun may have been the long form rTOfQ as it would

more easily have "been confused with ilDrtD without mater lexionis, since the

confusion of Bet and Mem is a common one. A weakness in this argument is that
this long form is not apparent elsewhere in Hebrew Daniel, though a particular

manuscript which employed it could have given rise to the error.

An Aramaic solution to this problem might be found in the noun xrnn?, which

means 'confusion', and which in absolute form, mj~Q, might easily be confused

with the pronoun pi~Q since Tav, and Vav in ligature with final Nun could be

confused in some scripts.46 The Aramaic noun comes from TO, to 'be stirred up,

confounded, in disorder', and it would suit the context equally as well as the Hebrew

rtl3ni3 without the need to assume a lengthened pronoun.

However, since Hebrew nfairTO is well documented in MT, and mechanical

confusion of Bet and Mem is common, the Hebrew solution has the advantage here,

though it is notable that there is an Aramaic possibility as well. Either word would

require the sense 'make / cause' for the verb TWDV / n^Q. Therefore Ginsberg's

theory has not been supported in this text, and it cannot be used as definite evidence

for an Aramaic Vorlage.

44
Montgomery, A Critical, 432; Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 123; Collins, Daniel, 364; they all adopt
this explanation.

45 CfDeut 7:23; 28:20; 1 Sam 5:9, 11; 14:20; Isa 22:5; Ezek 7:7; 22:5; Prov 15:16; Am 3:9;
2 Chr 15:5. See also 1 Q Hod 3:25.

46
Cfpages 135-6.
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11:17 MT nfrsn iay nnun ip'na KiaV vas nunt t : • • t : - t "•.• : t t t •• t :

4QDanc nW 113V D'Htt/'n 3 12 VI t]pnn JO1? ITD DK Q^l

V et ponet faciem suam ut veniat ad tenendum universum47 regnum

eius et recta faciet cum eo

OG & Kai Scoosi to Ttpoaccmov abxou 'srceZGsiv pia ixav to 'epyov
967 abxou Kai auv0r|Kac; pex'abxoo Ttoirjoexai

Syh Ktsn . no cn\.J r^.i .-i\ cn\^ r^i ■ \,ri-i rcfi\r<sa3 m\. r<C30<jiL3 AVlci
■TlM CTl^LA.

0 Kai xa^ei xo TtpoocoTtov abxou c'loeZGeiv sv 'laxui raxor^

xr|<; PaaiZeiac; abxoo Kai sbGeta Ttavxa pex'abxou 7toiijoei.

S cniJQ_i. A^ci r^AinV-s\~n jacvoitri A s*a\ ,cnct3r<r 71. m I ci

A simple reading of this verse suggests it is a good example of a context where T33H

would read far better than HWVl, for it makes a more sensible sequel to the verb

KD^. Ginsberg did not allude to this text, but Zimmermann listed it among the

references where he preferred Aramaic n^Q as the key to the intended meaning of

the author. He translated, 'And he will set his face to come with all the forces of his

kingdom, with his officers and attack', reading kVti, 'army', for t^pD, and □r3U7,

'officers', for OrW.48

OG 7ioir|G8xai suggests a Hebrew reading UMJV and this is supported by all the

other Versions, and possibly 4QDanc which has an ambiguous reading.49 The

imperfect preformative instead of the conjunction changes the sense of the clause,

and, with D'Htt/'rl read as either □"HUP)3 ( as in v 6 ), or as □"'"lip''' to give

47
Montgomery, A Critical, 442 considered Jerome had taken fjpn in the sense of ilDTpn, 'circle',
in his translation universum, but this is just his equivalent of see MT and Vulgate in
11:37-38; cf page 170.

48 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 37.
49 CfUlrich, 'Daniel' Pt 2, 22-3. According to Kennicott, Hebrew ms 449 also reads n\W.
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Gi)V0T|Kac;, provides a clause which makes good sense with what follows: '..and he
will make a treaty with him and will give him the daughter ...'.

There are a number of other problems associated with this verse: OG reads spyov

anion for UTD^fa, which Ulrich suggests results from reading inDK^773, but

support from 4QDanc is unclear, since it has a defective reading.50 This solution is

better than an Aramaic one employing the standard equivalent for

nfTTOy, which bears little resemblance to nhl^h.

There is also difficulty in tracing with certainty all the antecedents of the pronominal

suffixes: whilst the antecedent of the suffix in "b ]rp is certainly the king of the

south,51 it is not clear to whom the kingdom belongs. Some take to refer to

the king of the north, who comes with all his power to the south, and others take it to

refer to the king of the south, whose kingdom the king of the north enters.32

The Peshitta has a markedly different reading from MT and OG, from 'kingdom' to
the end of the verse. Firstly it has the plural which also lacks a pronoun

suffix to match the Hebrew: then it has a second occurrence of A^. which has no

counterpart in the Hebrew, and this appears to replace MT D"HW. With the latter

omission, A^ appears to modify the following which must then be read as a

noun with suffix, 'his people'. Taylor considers the Peshitta translator was uncertain

how to understand the Hebrew word, but he draws attention to the 0 reading 8D08ta

7tavxa which also supports a second in the Hebrew Vorlage.53 The Peshitta

agrees with all the other Versions in that it has no conjunction before its equivalent

50 Ibid.
51 CfCollins, Daniel, 381 for a summary of the historical references.
52 See e.g. Bevan, A Short Commentary, 183, and Montgomery, A Critical, 441 for conflicting views.
53 Taylor, The Peshitta, 264, 284. M P Weitzman, The Syriac Version ofthe Peshitta: An

Introduction (1999, Cambridge, CUP), 33-6 noted that the Peshitta translator often tried to improve
the text: though Weitzman did not deal with this verse in Daniel, he furnished examples in Ps 1:1;
Isa44:16-17; Gen 39:33 et al; but in this instance it is difficult to argue that the Syriac reading is
superior to MT.
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of nu/yi but it renders the latter with i-im.54 In the next clause, as Taylor observes,

with a passive verb for MT active )J"P, D3 becomes the subject instead of the king,
so that the sense of the Peshitta preceding this is , ' and he will set his face to enter

all kingdoms and all his people will cross over ( and the daughter...)'. This is an

unclear reading in the context, and the Greek texts are to be preferred. If the Syriac
translator did have access to one of the Greek texts, their reading of D"HW was not

followed, and it is more likely that there was some corruption in the Vorlage.

The following retroversions may be compared to the Hebrew witnesses:

MT nwm mi; □"nu/'n irrD^n ^3 t\pr\2 wib ms niyn

4QDanc HWy 173V Onum 3 73 V3 tjpm K31? T33 J1K Dttni

og > Heb nu/y 173V anti/mi b2 rjpnn K^b ms d^i

0 > Heb nwy mi/ nniy b^ irroVn bi tqpnn T3Q nuzn

s > Heb nny my b2*\ nvibr: ^?3 tpra Kin1? ms num

There is no clear explanation for the text of the Peshitta in this verse. The plural
redtojAbo is most easily understood as an internal Syriac reading, since the

consonantal forms of the plural and singular emphatic are the same, though it is

hardly a difficulty to postulate the loss of Yod before Vav in the Hebrew plural

r\V2bY2. Loss of the third masculine pronominal suffix, however, is most easily

explained in a Hebrew text with □'HW'l, for MT has a run of two Vavs and a Yod in

the juxtaposition of D'HWI im3l773 and the first Vav could easily have been

omitted. Even if the Vorlage of the Peshitta lacked D'Hty'l, simple metathesis with

Vav read as Yod may have transformed the singular noun with suffix, irn3l773, to a

plural without it, nT'3I773. 4QDanc and OG, if Ulrich's retroversion is correct,

witness to the type of corruption that can occur, and so perhaps in the Hebrew

54 Taylor, ibid., notes the inner error in the latter. For his comments on the other differences
between MT and the Peshitta in this verse, cfhis pp 264, 282, 284, 286.
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manuscript of the Syriac translator D'HWI was lost or illegible. The repetition of

equivalents to *73 in Theodotion and the Peshitta are suggestive of a dittography of

the same in a Hebrew text.

mt > Aram Tiny fnu/3i nmb'n b'D rbvnb ttiqn
og > Aram my ru3y proi nriTay ^3 trjpri3 rbvrb TT1E3K nuni

0 > Aram 13V nny ^31 niroVn ^3 t]pm ubvnb TflDN DUni

pTO ?

S > Aram 13V ni3l/ KI73T KD13^)3 *73 trjpri3 rbvnb TttQK nttfl

It has already been noted that a solution to OG TO epyov is not probable in Aramaic.

Neither do the forms ]"HU73 and pTO, though they have three elements in common,

offer a better mechanical solution than D'HW and WIWYl, which are identical

except for Mem.

There is a slightly greater probability in Aramaic than in Hebrew that ^73 was copied

twice, because of the Kaph in "pl\£73, but this is not enough to overcome the

disadvantages in an Aramaic solution overall. The difference between the plural and

singular is easier in Aramaic, but since it is the plural of the Syriac redxcuAso which is

in question, and this need only be due to seyame wrongly added, it is no great

advantage for an early Aramaic solution. If in the orthography of the emphatic state

final He was employed, this could have been confused with the third masculine

suffix, and it would explain the lack of it in the Peshitta reading without any

consonant change. Yet even this, which in other contexts might be a large plus for
an Aramaic Vorlage behind the Hebrew, does not seem enough to overcome the
obvious problems with an overarching Aramaic solution to the textual problems

Although the Peshitta again illustrates Ginsberg's thesis, with its internal error of
he was correct not to apply his idea to this verse. The textual problems are

probably due to corruption in Hebrew transmission, and in context the sense that the
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king would make peace or a treaty by means of an expedient marriage of the princess
is better than that provided by the Peshitta.

11:28 MT irjxb 3UR nton

4QDanc ] HU/VT

0 Kat Jtoir|G£i Kat £7Uoxp£\|/£i £tq xr|v yr|v abxou

V et faciet et revertetur in terram suam

OG 7toir|0£i Kat £7tioxp£V|/£i £7tt xr|v xcopav abxoo

Syh oik..! rC-i^rC r<uua .nM

S .tiiJO

Ginsberg referred to this verse as one in which HU/IR assuredly represents an

original Aramaic "DIPT 55 and, as MT stands, it clearly gives a superior sense to read

'he will pass through and return to his own land', rather than 'he will take action and
return to his own land'. There is a clear sense of geographical movement and since
the king is twice recorded as returning to his own land, there must be a point in
between where he emerges out of it, in order to return again.

Zimmermann translated 'and he shall do battle and return to his country', on the

basis of an erroneous translation of root this meaning, or 'he shall wage war',

would also be preferable to MT. It might even be considered superior to Ginsberg's

suggestion, because the meaning yielded is more precise than his. All the Versions

support MT's use of root HUty, but it is ironic that at this point the Peshitta does not

exhibit its tendency to make the very textual misreading that illustrates Ginsberg's

point, as it has in the previous four readings. Its brief reading joins the sense of the
verb in question to a foreshortened v 29 thus:
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vr<Au Turin rCflu^ra.fn-i.T U"y.r< (29) TiMfl

All the other primary versions support MT against this short reading and it is perhaps

unlikely in this case that lectio brevior praeferenda est.

OG joins 7in?3^ of v 29 to v 28. In MT there are four conjunctions in v 28 and three

in v 29, but there is none, either before "Tintt^ or the verb 31W which follows, to

indicate where a new clause begins. It is possible that a Vav has been lost after the

suffix of or, less likely, before the Yod of H1W, but the sense does not require

this assumption. The Peshitta also has a shorter v 30 which affects the discussion of
the next section and a decision concerning v 28 cannot be taken without examination
of vv 29-30.56

11:30 MT pn nun nunn unip-rvnn-'n? Dim nunt; tt: v * •: - - t : t:

0 Kcu 87ttoip£\)/8i Kat 0upco0r|oeT(n 'em 5ia0r|Kr|v ftytav Kat

7toir|aei Kat £7tioTpsij/ei Kat ODvqoei.

OG Kat 87ttoxp8\j/si Kat opyic0r|O£Tai stii ir)v 5ia0r|kr|v tod

ftytou Kat ttotriosi Kat bnoipevj/ei Kat 8iavor|0r|o£Tai.

Syh . -iVixkj Cl r<f\ °llfl .tuJO r^v.tni r<£ai\_.:i \ \ 10 rClAICI

V et indignabitur contra testamentum sanctuarii et faciet

reverteturque et cogitabit

S -l^Ll ci rfr. rto r^n . n ,\ %

Ginsberg was confident that 17Win in this verse was an error for ""Dim in Aramaic.57

Zimmermann, on the other hand, did not include it in his list of verbs mistranslated

55
Ginsberg, Studies, 49, (h), note a.

56 Taylor, The Peshitta, 266, 278 records these omissions in the Peshitta and attributes them to the
intention of the translator to simplify the repetitious Hebrew account. He implies the translator
overstepped his limits because the sense was changed.

57
Ginsberg; cf note 55 above.
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from which is surprising because a similar sequence of verbs is found to the

one in v 28.

Just as in v 28, most of the Versions, including OG, support MT, but this time the
Peshitta omits the verbs altogether in another shortened verse. In MT verses 28-30

are repetitious, the root mU7 occurring five times and the word rP"Q three times:

the verbs HUG 7Wy"\ occur in that sequence in both v 28 and v 30, and the Peshitta

may be based on a manuscript with haplographic omissions, or there may have been
some glossing, or even rewriting of the original to make the historical sequence

clearer.38

At this point it is sufficient to say that Ginsberg's thesis is certainly possible, and
even attractive, but there is no textual evidence in the Versions to support his idea.
In his favour, however, there is MT itself in 11: 10, where we find the sequence of
verbs HUGH GHVT t]UUG Kll KH1, and in 11:40-41a, where the series occurs,

Km GHVl ... KHT The verbs in 11:10, 40 could be indicators of what was originally

in vv 28, 30 ( in Aramaic ), since they show how closely the verb GHV was

associated with KD and mU7. That is, Ginsberg's idea that HU/VT in these three

verses indicates Aramaic original GHVT is in keeping with the style of vv 10 and 40.

58 Taylor; cfnote 56 above. Weitzman, The Syriac, 18 and note 10, suggests parablepsis caused the
short reading in the Peshitta of 11:28-9, in contrast to Taylor who finds deliberate simplification on
the part of the Syriac translator.
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mt TpTni •'VT nsn;
Kai o Xaoq ywrooKovxei; 0eov abiou Kaxtaxuaouatv

Kai 7ioir|oouoiv

populus autem sciens Deum suum obtinebit et faciet

Kai o 5r|poc; o ytvcooKcov xaoxa Kaxtoxuoooot Kai

TioiriaoDoi

vO.TaAJO \cn 1 r<Lii< rfv I "SO

yCLaodu rCdAjJ* y. \ 1-. .1

Of the eight passages under consideration, this is the least likely to support

Ginsberg's thesis, and he himself did not employ this verse to do so. Zimmermann,
on the other hand, used it to support his view of the origin of he translated

'and a people, conscious of their God, will take courage and fight back'.

Clearly the idea of 'waging war' or 'fighting back' is much more attractive than

simply 'take action', being more specific and also describing precisely the actions of
the Maccabees, whose methods are otherwise and surprisingly not mentioned. On
the other hand, nips? occurs in the preceding prayer, in 9:19, meaning, 'take action!'

The reader may be supposed to understand that divine action will take place through
those who know him, and this is the answer to the prayer in eh 9.

The Greek and Latin support the MT verb. OG, followed by Syro-Hexapla, has
xauxa where MT reads TTI^K, but this does not affect the analysis of VUV. The

Peshitta has a shorter reading yet again, with no equivalent for 1XZ7V1 and, in addition,

to its own peculiar variant meaning 'fear' for MT's 'his God'.59

11:32

0

V

OG

Syh

S

continued...

59
Taylor, The Peshitta, 266, 283, where the term is understood to mean a pagan deity.
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Retroversions ofMT, OG and the Peshitta would suggest the textual variation arose

in Hebrew:

MT ww iptm YT6K Dsn

og > Heb ww lptm irp nsn

S > Heb, lptrp THTT W Din

The OG reading Tatrca can be explained in terms of a confusion between the

Hebrew terms rfbx and nVx where the letters Yod and Vav of the pronominal suffix

in MT have fallen out before Yod and Het of the verb following. The second Yod of

"'in1' has also fallen out because ofAyin. The Syriac is difficult. It may be a

stock euphemism:60 an inner Syriac error is unlikely because Het and He are

dissimilar graphically, thus:

S QyniV i rC^Ajj.l y y T ■ .1

MT > Syr yO.T-i y 10 vci vam_,cnAr<' y n.Tj.i rC?jAO

Strangely, a confusion between 'fear' and 'their God' would have been possible,

though not straightforward, in Aramaic if an emphatic participle was employed, thus

MT > Aram jmyn ■pEJprP "H iOJTP "H 103371

S > Aram pQpfP K^m "H 1P37T "H KT2W

Apart from the last verb, the equivalent of the Syriac, allowing for metathesis, differs

only in having Het for He, and Dalet and Yod also for He. The form TibTTT might

have been produced similarly by metathesis after a haplography of Aleph. The OG
in this manner would retrovert to:

60 Weitzman, The Syriac, 52-3 does not include elements from 'fear' as a euphemism for the divine
name in the Peshitta, which uses for the Tetragrammaton. CfTaylor; ibid.
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0G> Aram pSJprP p^K "H Ki7T> "H KDV1
n"7K

Another mode of retroversion could employ the accusative instead of the genitive:

mt > Aram, p-nyn papm nr6*6 icyr h xnyi

OG > Aram pTnyi pQpfP p^K KlTf H Kttyi

S > Aram psprp foyp *n xnyi

These show no greater likelihood of a solution than the previous Aramaic texts.

The clearest answer found in this section is that MT Pil^K and OG Tttoia can be

traced to a Hebrew error. All other problems are more complicated and yield no

indisputable evidence ofan Aramaic Vorlage.

*
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ll:37b-38

The following text is an example where Ginsberg believed Aramaic pDI7 lay behind

Hebrew D*>137)3.

MT (... ins bi?) npvo pbtp [38] Vjarp b'3-by '3
9 6it £7tt navxaq |i£yaXuv0r|a£xai [38] Kat Osov paco^tv

V quia adversum universa consurget [38] deum autem Maozim

a (233) Kpaxatcopaxcov

LXX Hi [et] deum fortissimum ebr' [et] deum maozim61
S r^1 . T \ rCcnArtAo (38) p_.AA s r-cXrC

a (pr.) [et] deum fortitudinum

OG 37 on ev 7tavxt b\jtco0r|a£xai, Kat imoxayriasxai abxcp sOvq

'toyopa. ( 38 eta xov xotiov... )

967bi sv [7ta]vxt o\|/g)0r|O£xai [Kat 0]n[p](D0r|O£xat en

ai>x[0D<; Kat imoxay]r|0£xat auxco [£0vr| toyt)p]a62

Syh k*iAA.■■ cnA vox=j_s.iu£_i o (38) A"»-i.i A\^~n

The expression 'the god of strongholds' has puzzled commentators for many years

and various divine entities have been suggested for the allusion. Ginsberg
retroverted DTI/ft to pDn, 'saints', which he assumed had been misread as

'strongholds';63 but there is no textual evidence for this reading and there is no sure

way of supporting the interpretation 'saints' in this context. However, there are

variants in OG, supported by the Syro-Hexapla, and P967, which are worth

examining in the light of the previous study of 11:31.64 The other versions were

clearly reading MT or something much nearer it than OG, but transliterations in

Theodotion and Jerome show that □"'T1713 caused problems for translators in this

context.

61 See Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 207: also Montgomery, A Critical, 464.
62 The restoration of 967 is Roga-Puig's; cf 'Daniele', 9-10, 16.
63

Ginsberg, Studies, 46,49 (g) and (h) note a: pages 102-3, 106.
64 Cf pages 143-5.
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Although Di Leila thought the transliterations in Theodotion which have Aramaic

plural endings were evidence of translation from Aramaic, he did not list paco^tv

among his examples.65 It is difficult to explain this ending in a transliteration into

Greek if it does not reflect a transcribing into Greek characters of what was actually
written in the Semitic manuscript, but it is not proof of an Aramaic Vorlage. MT
contains an Aramaic ending in 12:13. If the Jewish copyists' first or vulgar language
was Aramaic, the occasional error of writing an Aramaic plural ending instead of a
Hebrew is understandable, especially with a masculine plural where it is only a

difference ofNun for Mem.66

Montgomery considered OG inexplicable.67 Collins translated it 'strong nations will

be subjected to him'.68 the Greek verb being singular with a neuter plural subject69.
In fact this part of OG makes sense, but after it S7U xov totiov abiou provides a

non-sequitur,70 and Ktvr|0£l is difficult to account for.71
Retroversions could be as follows:

continued...

65 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 14-15, note 17; cf page 118.
65 There are other examples of Aramaic masculine plural endings in MT Hebrew, not to mention

their common use in MH: see GKC 87 e; M H Segal, Grammar ofMishnaic Hebrew (1927,
Oxford, Clarendon), # 281. In Dan 4:14; Ezra 4:13; lQapGen 27; 20i3; 2110> n the reverse is found,
Hebrew masculine plural suffixes in Aramaic text: see Ros 24 #42; S E Fassberg, 'Hebraisms in
the Aramaic Documents', SQA, 55-6.

67
Montgomery, A Critical, 464.

68 Collins, Daniel, 368, note 130.
69 Thackeray, A Grammar, 23.
70 Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 207 indicates this hiatus in the Greek text.
71 Montgomery, A Critical, 464, suggests an inner Greek error for Tt|ir|oci: in uncials this would be

KINH2EI for TIMHZEI.
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mt cttvq n'b£bi: bnaiv
OG > Heb □,T27D D'aV l'bX liniTl* biaiY

n'b iTiiirn*

ib nasnm

mt > Aram pbT? nb^bi xanir
,a xnbxbi aniv

h "finnb^bi
OG > Aram pb'n poipy nb iitiivi xaarr

ibm paix nnir

DnDnrr'

Hebrew Solution for MT, OG-Syh

A Semitic equivalent of OG £0vr| could have arisen ( or been lost ) from a couplet

in Hebrew, since in □"'Tit13 and HP13V there are four common consonants. Zayin, the

only unique element, could have been formed by reduplication of a lengthened Yod,
or been lost by haplography, and Ayin and Mem subject to metathesis.

The word abxcp, equivalent ofVbX, could derive from abx with He read as Yod and

Vav, a reverse ligature.72 Although He of could have been formed from a

ligature ofYod and Vav, this seems less likely because PtbX is needed in the clause to

make sense with "133'' 133 b)J. there being nothing in the Greek texts to supply a

better meaning. 133 by was in the OG Vorlage and so it must be assumed that at

some point nbKbl was lost from the latter. If this really was corrupted to fbx, then
Vav and Lamed must also have fallen out from nb.Kbl before the Lamed at the end

72
An alternative explanation for nbltb would be a couplet of lb, i.e. the phonetically similar Kb
and nb (if such an alternative form of the third masculine singular pronoun suffix was ever used
with the preposition ), but as a whole this is a rather far-fetched scenario.
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of ^"nrp. However, this would not have been possible in the manuscript of OG

because there "iTirPf or a verb of similar meaning, intervened between the two

words with Lamed. In other words, if this explanation for the loss of holds

true, then OG Kai b7toxayr|asxai must either be secondary in some way or it was
lost from the Hebrew text before the above corruption took place. However, this in
fact makes the corruption unlikely because there would have been no verb to which

could sensibly relate.

The conjunction with the imperfect, YTUTn, was chosen for Kai b7toxayr]Osxai

rather than the perfect with Vav consecutive, after the style of 11:36. Confusion of
TTirm with 'y"fitTP could have occurred if final Lamed in the latter had lost its

upper stroke to leave the lower one resembling Vav. It is less likely that Vav would
have acquired an upper stroke and have come to look like a Lamed. In which case if
TTirm developed as dittography of "71XTP, Gimel would have been read as Resh73
and Yod reduplicated to produce the conjunction

All this accounts for the OG reading Kai b7ioxayr|osxai abxcp e0vr| 'taxupa as

an erroneous dittography ofMT, or a conflation of different readings:

wwn n^K^n 'yurp

nnvn cpdi/ t>^k mm "rurp

The difficulty here is with the loss of two Lameds, which could only have happened
in two stages: firstly Vav and Lamed falling out before Dalet Lamed; then Lamed
read as Vav as part of the corrupt verb VnrPI. On the whole this is rather a

complicated corruption of the Hebrew text, though not impossible.74

73 The right stroke ofGimel would have been skewed to the upright and the left stroke shortened in
order to appear as Resh; cf Cross, 'The Development, 137, lines 1, 5-6 where the right strokes of
Gimel are nearly vertical.

74 A variation might be a sequence of verbs similar to those in 11:36, nbKVl bHXTPI □731TJT'.
Here, after corruption of nbKbl, ...1 DMIirPI would have been both transposed after burp and
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Aramaic Solution for MT, OG-Syh

The Aramaic preposition with suffix, Tib, which may have been confused with the

last two consonants of could account for OG abxcp. An Aleph at the end of

an Aramaic singular verb, such as KTirPI, a possible equivalent of Greek

t>7r0Tayr]0£Tai, could have caused haplography of the first consonant of the noun

PlbK. Yet, since the Greek verb is singular because the subject is neuter plural, it

should have accurately translated a plural Semitic verb. So if Aramaic Tw replaced

there is no clear way to graphically account for the loss of Aleph which this

change would entail. The situation is not improved with employment of pfalK for

80vr|, for although this Aramaic word provides an Aleph, which, through metathesis,

might help to produce n^K, there is still the loss of p?2.. to explain and the extra

Lamed in n^K^T

In fact there seems little potential in Aramaic for an answer to the problem, and this
is the case if synonyms, either "p^Df! or "pEPpl"!, are employed instead of "p^Tf.

P967 has a longer text than OG-Syh and a critical examination of its reading may be
worth while for this investigation.75

continued...

corrupted to 1T"irP. This is not more probable than the above.
75 In all this section it must be remembered that the reading of P 967 is Roga-Puig's restoration,

which seems safe enough. An alternative might be a simple dittography in 967 of the verb
bv|/(o0T]O8xat, which would fit instead of [0]n[p]co0r|08Tat if there was a gap instead of Theta;
but this does not take account of the whole space available in the manuscript and the following
en avxovq. CfRoga-Puig, 'Daniele', 16.
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Greek Solution for MT, OG-Syh, P967
There seems to be potential in the Greek ofPapyrus 967 for homoioteleuton because
of three verbs with a similar ending ,.C50r|Gexai.

967

uv)/oo0r|O8iai [Kat 0]i)[p]co0r|oexai £7t aoT[oug Kat D7toxay]r|oexai auxco

OG-Syh

o\|/co0r|oexai Kat tmoxayrioexai auxco

In uncials:

967

YIFQ0H2ETA1 KAI 0YMQ0HZETAI En AYTOYZ KAI YnOTATH2ETAI AYTQ Em

TON TOnON

OG-Syh
YVQ0H2ETAI KAI YnOTATHrETAl AYTQ Em

TON TOnON

In tact parablepsis based on the verbal endings does not explain the loss of the

pronoun abxooq, and only parablepsis based on Kat accounts for the loss of kou

0U(ico0r|O8xai S7t auxoix;. This is one possible way the Greek texts came to differ;
but since MT is the shortest text, the difference between it and the Greek texts cannot

be explained in terms of haplography in Greek. The text of OG-Syh was tentatively

explained above in terms of dittographv in Hebrew, but could the longer Greek texts
also be accounted for by dittography in Greek?

Dittography in a Greek text equivalent to MT, or conflation of Greek alternatives

might explain why OG grew longer than MT, especially 967, but it would entail
accretion of two extra verbs plus an extra preposition with pronoun as follows.
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MT > Gr OTI EN IIANTI Y^QSHZETAI KAI TON ©EON KATA<J>YrAI76 Em TOnON

0YMQ0H2ETAI En AYTOY2 KAI

YnOTATHSETAI AYTOY E0NH I2XYPA

There is no clear reason in Greek why these alternatives should have developed, and

they are more likely to reflect differences in Semitic texts.

Hebrew Solution

1 l:37b-38a

MT

OG > Heb

967 > Heb yd

yd by dtyja [38] 77ytp 73 by d
yd by my u^ny ^b mm biw bi by d

by n"ny n^y y6kmm dh^k nmnm y-urp ^3 by

nm^y nm

The difference of an extra verb in 967, above the differences in MT and OG-Syh

already examined, only serves to complicate the situation here, but it is notable that
in Dm^N there is a much closer similarity to the consonants of MT ...12

than can be found in the retroversion ofOG-Syh. The loss or addition of one Lamed
is still problematic, as outlined above; cf page 174. Could there have been three
alternative readings thus?

anyn b~\2rv *73 by *o

□rn^K -yrmrm

any tpny y6k mm

This is not impossible, but it is probably just as likely that an original contained the
sense of MT plus 967 and that sections of text fell out in stages. Before this is

explored, further solutions must be considered.

76 There is no standard equivalent in LXX for HVn, but Katacptryp is found in Ps 89 (90): 1.
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Composite Greek and Hebrew Solution for MT, OG-Syh, P967

A composite of Hebrew and Greek solutions might indicate that in Hebrew there
were two dittographies or conflation of three alternative readings, as indicated above,
before translation into Greek. Then haplography occurred in Greek based on

parablepsis of Kat as explained on page 175, to produce the difference between

OG-Syh and 967.

Aramaic Solution for MT, OG-Syh, P967

MT > Aram mUtt bv "p^TT D^KTirP bv "HK

nnnyj pEppn tmrp

pron Kmrp

■o-irp

OG > Aram iTTDKi bv p^TF Tib pTUTH Dimn1 bv nK
967 > Aram

rmm bv pV*»n pnny rb punn pr6y nixnrp bv
trim

There is potential in the Aramaic retroversion of 967 for haplography through

parablepsis, for there are three verbs each beginning with the consonants ...in'', and

this applies whether root fOI or DH is used to retrovert This form of

homoioarchon accounts for the loss of £7t aircoi)<; / DH^y / prfry from the passage

more easily than does homoioteleuton in Greek. However, it means the difference
between two different Old Greek texts would be traced to Aramaic, and this would

mean two different Hebrew Vorlagen for them, which does not seem likely. If the

discrepancy between OG-Syh and 967 is to be attributed to an Aramaic text, it is
more likely that alternative readings produced conflation, and this is easier to

imagine with the Aramaic verbs than Hebrew:
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rmsn by pV">n n^x^i mnm'1 by nx
pr6y Tmrpi

p^n pnny rb pTirrn

There is visual similarity between the verbs D3I3irP and TlDfP, and for pTlfP a

ligature of Dalet and Vav might resemble Mem. The synonyms for D3D""U"P,

D*nrP, rmrp, or the form "0"irP might also be graphically confused with pTlfP.

However, the loss ofAleph in H^xVl is a problem. If the form X33TP was behind

Hebrew ^n1, though it might provide an Aleph to link with the suffixed

preposition T[b, after a substantial haplography of pTlfPI piT^V DUDIJT'T the
fact is this loss of text is less likely with the orthography fO~irP because it does not

bear a good resemblance to pTlTPI

The loss of an even larger text could be considered: i.e. an original Semitic text may

have been a composite of the meanings represented by MT and P 967.

Hebrew Solution Based on a Combination of MT and P967

by ansna any a^ny t^x mrpi am^x ^nnnrpi 'mrp ba by "o

td

The Greek texts are somewhat easier to derive from this than the MT. DTI/ID H^X1?

was lost through parablepsis with □"'T37 □.. to give the text underlying P 967:

td by Dfrv wny v^x mrpi nmVx muarm ^Ttrp bs by *>3.

Homoioarchon due to the similarity of ...313rP1 and YTirPI could have resulted in

loss of a verb to give the Hebrew underlying OG-Syh:

td by Dfry dtov b mrpi "rurp bi by "O.
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This would mean that OG-Syh was corrected to a different Hebrew Vorlage from
that of P 967. An alternative would be to assume P967 represents a conflation of two
texts ofwhich OG-Syh represents one and the other is lost. These would be based on

a dittography in Hebrew: DiT^y "PXlDrm

may T6Kmm

This confusion, which includes metathesis, is certainly possible, but not simple.

The short text of MT could also derive from this combined text in Hebrew, by a

different route.

by myn my n^ny mm nrp^K m-inm y-urp bi by ra

td

All of the extra text represented in P967 could have been lost through parablepsis of

the sequences .1^7.and.^7 T ( highlighted in bold above ). This might seem a slender

possibility when there is so much more potential for confusion in other forms in this

sentence, but the same parablepsis is needed to explain a two stage loss of text.

myra nVxbn my wny t6k mrm nrp^K ixn»rm ^narp bi by *o

td by

Here the equivalent of 967's unique clause was lost first through homoioarchon to

leave the equivalent ofOG-Syh:

td by myn my way vbx rnni frurp bi by "o

Then the same parablepsis of and "lV must be used to explain the difference

between OG-Syh and MT.

continued.
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Aramaic Solution Based on a Combination of MT and 967

The Greek texts are easier to explain from this source than is the Hebrew ofMT.

pQny rb |mrm pm^y *nnrm nifnrp bi by nx
by p^n p^n

Firstly p"7T! n^7Kb was lost through parablepsis ofp^Tl to leave the text

underlying P967:

by p^n p»ny rb pTirm prnVy Titans aunrT> bi by nx

Then parablepsis led to the loss of prfVy Tnftni to give the text underlying

OG-Syh. There is no potential for a long haplography to explain the difference
between MT and P967, as there is in Hebrew.

pVrt pnny rb purm prr^y mnirn n-imrp kVd by nx
by p^n

Parablepsis of the letter sequence b pi., and ...Vl p.., though metathesis of Vav
would be involved, as well as Yod read for Dalet, could have resulted in the loss of

pV>n pany rb. Then piT^y Tinni could have fallen out, as above; but this

leaves the loss of pTlfil to account for from the remaining text:

rtmn by p^»n n^K^i pnrm tnain1 kVd by nx

There is no clear graphic confusion or parablepsis that can explain this loss.

However, the Hitpeal stem of D"H may have been employed rather than the

Hitpalpal. ( This would not effect previous solutions. )

by p^»n rbib-\ lpurm nnrp bi by nx
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Here pTirm could have been lost by parablepsis due to Mem confused with a

ligature ofNun Vav ( as highlighted in bold ), though the conjunctive Vav must have
been reduplicated first. Another way might see this verb the first to go from the long
text:

pV>n p^n pnny rh prim prnby Tinm nunrp bi by nx

This again would involve Dalet read as Yod and metathsis of both He and Lamed,
but the confusion could have led to haplography of T\b pTlfPI to leave:

rmrjn by pVTi n^x^i pV'n pany pmVy Tinrm tnmn1 xV:j by nx

After this, p^Tl f77373i7 may have dropped out after confusion and parablepsis of the
letter sequences highlighted in bold, though this again includes a number of
metatheses along with He read as Het and Ayin as Yod. The remaining text would
have been:

niDia by p^n nbx^i prr6y marm mmrp x^d by nx

The two remaining verbs could have been confused so that the second fell out, or the

highlighted letters may have caused parablepsis if Yod resembled Ayin, and Resh
lost its upper hook to appear as Vav, but this still leaves piT^y.

Use of as an alternative to DU is a little better, and this would not affect any of

the previous Aramaic solutions, but it would require that two Yods resembled Vavs
and that an elongated Vav was mistaken for final Nun.

nmn by p^n n^x^i prn^y Tinrm mrp x^s by nx

Clearly the different readings in MT, OG-Syh and P967 could have derived from
textual errors of a complicated nature. Although the verb forms would have been
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most easily confused in Aramaic, the simplest solution of all explored here is

parablepsis in the longest possible Hebrew text, a combination of MT and a

retroversion of P967. Other solutions may be achievable with different synonyms
from the equivalents for the Greek of 967 used in this study, and composite solutions
derived from processes in Hebrew and Aramaic, or Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek are

likely to be very complex; but to find a definitive answer to this difficult part of
Daniel is not the aim of this exploration. There is no overriding evidence to favour
an Aramaic original here.

Has this study thrown any light upon the meaning of the enigmatic phrase in MT,

Certainly a longer text combining the meanings of both MT and

OG-Syh ( at least ) does provide for more flexibility in the meaning of this phrase.
Its broad context in MT has its own difficulties. In 11:36 the king will exalt himself
over every god and will speak boastfully against the God of gods: v 37 says he will
have no respect for the gods / God ofhis fathers or the one beloved ofwomen, or any
other god, but will exalt himself over all. These statements seem to be partially
contradicted by v 38 which says he will honour the god / God of fortresses and a god
that his fathers did not know, possibly indicating two different gods or one god by
two different descriptions.

The broad context in OG with respect to the king's attitude to deities is the same as

MT, but the statement in v 37, that strong nations will be subject to him, intervenes
between the sections which state that he will not respect any god in w36-37, and that
he will honour one or two particular gods in v 38. The long text, i.e. a text

equivalent to MT and 'o', whether OG-Syh or P 967, may have been one without
these contradictions if the form was originally meant as the plural

demonstrative pronoun rather than the noun for 'god'. This would be the case in
both Hebrew and Aramaic, but there is greater potential for a sensible solution in
Aramaic because the syntax is more flexible in this language

As MT of v 38 is pointed, it is easier graphically to read nVxb for rfbxb than

for Hibxb, unless one assumes addition of mater lectiones in the latter; but the
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emended reading vriDN insrp-X'b "ItP'X nVxVl, 'and these whom his fathers did not

know ( he will honour...)' with the antecedent to the pronoun the 'strong nations' of

OG, is lacking the correct pronoun suffix on the verb, so loss of final Nun from a

putative would have to be adduced. With "73D"'. i33_bi7 □"'1373 nVKbl, 'and
these strong ones he will honour upon his stand' (?) the problem is the relation of

to the demonstrative pronoun, and whether it can ever mean 'strong ones'. It

must be construed as a participle, since as a noun modified by an adjective, it would

normally precede the adjective, and with the antecedent ' strong nations' both would
be expected to be definite. The participle can follow the demonstrative pronoun,

whether with the definite article or without, where it may often be rendered in

English by a relative clause.77 Additionally here, the demonstrative plural must be

read as the direct object of the verb 333"': cf similar word order in e.g. Lev 11:13,

22; Num 29:39; Ps 42:5; 50:21. So what is suggested in this case must be the fusion
of two idioms that can be found in MT. In addition, DfryiQ as a participle is not

attested elsewhere in MT.

A solution is simpler in Aramaic because the particle "H could be employed and it

would be ambiguous in this context:

MT > Aram "Ip" "p^Tl "H H^Kl
This sentence could be translated, 'and a god of fortresses he will honour', which

appears to be the sense ofMT; or alternatives could be 'and these who are strong / a

god of strong ones he will honour'. In the second sentence there is no problem of a
different consonantal text between nbx and Plbx.

Therefore, although the problem of corruption in the larger text leading to different
Greek readings may be most easily solved in terms of Hebrew transmission, a

77 The best examples are in questions, e.g. 1 Kgs 18:17; Isa 63:1; Zech 2:4; Job 38:2; 42:3; Cant 3:8;
8:5: others are 1 Kgs 20:7; 2 Kgs 5:7; Cant 2:9, but in all these examples the demonstrative is the
subject of its clause. In the hypothetical example above, the demonstrative n^K would be direct
object, 'and these who are strong he will honour', which seems straightforward when translated
into English, but I have found no precedence for such a use of the demonstrative in MT.
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different understanding of the phrase which troubled Ginsberg emerges from
Aramaic in conjunction with the OG reading.

11:39

The following text combines the ideas of Ginsberg concerning both the verb TWV

and the noun □"'Ti7?3.

MT -DI nibs-ny r]2p;?V n&yi
0 Kat 7totr|oat xotc; oxupcopaot xcov KaxaGuytov pexa Geot)

aAAoxptou
V et faciet ut muniat Maozim cum deo alieno

S nC.rCoArC A_i. «LllLx.*. rC^TjA inMO

OG ... Kat £v £7tt0i)pripaoi [39] 7totr)0£t 7toA,£0)v Kat £tq

oxfpcopa 'toxupov f)^£t p£xa 0£oo a^Xoxptou78
Syh rCaArC p_i. rCdirO nCj b\\ . n r^\ miAo ■» — - i rCckjij nfdv^^TnO

nCi T^cu

0 Hi et aget haec ut muniat praesidia cum deo alieno

O Hi confugia

The following retroversions into Hebrew are suggested for comparison with MT:

continued...

78 See Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 81, concerning the verse division in OG.
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mt "dj m^K ny nnyn myyi

0 > Heb nm m^K ny n^ynn nynn1? nu/yi

v > Heb nm m^K ny nnyn nynn1? mwn

n^rynrr

s > Heb nnru dtt^k by nnyn unxynb Ktim

d^k nnynn

og > Heb nnn m^x ny x'rr nyn nynnbn any ntyy [39] nmnnm

Syh > Heb nrjj mVx ny Km nynn nynnVi ntyy nny nmnrai
0 Hi > Heb "D2 m^K ny WWT2 ^XlYlb r6x Htt/yi

nnynn

There are five main areas of variation between the above texts to explain.

1) ntyyi 2) nnyn nann 3) tcoA-scdv 4) f£ei 5) haec

l) mwn

Hebrew Solution

It is notable that the Versions support the MT reading with root TWy. The usual

exception is the Peshitta, which employs : this must, as always, be taken as an

internal error.79

og lacks the conjunction before the verb in question, which necessitates retroversion
into an imperfect in Hebrew, rather than perfect with Vav consecutive, and this is

joined to the previous verse with the noun 7toA.ecov. If the latter had been accusative,
it would have read naturally as the direct object of 7lOtr|OSl, but, since it is genitive

79 This is how Ginsberg, Studies, 49, note a, understood it and also Taylor, The Peshitta, 267, 284.
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and does not make sense in its context, it is usually assumed to be a gloss.80 The lack

ofconjunction may be another example of a Hebrew textual variation, as noted in 11:
17 above, where the Vav consecutive with the perfect has been written as a simple

imperfect with no conjunction.

An understanding of the verb HU/VT in this context is linked to an understanding of

the phrase ""DJ m^N DV. MT translates literally as 'and he will make fortresses of

strongholds with a strange god', reading the particle b as sign of the direct object:

this awkward reading is broadly supported by the Versions in that most of them read
the equivalent of 'with a strange god'. Most modern scholars accept Hitzig's

suggestion to amend the pointing ofMT to nibNTDS?, 'people of a strange god',

since this fits well the generally accepted historical allusion to the bringing of

foreigners ( Syrians ) to settle in Judaea, particularly the Akra in Jerusalem.81 The

consonants of MT "DJ m^K DJ7 are supported by all the Versions, but this

confusion between preposition Di7 and construct noun D27 is possible in Aramaic as

well as Hebrew.

b) Aramaic Solution

Zimmermann related the verb to the Aramaic root and translated 'and he shall

do battle against the fortified strongholds', but he did not enlarge upon his reading of
the rest of the verse. None of the Versions support such a reading of the text, and as

noted in other contexts, this idea does not contribute any evidence of a written
Aramaic text behind the Hebrew.

Ginsberg accepted the emendation of Hitzig and retroverted TWV\ to Aramaic

"OSpJl, meaning 'he will bring over', which he maintained was misread as 753^1, Peal

80
Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 208 marks this word as a gloss, and it was accepted as such by
Montgomery, A Critical, 464, and Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 91; cf page 197.

81
Montgomery, A Critical, 463; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 260,272; Collins, Daniel, 368, 388.
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'he will make'.82 This conveniently gave the reading 'he will bring over a people of

a strange god'. Hartman adopted this idea, translating 'he will bring over soldiers of
a strange god'.83

Jerome noted a text of Theodotion with the variant reading aget.84 This at first

reading appears to support Ginsberg's understanding of TWy"\ as deriving from

Aramaic "DIPI, but the Latin verb in this context is simply a synonym of faciet.

Latin agere has a much wider semantic range than the Greek cognate ayetv, and,

followed by the final clause ut muniat, it has the sense 'he will pursue this action

that he might fortify'.85 In recording this variant it was the term haec to which

Jerome wanted to draw attention, and not the verb.

If, as Ginsberg suggested, the Aramaic behind MT was "QVI misread as frUyi, the

OG verb 7t0tr|0£l would retrovert to Aramaic this could have occurred due to

the loss ofVav from TQyi. So following Ginsberg's lead, retroversions to Aramaic

would be:

MT > Aram "DJTl OG> Aram 753?"!. Ginsberg's 7?37'7

Aram

Clearly the Aramaic suggested by Ginsberg could be a source of corruption into a

text agreeing with the MT verb, since it would suppose only the confusing of Dalet
and Resh. So in favour of Ginsberg's thesis, that Aramaic "Dyi was corrupted to

82
Ginsberg, Studies, 49, (h): there appear to be some errors in his note a, quoting the Syriac as -QV\
and the Hebrew as n\Z/V1, but the argument ofhis main point in (h) still holds good.

83 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 260.
84 Pontificii Editores, S. Hieronymi Presbyteri Opera, Pars 1: Opera Exegetica 5:

Commentariorum in Danietem Libri III <iv> (1964, Turnholti Typographi), 928.
85 David F Wright has drawn my attention to the reading of Porphyry, et faciet haec omnia ut

muniat, which underlines the interchangeability of facere and agere in this context. Cf ibid.
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"QVI and gave rise to 7VU171 in Hebrew, is the simplicity of a common textual error;

but there is no reliable textual evidence to support him.

2) nnsna maw

This reading is awkwardly pleonastic and it is not surprising that the Versions exhibit
some deviation from the received text. There are broadly four different readings

including MT. The retroversions into Hebrew above are literal, in that they include a

definite article where one was used in Greek and as the equivalent of Syriac

emphatic endings, but the versions concerned may have been translating freely, and
so the inclusion or exclusion of an article may not be significant.

Theodotion is close to MT, but with the use of the definite article: the variant in the

Vulgate and Jerome's Theodotion, ut muniat, seems to support a reading

where the first noun was probably read as a gerund, 'for the fortifying of ( perhaps
as a Hiphil participle ), or it could have been taken as infinitive: the Peshitta has a

definite plural noun followed by an adjective in agreement: OG with Syro-Hexapla

similarly has a noun with adjective in agreement, but they are singular.

Concerning number in the phrase, whilst MT and Theodotion witness to a plural
construct noun with a plural following, the Peshitta has two plurals in apposition

(noun and adjective), and OG supported by the Syro-hexapla has two singulars in

apposition ( also noun and adjective ). The reading in Theodotion's variant and the

Vulgate stands between these, in that they witness to a singular followed by a plural.

continued.
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The unpointed Hebrew below illustrates how plural forms could have developed
from singulars, or vice versa:

The adjectives in OG and the Peshitta could be the equivalent of either Hebrew

adjective DTI? \ Tit or a noun read as adjective □TVtt \ T1VT387. Since Ayin could

be confused with Yod, it is possible that the difference between the singular of OG

and the plurals of the other texts is due to confusion with DV following, leading to

either a haplography or dittography of two consonants Df. This would assume the

use of matres lection is. Without them, all the texts except OG have the same

consonants, but the difference between the plural construct in MT and the plural
absolute noun witnessed by the Peshitta is difficult to explain without them. This

would suggest some early difference(s) in word division followed by use of matres

lectiones and subsequently more differences in word division.

The phrase in MT being so unusual, it is probable that one of the Versions preserves

the original text. It is difficult to trace a development from the Vorlage ofOG to the
other texts unless T1VT3 and not TV is the original behind taxupov, but the Peshitta

preserves a reading that would easily give rise to the others. However the phrases
that employ adjectives are tautological; unless the Hebrew is understood to indicate a

OG > Heb

V, 0 Hi > Heb

MT

S > Heb nv DTy wnxynb

nv DTVtt "nynn1?

nv tPTyn

DV T1VT3 nYnn^f6

86

87

For consideration of the source ofOG f|^st see 4) below, pages 202-3: it has been omitted
from retroversion at this point in the analysis for reasons stated in that section.
Cfalso 11:38, page 142.
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superlative, 'the strongest fortress / fortresses'.88 It may be, for the sense of the

phrase, the text preserved by Jerome is superior and that its Vorlage preserves the

original, which without matres lection is would have a Hiphil participle or infinitive.

Alternatively it may have been a Piel infinitive 'to fortify', and Mem may have
arisen as a reduplication before Bet.

b) Aramaic Solution

Ginsberg believed that Aramaic pOPf, 'pious ones', lay behind the Hebrew UPTl/fa,

and that the translator had misread the Aramaic text as pJOn, 'strongholds'89, but, as
in v 38, there is no textual evidence to support the sense 'pious ones'. 0 However the

Aramaic adjective ppH means 'strong, hard' and this is exactly the meaning that is

evident in OG toxupov, and the Peshitta rW.» v . These two witnesses could support

textual confusion in Aramaic between the adjective, singular pDI~l, plural plPOn,

both meaning 'strong', and the noun pJDH, meaning 'strongholds'. Without matres

lection is these last two words are homographs, and the first has only one less Nun

than the others. Ginsberg may have been correct in his assumption that some form of
root }On lay behind Hebrew '□"7Ti7T3, but he chose the wrong meaning, 'pious ones',

based on his own interpretation of the text, instead of being guided by the versions
that supply the sense 'strong'.

To put this into the context of a broader study it is necessary to look at all the terms

which could have been employed in Aramaic for 'fort / fortress' and for 'stronghold'.
There are five words / word groups which fulfil this criterion:

88 Jeansonne translates this way; see below page 197.
89

Ginsberg, Studies, 49, (h) and note a. Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 260, adopted this translation.
90 In fact the meaning 'pious one' for pon is not commonly attested in Jewish Aramaic, though it is

found in Syriac: see Ja, Vol 1, 487 where only the senses 'strong, hard' are listed; P/S, Tomus 1,
1325; PS, 150.
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i) Iprt, Xlpn, plural plptl, X»3pn, from the root fort to 'be strong', is the prime term

likely to be the basis for Hebrew T1VJ3.

ii) This study has already noted b'H, Kbin and XbiH which can indicate a fortress;

particularly it was noted that bTf may used of the Akra.91

iii) ^33, X333, X333, plural P333, p3p5, X*33?, denotes a 'fortified place, city,

capital' and is the standard equivalent of Hebrew "1YD73, which indicates a fortified

settlement.

iv) X7¥p, m, 'fort, stronghold', and, Xl^p, Nrn^p, f, 'net, fort', both from root

TlY, might be considered general terms more likely to underlie the Hebrew T"11773.

but they do not have the same potential as "pOIl to be confused with a word meaning

'strong'.

v) X-pj?, Xrvni?, f, generally means 'town', but can sometimes mean 'fort'. It is the

standard equivalent of Hebrew T17, and also cognate with Hebrew ITHi?, which can

also mean 'fort'. KTlp occurs with this sense in Targ 2 Sam 24:7, cf BCTP, where it

is equivalent to ~1Y!173, and also to T1Y in Targ Jer 21:13, the referents being either

Jerusalem or Tyre.

Aramaic equivalents of Hebrew 1YH73 and T11773 which make use of the most

common synonyms would be and ]Dfl. Using these equivalents to retrovert the

phrase as found in MT and all the main ancient Versions would produce the

following Aramaic to compare to the retroversions into Hebrew:

continued.
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0 > Aram

V, 0 Hi > Aram

OG > Aram

S > Aram
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pon "OnO1? MT

port 0 > Heb

pon V, 0 Hi > Heb

■pon yMb OG > Heb

P">On S > Heb

□">157)3 ^Yinb

nnynn "nyon1?

□•>157)3 OYnn1?

nv?3 ^"xmb

□•>T57» wnxynb

When the same allowances are made as in Hebrew for freedom of translation and

possible lack of matres lection is, there is definitely potential for misreading or

miscopying the term p30n, but pDOD does not compare favourably with Hebrew
□"HYOft for likely consonantal confusion. E.g. in the above retroversion of the

Peshitta to Hebrew □">157)3 □"HY!3)3 could easily be the cause or result of some

corruption with the initial consonant Mem in □">157)3; but the same cannot be said for

the Aramaic ending "p.. and the initial consonant l"T of p">Un in the retroversion of
the Peshitta to Aramaic. An argument could be made that Yod followed by Nun was

confused with Het, just as such a confusion has been suggested for Vav followed by
Nun with Tav; but since the Hebrew solution involves misreading or miscopying of
the same consonant, Mem, it is more probable than one using Aramaic "p3.

Retroversion of 1*157)3 to the Aramaic noun bfrl:

MT > Aram pV>n
0 > Aram fO^Tl

V, 0 Hi > Aram p^n
OG > Aram

S > Aram JO^TI

The Aramaic synonym bTl has the same potential as jOG, if not more, for

confusion, since p^n can mean both 'strong' ( masculine plural absolute ), and

91 Cf page 144.
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'fortresses', or it could be confused with p^in, 'fortresses'. The OG equivalent

Vti, 'strong', however, is more problematical in the absolute form. Emphatic states

would be easier to confuse: singular K^TI and plural fO^TT, if linked with

If either NfrYtt or NTlp is taken as the Aramaic behind Hebrew then the

potential to confuse singular and plural in the consonantal texts of either feminine
noun is obvious; but a complication is that an adjective following would have a

feminine form. Taking KHp as an example, the emphatic forms of the feminine
noun would be the same consonantally in both singular and plural, for NnVlp could
be pointed Kni"lp, singular, or XrTTli?, plural, and the construct forms are similarly

ambiguous when unpointed. With "7TI, retroversions might be as follows:

MT, 0 > Aram DTlpV
V, 0 Hi > Aram fO^Ti nnp1?
OG > Aram N^TI K^pb
S > Aram xn^n xnnp^ i^ri ]np

With the adjectives in OG and the Peshitta, confusion between singular and plural is
found in the consonants of the emphatic state as also between the nouns: it is

additionally possible that a final Aleph of the emphatic noun was lost before Het to

produce the construct formmip underlying MT and possibly V, 0 Hi. The absolute

singular feminine adjective K^Tt has potential for confusion with fO^Tl. Even

plural absolute ]T"lp has potential to be confused with a construct form, for Tav can

be formed from a ligature ofVav followed by Nun.92 The emphatic adjective would,

however, be a problem, since there is little reason why Tav should be lost or acquired
between fO^TF and Nn^frl. Even to argue that Tav in the emphatic adjective was

confused with Yod and Nun ofabsolute noun pb^n would not account for the loss of

Aleph at the end of the adjective.
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Another alternative is to explore other genitive constructions, with use of a construct
noun, as they might represent possible Vorlagen ofMT and Theodotion thus:

These constructions do not exhibit any potential for confusion between singular and

plural above what has already been observed in the ambiguous form of KJYHp, for
neither Aleph nor Nun are easily confused with Dalet in any style of script.

When the potential for textual errors in this phrase in Hebrew or Aramaic is assessed,
there is little to choose between the two languages: the balance of probability is
about equal. However, the problem of tautology must still be addressed.

Tautology and the Hebrew

Based on retroversions to Hebrew on page 189, it is possible to argue that the second

word, □"'Tyft, is not original, but an accretion gathered from textual errors associated

with original ...DJ7 It has already been noted that DJ7 may have been

confused with the plural suffix DT. A badly written Resh could be mistaken for

Zayin, and Ayin could be confused with Tsade, even in a style where Ayin was

written as small as a Yod, if the down-stroke of Tsade was difficult to discern.93 It is

possible OG represents the oldest text, in which this process was incomplete.

Beginning without matres lection is, the stages could have been as follows:

0 > Aram

MT > Aram pom pmD p^rn pnp
foiorn ko"d xnnp

Original ? □y niYmb

MT

V, 0 Hi > Heb

OG > Heb

S > Heb

ny tyn 94

□y nnytt nynn1?

□y nny

□y □nyn

92
Cfpage 135.

93 Cf e.g. Cross, 'The Development', 137, figs 2, 3 and later scripts.
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Tautology and the Aramaic

Study of the above retroversions into Aramaic will show that there is not the same

potential for the second term in the tautological phrase developing through textual

error; however it is possible that the second term is due to conflation.

Both the Aramaic nouns "pD and KT~lp are ambiguous since they can each denote
an ordinary settlement, 'city, town, or a 'fortified settlement'. If there was a single
term in Aramaic which was ambiguous and needed clarification to indicate a fort,
this could have been a singular or plural term. If a reference to the Akra is most

likely, then the term would be singular, and this would point to OG as the nearest to

the original.

Any of the following couplets could have arisen from this process:

b^n kVti io^D xnp kVti Knnp

p^n p:rD fomD pVri pip foVri xirnp

or any of the above repeated with ]DH instead of b*>T\.

On the other hand, one term in Aramaic which was ambiguous may have been
rendered with two alternatives by the translator into Hebrew. Two absolutes could
have been supplied and these would have developed on lines similar to those

envisaged in Hebrew, above.

Another solution would be a phrase similar to the one in Targ Mic 2:13, p!D*"D

pEfpTl, where the adjective confirms the fortified nature of the towns: in this case it
would be fP^Tl KOT3, and perhaps a translator mistook the adjective JO^TT as a

plural emphatic noun in apposition.

94 For f|^sr cf page 189, note 86.
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It is notable, in this context, that Aramaic evidences pairs of words where one would

be adequate, though these are generally linked by a conjunction.95 It is possible that

such a pair of singular nouns in Aramaic developed into plurals: the first becoming

plural construct when the conjunction was misread as Yod; the second is more likely
to have become plural in Hebrew as suggested above; cf page 189. However such

pairs are found in Hebrew too,96 and could be regarded as Aramaisms. If this is the

case in 11:39, the development form singular to plural could have been entirely in
Hebrew.

There is the further possibility that one of two terms in Aramaic was misunderstood.

JOOn can mean 'storehouse' and plural pun without vowel letters would be

ambiguous. The phrase could have been fOJOn "DID, literally 'cities of

storehouses'. This meaning would connect with the precious items listed in v 38, for
which the king 'made' secure storehouses, or which he 'brought' to them, if

Ginsberg's thesis was correct.

There is a plethora of ways to explain MT in both Hebrew and

Aramaic, far too many to be sure of the real solution.

3) ttoA-scdv

OG represents a longer reading with tuoA.gcov kcu and ljc,Gl, which have no

equivalent in MT. noXsatv is usually assumed a gloss, and this is supported by the

different position given to its equivalent in the Syro-Hexapla, Its position

in OG is probably the original, because it is less likely that a gloss would be removed
to a position where it made no sense than to one where it did.

continued...

95 J C Greenfield & M Sokoloff, 'The Contribution ofQumran Aramaic to the Aramaic Vocabulary',
SQA, 95-6
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The noun 7loA,£(DV, according to Montgomery, is a gloss of DTltD,97 presumably

because the genitive plural form could only logically apply to this Hebrew word in
the MT phrase under consideration. Jeansonne thinks that it is an alternative reading

to thus:98

'The doublet TTOASCOV is probably based on an alternative Hebrew

reading ( "HYUDn ) "HYIitt ( "HJ7 ) T}7 "fortified city, cities" for

"with the strongest [fortress]", a phrase found in Num 32:17,

36; Josh 10:20; 19:29,35; 1 Sam 6:18; 2Kgs3:19; 10:2; 17:9;

18:8; Jer4:5; 5:17; 8:14; 37:4;99 Ps 108:11; 2Chrl7:19; Dan 11:15.

T17 of this phrase was translated with 7toA.8COV "city".100 Perhaps,

originally the marginal gloss read sit; KoXsag oxvpaq loxvpov

"to a fortified, strong city", and was not added to the text properly.

Moreover, when this reading was added to the OG, the Kat, which was

probably added before 7ioir|a£i ( Kat 7toiT]cei = ) was misplaced.'

Clearly there is precedence in MT for the phrase "lY^JDn "HJ7 or "1Y^13 "P}7, but the

second element is usually singular.101 The first element is construct and therefore

cannot be accurately rendered by a Greek genitive case. The 'original gloss' which
Jeansonne suggests appears to suppose that the Greek preposition £l<; takes the

genitive case, but it only takes the accusative; such a gloss would have to read £l<;

96 Ibid.
97 See Montgomery, A Critical, 464; Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 208, parenthesises the word. The

Syro-Hexapla places this gloss in a more logical position, probably a secondary development, and
an attempt to make sense of all the words in OG.

98
Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 91.

99 Sic Jeansonne, but the phrase is not found in this verse.
100 Sic Jeansonne again: it is not clear why her translation is singular; but perhaps her gloss belongs

after Ty!
101 There is a plural in Dan 11:15, JTHY313, but this is unique and must be treated as a separate

problem from the phrase in 11:39.
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7io?av o%i)pav 'loxupav. It must also be assumed that the gloss has mistakenly
been written as a plural as well as changing case. The Hebrew equivalent of

Jeansonne's suggested gloss might be TU713 1YD73 "T'J/.

In the above retroversions to Hebrew, the Peshitta has been retroverted to

which has the same consonants as MT with a different word division, and it is

possible that the term □"'TV was unclear and □'Hy was an alternative reading.

However, this plural gloss appears in the OG text, which is the only recension in
which both terms are singular. These could have developed from haplographies after
the text became conflate: the of □"'TV may have fallen out before Qy. On the

other hand, conflation of readings □''TV and □'Hy could indicate that a copyist, or

the Greek translator in the case of 7toXecov, was unsure from the text whether a

plural or singular term was indicated. In other words the confusing terms were terms

□17 Ty and □riy. All these considerations support Montgomery rather than

Jeansonne in the matter of the OG gloss, in that it was far more likely applied to

Dfrytt or whatever gave rise to this Hebrew, than to "HYUD or its precursor.

b) Aramaic Solution

The possibility of a conflate text in Aramaic which explicates some form of one of
the ambiguous nouns "pD or KT")j7 as either ^Tt or ]On been explored. Could the

ambiguity of the Aramaic terms, which denote either a town or a fort, be the source

of the Greek Tto^ecov? Clearly the most obvious candidate for the source in

Aramaic is the feminine emphatic noun KITHp because this consonantal form could
be either singular or plural, and therefore could theoretically be the source of either

singular or plural terms, but the Greek word is plural. Thus an original KHYhp,
since it is doubly ambiguous, that is semantically and in number, could be the source

of alternative readings which were recorded in either Aramaic or Hebrew. In

Aramaic these could have been KDJ'Hfa, which could be singular or plural,

K^n, K^in, *obnn.
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Whichever of these terms was used could have been translated into Hebrew, or the

translator, faced with the ambiguity in the Aramaic text, could have used any of these
alternatives to translate it:

nyn, nnya,

"py, any.

The use of two alternative meanings from which the reader had to choose would

explain why the Greek translator chose the genitive case, if e.g. by the time the OG

Vorlage was received it read

any

nya nyna

The Aramaic word could also have been a source of semantic ambiguity, but it

does not have the same potential for confusion of number and would mean that the

original must have been a plural form thus:

p*n» Knntt any

prrD or K'Vtf 10313 leading to Dftytt D"nY3n .

Substantives that were singular in Aramaic could have developed into plurals after
translation into Hebrew because of textual errors described above, thus:

ay -pD > ay Vti "pa > ay nya

It can be seen that the one noun in Aramaic Klip or 'pi3, could furnish a reason for
the difference in readings with singular and plural nouns, and for the OG gloss,

7toA.scov; but there is a drawback to this idea. It assumes that the Hebrew translator

not only translated Aramaic glosses or supplied two alternative readings in a double
Hebrew gloss, but also chose to translate the original Aramaic word itself as 1Y373 /

D'HYia rather than as "Vy.
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The fact that both OG and Peshitta employ an adjective meaning 'strong' must also
be explained. Since in each case this is the second term, and the gloss TtOAsenv

makes better sense when understood as explicating the second term, this would

suggest there is a connection between the gloss, the adjectives and the term □"'T17J3,

'strongholds'. The Aramaic noun KT"lp does not provide such a connection as it is

not associated semantically with the idea of strength. The Aramaic root Vtt would
supply semantically the idea of strength and of a stronghold,102 but not the

connection with TtoXlQ. Nonetheless the Aramaic term NT~lp>, since it is ambiguous,

might supply a reason for an alternative word which could have been misplaced and
misunderstood by the translator ofOG.

That it is possible to trace a composite Aramaic and Hebrew solution can be
illustrated by the following stages.

1) Original Aramaic

2) Aramaic glossed as plural

3) Gloss incorporated as couplet

4) Couplet translated into Hebrew

5) Haplography ofMem before He

6) Haplography ofHe before Mem

7) Different word division

KJTTlpb meaning 'the fort / forts'
fO^Tl meaning 'strongholds'

fo^rr xnnp1?
nnynn

nnyan = 0

DTj/tt "nxyicb = MT

any wnxizh = s, (gloss any added

above DTy ? )

8) Haplography ofYod

> different word division

nnya nynab = v, o Hi

9) Haplography ofD\. before

ay

rya nyaa1? = OG, Syh (gloss retained)

102
Cfpages 192-3.
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This example is obviously simplistic and there are different permutations that are

possible. A Hebrew translation at stage 4 without matres lectiones might give rise to

a slightly different order of stages: more than one stage may take place in one

copying of a manuscript: this paradigm relies on haplography as the main source of
variation in the text, whereas the process may have been far more complex with both

haplographies and dittographies. The paradigm also tends to favour a development
from a long reading to a short one, whereas it may be preferable to begin with a short
and assume the evolution of long forms.103

There must also be the possibility of variant Aramaic texts developing before
translation into Hebrew, or of different Hebrew translations of the same ambiguous
Aramaic text.

Although it is possible to explain the gloss Tto^ecov in Hebraic terms, Aramaic

expressions have more potential to explain the tautology 'fortresses of strongholds'
or 'a strong fort'.

continued...

103 The model is of course a simplified one and it may seem unsatisfactory to some to suggest the OG
recension could be the latest, since it is generally considered the earliest translation, but a textual
history may be far too complex to make a simplistic correlation, i.e. that the earliest translation
represents the earliest variant. Each stage above marks the beginning of a variant text which then
must have its own independent and parallel history from the original and from other recensions. It
is not known how long or short a time ( either historically or in terms of the number of copies
made ) elapsed between each stage. Whether any translation represents an early or late recension
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There is no obvious textual explanation for the OG f|^£l, in either Hebrew or

Aramaic, but the following are some explorations of the possibilities.

a) Hebrew Solution

f|^8l is the standard equivalent of Hebrew K'DA It has already been noticed that there

could have been confusion between the noun D17 and the plural ending Df. which

may account for the difference between the singular tox^pov in OG, the equivalent

of runs / TI7 and MT W1V12 This account of textual misreading assumed that OG

Vorlage read DV and that DA. was lacking. If, however, it was DV that was lacking,

the OG Vorlage would have been the equivalent of m"7K □"> TJ7T2, and misreading

ofMem as Bet and dittography of Aleph could have produced m^K Km HV73. If

this was the case the OG would represent a conflate reading of the two alternatives
KIP and DV.

b) Aramaic Solution

The Greek verb is the equivalent of Aramaic 7V and there is no obvious textual

reason that would lead to this reading in an Aramaic Vorlage. Yet the following is
notable: the consonants of a Hebrew retroversion of this Greek verb and of Aramaic

"Qy would be the same, Km. It is possible that OG bears witness to an alternative

verb in the Hebrew, explicating the main verb of this clause. That is, OG f|^8l could
be a translation of a Hebrew Km which was read as Km but which should have been

T

read as Km. The latter was the alternative reading to the verb TWV because the

verb in Aramaic was unclear and could have read "Qy or *Qy. It is notable that

this gloss could not have arisen in this form if the Aramaic verb was prefixed with

depends entirely on the Vorlage(n) available at the time and place of translation.
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the conjunction, as in an equivalent ofMT, which would be "DIPT / "Qyi, since the

gloss would have been X^iTl with Vav consecutive and a perfect which could not

have been easily misread

5) haec

This word in Jerome's Theodotion citation is part of the variant text which reads, et

aget haec ut muniat praesidia. Here haec appears to refer back to the list of

valuable items with which a god will be honoured in v 38, or to the actions of the

king in honouring gods.

a) Hebrew solution

Haec, 'these', retroverts to Hebrew ItVx or nVxn and there is little in MT that would

indicate how this reading came about, though it has been previously noted that the

consonants of the demonstrative pronoun are the same as rhbx without mater

lectionis. Yet there is no clue in the text as to why these consonants would be

displaced.

b) Aramaic solution

There is even less likelihood of a solution in Aramaic, in a retroverted text that

would be

r6x ny pVx nnyn.

It is therefore likely that haec is Jerome's interpretative addition, where he was

trying to make sense of a difficult text, possibly forced because the Vorlage appeared
to have an infinitive for the MT reading "HYIlft1?.
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Summary of Analysis of Ginsberg's Evidence

In general favour of Ginsberg's theory is the verb which occurs only twice in

the Hebrew of Dan 8-12, when the subject of military / geographical movements

might point to a more frequent use of this verb; in contrast 7WV is often found

where it seems superfluous to the meaning. It is notable that these odd uses of TWV

occur in chs 8 and 11, which are most concerned with the above subjects. Of the

eight texts examined it was found that for five the sense of gave a superior

reading to TNDl7; in 8:12, 24; 11:28, 30, 39.

Of the five references where "QV definitely gave the better reading, it was noted that

in 8:12, 24 TWV in MT is linked with the verb which may parallel the verb

tjUttfr and in 11:28, 30 it is linked in context with the verbs K*Q and with
which tptt/ is also linked in 11:10, 40. It was found that there is no external textual
evidence to support the theory of Ginsberg, and similarly of Zimmermann,

concerning the verb but in five references, 8:12, 24; 11:7, 17, 39 the Peshitta

exhibits an internal error of t=_5, for .tai which illustrates the common textual error

on which Ginsberg based his theory.

Ginsberg's theory that Aramaic pun, meaning 'pious ones', was the source of
Hebrew □''TV13 in 11:38, 39 was also examined and it was found that the context

does not require this meaning and there is no textual evidence to support this sense,

but in 11:39 there is textual evidence for the reading pon meaning 'strong'.

However, the study found the following examples where an Aramaic textual error

provided an explanation for a variant:

11:6 for MT

11:31 for MT

11:38 for MT

nm raniT'

ru/nn unpnn

and OG

andOG

and OG

a^ei abxoDc;

to aytov tod Gopou

D7toTayrio8Tat ahx©
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Three examples were found in which the Hebrew gave a textual solution:

11:6 for MT and OG Paotlstav

11:32 for MT Yt6k "'VT' and OG o ytvcooKCOV xauxa

11:38 forMT DTl/D and OG £0vr|'taxupa

One text yielded a superior Hebrew solution but the Aramaic was also good:

11:7 for MT DrQ and OG xapaxiiv
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Chapter Five

Zimmermann's Evidence, and Textual Study: Part 1

8:8 mm rttom

mt ya^x mm nabarn
9 ave(3ri Kspaia xeooapa

OG& Kai avepr] exepa xeooapa Kepaxa

967

Syh Tjjnf rrflkj TO i-ir/ - n\nnn

S A3W y.. ixAsot nNoao

V et orta sunt cornua quattuor

As MT stands, the plural verb is difficult, since there is no feminine plural subject; but
the feminine numeral 'four' perhaps indicates that a plural noun has dropped out or

should be understood. The expression may have been HTTPl T"lj7, in which case the
construct plural noun was lost. All the versions except the Peshitta witness the plural
noun that may be absent from MT, but it is not clear if this reflects their Vorlagen or

the additions of the translators to clarify the meaning of the clause.1

The Versions are not a great help regarding the verb: the Greek translations have

singular verbs because Kepaxa is neuter plural; the singular verb of the Peshitta could

have been in its Vorlage, or it could reflect the feminine plural verb as it was

pronounced ( otherwise it would witness the reverse ofmt, i.e. a singular verb with a

plural subject in the relative phrase y ).

1
Contrast 8:3 where MT reads 0,Tli?rn D'Tli?, but where OG has only one equivalent noun.
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The equivalent of Dim is absent from Theodotion and the Vulgate, and this leads

some scholars to assume it is a gloss under the influence of the same word in v 5.2
Zimmermann's observation, that the sentence would read more smoothly without

mm,3 could have been recognised by the translators of the Versions and they may

have omitted it as superfluous, or it may have fallen out of the Vorlagen for the same

reason. Yet the OG variant ST£pa suggests that there was some term in the Semitic

text which became corrupted, and this reading has been accepted by some modern

scholars as original, retroverted to Hebrew m~inK.4

Zimmermann's retroversion to VHTN mm Plp^Dl assumed the translator read the
verb as third feminine plural perfect nj?bp, instead of feminine singular participle Hjt'bp,
which was the correct reading, and which should have been translated as Hebrew

bs?rn instead of rtpVj/m ,5

Ginsberg, on the other hand, retroverted mm to a passive participle plural, jpTn,

'visible ones'.6 Hartman followed Ginsberg, suggesting that the Aramaic feminine

passive participle plural was translated by Hebrew nVTH, plural ofmm,7 which was

corrupted to the singular.

It must be observed that lack of agreement in number between the verb and mm

could be due to a problem with either word, whereas Zimmermann explored the

solution only in terms of the verb. Nevertheless, nibSJFn could be retroverted to

Aramaic as the conjunction with either a perfect verb or a narrative participle, so his

2
Collins, Daniel, 325 note 26; Montgomery, A Critical, 332. Bevan, A Short Commentary, 131,
followed Graetz in this view.

Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 21; 'the Aramaic', 268, E.
4

CfCharles, A Critical, 202.
5

Cf page 71.
6 Ibid.
7

This plural follows the convention ofnVDbQ in 8:22.
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idea that a singular participle and a plural perfect tense, both feminine, have been

confused has a basis in normal Aramaic syntax.

Ginsberg's objection, that the eastern form of the feminine plural perfect would be

unknown to the Jewish translator, seems invalid, since it is found in BA,8 and his

comment assumed that Jews in the Greek empire had no contact with those in

Babylon.

However. Hartman's suggestion of a double error blows away Zimmermann's theory,

for in positing a corruption from a Hebrew plural JTVTn to a singular, he removed any

necessity for Aramaic in the solution! The simple loss of a Yod from the noun in
Hebrew would explain entirely why a plural verb has been stranded with a singular

subject.

Nevertheless the solution in Aramaic would be even simpler, for Zimmermann's

retroversion to Aramaic evidences a double ambiguity: besides the problem with the

verb which he outlined, the construct of the feminine substantive Nmin could be

either singular or plural. The phrase V211N TTlTn could have been carelessly

translated using a singular Hebrew noun in the construct instead of a plural.

None of this addresses the problem of the OG variant sxspa, which has been

retroverted to Hebrew lYnnN, meaning 'others' ( i.e. horns ). Certainly the last four

consonants of this word could easily be confused with mTfl, for it is simply a case of

the similarity between Resh and Zayin. The occurrence of Aleph is more difficult to
account for, unless the verbal form was used, and the Aleph was reduplicated

8
Ros, 60; 43; 12, #12.
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and attached to the word following.9 lQIsa3 65:17 evidences such a verb, W^Vri,10
so this form is attested in Hebrew orthography.

Relevant orthography with final Aleph instead of He is also found in Aramaic:

lQapGen 22:28 has the third feminine plural perfect form and the feminine

singular participles fOfaK"' in 2:14; in 2:18; Kti/JID in 20:17.12

Retroversion of sxepa to Aramaic is not easy since a feminine absolute plural form

for nnx does not seem to be attested,13 but it would presumably be fHnx(?):

feminine forms of the masculine word pinx are xrOblTiX, rbinnix. xrPJ~inx.14 So'tt:T T : : ' •T-: ' T • T T: T

absolute plural forms may have been * )T"inK or * pXUlK, of which )T"inK, if it
ever existed, would give the closest graphic resemblance tomill K... .

Aramaic retroversion of the clause in OG, yiT"1K }THinK Kp^O, does not seem to

provide as good a solution in terms of textual confusion with VH'-IK fllTH Kp^D as

the textual solution in Hebrew described above.

So Hebrew seems to provide the simplest answer to the variation between MT and

OG, accepting that the orthography for the verbal ending in a manuscript was Aleph:
in this scheme I/ITIX JlPTn became in one reading VmK mm

( = MT with Alcph for He), and in another reading nVHTK foVvm ( which

represents the OG Vorlage ).

9
Aleph and He were similar in some scripts; cf page 251, note 9; but as silent letters in final
position in a word, it is more probable that common interchange of these consonants is the case.

10
Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic, 163, 7.1. 1).

11
Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, 74-5.

12
Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, 52-3, 64

lj
Ja, Vol 1, 39 cites no plural for 'inx.

14
Ja, Vol 1,41.
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A composite solution would allow that Aramaic ymK fllTH ilp^O gave rise to the

Hebrew translation lOHK mtn iU^ym ( = MT ), which, when Aleph was the final

letter of the verb, gave rise to the corruption y2HK HTinK tG^ym ( = OG ).

There is no sure evidence here for an Aramaic original text.

8:14 MT tZH'i? pTfin

OG, 0 Kat Ka0apto0r|o8tai to frytov

( 967 Kat Ka0ep£0r)o8iat to aytov, inner corruption15 )

S trto.Tt t_! CI

V mundabitur sanctuarium

Syh rfvtrt-n rtfi.iiun

Before analysing the textual evidence for this short clause, it is worthwhile exploring
the disagreement between Zimmermann and Ginsberg. Zimmermann maintained that
the Aramaic root "'DT could be the basis for Hebrew plYJ and Greek

Ka0apto0r|o£Tai, but Ginsberg saw the problem as confusion between two roots,

"G3T and "O^T, which had different meanings.16

Zimmermann claimed that "OT had the semantic range 'justify, cleanse, purify' and was

behind the apparently divergent meanings of the Hebrew 'shall be justified' and the
Greek 'shall be cleansed'. However, he admitted there could have been confusion

between "OT and "0*T, which carries only the meanings 'purify, cleanse'. Zimmermann

relied for his evidence upon Ja which indicated that the two Aramaic roots overlapped
in semantic range:

"G3T Peal 'be clear, pure, go unpunished, do good, obtain a claim on divine

favour'

15 Geissen, Papyrus 967, 129.
16 Cf page 73. Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 227 followed Ginsberg on this matter.
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Pael 'clear, acquit, justify, leave unpunished, cleanse, defeat'

Ithpeal 'be cleared, go unpunished'

''in Peal 'be clean, pure, cleared, acquitted, cleansed from sin, deserving

privileged'
Pael 'clear, purify, restore to levitical cleanness'

Ithpael 'become clean, be cleansed ( from sin), be purified, be cleared

away, removed, gone'

Based on the lexicography of Jastrow, the Peal of "OT has a better semantic range for

Zimmermann's purpose, able to cover both the idea of being justified, or acquitted,
and of being cleansed with reference to Levitical cleanness, which is so apt for the

context. On the other hand "OT in the Pael stem has a range of meanings which

includes both 'justify' and 'cleanse', and the root is a standard equivalent for Hebrew

pry.

Sokoloff indicates a clearer divergence in meaning between the two roots, ''IDT

carrying the idea of ritual purification and ''IDT that of merit or justification, supporting

Ginsberg's view; but most lexicons are not clear whether, in their primitive

development, these were two separate roots at all. The evidence in the Targums'7
also seems to support Ginsberg's view that there was a difference in use between

these two roots: ''IDT was most often used for the Hebrew HpD and pHDf, whereas the
Aramaic ''IDT was usually the equivalent ofHebrew THU and at least once of UHp.18

17 All Aramaic equivalents to Hebrew are as collated so far in:
A Bilingual Concordance to the Targum ofthe Prophets, Leiden et al, E J Brill:
Vol I, Joshua, ( ed.) J C de Moor, 1995;
Vol II, Judges, ( ed.) W F Smelik, 1996;
Vols 1II-V, Samuel, ( ed.) E van Staalduine-Sulman, 1996;
Vols VI-VIII, Kings, ( ed.) B Grossfeld, 1997;
Vols XII-XIV, Jeremiah, ( ed.) F Sepmeijer, 1998;
Vols XV-XVII, Ezekiel, (ed.) T Finley, 1999.

18 This occurs in 2 Sam 11:4 where the Ithpael is used for Hebrew Hitpael. QA has the adjective
mmp] for 'clean' in 4Q196 ( 4QTobaar ) 69; DSSSE Vol 1, 384. rmpT] is restored in 4Q156
( 4QtgLev) 23; DSSSE Vol 1, 302-303.
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Richard A Taylor finds a similar semantic difficulty with the Peshitta's verb

and suggests it might be an inner Syriac error for ri^.uo, which he thinks more

appropriate in this context.19 It is more probable that the Peshitta was following

closely the MT choice of verb, and was uninfluenced by the Greek, which indeed

gives a better sense as Zimmermann has argued. Taylor's difficulty here illustrates
Zimmermann's point, but his suggestion of graphic error gives more support to

Ginsberg's case, and the point is neatly illustrated by the differing roots employed by
the Peshitta and the Syro-Hexapla.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the meanings of MT and OG could be derived

from the one Aramaic root, "Ol, or could very easily be traced to a graphic confusion

between "OT and "OT. These explanations based on Aramaic must be weighed against

an Hebraic solution.

Most commentators have been content to accept the meaning 'the sanctuary will be

justified', most recently Collins, who gives the sense 'is set right'.20 Since the reading

ofMT could qualify as lectio difficilior, this must be one alternative for understanding

the text.

Although the usual supporters ofMT, i.e. 0, S and V, agree with OG, we cannot be

sure whether they were simply preferring the reading of OG, or each had an

alternative reading to MT in their respective Hebrew manuscripts.21 The former is the

most likely, and these witnesses probably indicate that the sense ofMT was not easily
understood by the ancient translators.

19
Taylor, The Peshitta, 212, 224. He makes no reference to works ofZimmermann or Ginsberg,
but he acknowledges the influence ofA A Di Leila in his preface, p ix.

20
Collins, Daniel, 326.

21
Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 60, says that 0 was probably following OG because KuOuptCetv was
the normal semantic equivalent for UTO in the Greek Bible. McLay, The OG and Th, 166, notes,
in the two similar texts, 8:11-14 and 9: 24-27, 0 follows OG closely only here; but he lists
Ka0apio0r)osxat as a feature where the dependence ofOG and 0 are unclear, p 248.
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Jeansonne suggests that the Hebrew root pHY in MT is a graphic confusion for tpY
because of OG's employment of KaGaptoat for in 11:35. She points out that

this Greek verb is a better equivalent for tpY than for p"TY, and it is used for the

sense 'be pure' in a number of contexts.22 This idea holds some attraction because it

is based on a precedent in the OG and because the shape of the two words plYl and

tpYJ are similar and might easily be confused by a copyist. The mistaking of Dalet
for Resh needs no defense, though that of Qoph for Pe is more difficult. It would be
more easy to imagine Qoph, with its right hand hook defective, being read as Pe, than

that Pe acquired the right hand, hooked, horizontal stroke needed to appear like

Qoph. However, if it is assumed that a copyist mistook the overall shape of the word

without paying attention to each letter, this detail could be discounted.

A more serious misgiving concerning Jeansonne's solution must be doubt whether

tpY is an appropriate verb when used for the purification of a building, in this case, a

sanctuary. It seems highly appropriate when used metaphorically of people purified

by difficulties, as it is in 11:35; 12:10, since the implied analogy is to metals purified

by the application of heat, from the basic meaning 'refine'. The metaphorical use
carries with it the idea of testing or proving of character through trials, and this hardly
seems to fit the concept of restoring a sanctuary to ceremonial purity.

BH roots used for ritual purification of people and objects are *"inu and KUH, of

which the former is most common. "IHU is used for purification of an altar in Lev

16:19, 30 and, most importantly for this context, in LBH of the temple in 2 Chr
29:15-18 ( along with the root UHp ). Jeansonne herself points out that KaOapi^Slv
is used some seventy times in the Greek Bible for the root THU and, from the OG

reading here and the similar context in Chronicles, this is the verb that would have

22
Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 60. This text-critical suggestion is presented by Jeansonne as a

rebuttal of the view that OG exhibits theological Tendenz, and, of course, any Aramaic textual
solution would serve the same function.
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made sense in Dan 8:14, assuming that restoration of the temple to ritual purity is

being described.

It is important to note that in Daniel KaOapt^etv is only employed for unique Hebrew

equivalents, or where there is none at all: it is used here for p"TY, in 11:35 for both

tpY and p1?.23 If an answer is sought in common equivalence, then Aramaic "Ol

provides it rather than Hebrew tpY. So the choice so far available for understanding

pHYJ is between the following:

1) a unique expression in MT, taking the Niphal of pHY to mean 'will be set right'

and the OG rendering of this verb to be interpretive;

2) amendment ofMT to rpYJ on the basis of the OG reading and its equivalent in

11:35, which corresponds to Hebrew root rpY, understanding this to mean in 8:14

"will be purified';

3) an error in the MT reading based on misreading of an Aramaic verb tOP for

fO!\ or an error in understanding one of these verbs. Of these two Aramaic roots,

is standard equivalent for Hebrew TIP, the root which suits the context best.

Solution 3) is the most satisfactory of these because mechanically it entails no

confusion of consonants at all, or at most that of T and T. It also relies on common

equivalence, unlike the Hebrew solutions which rely on the rare, even inappropriate

meanings of verbs.

2j For these Hebrew roots, 0 employs Jtopcooat and aruoKaXuTttetv respectively, and 11:35 has its
own textual problems.
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Zimmermann did not explain in detail what process he thought resulted in an Aramaic
text giving rise to the different readings in MT and OG in 8:14. Theoretically there
are several possibilities.

A. Writers ofMT and OG could have been translating from Aramaic manuscripts:

i) these may already have developed into different recensions in Aramaic because of
one of the errors described in 3) above, or

ii) an error could have been made by the Hebrew translator.

B. There may have been two different Hebrew translations from Aramaic manuscripts.
MT would represent a recension in which an error developed in the Hebrew text, and
OG would be a translation from a second, accurate Hebrew recension. The latter

would have had a reading or a synonym, instead of pfrYJ.

However, solution 3) allowed the possibility of a semantic error in an underlying

Aramaic text, and it has already been shown that where Zimmermann detected an

error in understanding original Aramaic text, it is more likely that the Hebrew ofMT
is a caique of a meaning in Aramaic . It is possible that Hebrew plYJ is a caique of a

passive verb in Aramaic, the Ithpeal of "Of ( where the Pael can mean 'justify' or

'cleanse', and the root is the common equivalent for pHY ), or of the Ithpael of "fDT

( where the Peal can mean be 'clean' or be 'acquitted' ). Of course, such a caique
could simply represent the method by which the MT recension arose in A or B above;

but it is also possible that the OG translator had plYJ in a Hebrew manuscript and
recognised the caique, understanding the intended meaning. Since LXX occasionally

evidences an Aramaic meaning understood in a Hebrew term,24 it is conceivable that

the translator into Greek would be capable of detecting a caique of Aramaic in

Hebrew, though not necessarily every one which occurred would be recognised.

24
Tov, The Text-critical use, 109-110. A Bludau, Die alexandrinische Ubersetzung des Buches
Daniel und ihr Verhaltnis zum massorethischen Text (1897, Freiburg, Herder'sche
Verlagshandlung), 142, and Montgomery, A Critical, 36, concluded that the vernacular of the OG
translator was Aramaic and not Hebrew.
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Therefore two more possibilities must be added to A and B.

C. There may have been one Hebrew translation from an original Aramaic,

represented by MT, involving a caique, and OG is a translation from MT where
either:

i) the caique was one in general use and was therefore understood by the Greek
translator or

ii) the Greek translator was aware that his Hebrew text was a translation from

Aramaic and therefore recognised the caique as an error which he corrected in his
own work.

D. MT is an original work in Hebrew which utilised the suggested caique in 8:14.

The translator into the Greek of OG had the same reading as MT in a Hebrew

manuscript and recognised the caique, being aware that it was Aramaising Hebrew in
the Vorlage.

It can be seen from alternative D that it is possible to trace an Aramaic source for

readings in MT and OG which seem to diverge in meaning, of which we have an

example in the respective readings pHYJ and Ka0apto0r|O£xai, but this cannot be

taken as absolute proof of an Aramaic Vorlage. For it may be no more than another

example of how semantic interference cannot be relied upon as a sign of translation
from an Aramaic manuscript.
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ni-rn paoi d'39-t?

avai8r|<; 7tpoocQ7iq) Kai ouvicov 7rpopX,r|paia

yTjjOrJ" A-MWISOO r^2irrf . °i. rA

inpudens facie et intellegens propositiones

avai8r|(; jxpoacoTicp 8iavoopsvo<; aiviypaxa

r^izxii Aaiimai.i iOo-ta= r<j

Zimmermann rejected the sense 'riddles' for niTTI, and he suggested that behind this

Hebrew was Aramaic pmK, misread as plural absolute of xrniTlX, 'riddle', when it
was in fact singular absolute ofNfllTiK, meaning 'power'. He further added that the

full phrase in Aramaic was probably jiniK t7Dntt/)3,l, 'crafty in power', a more

suitable adjunct to DT3D TV.

All the Versions appear to support the reading JTTPn, though it is notable that

Zimmermann's Aramaic retroversion is the same as the Peshitta's vtu<nre LJvmaio,

which is ambiguous in the same way his suggested Aramaic text could have been.

There is nothing here to indicate that any of the Versions had a different text to MT,

except that OG and Syh lack a conjunction.

rrpn usually means 'riddle' or 'obscure saying', though in Hab 2:6 it appears to

mean 'mocking poem'. Where the lexicons supply a more suitable meaning here in

Daniel, they are only relying on the context. So KB3 suggests 'ambiguous saying',
and CI, 'problem'.26 Commentators, from at least as far back as Bevan up to the

present, accept the idea of 'double-dealing',27 so that, as Bevan observed, HTTTl

carries little difference in meaning from mpVp^n in 11:21, 34. Montgomery also

8:23 MT

e

s

V

OG &

967

Syh

25 Cf page 78.
26

KB3, Vol 1, 309; CI, Vol 3, 204.
27

Bevan, A Short Commentary, 139; Collins, Daniel, 339-40, translates 'adept in duplicity'.
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develops this sense with reference to Antiochus' diplomatic skills and 'Machiavellian
arts'.28 These all, in one way or another, show agreement with Zimmermann that

'riddles', or some similar concept of wisdom saying, is unsuitable for the context, but

they assume that the Hebrew can, when applied to a ruthless monarch, describe

political machinations. They arrive at their suggested meanings without recourse to

Aramaic and without supplying other precedents in Hebrew.

The only other place where mTTl is used with the verb ]"0 is in Prov 1:6, where it is

listed as one of many wisdom genres. fO is not used with I~D as object in MT nor

with any of its synonyms. Extra-biblical evidence for Zimmermann's preferred sense

of "power' is use of ]'On with I~D in 1 Q34:97.14 which reads pun

but the context here is ( lack of) appreciation of divine power, and the

construction includes the preposition H.

The Peshitta, since it is a translation of Hebrew, cannot be taken as proof of an
Aramaic idiom, but it illustrates what a possible Aramaic Vorlage might have been.

If there is no external material which might corroborate the use ofDTTTI in a political

context or the use of an idiom in either Hebrew or Aramaic which might mean 'crafty

in power', then part of the answer may be that the Hiphil of Hebrew root ]"0 is a

caique of Aramaic b'DVJ in the Ithpeal. fOW could then mean 'looking at, paying

attention to, considering, having regard for'.30 On the basis of the Qumran text, the

phrase could mean 'appreciating power', i.e. in modern idiom, 'understanding ( only )

the language of force'.

28
Montgomery, A Critical, 350.

29 For 1Q34:3.24 ( 1Q Lit Pr bis:3.24) see D Barthelemy & J T Milik, DJD I, 1955, 154; see
also DSSSE, Vol 1, 144. The same construction is restored in 4Q509:97.14 (4Q Pr Fetes 97.14);
cfM Bail let, DJD VII Qumran Grotte 4, III, (4Q482 - 4Q520), 199; DSSSE, Vol 2, 1026-7.

J° CfKB3, Vol 5, 1987; Ja, Vol 2, 990-1; Sokoloff, 377, for this range ofmeaning in the Ithpael
/ Hithpael ofAramaic blW /
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To summarise, there is no evidence external to this verse that has been found in this

study to support the translation commonly adopted by scholars for this clause, so that
the sense 'double-dealing' must be judged as a rare meaning of the Hebrew noun

riVPn. Zimmermann's conjecture offers a rational explanation as to how the

translation 'crafty in power' may be arrived at from a consonantal homograph in an

Aramaic Vorlage.

9:26 MT ixiri rax D27 rpntp. tiHj?rn; Tvrn:
S OATJJO r^Asn 71 \ AaiAdx r^r.TCVD.T rthv* ijOCl

V et civitatem et sanctuarium dissipabit populus cum duce

venturo et finis eius vastitas

0 Kat xriv 7ioA.iv Kat to frytov StacpGepei ouv tcg

f|yot)pev(p xtp epyopevco kcu £KKOTtr|oovTai ev

KaxaKAuopq)
aEus3lKat iriv 7ioAtv Kat to aytov dtacpGepet Aao<;

riyoupevou [ too ] epyopevot)

a 8 8 32 Aaot; lyyoupevot) [ -voc; mend. 88] [ tod ] epyopevou

o Kat r) 7tpoG8opta auTou ev 87ttKAuopa)
OG Kai PaotAeta eGvcov cpGepet xr|v ttoAiv Kat to frytov

|U£Ta tou xptOTou, Kai r^et 0 ouvxeAeia auTou pex'
opyij?

Syh rCz.lClo Junio \-iiAv r&lSO-i-.t

nfv^Oi 71 \ cnXj.l r<fA(rCl Cl rimasj -r 7i_v

31
Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel 190-1; Eus dem 386 et eel. Ill 46.

32
Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel.\ 191; 88 anon Syh.
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Zimmermann argued that 1YpT was inappropriate, and he preferred to see behind it

Aramaic rTQ^DI , misread as 'his end' instead of 'his sword', metonymy for 'his

army'.33 His reasoning was weak here, because he was forced to resort to metonymy

to explain what would otherwise be an unusual reading in any language. The problem
of historical sequence in the context of w 26-27 may be solved if a different
antecedent from iOH TUJ ( when taken as referring to Antiochus IV) is understood

for the pronominal suffix in 1Yp. This could be 017, 'the people ( of the coming

leader )', or even tZ/lpn, 'the sanctuary', the destruction ofwhich is alluded to.

This section of text has a number of problems, and interpretation of the pronoun

suffix in "IYp depends on how it is understood. This is particularly the case because
OG does not have the conjunction before f| oovieZBta but before fi^st, suggesting
that its Vorlage had Vav before fOH and not 1Yp; but OG is substantially different
from MT as a whole.

None of the Versions shows evidence of having read 'his sword', but there are some

variants to be explained. 0 reads Kat 8KK07tr|00VTat34 for 1Ypl and has perhaps

read fSj?), Pual of yYp, 'cut'. Jastrow cites only the Niphal for the passive mood, but

a Pual participle occurs in Judg 1:7 in BI I.35 V and O follow MT faithfully, except

that O does not indicate definite status for t]UtZ7, and Syh follows OG. S illustrates
the problem of the antecedent of the suffix by reading a feminine one which relates to

r<r<k.tn, but otherwise supports MT.

Finally, OG reads opyrj^ where MT has t)UU7. This may simply be interpreting the

metaphor, where t]U\I7 is often used in contexts of divine judgment36, but since this

33 Cf page 78.
4

McLay, The OG and Th, 201, note 28, queries this reading in 0 but has no explanation for it.
35

Judg 1:7 has the phrase D'SSi?;? DrpbJlt DITT niJ'n? D'O'tt) D'S?51P'.
36 So Montgomery, A Critical, 383-4, citing Nah 1:8; fsa 10:22.
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Hebrew word can also take the form 1^1^,37 and there is also the word ^j?, which

means 'anger', the translator may have had one of these variants in the Hebrew. It is

not difficult to imagine the development from to its variant t]YW and to t]Yp

under the influence of lYp preceding. Isa 54:8 has the phrase lYj? and it is
even possible that this phrase was used in Daniel and tjYp was lost through

homoioteleuton, resulting in the MT reading; or tjYttt was lost in the OG Vorlage,38

If these variant readings seem to have their source in Hebrew textual errors, there is
still the difference between MT and OG in position of the conjunction to explain.
Retroversions into Hebrew compared to MT, including the preceding verb, could be

as follows.

MT lutp'a ixpi tan
0 > Heb tan

OG > Heb HYja iYj? tqi
S > Heb HSpl tan

Retroversions to Aramaic could be the following.

MT > Aram DDUU/n HYp3 KflKT

0 > Aram HQUtZ/n "lYpm KTIKT

OG > Aram tjYpn HYp KIT""!

S would retrovert to the same consonantal text in Aramaic as MT, but the confusion

between feminine and masculine third singular pronominal suffixes must be counted as

37
SeeKB3, Vol 4, 1637-8.

,8 An alternative solution, though less likely, is that there was a similar process involved with the
phrase which occurs in Prov 27:4.
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an internal Syriac reading, unless it can be shown to be related to a reading of the

preceding parts of the verse that could only be found in Aramaic.

As tjYtt/ has no cognate form in Aramaic, there is not the same potential for

explaining the different readings HQUU/ and t]Yp in Aramaic as there is and

t]Yp in Hebrew, confirming that this is probably a variation in meaning that arose in

Hebrew. The passive verb in 0 can be traced to TYp read as a Pual verb, without

conjecturing a consonant change. The difference between MT X3H and

retroverted from OG, may be a mechanical error in which the Dalet of the preceding

word, "Plf, was too close to the conjunction, so that a ligature of Dalet and Vav has

been read as the definite article He. The opposite process is an alternative solution: a

He may have been written carelessly so that it resembled a reduplication of Dalet
followed by Vav, and then the apparent dittography may have been lost. The problem

of the conjunction, which appears in MT 1YpT but not in the equivalent of OG, is

precisely the same in Hebrew and Aramaic, so this minor variant cannot be used to

determine the language of the Vorlage.
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9:27a MT □,3'],7 nn? T3JH1

0 Kai 5dva(j.0)o8i 5ia0r|Kr|v ttoZZok;
o Kai Suvapoooei auv0r|kr|v 7toZZoi<;
S r^r>. \cr\ f<0Avj.1 vTMO

V confirmabit autem pactum multis

OG Kai Suvaoxeuoei f] 8ia0r|kr| e'i<; tcoZZok; sv xco

Kaxioxtioai xrjv 8ia0rjKT|v stu TtoZZac; epSo|ia8a<;
967 Ka]i Suvfaoxeuoei eiq 7io]ZZod<; r\ 5ta[0r|Kri Kai ev xco

[K]axioxi)oai xrlv 5ia0r|KT|v [e]7ti TtoZZag epSopaSag

Syh rfAnV'-V^no r/i»- r<A ..Ati t yV

Zimmermann did not like the sense 'he shall strengthen the covenant', and he thought

the clause in original Aramaic read NEPj? VTH, with Aphel imperfect bbfl. meaning
'he shall profane the covenant', misread as VTH, Pael imperfect Vni, meaning 'he

shall strengthen the covenant'. He relied on the plene spelling of the imperfect of

bbn , as used in targums.39

Superficially it is difficult to see what fault Zimmermann found in this clause, apart

from his appeal to historical reality, since the concept of strengthening a covenant in
some way does not seem an unreasonable meaning and, as he noted, the MT has

support in all the Versions. However, it is a unique expression and CI, like

Zimmermann, rejects the meaning 'strengthen', citing this verse alone for the Hiphil of
133 with a meaning ( like the Piel of the same) of 'enforce'.40 Elsewhere the Hiphil

means 'grow strong', being intransitive. KB3 queries the meaning of the verb here,

noting the sense which most of the Versions have as 'make a strong covenant' with
the alternative suggestion of 'make difficult', i.e. 'break the covenant', or 'become

39 Cf page 79.
40

CI, Vol 2, 312, supplies the meaning 'enforce' for the Hiphil of333, citing only Dan 9:27.
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difficult, pressing'.41 The latter suggestion reverses the meaning generally understood

by the Hiphil of 13}! It presumably arises because of the historical referent of the

covenant as religious and Jewish, but this interpretation is not universally accepted.

Among commentators, Bevan concluded that the meaning could not be determined

here;42 Ewald translated 'conclude a covenant'43, Montgomery, 'make strong a

covenant',44 and a number of scholars were dissatisfied enough with MT to emend the

text.45 Charles preferred an Aramaic retroversion, t]prp HPp"l, which he translated
"And a stringent statute shall be issued ( against the many...)', because he found the

difficulty in the noun JEHU rather than the verb.46

The only other use of 13} in the Hiphil in MT with a similar sense is in Ps 12:5,

where the context is different. There the reading is ( with the antecedent 'the
boastful' ) T3J3 133.W? IIDX ItP'X, which is usually translated 'who say "by our

tongues we will prevail'". There is also lQHa I635, but here \\ub is the direct object

of13} in the Hiphil.47 The synonymous pTH is used in Piel form to govern the noun

TP13 in MT and in 1 Qsb 323, which reads irP13 pTH^ D3 1H3, which Milik

translates que Dieu a choisis afin de renforcer son alliance.48

41
KB3, Vol 1, 175.

42
Bevan, A Short Commentary, 159.

43
Ewald, A Commentary, 276.

44
Montgomery, A Critical, 385.

45 CfMontgomery, A Critical, 385-6, 389, and Charles, A Critical, 250, for some examples.
46 Charles, A Critical, 223, 249; Collins, Daniel, 357, note 101 for Akkadian and Aramaic links.
47 DSSSE Vol 1, 182; CI, Vol 2, 312 erroneously gives the reference as 1QH 835. According to

CI the Piel stem of~Q}, meaning 'make mighty', is used with object 70H in Ps 103:11, but this
refers to an emendation of a Qal verb in MT; see KB3, Vol 1, 175. CI also lists a Piel form in
4QShirShaba 1.19 ( 4Q400 1.19 ) with pn as object, but its seems more likely that T33P is
intransitive, the subject being the priests referred to in the passage; cfDJD Vol XI, 176; DSSSE
Vol 2, 808-9.

48 See Barthelemy & Milik, DJD Vol I, 1955, 124; DSSSE Vol 1, 106. CI Vol 1, 187 also lists
4Q Barkc 14 ( 4Q436 14 ? ) for Piel of pm with rp-Q and 1QH 145 ( lQff 14s ? ) with prr but 1
have failed to find the examples at these references. For the Hiphil of pin with JTH1 CI cites
4QDb 34 ( 4Q267 34 ? ) but this is apparently a restored text - again I have been unable to trace it.
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Another issue is the meaning of the preposition b when used in conjunction with the

Hiphil of "Q}: CI cites its use in Ps 12:5 as the sign of the instrument, whereas here

in Daniel it is b of 'benefit for'.

It has been noted that the Versions support MT, but OG differs from the others in that
it has taken JTH3 as the subject of the verb rather than the direct object, and Syh

follows this reading. OG in fact has a double reading4" in a much longer text which

creates considerable difficulties for the reader in a group of verses which are replete
with textual problems. However both OG readings of this clause, buvaoTEUGSi f)

6ia0r|Kr| and ev xcp Ktmoxuoai ir)v 8ia0r|Kr|v, have 5ia0rpcr| as the subject of
the verb'" and these are not variant readings but different understandings of the same

text as MT. So the Hebrew reading can be understood as 'he shall make strong a

covenant ...' or 'a covenant will be strong'.

The Aramaic root "Q} in the Aphel stem means to 'make strong': it occurs in Targ

Isa 41:25, which reads "'DUO and the question arises whether the Hiphil of

""Q} here in Dan 9:27 is a caique of the Aphel in Aramaic. However there is no

conclusive evidence in this clause that would suggest an underlying written Aramaic
text.

49
Ziegler, Susanna Daniel\ 191, parenthesised the first of the two OG readings, but it is not
precisely the same as the 0 reading and there seems no way of choosing which of the two is 'o'.

50 The second, subordinate clause employing the accusative and infinitive appears to be a temporal
clause referring back to the first one, hence it follows the same syntax as the first with regard to
subject of the verb; however the use of two different verbs, duvaoxsooet and Kcmayuoai, is
suggestive of conflation of variants or perhaps a later addition to the text. See Jeansonne, The
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9:27b MT DO'tZrVV r\m nxntJJl —T571; DtfBfip CP^W 133 V?1
S rfAinXrooiT r<SD.T^. nA -in t<h\C\ °I1 ^.1 m » °l'l •N A N CI

V r^\T' A \ ■«. llVAl

o [a o 88-Syh]Kai £7tt xty; apxr|c; xcov (36£A,uypax(DV £pr|pco0r|O£xai
Kai sax; ouvx£Z£ia<; Kai xoprig [Kai] oxa^Ei £7tt

xo r|pr|pcop£vov

OG & 967 Kai fe7ti xo 'i£pov phEZoypa xcov EpiyucocEcov kaxai

£cog oovx£X£ia<;51 Kai ouvx£A,£ia 5o0r|O£xai £7tt xpv

£pr|pcooiv.

Syh r^nAcufA rtoixi. rrrcicn^i r^« -ic'i n.t rA\ci.t_..t_l Acv.m A \ci

vf. —iciTjj.t ,cno\ «. -nctl.^vj r<5nAcucO

0 Kai £7ii xo i£pov p§£Xoypa xcov £pr|pcoo£cov Kai ecoc;

oovx£X.£iag Kai oovx£Z£ia SoGqoExai £7ti xqv £pr)pcooiv

V et in templo erit abominatio desolationis et usque ad

consummationem et finem perseverabit desolatio

0 Clem 1178 Kai 7tx£poyiov acpaviopou ecoc; oovx£?c£ia<; Kai OTtoi>5r|<;

xa^iv acpaviopou

Whilst Ginsberg and Hartman were content to adopt the emendation D3D for MT tp3,

Zimmermann preferred the retroversion ofMT by*\ to Aramaic Vvi.52 The

translator, he suggested, read T7J *7371, 'and upon the wing', when the author intended

^73 Vvi, 'there shall come the blasphemy of, from the verb bbv and the noun XD73,

'blasphemy'. Although this is a neat account of the unusual reading, it suggests a

doubling of terms for what is shocking, 'blasphemy' in a genitive relationship with

Old Greek, 129-130; Mclay, The OG and Th, 44, note 12.
51 Here P967 reads Kcupou.
52

Ginsberg, Studies, 80, note 15b; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 240, note 1-1. The popular
emendation, 133 for CpD, as Dr T H Lim has pointed out ( seminar, New College, Edinburgh, Feb.
2001 ), is based on a plausible error of final Pe for Vav, but a suitable singular antecedent to the
suffix is lacking. It must be taken as 711303 HDT conceived as one entity, or a singular term
understood, e.g. T>)ann; cfBevan, A Short Commentary, 160; Charles, A Critical, 223. This is
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'abomination'. There is no precedence for this in MT and neither is there a variant

reading to support it. Yet Zimmermann did at least find a way of accounting for the
lack of a verb in MT. The loss of Yod between a conjunctive Vav on one side and

Ayin on the other was an easy error to make. However, this could have occurred in

Hebrew, especially if a jussive was employed as elsewhere in Hebrew Daniel; see

11:7, 15-19, 25,28,30, 45.

The Versions highlight variations in number in the two substantives rpT) and yij7XZ7,

but these are easily accounted for in terms of Hebrew errors. The Peshitta's plural /

dual form A ■ °>v^ is equivalent to a plural /dual construct "'DJD in Hebrew: it may

indicate that this was the Hebrew reading and a Yod had fallen out, or the translator

may have preferred the more usual form for 'wings' for a smooth reading. Most of
the Versions have a singular substantive like MT, and in support of this can be cited

Job 39:13 tpD, 'wing ofostriches', but the dual is the more frequent usage.

Symmachus has the only reading which agrees with MT plural □"'YlpUf the other

Versions agreeing with the singulars in 11:31; 12:11. The variants can easily be

explained as either haplography or dittography of Mem in forms without matres

lection is. OG, followed by Theodotion and the Syro-hexapla, has a plural equivalent

for DDUtD, which again can easily be traced to confusion over the number of Mems

in a Hebrew text.

The difficulties in interpreting this section of 9:27 and the solutions that have been

found are well-known.53 It seems best to begin an analysis of MT by starting with

cpD. Unable to make sense of it in this context, many scholars have found it

necessary to emend it,54 but there is a perfectly reasonable use of tp!3 to be found in

no doubt why Ginsberg and Hartman preferred the plural suffix. Cf page 79 for Zimmermann.
5> These are well covered by Montgomery, A Critical, 387-9 and Collins, Daniel, 357-8.
54 Thus Collins, Daniel, 346 note 69; Hartman & Di lella, Daniel, 240 note /-/: see Montgomery,

A Critical, 386-90, for earlier suggestions.
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MT in the major prophetic texts. There it refers to armies of invading foreigners in
battle array, as part of the metaphor of the bird of prey spreading its wings over its
intended victim. This is most fully developed in Jer 48:40 and 49:22, where it depicts

aggressors against Moab and Bozrah in Edom. The metaphor is linked in Isa 8:8 with

that of a flood, which is another image employed in Daniel,55 and the expression

in Isa 18:1 could mean, according to CI, 'clashing armies'.56 In all

these references the Targums render HPDID by KJTHU773, 'camps, troops',

underlining the military context of the usage57. The parable of the two eagles in Ezek

17:3, 7, represents Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon and the king of Egypt, where

their description as □,D23[n] *717} alludes to their great military power.58

Moreover this sense for may be supported by two versions, Symmachus59 ( and

Aquila according to the Syro-Hexapla ) and a variant of Theodotion. The O reading

TT|<; apxtl? can mean 'a body of troops', which is a LXX usage in Judg 7:16; 9:34;

1 Re ( MT 1 Sam ) 11:11; 13:17,18; 1 Macc 5:33.60 Here apXT| translates Hebrew

WfCI, which is used of a division of an army. In these references Targum Jonathan

35 See use of t|UW in Dan 9:26; 11:10,22,26,40.
56 CI, Vol 1, 387; contra CI, Vol 4, 439, 'buzzing of( insect) wings'. KB3, Vol 2, 486; Vol 3,

1031, have 'rustling ofwings', 'the winged cricket', or 'sailing ships'.
57 The metaphor of the vulture / eagle for the enemy is of course used for its speed and predatory

nature as in Jer 4:13; Lam 4:19; Deut 28:49.
58 The imagery of the eagle is used in Dan 4:30 for Nebuchadnezzar's condition in exile from court,

but this is not a military context and so its use is ironic. See also 7:4.
59

Montgomery, A Critical, 390, connects the o reading with 733 which is translated in Isa 19:15,
in LXX and a, by frpyq, where frpyqv Kat TsXoq translates MT 3217 733: see also J Ziegler,
Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum Graecum, Vol XIV, Isaias (1939, Gottingen, Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht), 190. However, where the same expression occurs in MT Isa 9:13, LXX reads, peyav
Kat piKpov, and o has KagTttovxa Kat Kripoovia according to Ziegler. The metaphorical
7133 in MT Isa 19:15 is parallel to WK"1 and both represent the rulers who will be 'cut ofF along
with the ordinary citizen. Whilst Montgomery's is not an improbable connection ( because
reference to a ruler would not be out of place in Dan 9:27), it is less well attested in LXX than
t]23 - ap%T], and it imports a different metaphor, the 'branch', which does not accord well with
yipw.

60 See LS, Vol 1, 252; E A Sophocles, A Greek Lexicon ofthe Roman and Byzantine Periods ( 2nd
edn, 1887, New York, Charles Scribner's Sons), 256. This usage is not found in classical
literature but is a Hebraism because frpyt) is rendering WfO in the Biblical references.
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again employs KJTHWD where MT has WfO and LXX has dpyr). In the Qumran

War Scroll both and WfO are used in a detailed list ofmilitary forces, denoting

different divisions of troops,61 and it is notable that tpD is singular there as in Daniel.

The variant of Theodotion in Clement has alternative readings Tixepuyiov

acpavtopou and xa^iv acpavtapoi), in each case the equivalent of DI3WD ... tpD,'52
indicating differing translations of tyD. Ttxepuytov means 'wing, end, projecture',
but xa^tv agrees with the O text since xa^iq denotes 'battle array' of an army or a

'rank, line' of soldiers. All this supports the view that tpD in MT can mean 'troops'.

There are of course many variants to be reckoned with in both OG and 0 texts of this

verse. Montgomery's analysis of the variants in 0 did not include the above text of

Clement, but he does use the Lucianic variant.63

That the figure of the bird ofprey is the key to understanding this text is supported by

two aspects ofMT. The eagle or gryphon vulture, "IWJ, was among the category of

creatures defined as ypUt in Lev 11:13.64 In Jewish literature this was a fitting image
for the foreign invader, especially a king, as in Ezekiel. So the expression with a

plural, 'wing of abominations', could be a reference to foreign soldiers whose invasion
would be so repulsive to the Jews. A singular "ppW could be a direct reference to

the Greek king.

61 CflQM9„
62

Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 192; P G Migne, Patrologiae Tomus VIII, Clement ofAlexandria I
(1857, Paris, Petit-Montrouge), 856.

63
Montgomery, A Critical, 402-4; Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 191; cfMigne, ibid, and note (56),
where it is recorded the margin of B has, amongst others, the variant icai OTtot)6t}^ xa^st 87U
utpavioptp. Here onouSr|<; appears to be an error for, and alternative to, ottovhr), unless the idea
of speed is in some way read into the verb "]nn. According to Montgomery, A Critical, 390,
xa^et, 'will be appointed, commanded', is an error for cxa^et ofO ( a ), presumably because
nvnm is not future tense.

64 The original term without mater lectionis could have been ypUX but the use of yipUt makes no
difference to the argument above since it is a synonym: perhaps the use of the intensive form
indicates the degree of repulsion felt by the writer.
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Secondly, the word which otherwise must be understood as a preposition, TV, could

be read as IV 'prey, booty'.65 If is read as a verb the sense of the following

clause is 'a prey has been consumed': there is a problem with the tense, though it is
no large emendation to suggest that a Yod may have been lost from an imperfect form

rto. This solves the problem of the lack of verb in the MT, and if Zimmermann's

example is followed, and ^171 is assumed to represent a verb, then the text could have

had the meaning: 'and an army of abominations that desolates will arise ( ascend?

or jussive ), and a prey will be consumed / destroyed but what is

decreed will be poured out upon the desolator (the desolate )'.66

This is still not a very smooth text and perhaps a better one would result from

adopting the singular yip\Z7 which was read by most of the Versions and found in the
Hebrew of 11:31; 12:11. The majority of the quotations of this expression, in 1 Macc

1:54 and the Synoptic Gospels, also witness to the singular term of the OG and 0.

However, in the Gospel parallels, where Mk 13:14 and Mt 24:15 seem to follow the
Greek text, the Lukan account in 21:20 has 'when you see Jerusalem surrounded by

armies'.67 This may support the interpretation of tjJD as 'army', and it may indicate a

plural as found in the Peshitta.

65
KB3, Vol 2, 786; BDB, 723; the best example of this sense for IV is in Gen 49:27.

66 When the verbal suffix was lost in Aramaic, what remained, along with the conjunction and
participle following, would have suggested the phrase well-known from Isaiah to the translator
ny-irm nbo

67 The full NT texts are: Mark 13:14

Oxav Se 'tSpxs to pSekoypa xr|<g kpqpcooeax; kaxptcoxa 6tcod ob Set, o
avaytvcooKtov voters, tore o't kv xp ' Io«8aia (peoyexcooav e't<; xa 6pp..

Matthew 24:15-16a
'

Oxav obv 'tSpxe xo pSekuypa xp<; kpppcooemg xo £q0ev 8ta Aaviqk
rot) npotppxot) koxog kv Tono) fryttp, o frvaytvwoKCov voetxco, xoxe o't kv xp
'

IooSata (psoysxcooav e'tq xa opq, ...

Luke 21:20-21a
Oxav 8e 'tSpxe KUKXoupsvqv btto oxpaxoTteSatv Iepoooakqp, xoxe yvmxe
oxt hyytKev p kpqpcooK; abxp^. xoxe o't ev xp ' IouSata (peuyexcooav e'tc, xa opp, ...

The imagery of the eagle as foreign invader, specifically the king, is particularly apt for the
Roman army with its legionary standard of eagle wings, and for Titus' entry into the Temple.
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The quest for a smooth text in this verse is further hampered by the problematic use of
the participles D73\UT2 \ They cannot be examined without reference to 11:31,

□73U/73 ppU/H, and 12:11, D73U7 'ppU/. The root D73U/ is usually intransitive in
the Qal and Niphal and transitive in the Hiphil stem. The participles in Daniel appear
to be transitive but the form without Mem would normally be read as Qal and the
forms with Mem lack Yod to indicate Hiphils. The lexicons therefore usually list
them as shortened Polel participles or transitive Qal, both of which are unattested

elsewhere.68

These participles may be better understood as caiques of the standard equivalent in

Aramaic, the root fOY \ "HY of which most of the stems, Peal ( possibly ), Pael and

Aphel are transitive.69 It is a particularly attractive solution in 9:27 because the

homonym of this root in Aramaic, fOY1 in Ja, means 'hunt, catch' and this would

continue the metaphor of the bird of prey. A word play may have existed between the
idea of causing destruction and hunting, but this could only have occurred in an

Aramaic text. Such a pun would have been understood in all the contexts in Daniel

where the Aramaic equivalent of □73lit73 \ D73U7 occurred along with yipti/. The

pun would not be translatable into Hebrew or Greek.

Retroverting MT to Aramaic, it is therefore possible that it read: yip\U ?
□^W nyi 1CTY73: 'and there will come ( a wing / army ) of a predatory

abomination and a prey will be consumed'. It can be seen that, with the Aramaic term

for 'spoil', "HI/,70 the Yod ( which is not in the cognate Hebrew term ), may have

caused the loss ofpreformative Yod in the imperfect which followed.

68 See BDB, 1030-1; KB3, Vol 4, 1564-5.
69

Ja, Vol 2, 1262. The Peal seems to be intransitive, although Jastrow listed its meaning as 'to
desolate'. Its usage appears to be mainly in the form of the passive participle and BCTP Vols XII
- XVII includes finite Peal verbs which mean 'be desolate', but none with a transitive sense.

70
Ja, Vol 2, 1044.
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There remains the problem of the OG variant TO 'tepov for MT tpD. The

long-standing solution, linked with the variant of 0 which reads 7tTspuytov, would

understand MT to mean 'and upon a pinnacle there will be an abomination which
desolates' where a singular yiptU must be read to accord with DJ3U7J2. The Greek
translator took the 'pinnacle' to be that of the Temple: the Herodian building had this
feature, cf Mt 4:5; Lk 4:9, and there was probably something like it on the second

temple.71 Reference is also made to 1 Mace 1:54 where a similar Greek expression

PheZuyjia kpripooascog ( cf 11:31 in OG , 0 ) is referred to upon the altar.72 This

understanding requires that historically some idol, such as that of Zeus Olympios, was
erected upon a high point of the temple ( as well as upon the altar ), though there is
no account of this cited from ancient literature.

To suggest a reading meaning 'pinnacle of the temple' existed in original Hebrew is

difficult, because no variant exists with this precise meaning. Neither is it easy to say

how a Hebrew term such as UHptt, UHp, or JTQ could have been lost

mechanically from the phrase HPYIptZt tpD *7VI. The most promising solution might

be Unp lost before the Shin and Qoph ofHPYlpty. but this would include metathesis,
and the loss of Dalet as well.73 It is easier to assume that OG TO 'tepov represents

some understanding of tp3, 'wing, extremity', as Montgomery suggests.74

Is there any Semitic term which could have caused the Greek translator to have

understand a reference to the Temple of Jerusalem?

71 See Montgomery, A Critical, 387. He traced the linkage to Mt 4:5 back to Lapide.
72

Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 17.
73

Montgomery, A Critical, 390, dispensed convincingly with a late Hebrew variant in Kennicott
which has mm for ffD.

74
Montgomery, A Critical, 386-7.
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One such term has been explored already in the context of 11:31,75 the word ^TI
which could refer to the fortifications of the temple, and this word also means 'army'.

However, if this were in an Aramaic Vorlage, it would not accord with the metaphor

already traced in MT: it would require the Hebrew translator to have introduced the

metaphor into the text in translating "7T1 by tp3. Neither N"HW?3 nor Zimmermann's

suggestion, tpa, appear to have any potential for referring to the temple.

A feasible alternative is the word more commonly used for 'wing' in Aramaic, *]*,

X3J. Is there any way this word could be taken to refer to the Temple, apart from the

possible description of an architectural feature as assumed for Hebrew There is

another usage which is attested in Hebrew and Aramaic.

The Hebrew substantive HQ} appears as a hapax legomenon in MT in Prov 9:3 in the

phrase ITlp "7E3!\ b)J, which seems to mean 'upon the highest places of the

town'.76 J. lists the word as used, in Rabbinical literature, of the Roman Capitol,

citing Sifre Numbers 115, Men 44a and Pes 87b.77 The first two of these refer to a

story of a Jewish man and a prostitute where the latter speaks an oath, 'by the Capitol
ofRome', but the Jew replies 'by the Temple of Jerusalem'! In fact Jewish translators

display an uncertainty about the meaning ofHQ} in this context which is suggestive of

its possible misunderstanding in the context ofDan 9:27.

In Sifre Numbers 115 the woman's expression is "'DTI b\D HQA, which according to

Ja refers to the Roman Capitol, but which Neusner gives as, 'By the winged god of

Rome [ Hillel ]!'78 The Jew replies with an oath, iTTDyn , which refers to 'the

75
Cfpagel44.

76 NJV translates 'from the heights above the city', and RSV, NIV, 'from the highest point of the
city'.

77
Ja, Vol 1,262.

78 Ibid. S H Horowitz (ed.), Siphre D'be Rab, Fasc I: Siphre ad Numeros adjecto Siphre Zutta
(1966, Jerusalem, Wahrmann Books), 129; J Neusner , Sifre to Numbers: An American
Translation and Explanation, Vol II, Sifre to Numbers 59-115 (1986, Atlanta, Scholars Press),
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( Temple ) Service'.79 In Menahot 44a the woman says DID b\LJ ilQH, where Jastrow

would restore "'ftVl, Aramaic "'EVll KQ}, and the man replies "iDiyn. The

translations in the Soncino edition are 'By the Roman Capitol' and 'By the Temple'

respectively.80

A third example of the oath is found on the lips of a sectarian in Pesahim 87b in the
Aramaic form "'KfaTTT KQ3. Here the Soncino edition follows Jastrow and translates

'By the Capitol of Rome!' but an alternative is suggested as perhaps 'By the Roman

eagle!'81

The point is that the term tp appears to describe the highest point of a city, the citadel
or Capitol, and these in both Rome and Jerusalem were the sites of significant

temples. It is possible this was the original term which gave rise to OG translation TO

tspov. The Hebrew tpD in MT could have been used as a caique of or it could

be a mechanical error for the same: alternatively in an Aramaic Vorlage may have

been translated variously into Hebrew as 'wing' or 'temple', for an abomination in the

capitol would be the same as an abomination in the Temple which occupied the

highest point in the city.

This solution dispenses with the necessity to conjecture a historical event in which

some sacrilegious object was placed in the highest point of the Temple itself. The

Horowitz, p 128:16, attributes the story in Siphre Numbers to Rabbi Nathan and the same
attribution is made in Menahem 44a. Dr A P Hayman (in private communication ) dates Rabbi
Nathan as fourth generation Tanna, i.e. active about the second halfof the second century C.E. If
all these references are part of a similar floating tradition, they could be older than this, though
this is not certain.

79 Ibid.
80

Ja, Vol 1, 262; >^2727 JO DVTJr JlDOa (1867, Warsaw, Lebensohn), mmn, 773;
1 Epstein (ed), The Babylonian Talmud: Seder Kodashim (1948, London, Soncino), 265, where
note (1) informs that Rashi rendered the former 'By the head ofRome' i.e. the emperor.

81 Ja, op cit; >^2727 imbn JO 27727727 JlJCVJ, 1863, Warsaw, DTTO3, T3; I Epstein (ed), The
Babylonian Talmud: Seder Mo'ed (1938, London, Soncino), 464 and note (2).
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general description in Greek Daniel of the site of the offence is rendered more

precisely in 1 Macc 1 as being upon the altar.82

If this was the case, the reference to sacrilege in the Temple was only one way in

which the original Aramaic was interpreted by a translator and this probably does not

represent the intended meaning of the Vorlage, which seems to have referred to

invasion and pillage. The original Aramaic may have been,

"nm xnyn 'ppu/ tp Vyn
meaning, 'and there will come a wing of an abomination that hunts and a prey will be

consumed', perhaps more smoothly 'a wing of a predatory abomination...'. This was

metaphor for, 'there will come a division of foreign ( i.e. pagan ) troops that pillage /

cause desolation and booty / people will be removed /annihilated'. The prey could be
a metaphor for the spoils removed from Jerusalem, and by sacking of the Temple in

particular, or it could refer to the people who were destroyed,83 since Jerusalem, the

city, seems to have been characterised as a gazelle, i.e. a non-predatory animal

attacked by others.84

There remains the possibility therefore that an original Aramaic text of v 27b
described the coming of a foreign invader to Jerusalem, and that early errors in the
transmission led to the present difficulties in MT and the variant of OG. Since this

conclusion has been reached by way of a new understanding of the text, it cannot be
used as decisive evidence for a written, Aramaic substratum. The link between

82 If interpretation of D13U773 ytpU/ as the eagle representing the foreign king is carried through
into 1 Macc 1:54, it suggests that what was built upon the altar was an idol, as Jerome indicated.
The main altar was a large structure that could have accommodated an idol before which pagan
sacrifices were offered, as in 2 Macc 6:5. The idol could have been Zeus Aetophorus; see e.g.
M Pearlman, The Maccabees (1973, London / Jerusalem, Weidenfield &Nicolson), 9 facing, for
such an image on a coin of Seleucus IV; but in my opinion it is more likely that Epiphanes
erected an image ofhimself as Zeus. Cf J Zahle, 'Religious Motifs on Seleucid Coins' in P Bilde
et al (eds), Religion and Religious Practice in the Seleucid Kingdom (1990, Esbjerg, Aarhus UP),
126-8, 130, 134 and citation ofMorkholm; also 136-7 figs. 8. CfZimmermann on Antiochus as
Zeus, page 94.

83 The whole metaphor is no doubt an ancient one; cfHos 6:1; and one which developed from the
common practice of sacking the national sanctuary for it treasures upon invasion of any land, and
of frequently destroying the building.
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Aramaic MT tp!3 and OG ispov and O o.pyj] can stand independently of this
new interpretation. However, since it is possible that caique was involved, i.e. MT

rp3 was invested with the same semantic range as Aramaic by the OG translator,
this also is not certain evidence of an Aramaic Vorlage.

To summarise, confusion in 9:27b may have been due to loss of two Yods in an

Aramaic Vorlage.

a) The loss of Yod in bv^ led to its being read as a preposition governing

'wing, extremity, army division', so that the copula had to be understood to make a

nominal clause. This led to a transition in meaning from 'wing, army division' in MT,
to 'capitol, the Temple' in OG.

b) Omission of Yod from ubVJ"1 following "H17, led to loss of the imperfect tense:

Ub 127 was translated to Hebrew nbi and was then read as a substantive and the

Hebrew noun "TV as a preposition. In conjunction with the participle which followed

it was understood as a reference to a 'determined end'.

84 This is only one way of interpreting Dan 8:9; cf pages 291-292.
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10:1 MT nxnso ib nrm nmrrnx pm Vm xnn imn naxiV I — — T T T - V 1 T T T : T T — V VJ V

S CTX1 V-sAirerrVl -iAl~n pi=l"i r<A ■ 11-1 CI iCa^La TjTJCO

85
r^Cl liii

0 kou aZr|0ivo<; 6 Xoyog Kai Suvapic; peyaZr| Kai

ooveou; e5o0r| auxco ev xi] onxaoia.

V et verum verbum et fortitudo magna intellexitque sermonem

inteilegentia est enim opus in visione

01 vfa 1 '.1 ,mr> ■ \ •sAcnoAvn rCA\As>a 71 \ Aj^AuiA i-CAviT i^^OjAbo

... Kat axpax[e]ia peyaZi] ouvr|osi ouv [> 88] xo

pr|jia Kai ouveou; [ auvt]ceic; auxo pro ouv. auxoo

Syh] auxco sv xt] opaoei

OG & Kai aA,r|0r|c; xo 6papa Kai xo Ttpooxaypa Kai xo

967 7xX,T|0oq xo laxupov 6iavor|0rio8xai xo ixpooxaypa

Kai 8ievori0riv auxo ev bpapaxi.

Syh on |^- lAi < r*\AA ■OCT) frTnC^OJDCI irilxoCLSa r^avjj Tj TjeO

v r^ovu t.-i cm -r Ai i . iiWn r^J .Too °n

Zimmermann dealt with two parts of this text. Firstly, he retroverted the difficult

phrase ^"173 fOY] to Aramaic K"U\Z7 IO,'YTl, '( the word) was very sure', and

argued that was misunderstood as lOYL Secondly, he said that the

problematic form pi! derived from Aramaic where ^30 was a noun,

misread as a verb, and Lamed a preposition mistaken for sign of the accusative.86

In the first example, it is difficult to follow Zimmermann's explanation for he seemed
to be indicating that Hebrew noun fOY was read in Aramaic instead of Aramaic

K2PYT Of course, it is not impossible for a Hebrew word to be found in an Aramaic

85
Taylor, The Peshitta, 251, 259, 260, notes the Peshitta's lack of conjunction where MT reads

pUI, and the finite verb that translates rG'O'l, but he does not list the preposition in
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text: QA abounds in Hebraisms87 just as LBH has Aramaisms: so a translator would

not necessarily be surprised to find a Hebrew word in an Aramaic text. The

mechanical error would involve the loss of two Yods from 82^3 the first lost after a

Vav and the second perhaps a failure to insert mater lectionis. Yet it is hard to

accept a possible Hebrew word read in Aramaic as evidence of an Aramaic Vorlage,

especially a Hebrew word which did not make good sense in context!

There is no doubt that the phrase tOYl is not easy to construe as it would

usually mean 'a great army / host', but it stands in apposition to "Din. Other

interpretations have been the following.

1) The phrase means 'and ( very ) hard service' after the use of fOY in Isa 40:2 and

Job 7:1; 10:17; 14:14.88 This seems to equate iOY with the prophetic KU713,

burden, without employing that term: normally fOY is used of religious duties of the

more mundane type; see e.g. Ex 38:8; Num 4:3, 30, 35, 39-43; 8:25.

2) The phrase means 'much warfare',89 though this hardly makes sense.

3) Rashi and Calvin, among other earlier scholars, arrived at the meaning 'appointed
time'.90

A better explanation, from Aramaic, is that suggested by Dr A Peter Hayman,91 that

fOY is a caique of Aramaic the semantic range of which covers substantives

'army, strength' as well as adjectives 'strong, powerful'. The same meanings may

86 Cf page 67.
87 Cf e.g. Fassberg, 'Hebraisms', 48-69, especially the section on nouns, 55-61.
88 In this vein Bevan, A Short Commentary, 165; Montgomery, A Critical, 404; Charles, A Critical,

255; Collins, Daniel, 361.
89 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 255; but Hartman considered the text corrupt, 262.
90 CfMontgomery, A Critical, 405.
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have been wrongly attributed to Hebrew fOY, which only carries the sense 'army'

from this range. The author intended the meaning, 'the word was true and very

powerful'. As frequently noted, a caique is not necessarily evidence for an Aramaic

Vorlage, but this explanation yields a smoother text than any of those above.

Of the Versions, Theodotion and Jerome clearly had the same text as MT: the 0 text

also used buvaptt; for JOY in 8:10, 13: similarly the Vulgate has fortitude in 8:10,

11, 13, though this is its standard equivalent for 1~D as well, in Daniel. The Peshitta

included the preposition^, probably an addition to smooth the difficult sense ofMT.

Each uses the appropriate standard equivalent for VviJl.

The conflate nature of OG is demonstrated in the first clause kat a?tr)0£q to

6papa Kat to TtpooTaypa for MT "Din DDKT which suggests that pinn may

have been in the Vorlage as an alternative to "Din. Jeansonne cites for comparison

4QDana in 8:1, where the reading "Hp is scored out and replaced with "pin

nfOl92 Conflation is also possible with the phrase to 7tXr|0o<; to 'toxupov since

loynpov is not a formal equivalent ofTVU. If a written Aramaic text lay behind OG,

then these two Greek words would be alternative translations of the one word, n'TTT.

However, OG uses tOXUpO<; for in two other places in Daniel: in 10:7 it has

cpoPog 'toxupoc; for nVl} rnnrj, and in 11:44 there is F.v 0opcp 'toxopep f°r

n"p73 Kipn3. It seems that toxupoc is a dynamic equivalent of ^TD in these three

references, but if so, it is characteristic only of OG of Daniel, for this is not the case

elsewhere in LXX, nor in 0 ofDaniel.93

91 Private communication, 1996.
92 CfJeansonne, The Old Greek, 89; Ulrich, 'Daniel' Pt 1, 33.
93 0 reads in 10:7 f| eKOiaots; geyakq, and in 11:44 fv Gugcp TtoXkcp: see McLay, The OG and

Th, 170 and note 33.
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Another difference between MT and Theodotion on the one hand and OG and the

Peshitta on the other is in the respective readings, ^VU fOY, SDvapn; p.eyaXr| and

TO 7tAr|0o<; TO 'lG%i)pov, r^a-i rA...-., where the latter terms are definite.

Another textual difficulty that has preoccupied scholars is the form of p3, infinitive,
when a finite verb is required for the context. Most assume that a finite form has been

lost94 and in support of this, OG and a have a finite verb as if the Hebrew read pi1

instead of p3T Only a simple textual error is involved, the confusion of Vav and
Yod. There is no decisive evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage in either expression cited

by Zimmermann in this verse.

10:11, 19 MT niiiorruix

e avrip 87tt0t)picov

s

V vir desideriorum

OG & 967 avOpamcx; eXeetvoq e't

Syh be* rC r*"\ < iAa r6ot=

Zimmermann maintained that the word nTTP3n was inappropriate in this context

because in Hebrew it was normally only used of things and not people,95 whereas in

Aramaic it could be used of people. He retroverted the phrase to Kn"P?3n X and

found a threefold error in the Hebrew translation: mUttf! should have been

masculine and singular, and it should not have been a passive participle.96

94 Cf page 22, and Bevan, A Short Commentary, 165; Montgomery, A Critical, 405.
95 Cf also Bevan, A Short Commentary, 152-3.
96 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 18; 'Hebrew', 206.
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An initial response to Zimmermann's view is that it is improbable three errors would
occur in the translation of one word. This weakness in his argument, however, does

not change the fact that mTlfan WK is an unusual expression in MT, and that,

along with OG £/,££lvoc;, which is a variant reading, it needs to be explained.

The nine times DTTlfan / TlTTOn occur in MT are Gen 27:15; Ezra 8:27; 2 Chr

20:25; Dan 9:23; 10:3, 11, 19; 11:38, 43. In addition many would amend Hab 2:7

rnon to man. Zimmermann was correct to assert that, except for Dan 9:23; 10:11,

19, this plural word describes things and not people.97 The root "ran means to

'desire, take pleasure in',98 usually in a bad sense; exceptional uses in a good sense are

Ps 68: 17, CPrT^K -ran nnn and Isa 53:2, irrramT niora k"71 Even here the

first is used of desire for an object, a mountain: though the expression in Isaiah
involves desire for a person, the servant, it is concerned with attraction based on his

appearance. With other substantives of the same root, "IDll, rPTpn, 7l?no, the

emphasis also seems to be on what is attractive to the senses, though some can be

applied to humans: see Hos 9:16 "HDnD, 'cherished offspring'; Ezek 23:6,

-ran "HinD mnQ 'governors and commanders ... handsome young men'

( NIV); cfwl2, 23.99 It may be that ni313n, like these words of the same root, can

be used of persons and that Daniel provides the only examples of this usage. If so,
there is still a question mark over the suitability of its semantic range for the context.

97 In Gen 27:15 ITTOn is universally taken to modify "HAH and not HUV: A B Davidson , Hebrew
Syntax (1902, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), # 27; Gib 36 (b); F Delitzsch, A New Commentary on
Genesis, Vol 2 (1889, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), 149; J Skinner, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on Genesis (ICC, 1910, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), 370, note 15. CI, Vol 3, 249,
lists two uses in post-biblical Hebrew; Sirach 5:2, 'evil desires', and 4QApoc Mos A 2.25 'land of
desires'.

98 BDB 326.
99

rnpn in Hag 2:7 was construed as Messianic by early Christian commentators, but whether
amended to D'7pn, 'desired things', or not, can be taken as a reference to the spoils ofwar; cf
P A Verhoef, The Books ofHaggai & Malachi (New International Commentary on the Old
Testament), 1987, Grand Rapids, Wm. B Eerdmans, 103-4. In Dan 11:37 the word is usually
understood to refer to Tammuz, cfEzek 8:14.
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The passive form of DTTfan leads to English translations 'desirable, desirableness,

precious, preciousness, attractive',100 with the word construed as a substantive used

adjectivally. The plural is described as intensive, being abstract and superlative101.
However, the fact that the angel should refer to Daniel's status on the basis of
sensuous values seems inappropriate in the context, so that modern translators take

the idea of'preciousness' to indicate 'beloved' status102 or 'highly esteemed' ( NIV ).

This nuance to the meaning is not impossible of course, and in the nominal clause of

9:23, nriK niTlftn ">3, it is the more necessary because 'you are precious /

attractive' seems so out ofplace!

Of the three errors which Zimmermann detected here, clearly the intensive plural is a

well known phenomenon in Hebrew and there seems no need of recourse to Aramaic
to explain it: that the word functions as a substantive and not an adjective removes

the necessity for agreement of gender: that it is a passive form is not a problem in
Hebrew. Zimmermann only created the difficulty when, after retroverting it to

Aramaic KITT^n, he assumed it had been mistaken for a passive participle

functioning as an adjective instead of a substantive!

Zimmermann did not address the problem of the variant in OG eZeeivcx;, the root

concept of which is 'pity' and not 'desire'. According to HP Dan 9:23; 10:11, 19 are

100
CI, Vol 3, 249; KB3, Vol 1, 326. The lexicons construe nTTOH as a plural noun but BW, in
its search facility, parses the word as an adjective: none list it as a Qal passive participle ofman.
Delitzsch, cf note 97, wrote that in Gen 27:15 mtan may be an adjective ifH3Q is feminine as
in Lev 6:20, or it may be a substantive if "Hal is understood as repeated before it. Davidson, Gib,
cf note 97, construe it in Gen 27:15 as an adjective which, after the annexation of genitives, and
qualifying either member of the genitive construction, must stand outside it. ( This raises the
possibility that the word could, after all, technically apply to Esau, though this is unlikely.) CI
gives the clearest syntactic analysis of the word in Gen 27:15: it is a substantive in a nominal
clause, JTOl ilDK "lUtK mnrtn, the whole of which stands in apposition to 'the
garments....the precious things that were with her in the house'. A similar construction is
found in Ezra 8:7.

101 GK 141 c; S R Driver, The Book ofDaniel (1901, Cambridge, CUP), 134; BDB, 326. Parallel
is drawn with Ps 109:4; 110:3; Cant 5:16. See also Montgomery, A Critical, 372.

102 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 255, 264 note 11, 243 note 23, 'greatly beloved', literally, 'a man

of lovableness'! Collins, Daniel, 361, 'beloved man'.
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the only places in LXX where this adjective is used.103 In 10:3; 11:43 OG employs

STXlfinpta ( for nnnn ), which is the 0 standard equivalent in 9:23; 10:3, 11, 19. In

11:38 £7U0O|Tr|pa is used by both Greek texts and by 0 in 11:43.104 Thus the Greek

texts employ variations of the standard Greek root for 'desire' for all occurrences of
nTTOn in MT of Daniel except for the above three examples in OG. The adjective

e^setvoc; is ambiguous since it can mean both 'finding pity, pitied' and 'showing

mercy, pitying'.105 It could therefore be an indicator of either a passive or an active

form in the Vorlage. To account for three uses of eA,88lvo<; by the same mechanical

error occurring three times in either Hebrew or Aramaic may seem a remote

possibility, but the context is the same in each case and this might have caused the
same error every time. It is necessary to consider all three readings together since

they constitute identical problems.

Dan 9:23

mt nrix mnnn "o

4QDana

S Jut^1 \ * t A

0 on avip £7tt0opi(ov on s't
o Syh 6xi avtp 87ti0opr|xo<; ei

V quia vir desideriorum es

OG 6x1 eXeeivcx; e't

10:11

nrmn wk

avrp 87ti0nptcov

10:19

rmnn i^k

nrrann wk

avtp 87tt0npi(ov

vir desideriorum vir desideriorum

av0pco7toq eA-seivcx; Av0co7to<; eXeetvog
81 si

Syh (kjrf riLiu^Sol'06AAu rf l •A~n r<x_li= <Xl r€ nf\ \ ■ A~yi r<x_l Tb

l0j
HRp lists the term under the spelling e^er|VO<;.

104 OG has for nOpan, in Gen 27:15, kclXoc,; in 2 Esd 8:27, 2 Chr 20:25 it has erctOupqiog. 0
has the latter word for rTTOn in Dan 11:8 where OG has £7tt0upr|pa and both have hTttOupta in
11:37. This all goes to show that there is no contusion with the concept of'pity' in these places.

105
LS, Vol 1, 531. The lexicon records LXX use of this word to mean 'having received mercy', but
this is on the basis of its use here in Daniel and presumably on its equivalent in MT which has a
passive form.

106 Sic Bugatus, Daniel Secundum, 88.
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Since Theodotion has avr)p in 9:23, supported by the Vulgate, 'WK may have been in

the Hebrew and dropped out: as it occurs in the first of the sequence, this is more

likely than addition of the term in the Greek text under the influence of those that
follow.107 Otherwise the Versions may have made their own clarifying additions. The

Qumran variant with a definite article is probably the result of dittography of Het as

He: it is not significant in this problem.108

The major difference is the meaning 'pity' in OG and Syro-Hexapla when all the other

versions support MT.109 There are three roots which could have been in the Hebrew

Vorlage ofOG to give the meaning 'pitied', TDn, bun or Dfll

Montgomery follows Bevan in suggesting OG had HYPOn in Hebrew, after the

meaning found in Sotah ix, JTlTDn "'tiOK 'men of piety'.110 The trouble is that OG

does not refer to 'piety' but 'pity': for the sense 'pitied' the Hebrew would have been

nTTlUn and confusion between Mem and Samek111would account for the variation

between OG and MT. OG may have had passive plural intensive nmDPl in its

Vorlage and turned it into a Greek singular adjective, or the final Tav may have been

lost before matres lection is were added.

Otherwise in JTTPOn an original Yod was perhaps read as Vav, or the OG translator

misunderstood the expression 'man of mercies / pious acts' to mean a person who is

pitied. 'Pious man' is well suited to the context in which an angelic messenger

responds to Daniel's prayer, but there is no witness to this meaning.

107 MT also lacks the pronoun ~\b after TUnb when its equivalent is found in the Versions, so there
was perhaps some damage to the medium ofMT.

108 Contrast pages 60, 68 where Zimmermann's view of the definite article before Het is described.
109 Contra Collins, Daniel, 345, note 43, where he states that G, 0 and V all mean 'pitied' in 9:23.
"°

Bevan, A Short Commentary, 153; Montgomery, A Critical, 372.
111 The ease with which Mem and Samek could be confused is demonstrated in scripts like Cowley

No. 7, 401 BCE, in Naveh, The Development, Fig 8 (4), and Cowley No 81, cursive, third century
BCE, in Naveh, The Development, Fig 9 (5). It is not so with square scripts, late third century
BCE and early first century BCE; cf Birnbaum, 'The Hebrew' Pt 1, 127, # 80; 144, # 87A.
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Collins preferred the root ^73PI as a solution112 without specifying the exact reading

OG had in its Vorlage. If this was it would involve the confusion of Dalet

and Lamed, requiring the loss of the upper stroke of Lamed, leaving the lower hook
to resemble Dalet, and it would assume an intensive plural meaning 'greatly pitied' or

'object of great compassion'. This solution does not improve on the one using
nmon.

Root Dm could be confused with 11311 by the common confusion of Dalet and Resh

and by metathesis. m?3Hll similarly would yield a meaning 'object of great

compassion'. This root, of course, already has an intensive plural form in □"'Dill,

'compassion', which might be confused with DTTlDn without matres lectionis. A

comparison of all suggested solutions in this form would be:

MT riiDn

ion nion

bnn

□rn rimi nam

Clearly 1DH provides the easiest solution in terms of graphic confusion and this is

probably the best Hebrew solution.

Intensive plural 073111 as the original could have given rise to MT if matres lectionis,

Vav and Yod, for a passive form were added later, after or before the metathesis of

Resh / Dalet. The OG, if active, could have arisen from the form DOm later written

as □"'□HI: ifpassive, its Vorlage may have had □''731111.

112 Collins, Daniel, 345.
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That HPUrn could have been the original has one other factor in its favour: besides

the senses 'love, pity' it can also mean 'prayer'.113 This would give the best meaning

of all, because it is specific to the context in which ch 9 contains the prayer of Daniel,
better even than 'pious man': but, like that meaning, there is no witness to support it.

For a solution in Aramaic it is necessary to find a root which can mean both 'desired /

loved', the meaning in MT, and 'pitied / showing pity', the meaning in OG. Of the
roots examined in Hebrew, Aramaic has no cognate for ^7 73 IT, or for IDPI meaning to

'be merciful, kind'. The root 11311 in Aramaic has the same limitations as the

Hebrew, and similarly 331 means only 'desire, long for, covet'. The root Dill

according to Ja has the semantic range 'love , pity' in the Peal and Pael, and 'be

loved, be shown mercy, be moved to pity, show pity' in the Ithpeal and Ithpael."4
Its use in the Genesis Apocryphon indicates it can also mean 'desire' so that the

passive can mean 'favourite'.115 It is possible, therefore, to find an Aramaic solution

which does not entail any mechanical error: DTll could have given rise to Hebrew

nrran, 'desired, favourite, beloved', and to a passive meaning in OG 'pitied'. A

plural form, "p13111 / ]13111, could have given rise to an active meaning in Greek,

'showing pity'; but it would require an extra Yod to give rise to MT reading from

pDni / ]13Tn, through use of an additional mater lectionis. The solution with the

singular form is the simplest and therefore the most likely: the solution with the plural
makes the meaning 'man ofprayer' easier to justify than in Hebrew.

113 Ja, Vol 2, 1467.
114 Ibid.
115

lQapGn 20.8; 21.21; Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, 62, 70. 2.20 has the reading □Til
jpm which Fitzmyer, pp 52-3, translates 'a favorite and one desired'. The two expressions
seem to be near synonyms: cfT Muraoka, 'Qumran Aramaic' in SQA, 95, 96 a. (39). KB3, Vol
3, 1216, under Dill cites J Hoftijzer & K Jongeling, Dictionary ofthe North-West Semitic
Inscriptions, ( 1995, Leiden, E J Brill), 1068 where the root can mean 'love, care for, have
compassion, like, want'.
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Chapter Six

Zimmermann's Evidence, and Textual Study: Part 2

11:2 MT 7V IVDto DX Van ViPi TT : - *• - • T

V concitabit omnes adversum regnum Graeciae

4QDanc jrTDVB VlDTT V57[

OG 87ravaoxr|0£Tai Tiavxt PaotZet EXZr|vcov

Syh r^_lCL..l r<2Ai*) A^ A-inaA 73CLQJ

0 87iavaoxr|08xai Tractate; BaatZetaic; EZXr|vcov
S rCa-lO..! vomAi"8 -s\-n AcLTi i.M

a dieyepet xov Tiavxa ouv xot<; paoiZeuctt eXX,r|vcov
o dtsyepet Ttavxac; 7tpo<; xr|v PaotZeiav xr|<; yrj^ xcov

eZZrivcov

Zimmermann retroverted MT to Aramaic, JV XrnDbQb XV3 TJP, and assumed b
was misread as a sign of the direct object instead of the preposition.1 Hartman

translated 'he will incite the whole kingdom of Greece', after transposing DK before

bin.2 Collins does not indicate a transposition, but translates 'he will stir up

everything, even the kingdom of Greece' ( which is the translation that Bevan
attributed to Von Lengerke, but which he himself considered meaningless3 ). Neither

of these modern commentators takes up the translation suggestion of Ewald, 'all that
will arouse the kingdom ofYavan'.4 He took the antecedent of 'all' to be TllZ/V, the

wealth ( and accompanying power ) of the king of Persia, and thus he retained the

position of TIN in MT. It seems that in a century of study there has been little

' Cf page 68.
2 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 257, note m-m.
3 Collins, Daniel, 363: Bevan, A Short Commentary, 172.
4 Ewald, A Commentary, 294
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progress in understanding the precise meaning of this clause in MT, though the
historical allusion is broadly understood.

The Versions witness to some variation in meaning, but with the same historical
context of the rise of Greece against Persia. Montgomery thought that all the
Versions had a text identical with MT,5 but Charles asserted that MT's 'most unusual

Hebrew' was unsupported by the Versions. In fact each version has a slightly
different reading and none precisely supports the consonants of MT. There is,

however, support for the meaning 'against ( the kingdom )', required by
Zimmermann's theory, in the Vulgate's adversum, in Symmachus' 7tpoQ, and in the

idioms of OG £7tavaoxr|08iai Ttavxt, i.e. use of the dative case. Here the Greek
verb is intransitive, giving the sense 'he will rise up against ( every )'. The

Syro-Hexapla AmoA supports OG.

Retroversions of the Versions into Hebrew compared with Hebrew witnesses could
be as follows:

4QDanc

OG, 967 > Heb

MT }v riK ^3nw
Vnrt T»y[

]v bi byw
0 > Heb ]v nroVn "73 by tv1

S > Heb ]V riYO^B ^3W

O

a > Heb

V > Heb ]V TTD^f] by "73H DK W
bx ^3w

]V **3^73 DK t73H DK W

ny

}Y> pK m3t773 by ^3 riK 37V
^7K

5
Montgomery, A Critical, 424, asserted that the Versions 'doubtless possessed our text'.
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Firstly, it is evident that the singular verb and b'D are invariably witnessed to in all

the Versions, although it is possible that £7iavaoir|08iai of OG and Theodotion

may be the equivalent ofQal YI2P or Niphal TiJT .

Secondly, the different readings JYD^D, "'Db)2 and 1712 are not difficult to

explain in terms of mechanical errors in Hebrew, since it has already been observed
that Vav followed by Nun could be mistaken for Tav, and the confusion of Yod with

Vav is a common occurrence. The following word ]T> could have been the cause of
the mix up, though, since haplography or dittography are equally possible, it is not

easy to argue which, if any, may be original.6 The progressive loss of consonants

could have been: ]v > ]v iro^n > ]v ■oVn > \v 1?n. Nevertheless, it
is obvious that the first transition could more easily have occurred in Aramaic
because the feminine construct noun n*D7)2 could be singular or plural whereas in

Hebrew the loss of Yod must be adduced from r\V3bl2. After this the corruptions

would have followed the same pattern as in Hebrew. Yet the unique reading of

Symmachus must be taken into account.

There is no textual reason in Hebrew or Greek for the variant yqq which appears in

Symmachus, and it could hardly be an explanatory gloss since it is a pleonasm.
Aramaic supplies a textual solution to the reading, which supports the retroversion

suggested by Zimmermann, demonstrated by the following:

MT > Aram ]V H TV

O > Aram ]V 1T1N JTD1?^ Hblb TV

Aramaic construct }HN could have been read if Aleph of was taken as the

beginning of the next word, leaving as the construct noun, if Dalet was read

6 Hitzig, according to Bevan, remarked that 'kingdom ofGreece' showed the author thought Greece
was an oriental monarchy, but it may be that 'kingdoms' was the more accurate original.
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as Resh and if Yod was read as Ayin, a possible confusion noted previously.7 This

variant is all the more telling textually for its insignificance in the narrative.

Aramaic would also account for the difference between the Versions in the number

of the noun since KTTD^EJ, like the construct form, could be singular or plural, but

the reading in Symmachus depends upon a longer Aramaic construction for the

genitive relationship. Yet this cannot accommodate very easily a confusion between

"H KfTD^n and "H or "H the OG paatZsi and a paotZeuot can

better be traced to Hebrew error as described above.8

In the light of this evidence in Symmachus, it is now possible to consider
Zimmermann's original thesis concerning the Aramaic particle b behind the use of

]~1K in MT. It is notable that the consonants of J~IK in MT are supported by Aquila's

odv, the equivalent of DK; on the other hand there is textual support in OG,

Symmachus and the Vulgate for Hebrew bv or ■7K, which was Zimmermann's

suggestion for a correct sense. Since Hebrew J"!K and "7K could both be traced to

Aramaic b and there is certainly textual support for both of these Hebrew readings,

Zimmermann's explanation does bear some weight.

Against all this is the witness of 4QDanc which has no DK: did the scribe of this

manuscript omit the sign as making no sense? This is one possible explanation.
Another might suggest flK in MT is a misplaced correction, which should have

preceded b~2T\. Yet neither of these account for the prepositions and datives found in

the above Versions.

7 CfChapter Four, pages 136-7.
8

Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 59, with respect to Kaxtoyooat in the OG and Kpaxqoat in 0 in 11:2,
thought that 0 may actually represent the 'o' text and OG may be a later recension: this may be the
case also with (3aoi>,£t in OG.
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It is not clear what are the implications of finding textual support for an Aramaic
substrata in the text of both Jerome and a second century Greek variant such as

Symmachus, unless it be assumed that there were a number of Aramaic variant

readings which gave rise to different Hebrew recensions. Errors with reading
common Aramaic particles "H and b may have been easily noticed by copyists if they

were aware that their Hebrew text originated in Aramaic. It is possible that these
errors go back to one Hebrew text translated from an Aramaic Vorlage, and that
some copies were subsequently corrected and others were not, and this is reflected in
different witnesses to MT.

Whether it is possible to trace an original reading for the difficult words DK bin in

MT is hard to demonstrate. Retroversions into Hebrew and Aramaic illustrate the

complexity of such a process.

Hebrew Aramaic

mt ]v nx Vdh ]v *n

4QDanc ]1TD^2 jiTD^D Kbl
S bl bl

og, 0 bl by bib
bK

v, o by Vdh riK b xbib

a riK bin rix b bib

ny

There are a number ofways these texts may have developed. It is noticeable in MT
that UK bin has three radicals in common with in some scripts He and

Aleph were similar in form9 and in others Kaph and Vav might resemble a ligature of

9 See Cross, 'The Development', 137, fig 1, lines 2 ( 3rd century, vulgar ), and 6 ( archaic,
semi-formal, 175-125 BCE).
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He.10 It is quite possible that MT is a conflation of an erroneous reading DK ^Dil
and its correction iroVn. On the other hand, both the Qumran reading and Aquila

seem to witness to variations in the way J1K was added to the text when it was

thought necessary. 4QDanc supports the difficult article in however, so the

Dead Sea text does not solve the whole problem.

Kaph could be confused with Resh in some Jewish scripts,11 so in Aramaic could

have arisen from dittography of Resh, in "Vy, and Lamed in KJ"Hibllb.

In the case of the conflate MT, the original reading would have been JTdV)3 11V

|Y>, 'the kingdom of Greece will rouse itself. The above error in Aramaic would

give the original text as ]V "H KITD^faV TV, 'he will arouse the kingdom of
Greece'. Tracing permutations of either of these errors in Hebrew or Aramaic to

produce the meanings of the Versions would be complex and long. At this point it
seems best to assess the probability of a solution in each language as about even.

10 Ibid.; lines 3 ( archaic, 3rd century), and 7 ( archaic, semiformal, 175-125 BCE ).
11 Ibid.
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MT inntjtft x'p
0 xai ouk e'tq xa 'eoxaxa abxou

S cn_£*CLDD r«Ao

V sed non in posteris eius

OG ob Kaxa xr|v aZKT|v abxou
967 oi) Ka[xa xr|]v oZkt|v auxou12
Syh m\ .

Zimmermann's first solution took account of OG variant ob Kaxa ir|v aA,KT|v
abiou. Few have found a way to explain this variant,13 except Collins who suggests

OG read IDpTn. but he is not sure of the graphic transition from UTHnK14 and it is

certainly not a good graphic match with MT because of the Qoph. BHS similarly

can only suggest 1PDD with a query, and this is not even as close as Collins' attempt.

Zimmermann thought the Greek translator read an Aramaism into the Hebrew: some

form of Aramaic root IPIK for MT JTHIIK. An Aramaic word was sometimes read

into MT by a LXX or other translator,15 just as Aramaic words were sometimes used

by Hebrew authors,16 but this does not indicate an Aramaic Vorlage. Zimmermann

did not entertain a simple graphic error in Aramaic between pmN, 'power', and

pniK, 'succeeding'. Targ Ps 109:13 reads, pITlK 133 rPDIO TP

piTOW 1113TP where pfTlK appears in a phrase with and describing TT, parallel to

tpO which translates MT rPiriK. This only witnesses to pmK as an adjective

modifying 11, but it could have been used as a substantive in Daniel. So the variant

in OG may have an Aramaic source in common with MT, but without further

12 P967 has a scribal error in oxkt|v; cfGeissen, Papyrus 967,245; Collins, Daniel, 363, note 3.
13

Montgomery, A Critical, 426, only queried it, and Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 75, ignored it.
14 Collins, Daniel, 363.
15 See examples of this in LXX and Targum supplied in Chapter Seven, pages 332-3.
16 Cf e.g. Zimmermann's list in Chapter Two, pages 58-9.
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attestation of this Aramaic usage, it should be regarded also with a degree of

uncertainty.

11:7 MT y.nn *?N x'rri

0 Kat f|£,£t Ttpoc; tt]v buvaptv
S »hi rCdu-^JG

V et venit cum exercitu

OG Kat f|^ei £7tt xr|v Sovaptv anion

967 Kat r|^£t £7tt i[r|v £v£p]ytav £amon

Syh cnLl r<Lu A \ r<&r<£ia

In this clause Zimmermann saw evidence ofmisreading ofAramaic particle 7, which

was meant to be a sign of the accusative, but was taken as a preposition: that K^TI^
gave rise to Hebrew ^K, which should have read VtiH DN.17 This theory

also involved the misreading of the verb as a simple active verb 'he will come',

instead of a causative 'he will cause to come/ bring'. The same verbal misreading is

possible in Hebrew, X'D'H for KT1, but misunderstanding ofb is not.18

Ginsberg elaborated on Zimmermann's view, maintaining the original Aramaic had a

third masculine singular suffix, 'his army' ( accusative), which had been

misread as an emphatic ending, hence the definite article in Hebrew.19

OG and Papyrus 967, with the Syro-Hexapla, support Ginsberg's idea, since they all
indicate a third masculine singular possessive pronoun; but there is no support for

17 Cf page 60.
18

Although b was sometimes used as sign of the accusative in Hebrew, this was an Aramaism and
cannot be adduced as evidence for a Hebrew solution.

19 Cfpage 60 again.
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Zimmermann's theory. Moreover OG, 967, 0, S and Syh could all support a

meaning of a preposition as 'against', since Greek £7tl and 7tpoc and Syriac^ can all

carry this sense in certain contexts. If this is the import of the text, then 'the army'

and the possessive pronouns in OG and Syh must refer to the king of the north.20
Even MT is not as meaningless as Zimmermann thought, since it would be notable if
the new king joined the army in the field in person.21 Nevertheless, the error which

Zimmermann detected is possible in an Aramaic text.

Bevan wanted to read the meaning 'he will bring an army ( against them )' but he
had to amend the text to do this and assume the meaning 'against' for as in 8:7.22
Charles said that 'with his army' would be expected rather than 'to the army' ( cf
11:13 where MT reads "7TQ ), but he preferred the sense 'march against the army'.23

Retroversions for comparison could be as follows:

continued...

20
Charles, A Critical, 281, preferred this interpretation of the text.

21
E.g. David joined his troops, previously led by Joab, in 2 Sam 12:26-29. Ewald, A Commentary,
295-6, with Von Lengerke and Hitzig, thought that in 11:7 Ptolemy III, Euergetes, was contrasted
favourably with a weak Ptolemy II; cfBevan, A Short Commentary, 176. Montgomery, A Critical,
428, 431, preferred 'outworks', V>nn, as a prelude to the reaching of the 'stronghold', T1V73.

22
Bevan, A Short Commentary, 176.
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^Tin "?X xm MT > Aram n^n1? by-\

OG > Heb V7T! ^X X^l OG > Aram T\b'>nb byi

i^n by xyi n^rt by by^

iVrn n^nn

0, s > Heb V»nn by xyf 0, s > Aram rfrn by by}

VTQ n^TQ

V > Heb ^nn nx XlTf V > Aram r6">n DV Vvi

^nn ny n^nn

V>m

Clearly the difference between the definite noun and the form with a pronoun suffix
is more easily explained in Aramaic than in Hebrew. With the latter it is possible to

imagine the loss of the third masculine singular suffix 1.. before the conjunction that

follows, but the He of the definite article must be explained by a second error such as

an inaccurate reduplication of Het.24 With Aramaic it is simply a case of confusing

two consonantal homographs nV^n and nV'n.

The question of the preposition, which is raised by Zimmermann's explanation, is

complicated by the various prepositions used by the Versions. The graphic, or

phonetic, confusion between bx and by in Hebrew is attested in Qumran Hebrew.25
In Aramaic a confusion between b and by could easily have come about under the

influence of the preceding verb by. The occurrence of cum in the Vulgate is more

difficult to explain, though a scribal error of DV for by is possible. A Semitic text

23
Charles, A Critical, 281.

24 This is not an unusual error: cf4QDana mmonrt for nVTOn in 10:19; cf page 243.
25 See e.g. Kutscher E Y, The Language and Linguistic, 403-5, especially p 403, note 1: Kutscher
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with 13 would encompass the meanings of all the Versions, but it is perhaps less

likely that this would be rendered by in MT.

Whichever of these is viewed as a viable explanation, it is apparent that

Zimmermann's recourse to a misread Aramaic particle b, though feasible, is not

necessary in view of the evidence of the Versions.

The issue of whether it is possible to trace one 'original' preposition can only be
discussed in the context of the textual problems in the verse as a whole, since there is
one less verb in OG and this changes the meaning considerably.

mt ana ntton jiDsn 'nbft x'm bvtrnbx x'm ina rrunwv T T T : I T - I V V T : T : • v T : - T v T T ...... - T :

iTTjirn

0 Kat oxr|osxat sk xod avGotx; xr|<; pi^rf; abxr|c; xr|<; exotpaotac;

abxon Kat f|^ei 7tpo<; xr|v Suvapiv Kat e'taeZeuaexat e'tc^ xa

bttoaxripiypaxa xou BamZeax; xon Boppa Kat 7totriost 'sv abxotg
Kat KaxtoxtJoet.

S r<°u3odv=i ci rV\ . ■.-! n^vr^J ci v cni^r*? -\ •- cn_VT \ .l r<iai pan I a

°>nAi 'a yOCIla iiMa i/.nT^I r^-sN-n .\ v

V et stabit de germine radicum eius plantatio et venit cum exercitu et

ingredietur provinciam regis aquilonis et abutetur eis et obtinebit

Kat avaoxr|0£xai cpuxov jsk xrjc; pi^r|c; abxou KaG1 eaoxov, Kat

f|^st 87ti xr|v bnvaptv abxou 'ev tc^tn abxoi) PaotZsn^ Boppa Kat

jtotr|08i xapax0v Kat Kaxtaxuoei.

cnV,.-! rc\. .■ ,\ \ r^JirCin aiAa en i*a enk.-t r^in \ parAa

mV in p<. naM inja nCiAin cnX.-l ffAvOJ^v\ .n-i

Retroversions into Hebrew for comparison with MT could be as follows:

listed ten interchanges between btC and bv.

OG

Syh
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mt payn nym Km V*>nn ^x Km td rntznty nym nnyi

pbnm nra ntyyi

0 > Heb As MT except for the plural construct byftll

s > Heb by nym Km Vrtn ^x Km m ^y mtznty nym nnyi

pbnm nra nnyi payn

v > Heb p^n (?) nym Km V»n(n) ny Km p ^y rpunty nym nnyi
Vtq

pbnm nra ntyyi payn

og > Heb pQyn pbn bym i^n ^x Km mim nznum nyi nnyi

ityn i^m (?)

pbnm nmrm r\\uy]

Syh > Heb As OG except for the couplet imn for possible imm.

26The last two clauses of this verse have been dealt with in detail in Chapter Four.

The difference between MT and 0 is minor and it can best be accounted for in terms

of the transposition of Vav from Tiy?3 to "ltyn, with Vav then read as Yod to make

by?3. The same process could account for OG sv 'toxnt anion, which would be

the equivalent of "ltym, or "ltyn ifMem was lost before Bet.

The Vulgate broadly follows MT.27 The lack of an equivalent for the pronoun suffix

for p can easily be explained as a loss of Vav in Hebrew before the following

26 CfChapter Four, pages 157-9.
27 It is not certain that the common genitive pronoun eius, which could be masculine, feminine or
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conjunction. Abutetur seems to have taken DTD TWV in the sense of 'do / work

against, misuse'. Provinciam is not an obvious equivalent of 1*13772.

The Peshitta faithfully supports MT except for addition of preposition bv twice.

There seems to be no textual reason for these additions and the translator probably

added them to smooth the meaning, as noticed on other occasions. Although bv
could have been added before "u!3 to accord with other uses in Daniel, it is notable

that preposition *[73 has not been moved to its more logical place as demonstrated by
the OG.

There are four differences between MT and OG which need explanation.

a) The preposition *[73 seems to have been transposed from before *"IY3 to before

"lUntZ/, unless it should be understood as partitive.28

b) The form lUntlt was apparently in the Vorlage ofOG instead of rPUntft ofMT.

c) The phrase ko.0 sauiov appears to be the equivalent ofTD.

d) OG lacks a second verb Kat f|^ei to be the equivalent of the second fO'H ofMT.

a) The preposition 73 in MT could be explained in terms of a reduplication of Dalet

from "77317*1 or Nun from "7Y329 but it is more difficult to see why 73 should have been

lost before rPttntZf Of course a Greek translator could easily have corrected the

strange reading ofMT or it could have been corrected in the Vorlage ofOG.
Retroversion to Aramaic of the clause could be as follows:

neuter, is equivalent of the MT feminine pronominal suffix.
28

Bevan, A Short Commentary, 176, and Montgomery, A Critical, 432, thought that could be
partitive ( after THU7 of 11:5 ).

29 In general, confusion between Mem and Nun requires only the loss of the left vertical / oblique
stroke ofMem, but with Dalet the loss of the bottom horizontal stroke from Mem is required as
well: it does of course depend on particular graphic styles; cfCross, 'The Development', 137.
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rnunu/ \n tnp"n

nunu/ ]?3 iyj mp*n

It is immediately apparent that ]Y2 could easily have arisen from dittography in
Aramaic ofMem and Nun between the two words lYJ D1p',l As with Hebrew, it is

difficult to explain in mechanical terms why ]72 should have appeared before \U~VJJ,

unless the genitive construction had been rPUHUt "H *3Y2 and "H had become

corrupted to "[73. Otherwise, at this stage, it must be counted as a deliberate
correction of the sense of the text.

b) The difference in Hebrew between the plural noun with third feminine singular

suffix, rPttntZt, and the singular noun with third masculine singular suffix, "lUnttt as

represented by OG, can be accounted for in terms of the loss of He, and Yod read as

Vav. In Aramaic the difference is more easily explicable since the masculine and
feminine third singular suffixes are both represented by He, and the Yod only need
be assumed lost.

c) YD poses a great difficulty here: modern translators and commentators tend to

translate it like YD bv in 11: 20, 21, 38.30 The OG equivalent appears to be

Ka0' sauiov which is equally puzzling. It has been suggested that OG read Y~n?2331
which would assume that Nun had been read in MT for Mem of OG equivalent, and
that He and a Vav had been lost. On the other hand, if MT was original, then

perhaps He was transposed from the suffix of rPYHW and Vav was duplicated from

the conjunction following.

,0
Bevan, cfnote 28, considered the phrase adverbial, meaning the same with or without the
preposition, like the phrase DTtbKn JTOp).

31 Charles, A Critical, 280. Collins, Daniel, 364 note 19, thinks this uncertain. Montgomery listed
0's exoijiuaiaq as derived from "["DM, but since it shares a common root with p and can mean
'station, place' there is no reason why p should not have been in the 0 Vorlage.
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Aramaic for MT might be mnx, 'his place', but could OG be retroverted to

mniO, 'after him'? The Greek preposition Kaia can mean Tike', i.e. 'after the

fashion of, and Ka0 saniov can mean 'in one's own rank of life',32 but it is not

clear that Aramaic TGfO can carry this sense. Its common usage is temporal, 'after

him', and this meaning is equally suitable in context as Tike him'; in which case, if
the Aramaic can assume the latter meaning at all, it seems strange that a translator

did not understand this common temporal meaning for TJlfO. To accommodate the

readings of MT and OG, Bet must also have dropped out or arisen after He of the
third person singular suffix in Aramaic.

None of these explanations seems satisfactory and it is necessary to examine the

meaning of noun |3 in Hebrew. KB3 lists five homonyms in the form of |3: the root

I'D yields the sense 'place, position, office', which is the meaning usually attributed

to it in Daniel by modern English translators: the root |D gives the sense 'stand,

base'; but in one reference, Ps 80:16, the meaning 'shoot, stock' is apparent.33 The

latter sense seems to fit the context in Daniel 11:7; but ifi33 means 'his stock', here

in MT without a preposition, it would appear to be an alternative to fPUHUt 'her

roots'. Given the historical context, it would not be surprising if it was not clear
whether the relationship between Ptolemy III and Berenice was referred to, or that
between Ptolemy II and III. This would account for the different suffixes suggested

by OG and MT for UHU7 as noted in b), though it might naturally be expected that a

son would come from the stock of his father rather than his sister. All this evidence

points in the direction of conflation in MT of two readings ID and rPttnUf and of

OG Tip pt^rp anion representing the reading ID. Then the question arises as to

why there should be two different nouns in MT.

32 LS, Vol 1, 883, IV:3.
j3 See KB3, Vol 2, 483, 111 )3 1: BDB, 487 lists all the above meanings except the last under |JD,

and on 488 the term in Ps 80:16 is described as a feminine noun n|3. KB3 follows J G Fevrier,
'Vocabulaire Sacrificiel Punique', JA 243 (1955), 49-63 (54), in reading p in Ps 80:16 with a third
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It is interesting to note that HP lists pl^a as being the equivalent ofp only in Dan

11:7, in both OG and 0. In fact 0 appears to conflate MT and OG readings in this

verse, until it is realised that MT is conflate, and 0 translated it. It is significant that

OG has a similar start to 11:20, where MT has TD *717, as here in v 7.34 The OG

beginning of 11:20 appears to have little connection to the beginning in MT ( where

there is no form of in that verse), but several scholars, trying to explain OG

pt^a in 11:20, suggest it was influenced by the introduction in v 7. This explanation

is unnecessary because the meaning 'his stock' for TD supplies the connection

between OG and MT in each verse.

There is another use of pt^a in 0, in 2:41, where it is the equivalent of Aramaic

Kri3^3. This noun, which means 'planting, plot', is used in the Genesis Apocryphon

in the context of the dispute between Lamech and his wife as to who was responsible

for her pregnancy.33

Retroversion ofOG 11:7a to Aramaic using this noun would give a reading

nmYj p nYi nnp"n

and it can be seen that this one word would account for:

i) the two nouns and p in MT, being alternative renderings of the metaphor

'planting, plot':

ii) the difference in number in the noun Untl/ as exhibited in MT and p in OG
Hebrew equivalent, since the Aramaic feminine noun form could be singular or

plural:

feminine singular suffix, PJ33.
34 Cf pages 268-84 for a detailed discussion ofproblems in 11:20.
35 1 QapGenar 1:1; 11:15.
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iii) the difference between the masculine suffix in OG equivalent and the feminine
in MT since the Aramaic third singular suffixes masculine and feminine are

consonantally identical:

iv) the displacement of the preposition ]73 because of confusion in the run of letters
...Yl |73 "1Y3 □. This would have been a particularly difficult sequence of letters to

read accurately if final forms were not in use.

d) For MT ]1QYn *]^73 11177313 KIPI the OG Hebrew equivalent would have been:

pQYn ""f?73 itym.

The difference between the pronoun suffix and lack of it on the noun 111773 has been

explained in terms of Hebrew; cf page 258; and this difference has allowed OG to

construe the king of the north as the subject in the nominative case rather than the
owner of a stronghold in the genitive case ( as in Theodotion's reading ). Moreover,
since there is no equivalent of the second verb in the OG reading, the king of the
north becomes the subject of the first verb, fO,,1, and this gives the opposite sense to

that ofMT where the king of the south is the subject of both verbs. This difference
in meaning appears to have led the OG translator to understand the meaning of 111773

as 'strength' and not 'stronghold'.

It is possible to find a reason why the second verb should either have been lost or
have arisen in Hebrew through mechanical means, if the readings are compared thus.

nym K^I ^nn

111773n V7T1

The Vav prefixed to the verb may have become attached to the preceding noun as a

third masculine singular suffix ( or vice versa ), and Yod of the verb could have

fallen out or arisen from confusion in the sequence ...1 b"7.... or from simple

confusion with Vav. There would also have been confusion between *Q„ and ...7313.
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A retroversion into Aramaic poses the same problem as in 11:39, in that there is a

wide choice of vocabulary to render the meanings 'stronghold' and 'strength' in one

word.36 In 11:7, however, there are two singular nouns to be accounted for and not a

noun and adjective, and this probably discounts the noun ]Un being confused with

port 'strong'. This leaves two possibilities for the Aramaic equivalent of TH773, i.e.
Vtt and tjpn ( or qpiri ).

Aramaic retroversions using these two nouns and construct forms could be as

follows.

mt > Aram terra tjprin rb^nb Vyi
og > Aram terra ^bi2 trjpnn rb^nb by^

Confusion is possible in this text because of the similarity between Ayin and Yod.

The second verb could have developed from a reduplication ofVtt thus
n b i n

b v

Equally the verb may have fallen out because of the influence of n^Tf. Another

notable possibility is that the preposition b, which in Zimmermann's view gave rise

to the troublesome in MT, could be a dittography of the last consonant of the first

verb. If this were the case, the original sense could have been 'the army will come to

the stronghold' and the second verb would certainly be a later addition, but there is
no textual support for this interpretation. Zimmermann's preferred meaning 'he will

bring the army', or, with the OG variation, 'he will bring his army', is of course still
a possibility, and there is no objective way of deciding between these readings apart

from appeal to history. Nevertheless, in the context of warfare, it does seem a

banality to note that the king brought his army with him! It would seem more

significance to note as MT implies, that the king joined his army in person.

36 CfChapter Four, pages 190-1; though in 11:39 the range was 'stronghold' and 'fortress'.
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Yet another solution to the problem in this section of text can be found if is used

as the basis for 111713 ofMT.

MT > Aram K'O-Q ^712 ^TQ Vvi nbnb bv^
og > Aram torru nbnb bv^

Clearly there is more potential for confusion in an Aramaic text using ^TF rather

than c^pn, and when the similarities between the two clauses are considered ( and the

similarity in meaning between them is to some extent apparent both in MT and OG ),
there must be a suspicion that MT and OG represent conflate readings. OG may

represent a conflation of ^Tf with two, alternative prepositions and MT may be a

conflation of two clauses with verb and noun and different prepositions. The
alternative readings could have arisen because of the fluidity in the meaning of the

prepositions involved or because of the ambiguity of the term ^TT in this context,

since it has the semantic range in Aramaic 'strength, strong, army, stronghold'.

There are too many differing solutions in Aramaic to allow a definitive decision

concerning the 'original' text in these clauses, but it is notable that in both this
section of v 7 and in the previous there is evidence of conflation, particularly in MT.

Equally possible is that what is described here is simply the clash of two armies, if
the OG retroversion to Aramaic ( above ) was the original.
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MT nivn^'n'?
OG e'ig xo (pBeipat abxr|v

Syh cn<^o\-ur*A

0 xou 5iacp0sipat abxqv

V ut evertat illud

4QDanc

96737 stq xo (pGsipai abxov

S crAcA -i»mA

Zimmermann explained the feminine third singular suffix as an error in Aramaic for
a masculine third singular one which would have required no change of consonants.
His suggested Aramaic text read by a translator as nb31lV, 'to destroy her',

when the author intended nbnrf?, 'to his hurt', he later altered to nbDH from the root

bin1 ( meaning ' her hurt / destruction ?), confused with nbnn, from ^nn",
meaning 'pledge / security'. So his version of the text ran 'he shall give the daughter
ofmen for a surety'.38

Ginsberg agreed that confusion occurred between the Aramaic pronominal suffixes,
but he preferred an infinitive nm^n1?, which should have resulted in Hebrew

rnnxn^. Hartman also referred to the error in reading an Aramaic suffix, but he

did not link this to any textual witnesses.39 Many of the earlier commentators,

including Montgomery and Charles, translated 'to destroy it', taking the antecedent
of the feminine suffix to be the kingdom ( ofEgypt), this, however, is some distance

back in the text and not as near as □"'WJn J"l3, the immediate antecedent.40 The

Vulgate has a neuter pronoun, whose antecedent is regnum, probably representing a

Semitic feminine one referring to UTD^7f3. Jerome therefore had the feminine form

of the suffix in his manuscript, aligning him with MT and supporting Montgomery

j7 CfGeissen, Papyrus 967,254.
38 These may have been Pual forms which Zimmermann suggested, but I have been unable to affirm

from the lexicons that they existed.
,9 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniiel, 268.
40

Montgomery, A Critical, 441-2; Charles, A Critical, 290.
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and Charles. Collins, on the basis of 4QDanc and Pap 967, translates 'to destroy

him'.41

The division of the witnesses to this word is an interesting one since each ancient

language has one witness per reading. Unusually, OG is aligned with MT and 0

against Pap 967, the Peshitta and 4QDan\

A comparison of the witnesses to the two sides might lead to the conclusion that
there has been some internal misreading or even interpretative activity. The reading
in the Peshitta, of course, could very easily be an internal error, serving to illustrate
Zimmermann's point that such a confusion would be easy in Aramaic. The
difference between OG and Pap 967 might also be considered an internal error since
it requires only the misreading of one letter, though there is no evidence elsewhere in
OG of Daniel and Pap 967 of a similar discrepancy.42 It is more likely that OG has

been corrected towards MT and that 967 is the original Old Greek. The evidence of
MT and 4QDanc perhaps suggests an early copyist's error appeared in the Hebrew
text. Ulrich explained the difference in terms of Hebrew orthography, 4QDanc

having the more common form of the suffix and MT reading nTPntt?nb;4 cf 11:10

H'TVO. Given that there is a variation in the two Hebrew witnesses, it must beT

acknowledged that the Greek versions are probably reflecting this variation, rather
than an internal Greek error unrelated to a Hebrew manuscript.

41 Collins, Daniel, 365, note 60.
42 There are many variations of pronoun between the two Greek texts, but none entails confusion of

abxov and abxr)v. Variants recorded by Geissen and Hamm are as follows:
W Hamm, Der Septuaginta-Text des Buches Daniel Kap 1-2, Nach dem Kolner Teil des Papyrus
967(1976, Bonn, Rudolf Habelt Verlag); Vol I, 238, eh 2:25 auxa: auxo; 278, eh 2:48, - :
auxco; Vol 2, 444, ch 4:11 ( 14 ) aoxoo : - ; 446, eh 4:12 ( 15 ), auxou: auxa>; 486, eh 4:28
( 31 ), auxqv: -: Geissen, Papyrus 967, 104; ch 7:12, -: auxou ; 158, ch 5:36, -: auxou; 168, ch
6:20, auxov:- ; 176, ch 6: 32-33 ? , auxou: auxcov; 252, ch 11:13, -: eTtauxqv. This evidence
does not preclude an internal Greek error between auxov and auxr|v, but it does illustrate that
confusion between Omicron and Eta is less likely than between Omicron and Alpha or Omega.
The occurrence of the pronoun in one Greek text and its complete omission from the other, as in
examples listed above, is a problem ofgreater magnitude than the one under discussion and
probably has no bearing on it.

43 Ulrich,'Daniel'Pt 2, 20.
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It is questionable how frequently there was confusion between a masculine and
feminine third singular pronominal suffix in BH. If it could be shown to be only an

occasional error in other texts, this might support the likelihood of it having

happened here in Dan 11:17. However it is incontrovertible that the confusion
between the two suffixes in question is easier in Aramaic than in Hebrew, since in
Aramaic it is only a matter of pointing in the common forms of the suffixes. It is

unnecessary to accept all of Zimmermann's suggestions for retroversion into
Aramaic: Ginsberg employed a straightforward infinitive for an infinitive, and his

suggestion is therefore superior, but all the textual evidence that is available cannot

weaken the force of Zimmermann's original observation, that this looks more like a

misreading ofAramaic than ofHebrew.

11:20 mt niDto Tin Tgy&

0 Ttapaptpa^cov 7rpaooa>v 8o^av PaoiZeiaq
S yCvAi*) iimo vY,\cle i-i

OG avqp xt)7titov So^av PaotZecoq

Syh rtfrAsG.l H^kuQ-i

V vilissimus et indignus decore regio

Zimmermann's and Ginsberg's view of this phrase as nonsense was supported by

Hartman, who said MT meant, 'one sending over an exactor ( slave-driver ) of

splendor of kingdom', which was 'sheer gibberish'.44 Zimmermann's retroversion to

Tp"5 myrtD, was influenced by use of in Dan 7:14, in a similar

run of three words, and Targum Jonathan's fiublp45 for 1. in Zech 9:8. He thought

a translator misinterpreted \\jb\U in an original Aramaic as 'exactor, ruler' instead of

44 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 268.
45 Variation in the noun does not alter Zimmermann's point; cfA Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic, Vol

III, The Latter Prophets according to Targum Jonathan (1962, Leiden, E J Brill), 489.
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'dominion, authority'. Ginsberg thought the Peshitta, which uses the same word here
for tZHX was perhaps influenced by 7:14 even though v\,\cut does not mean

'dominion' in 11:20 as it does in ch 7.

Many scholars have found MT in this section of text perfectly sensible, reading in it
a reference to the reign of Seleucus IV, Philopater, and to Heliodorus, the
tax-collector who ultimately poisoned Seleucus.46 Charles accepted MT and thought

the sense of XZ77C1 was clear as 'exactor'. In contrast, Hartman's view may seem an

extreme judgement on MT, and clearly, in the phrase "lin, fi"D^7J3 could be

interpreted adjectivally to give the sense 'royal splendour'.47 Yet it must be admitted

this is an imprecise description of what was exacted, and it only adds to the

strangeness of the reading in MT.

PS 565 lists, among meanings for , 'ruler, commander' ( which may be

general terms for tWJ ), but the word can carry connotations of a lesser ruler.

Nevertheless root vb\U is a possible Aramaic source for the Hebrew term: in fact

according to Ja has the semantic range 'power, office, rulership; one having

authority, ruler, staff, rod'. It is questionable, however, if a translator from Aramaic
to Hebrew would naturally render "\chvu by U/XU, i.e. a broad term translated by a

more precise one, unless aware of the historical situation alluded to. In contrast, the
Peshitta's use of a general term to translate a precise one, as also the Targum in Zech

9:8, is conceivable if a better did not come readily to mind. Though the text of the
Peshitta is close to MT relative to other versions like OG and the Vulgate, its sense is

changed by a conjunction, so that it means 'one who causes to pass away authority
and splendour of kingdoms'.4

46 Cf e.g. Bevan, A Short Commentary, 185; Montgomery, A Critical, 444; Collins, Daniel, 381-2.
47

Montgomery, ibid, who translated 'an exactor for royal glory' without justifying it grammatically.
48 Thus Taylor, The Peshitta, 284. He notes the differences between MT and the Peshitta, describing

them as 'transformation' ofMT, implying deliberate change by the Syriac translator; cf265, 285.
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Zimmermann did not consider the OG reading, which represents a considerable
difference from MT. These differences can be explored for evidence of a solution
and they need to be studied in the context of the introduction to the verse.

msbiz nn mil td by my*]

Kat avaaxr|0£xai bit xr|v exotpaotav abxou ^apaPtPa^cov

7tpaaocov 8o^av PaotZstac;
i.ttna v\J\o_g i-i r cn l n^iso \ \ pcuuo

et stabit in loco eius vilissimus et indignus decore regio

Kat avaoxriasxat 8K xr|<; ptCx|G abxou tpuxov PaatZstai; s'lg
avaoxamv, avrp xtmxcov 8o^av paotZeccx;
reAvun-itAvX .n\ ixfdicvxXsD.T (nL.i retri_s. ^rt pmuo

Charles thought that Theodotion had read 131313 for 133,49 but 0 has the same

equivalent for p, sxotpaota, in 11:7, 21. It seems certain that Theodotion had the
same text as MT, but read the two participles in apposition, construing both as

nominative instead of making the second accusative. The Vulgate has the same

shaped text as MT, though it has an additional conjunction, in a different place to the

one in the Peshitta, which changes the meaning. The term vilissimus may relate to

read as 13V, 'slave', since the Latin term can refer to a person of very low

status. Indignus can mean 'severe, cruel, harsh'50 and may therefore be equivalent to

mu

OG, supported by the Syro-Hexapla, has additional phrases, cpuxov PaotZsiac; and

etc; avaoxaotv. Its reading frvip xt)7rxcDV, seems to be a variant: Collins says it

49
Charles, A Critical, 295.

50
L&S, 935, Indignus, II, A.

MT

0

S

V

OG

Syh
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reflects MT31 but Montgomery thought a reading for \U12 produced Ti)7UTCQV.52
The noun avr|p might be implicit in the masculine participle Utnn, in which case it is

a pleonastic addition to the translation. More likely it could be the equivalent ofMT
*TQy)3. The nearest form similar to this participle and meaning 'man' would be

731: loss or addition ofYod and Mem must be adduced for this transition, as well as

confusion ofAyin and Gimel ( an aural error). Of course, Yod could be discounted

as an added mater lection is.

Hebrew WXl has, according to KB3, the semantic range 'spur on, collect, force to

work, oppress' and its participle can mean 'slave-driver, tyrant'. OG TUTCT81V is the

standard equivalent in LXX for I"Dn ( but used once for tpJ and once for p^rT3 ),

and, although 'one who strikes' may be connected with the concept of oppression, it

is not an accurate equivalent for U/ni It more probably derives from V12 than tpJ
since a defective Shin is more likely to have been mistaken for Ayin than Pe. This
must be set in the context of the clause as a whole in order to compare possible
Hebrew and Aramaic solutions.

0 > Heb

MT, [ ] mraVn nn \um -pnyn

[ n'wm ] xrabn nn mil -ayn

OG > Heb

-ay

[ ] -|bn -nn y;m -an

mm

V > Heb

S > Heb [ w>rpy\ ] jtvoVk) mm mm -pnym

[ awm] -nra mmi lay

51

52

53

Collins, Daniel, 366.

Montgomery,^ Critical, 145.
TU71XSIV is used in LXX for pbn Hiphil in Isa 41:7, and for qil in Ex 8:2 ( 7:27 ).
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MT > Aram [ pttTOI ] "13^)3 ^V)2

K1XI2

0 > Aram [ pmoi ] •dVb nn nnvn

OG > Aram [ pnTOI ] *[b)2 nn KIDD

S > Aram [ pavn] mm pVup myn
v > Aram [ povii ] •dVm nn mtn ny

The confusion between JTDVe ofMT and of the OG Hebrew equivalent is best

elucidated in Aramaic where pMl provides a Vav to be confused with Vav in
in Hebrew ...m of tnmm could be confused with JTl... The solution is

simpler in Aramaic. The plural in the Peshitta reflects a Hebrew confusion between

MT reading and DTO^D, but it could also be an Aramaic discrepancy between "D7D

and That the noun is indefinite is a problem in all the above texts ( except the

Syro-Hexapla ). Certainly He of the definite article could have fallen out of a
Hebrew text before a ligature of Resh and Dalet, or as a result of some general

confusion in with the termmil; in Aramaic similarly Tav and He of may

have been lost in confusion with the letters ...Tin following, and possibly even an

emphatic ending with Aleph.

OG iflt; ppr|<; in v 20 seems to reflect use ofp in MT with the meaning 'stock'.54
In v 7 Aramaic KDHYJ was the suggested source of both and p in MT,

leading to use ofppa in OG. Collins assumes v 20 has been influenced by v 7, and

OG was understood to be conflate with v 7 by Montgomery.35 The word order in OG

is reversed between 11:7, (poxov sk xr|q ppfl? abxou, and 11:20, sk xr|q pipl?
abxou cpuxov PaotX,staq, but if the latter is an addition of the translator influenced

by v 7, it is not identical, for cpuxov modified by the genitive paotletac; ends the

54
Cfpage 262.
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phrase. Since 13D by makes good sense as 'in his place, office', there must be some

reason why OG reads 8k xr|<; pt^c; abxoi) (puxov. There may have been

conflation of two meanings of p, if both 'root' and 'shoot' or 'offspring' are

considered synonyms of 'stock'; but cpuxov, 'plant, what has grown, tree, creature,

descendant', is not quite right as a translation of 131. It also lacks a pronoun

equivalent of the Hebrew third masculine singular suffix, and a preposition.

OG has two words from av toxr||ii and this may indicate conflation of two clauses,
each the equivalent ofMT.

mt rrcbi2 Tin mil Toya td by -rain

OG1 PaotA-staq tpuxov Kat avaoxqoexat sk xpq ptCHG
abxou

mt nn mil toj/73 td by uasn

OG2 do^av |3aoiX,ecoc; xtmxoov avrp etc; avaoxaotv

It is unclear if there is an equivalent for OG cpoxov in MT. Neither is there any

obvious way of accounting for the loss or accretion of Hebrew words in either of the

two clauses. Some explanation is needed for change between by and ]73, equivalent
ofGreek £k, as well as lack of equivalent for "Tin in the first Greek clause.

Montgomery thought that PaoiA.8taq was a corrective gloss on [laotAecoQ, that e'tq

avaoxaotv was the equivalent of 173yb ( without explaining whether this derives

from 173371 or t03773, where CG reads t>73j77356 ) and that ximxcov came from

Hebrew 3733.37 Charles retroverted the second clause in OG thus:58

35 Collins, Daniel, 366 note 171; Montgomery, A Critical, 445.
56 See BHS, note 20a.
57

Montgomery, cf note 52.
58 See Charles, 1929, 295 for this retroversion.
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*]b)2 Tin yju wk invb myi

etc; avaoxaotv avrp xtmxcov 6o^av PaoiXsox; Kai avacxr|oexai

On the basis of Charles' suggestions, but using TU instead of WK, MT and OG

could be compared thus:

mt iroVn Tin urni tnyn to ^y myi

og > Heb ^712 nn ym nna nny1? nyj td ^y nnyi
mi

There is no easy way to account for the readings in terms of mechanical Hebrew

errors, except for Montgomery's assessment of as alternative for *]bl2.

Semantic ranges in the vocabulary employed in MT and OG must be compared

carefully.

Hebrew: p : from root }T, place, position, office; shoot,59 root, stock

from root stand, base, pedestal

Tny Hiphil: cause to pass over, bring over; allow to pass, overlook;

make over, dedicate, present offerings; cause to pass

away, take away, remove

Qal: spur on, press, drive, oppress, exact, collect;

participle = slave-driver, bailiff, tyrant

Greek: cpuxov: plant, garden plant; sucker; creature; offspring

59
KB3, cf page 261 and footnote 33 above, gives 'shoot' as one meaning ofp, but it is not
clear if there is support for this correspondence apart from (poxov in OG of Dan 11:20.
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avaoxaoiq: making to stand, raising up, setting up, erection;

standing, rising up, rising and moving off; removal;

rising again

Ti)7tT£iv: beat, strike, smite; sting

This comparison confirms there is no clear semantic link between (poxov and p,

there being only 'shoot' and 'sucker' in common. As observed before, Tt)7tT£tv is

not a direct equivalent ofUtXll Montgomery and Charles naturally assumed that etc;

avuaxuop represented some Hebrew variant such as since the Greek noun

can mean "rising / setting up', but the preposition is not easy to explain mechanically,
since Lamed is the most distinctive of Hebrew consonants. Likewise, if it is an

alternative to the first verb, the preposition is a problem. Besides its obvious

links with root avaoxctop can compare semantically with ""QJ7 through the

idea of 'removal'. If avaoxaotv carried this meaning, it could derive in some way

from "TOl7?3 and there would be no need to posit an alternative reading ( as

in the CG reading ) or frfayb, but MT "PI2I7D has no preposition. Avaoxaop even

has a link with p in its meaning of'stand' ( which derives from }JD to 'be firm' or

to 'establish'60 ), since it can mean 'setting up'. Since TD is the only word in MT to

carry a preposition, it is most probable that kic; avaoxaotq is an alternative
translation for this noun, though the lack of genitive pronoun is still a problem.

None of the Hebrew alternatives gives a completely satisfactory explanation for the
differences between MT and OG in this part of 11:20.

continued...

60 Ibid, for divergences in the lexicons concerning the roots for p.
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Retroversion to Aramaic ofMT and OG texts could be:

MT > Aram "D^EJ nn MJX.1 733/D nnnYl by Dlpn
n

OG1 > Aram Mbl2 *1YJ nfQYJ ]T2 Dipi

OG2 > Aram ^bt2 17H KHJ3 im nmYJ by

Apart from a similar explanation for the presence or lack of |?3 as noted in 11:7,61
there is little to recommend this retroversion as a solution above any found in

Hebrew. 1YJ could represent a partial reduplication of nrQYJ, but the graphic

likeness of and KI712 is very remote.

However, the question concerning the equivalent of OG 8l<; avaoiaotv is

illuminated. Just as Hebrew 1T2Vb is unlikely to be the answer, Aramaic infinitive

□pfa1? is improbable as a solution. E'iq avaoiaotv, being a substantive governed

by a preposition, only has an equivalent in the Hebrew in TD by, which has been

retroverted to Aramaic nrQYJ by. The Greek word is not an exact semantic match

with either the Hebrew or Aramaic, but it seems to be closer to the latter. can

mean 'stand, place, office', but not 'standing, setting up', though the root can

mean to 'be upright'. nrQYJ, however, can mean 'planting' and, since its root 3Y3

has the sense to 'set up' in Aramaic, also 'setting up'. Moreover the lack of genitive

pronoun can be explicated by the Aramaic suffix in He, which may be an emphatic

ending or a genitive pronoun suffix. That is nrQYJ could be translated by either

TD or avaomaic,.

The differences in prepositions in all the texts concerned must be addressed. Whilst
variation of a preposition may represent a problem in mechanical terms in a Hebrew

text, this is not so much a difficulty where translation is concerned because there can

be great fluidity of meaning for prepositions, and formal equivalents would not
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necessarily be employed. Here in Dan 11:20, in the context of a royal successor, the
most natural preposition to accompany nrQYl would be and this is reflected in

the OG £K. by in the phrase TD by seems to means 'on'( his root / stock ) and in

this context could be a dynamic equivalent of |D, and, since the reverse is also

possible, 8K could be the dynamic equivalent of by. 8l<;, on the other hand, is

difficult to construe except as a translation of the preposition b, unless the whole

Greek phrase etc; avaoxaatc; is a dynamic idiom for TD by. In v 7 the Aramaic

phrase nrQXJ ]Y2 was the solution to a conflate text. If the same expression was

used in v 20, then OG 8K pt^r|c; ctbxot) would be a fairly literal rendering of it and

s'tQ avaoxaotc; might be a dynamic alternative.

The substantial problems in this verse still remain unexplained by the above
retroversion to Aramaic. A more helpful line of investigation is provided by a

suggestion of Charles which was not concerned with the OG at all. He retroverted
the Peshitta's into Hebrew 17T"IT, presumably on the basis of common

meanings, 'force, power'.62 Without mater lectionis, this could easily be confused

with 1TIT, 'seed, offspring', which could in its turn be the source of OG cpuxov. This

equivalence is found in Ezek 17:5, where MT i77T_rnt273 is rendered in LXX as e'tq

xo 7teSiov tpuxov.63 The corollary of this is that cpoxov should be connected to

117YD in MT, but the link between tin13 and 17TIT is not semantically direct ( being

similar to that between WMl and A mechanical error is not totally

impossible if Ayin was in some way corrupted into Shin and each of the consonants

in 17T"IT with vertical strokes was changed into the appropriate one in TI7YU; but this is

not highly probable.

61 Cf page 260.
62

Charles, cf page 273 note 58.
63

HRp 1447 does not record this as a direct equivalence for (pircov, but lists it as problematic. Yet it
seems to be a literal rendering in the Greek of a difficult Hebrew phrase.
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Exploration of the connection between 'arm, power, force' and 'seed, offspring' in
Aramaic produces the clearest link between OG and MT in this verse. There could

have been confusion involving STll, 'arm, power' and IDT, 'seed, offspring', a

simple error between "7 and T, leading to OG having 1T1T in its Hebrew manuscript.64
There are three verbs in Aramaic which could be associated with im, and with each

other, by graphic error. ( The last two of these occur in Hebrew, but not the first, and
not in MT. )

fCn \ "HI to 'carry away, lift'

NT) \ "H") to 'rebel, chastise, subjugate, drive, rule'

Tin to 'stamp, beat'.

Of these, .NT") is clearly the semantic equivalent of Hebrew fPJJ, and TT) matches

the meaning of Timxgiv. NT relates to Ti;y?3 through the sense 'remove/

removal'. Before retroversion can be attempted the issue of the form of the

Lamed-Aleph participle must be addressed.

BA employs Lamed-Aleph participial forms with Aleph but other Jewish Aramaic
uses Yod. QA evidences both, as e.g. in the Genesis Apocryphon.65 The forms with

Yod will be employed in retroversion, but they are not essential to the analysis
because original forms with Aleph could have been copied later with Yod: this could

have been an aural transition or a deliberate change of orthographic style. If 1HT was

64 It is improbable that Jewish Aramaic had the form VTT, 'seed': it is listed in Ja Vol 1, 324, but
does not occur in BA, where the only example, in Dan 2:43, reads IDT. The Genesis Apocryphon
has int; of2:15; 21:10, 12, 13, 14. BCTP lists two occasions in 1 Sam 2:31 where the Targum
has "|jm and MT reads 15? "IT, but the context requires the sense 'offspring' and LXX reads xo
onepga aou. The meturgeman read the same pointing for the Hebrew as MT, and BCTP is
inaccurate to give the meaning of JH"T as 'seed' on the basis of this text. Sokoloff lists only y~lT
for 'seed'. Here in Dan 11:20 the distinct forms VTT, 'arm' and 1HT, 'seed', may have been
confused in Aramaic.

65 CfFitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, 213, for an index to Lamed-Aleph forms. Note e.g. 2:2
TU??3, 20:32 "Oft, 22:3 "OUT where the last two listed could be perfects or participles, but each
shows the later morphology.
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in an original text, the transition could have been from Ayin to Yod, without forms

using Aleph.66

Retroversions to Aramaic using the above verbs could be as follows.

MT > Aram 1717 "HI m nmYJ p

OG1 > Aram 1HT p mp'n

og2 > Aram nn "nn tt TDYl p

S > Aram UHl 1711 m nrQYJ p Dip1!, i.e. Heb Vorlage >Aram
V > Aram "llH "HIT m nrQYJ p mpn, i.e. Heb Vorlage > Aram

Inclusion of genitives with "H would further complicate these readings, but they are

unnecessary in explanations ofmost of the variants. There may be several different

permutations of a solution to this textual puzzle. One is to assume the shortest text,

OG1, was original and meant 'and from his stock will arise a royal seed'. If 1HT was

read as "HI ( possibly as im first), this would have resulted in the text:

"vbn tt nnnYi p,' from his stock one who removes a kingdom'.
This could have given rise to alternative or additional readings by dittography thus:

i) ti H.. became Mbl2 TH7 or "H Tin, 'royal glory' or 'glory of a

kingdom'; or it became "H Tin 'HI 'a remover of glory of a kingdom'.

ii) m, one who removes', became "hi, 'a subjugator'.

iii) m, became "H TH7 ( 7H7 ) or "H "Tin ( 771 ), 'one who strikes'.

66 Another orthographic change which might have been involved in some stages of transmission is
use of final He instead ofAleph or Yod. This would be relevant especially to any confusion
associated with 7717, but I have tried to limit the number of variables in the textual models,
otherwise the alternatives for sources of confusion proliferate to unmanageable numbers. To put it
another way, there are an embarrassingly large number of possible solutions in an Aramaic text
here, so the models explored can only ever demonstrate the potential, not exhaust it.
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This model takes OG1 as representing the original Semitic text, and allows the

possibility that the imprecise HH was a secondary development. It also suggests

MT is conflate with three different readings: where OG1 has only cpuxov, it has

nn \Z7MJ equivalents of "HI, "HI and Tin respectively in Aramaic; cf

page 273. OG2 has the same number of elements as MT but evidences some

differences in readings: probably for TQ17D in Hebrew, derived from Aramaic

"H"I; TO7tlCOv for IZ/TU deriving respectively from TT3 and "H") in Aramaic;

probably s'l^ avacxaotv for UD bv or Hebrew variant for this, traceable to

Aramaic Here it can be seen that the lack of the definite article with

avaoxaotv may be due to final He being read as part ofTin, leaving a form TQYJ

which was read as fDYl

In a model with MT representing an original text, which in Aramaic could have been

graphically confusing, it seems less likely that OG1 would have developed from

haplographies in Aramaic, than that OG as a whole represents a number of
alternative readings conflated into a text similar to MT. In this case OG equivalent
of MT would be kgu frvaoxriosxat ek xr|<; pi^ri^ abxou ... avtp xu7txoov

So^av PaotASOt^. Into the Vorlage, which differed from MT in ways already noted,
was added alternative readings represented by the Greek terms cpuxov, fkrot^EtaQ
and Etc; avaozaaiq. However, the Vulgate and Peshitta, which have the same

elements as MT, use the conjunction in different places and this may be another
indication that MT, or more precisely the MT group of texts, is a conflation of
alternative readings incorporated into the text in slightly varying ways in different
individual manuscripts.

Another model could therefore be deduced from the extant witnesses, guided by the
sense provided by the available alternative readings. The sense ofOG1, for example,
is a tautology, since it is obvious that a descendant of one monarch is of the royal
seed. The meaning ofMT, though acceptable to many modern scholars in the light
of historical events known from other sources, is still awkward: 'splendour / glory'
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is a strange expression to describe taxes demanded from a population. If the temple
treasure was the subject ofextortion67 then the indefinite terms are a problem.

The idea ofCharles, that 1TT may be the source of the Peshitta's use of^W , and

the graphic link this provided with 'seed', in Aramaic, and with OG cpuxov, led

to the discovery that the meanings of three words in the MT could be traced to

Aramaic verbs with the common elements Resh and Dalet. Given the ease with

which these two consonants could be confused, it seems very probable that Aramaic
textual corruption lies behind this section of Daniel.68 It is the more likely because

these same graphemes occur in the problematic word "Tin, which could have been

carried directly from an Aramaic text into a Hebrew, but which could only have

developed from textual error in Aramaic. The Aramaic elements adduced thus far,
from which Hebrew and then Greek text sprang, are:

Aram "o^ra "H Tin "Hi m nmm p tnpn

mt jtdVei Tin noira td by -rain

OG Pacikscoq 5o£av avqp sk xqq piCn? abxou xai avacxqcsxat

Paaikstaq die; dvaaxaotv

Aram "PTl IDT

OG xurcxcov tpuxov

These Aramaic elements illustrate the potential for textual error in that language, as
the most likely forms to have facilitated the errors. Other complications could have
been changes between verbal orthographies, as e.g. KT / HT / "HI,69 and more

frequent use of the genitive particle O.

67 CfMontgomery, A Critical, 444-5.
68 If this should be doubted at all in this context, attention is drawn to Ja, Vol 1, 320 and Vol 2, 1451,

where the form KIT is assumed to be a transposition of K"I~1 in Pes 56a, though the sense is
different from the one here.

69 The form KTT is used in Targ Isa 57:3 for MT 1HT: this is a paraphrase, N"H, 'generation', for
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Before attempting another model solution, the issue of the source of (poiov must be

further discussed. So far it has been assumed that this represents iHT in a Semitic

text, because it overlaps with its semantic range in the meaning 'offspring'.
However, in LXX as a whole it is not used in this way, for it occurs there only five

times, and more than once only for 37DD.70 (puxueiv also is used predominantly for

17D2 71 and so it is possible that cpuxov is used in the sense 'planting' and is therefore

another alternative to TD, going back to Aramaic nrQY3 which can mean

'planting'.72 Its semantic use in LXX as a whole would support this correspondence.

Against it is use of (puxov in Dan 11:7 for "1X3, in a section where nrHYJ has also

been traced as the Aramaic behind 333 and OG xr|<; pt^Tj^.73 In this light, it seems

unlikely that cpuxov would be an alternative for pt^fi^, the more so because it is not

in the genitive case governed by 8K. On the other hand, its case ending would allow
it to be a misplaced alternative to avaoxaotv which is governed by e'lq, and which

could also be traced to Aramaic nnilY}. This would mean OG would have three

different readings, where MT has one 33D bv, which can be accounted for in one

Aramaic term. It would also mean that 1HT could be discounted as part of the textual

equation. On balance, it is best to assume the Greek translator of Daniel ch 11 was

consistent and used the word to mean 'offspring', or similar, as in v 7, thus

maintaining 1T"IT as part of the solution.

"seed' in MT. Although this form could lie behind (puxov, its meaning does not seem probable as

originally intended, or as understood by a reader, in the context. Similarly, BCTP gives root KT!
as employed for Hebrew HIT, 'winnow', in Targ Jer 4:11 and root K"TT appears for the same in
15:7. Although any of these forms might have given rise to a Semitic JT1T and thence OG (puxov,
the sense 'winnow' seems remote from the context, even as metaphor.

70
HRp 1447 supplies (puxov for XU73 in Ezek 31:4; 34:29; "1X3 in Dan 11:7; "]1D in Gen 22:13 and
Dm in 3 Kgs 19:5.

71
HRp 1446-7: likewise (puxsupa and (puxsta occur for words of root XD3.

72 This equivalence is found in a restored text ofEnclf ( 10:16), and 1X3 and (puxsuetv are

equivalents in Enclg ( 10:19 ) according to Loren T Stuckenbruck in pp 31,47 of'Revision of
Aramaic-Greek and Greek-Aramaic Glossaries in "The Books of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments of
Qumran Cave 4" by J. T. Milik', JJS 41 (1990), 13-48.

73 Cf pages 262, 272.
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A third model could begin with the Aramaic verb "HI as providing a sensible

reading, 'and there will arise from his stock one who subjugates a / the kingdom'.
This is most easily expressed diagrammatically, where C = conflation:

nbn ■HI nrQYJ p mpn
/ I \

JTIT rinnan | m nnnyj

I I \

| c •abn n nn m rimYi

I I \

I I -|^ra *n nn m m nrQYJ

I -n Tin nnm nrinyj |

OG1 MT OG2

Marginal notes on the different readings and conflation could have produced extant

readings either at the Aramaic stage, or after translation into Hebrew. The translation
itself could have produced a marginal note, on the alternative rendering of the

ambiguous p, which gave rise to OG £t<; avaoiaotv, and avrip in OG

would derive from a Hebrew error of for *TQi7)3.

It would be fatuous to claim that this model represents the actual sequence of textual

development. If the conjunctions in the Vulgate and Peshitta are testimony to

conflation, they show that the process varied in different manuscripts. It only serves

to illustrate the complexity of the textual history, and no doubt many other models
could be constructed on the foundation ofdifferent 'original' texts.

All this seems a long way from Zimmermann's original idea that tWlJ in MT derives

from \\2bvu in Aramaic. Though his instincts in assuming an Aramaic term behind
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the Hebrew seem justified, the evidence ofOG suggests that the solution is far more

complex than his simple correlation.

12:2 MT -IDirnDIX
t t - : ~

0 sv yry; xcopan

V in terrae pulvere

OG fev xcp kXcltei ir|<; yr|<;

Syh r^-ire.T CTL* (kan ( check )

S rfi \ -i

DJ3TK was traced by Zimmermann to Aramaic IHK, meaning 'beneath' in this

phrase, which a Hebrew translator had erroneously understood with the sense,

'ground'. Although he was correct in stating that K1HK was sometimes the

equivalent for TVD*TK in targums, as BCTP bears out, his explanation for this unusual

Hebrew assumes the translator misunderstood the Aramaic. It is just as probable that

a translator thought TIJ31K could be used as a preposition, like 1HK; i.e., n?31K

would be a caique of Aramaic 1HK in its sense, 'beneath'. However, since standard

equivalent of K1HK is Y""1K, it is more likely that this Hebrew would have been

employed in such a caique, though the translator could have been influenced by

knowledge ofGen 3:19. If H?3"7K is a caique of it cannot be used as evidence

of a written Aramaic Vorlage.

Although Zimmermann's original idea could be right, there is no precedence for the

expression 'under the dust' to indicate the abode of the dead in MT. The nearest

similar phrase is in Deut 4:18 nnriip D*E>3 which is hardly relevant to this

context.
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The unique phrase in MT caused some problems for the Versions. 0 and V appear to

support MT, but the terms are reversed in OG and Syh to give the sense ' the breadth
of the earth', though the Greek term TzXazac, ( also 7tXaxr|<; or 7tX,aiO(;) can mean a

platform on which a tomb was placed.74 The Peshitta, as often, has a shorter text,

which may reflect the translator's habit of giving a smoother reading. Although the

import of the phrase is clear, a reference to some of the dead, the exact rendering is

problematic, particularly in OG. Commentators have agreed that the expression is

strange, and various Hebrew solutions have been suggested.

1) Bevan noted the suggestion of Robertson Smith that the term in Ps 49:12

may be a corruption of DUDIK, meaning 'cairns' from an Arabic cognate term, and

he thought the reading in Daniel could have been "IDP n'DIK. He conceded, however,

that this word for 'cairns' was not extant in Aramaic or Hebrew. Whether such a

term ( in the singular ) could be posited for the reading xr) 7tXaxst in OG is difficult

to say, but the LXX equivalent of yr) for HDV found in Gen 3:14, 19 is employed in

the same context ofdeath.

2) Talmon has suggested a Hebrew couplet since the terms ""IQV and HDftX are

interchangeable.75 He noted that Ibn Ezra's quotation of this verse lacks DDftK,

though he admitted that it could be a free quotation. The two terms used together in
Gen 3:19 are both connected with the world of the dead; cf Ps 146:4; Job 20:11, and

sleep itself is a euphemism for death in Jer 51:39, 57; Job 14:12. So the use of both
words here might indicate a conflation of two different readings with the same

meaning. McLay, however, thought that the evidence pointed to both terms in the
Hebrew manuscripts of OG and 0 readings since they each had two words, like

MT.76 The Vulgate also supports this view, but not the Peshitta.

74 L S, Vol 2, 1413. McLay, The OG and Th, 198, read OG n'haxoq as a dynamic equivalent for
JITTtK but found 0's use of ytoga, "earth", to be distinctive.

75 S Talmon, 'Double Readings in the Massoretic Text', Textus I (1960), 144-184 (167-8).
76

McLay, The OG and Th, 198, note 21.
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3) Montgomery thought ""IDV might carry a meaning it has in later Hebrew of

'matter', Greek uZr|, so that the phrase could have the sense 'material ground'. The

full phrase would mean 'some sleepers of the material ground'. This seems hardly
more acceptable than 'some sleepers of the dusty ground'.77

4) KB3 notes that, as in Gen 4:10, Num 16:30, 32; 26:10 and Deut 11:6, n)3*"IK is a

general Hebrew term for the underworld, but also sees a parallel expression here with
the Babylonian bit epri and would translate 'land of dust',78 but no further attestation

in Hebrew is given.

None of these explanations seems conclusive, and none explains the reversal of the
terms in OG which must therefore be counted a dynamic rendering.

An explanation in Aramaic which is graphic in nature is provided along the lines of

yr|<5 in Symmachus of 11:2. If the Aramaic was similar to the genitive construction

in MT Isa 26:19, TDU7, it could have been "ID17 "H N"0)3"7, misread through

incorrect letter spacing as 1D17 ITIN "012T Ayin of caused a reading of Yod as

Ayin. The original expression would have been similar to Isaiah's, with replacement
of'dwellers' by 'sleepers'. It is not impossible that the shorter Peshitta reading, and
even Ibn Ezra's, represent a Hebrew Vorlage that, more accurately than MT, reflects
an original Aramaic text, although the putative error in MT could have been

recognised and corrected at some stage of translation or copying.

The textual study has not upheld most of Zimmermann's evidence which has been

found to be mainly semantic. It has supported his view of nTTTt in 8:23, and

Ginsberg's view of 'his army' in 11:7, and it has brought to light other textual
evidence of an Aramaic Vorlage which will be collated in the final chapter.

77 CfCI, Vol 1, 130-1.
78 KB3, Vol 1,15, where LXX, 0 and V are also translated here, 'dust of the earth'.
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Chapter Seven

Further Samples for Investigation by Textual Analysis

8: 6 ins

MT ins n&rn OG £v 0upcp opyr|<;

4QDanb irD[ Syh

0 sv 6pp.r] xr|<; toxuoc; abxou

V in impetu fortitudinis suae S cn_Br^jLi=i

This expression in Daniel surprises the reader, because the more familiar idiom ' heat
of his anger' is expected. 1QK 11)311 is found in lQIsa2 42:25; 13X TOPI in MT Isa

42:25; 66:15. Syntactically similar expressions with 11)311 are in MT ''IpTIQn Lev

26:28; ,rm~nDn Ezek 3:14. nttH occurs in sequences of synonyms, with in Jer

44:6; Ezek 23:25; 38:18, and with and tjYj? in Deut 29:27; Jer 21:5; 32:37.'
Both KB3 and CI allow that 1113 can sometimes mean 'violence'2 and this could be

the sense here, especially if the substantive is translated adjectivally, 'in his violent

anger'; but this syntax could also be applied to the common meanings of 1113 to give

the sense ' in his powerful / vehement anger'. If this is the true meaning, then the

phrase is still unique. All the Versions, with the exception of the Peshitta, seem to

have rendered a syntactically formal equivalent to MT by using a genitive
construction.

1 The common phrase in the three references is bl"n qiYpn 1731111 qtO, with the addition of two
pronominal suffixes in Jer 32:37.

2 KB3, Vol 2, 468-9 cites 111 meaning 'violence' in Zech 4:6 and Qoh 4:1; CI, Vol 4, 380 gives this
meaning for Qoh 4:1, but the sense in Dan 8:6 as 'power' on p 381. Most commentators accept the
broader meaning 'power' in both these references: see e.g. G A Barton, A Critical andExegetical
Commentary on the Book ofEcclesiastes (ICC, 1912, Edinburgh, T & T Clark) 113; R B Y Scott
Proverbs and Ecclesiastes (1965, New York et al, Doubleday), 224; C L Seow, Ecclesiastes:
a New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (1997, New York, Doubleday), 176;
C L Meyers & E M Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1-8: a New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary (1987, New York et al, Doubleday), 228; J E Tollington, Tradition and Innovation in
Haggai and Zechariah 1-8 ( JSOTSup 150, 1993, Sheffield, SAP), 144, 151.
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4QDanb confirms the MT reading H~D, as do all the Versions except for OG sv

Gnjicp opyr|c; which employs two synonyms and lacks a pronoun equivalent of the
Hebrew suffix. The noun opyq has no semantic overlap with l~D and if OG had the

■y

same text as MT, this must be considered a dynamic translation, or even a loose one.

In addition, the pronoun suffix was lacking in its Vorlage. Clearly the suffix in
Hebrew could have been lost or gained by confusion with the conjunctive Vav which
follows in YTPfCTl, but there is no obvious textual solution to the difference in

meaning between PT3 and opyr|c;.

Greek opyr) has the semantic range, 'temperament, disposition, mood, anger,

passion'.4 None of these meanings overlaps with any of 113 which means 'firmness,

power, strength, force, vehemence'.5 HP indicates that LXX usually uses opyr) for

t]K, nm, tjXp, or Tn, and that in the phrase 0upo<; opyr)<; the latter is used for

T31, K7311 and ni3V.6 This supports the semantic range indicated in LS.

The Aramaic expression equivalent to OG is found in 1Q20 l.I2, *"|T31 111311 , which,

apart from the suffix, gives the same sense as Gupoc; opyr|<;. Is there a term in

Aramaic which has the same meaning as Hebrew 113 and which could be confused

textually with T31? Ja lists T1 with the sense 'strength, foundation', but the only

example he supplies with this meaning should probably be translated 'secret'.7 A

better alternative isNil from root 11, to 'be strong, hard'. Ja Vol 2, 1465 lists this

with the semantic range 'strong, vehement; force' and for the meaning 'force' cites

3 Contra Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 52-3, note 41, who considers OG an accurate translation. HRp
1009, does not give HI as an equivalent ofbpyri, but lists its use in Dan LXX 8:6 with an obelus
to denote tentative connection between the Hebrew and Greek at best. McLay, The OG and Th,
137-8, section 1.28, 115-MT, and note 41, does not address this difficult translation, but supplies a
survey of the Greek terms for 'anger' in OG and Theodotion ofDaniel.

4 LS, Vol 2, 1246.
3 BDB, 470-1; KB3, Vol 2, 468.
6 HRp, 1008-10.
7 The example is Sanhedrin 42a QblV b\U 111 □"'pDlVH which Ja translates 'those engaged in

the foundation of the world (administration ofjustice )...'; Ja Vol 11 1464. The Soncino
translation is 'those who are engaged in [unravelling] the secrets of the world'; 1 Epstein (ed.), The
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Sanhedrin 45b KTlD which the Soncino edition renders 'with force'.8 Retroversion

using this Aramaic noun would produce the following phrases:

MT > Aram JVTm PP/p nan
og > Aram mm. tpi nor?

og > Aram + suffix mm. pitj^ n&rj

It can be seen that confusion in Aramaic is possible if contamination with Vav and
Het of the verb following is considered. Gimel, however is not an easy consonant to

mistake for others unless written defectively: but with the left-hand stroke obliterated
in some way, it could be mistaken for Zayin.9 Zayin itself would have been easily

confused with Vav or Yod, but this would have occurred in a later script than the one

in which confusion between Ayin and Yod occurred, or in a non-archaising script.10

Another solution in Aramaic is suggested by the use of rppTl, 'strong' to mean

•great'; e.g. in lQGenAp 2:8 there is the expression tppD 'with great

vehemence'.11 If a similar expression was in Daniel, rppfl TIDED or tppTl LTD,
•with great anger', and if the vowel letter was not added correctly, it may have

appeared as two nouns in a genitive construction CjpTl TIDED, in the heat / anger of

power. The suffix of the MT may in this case have been a later development in
Hebrew, and OG may represent the original.

Babylonian Talmud: Seder Nezikin, Sanhedrin I, (1935, London, Soncino), 272.
8 Epstein, Seder Nezikin, 196: the context is that of a large stone dropped with force in judicial

stoning of a victim.
9 Cf Birnbaum, 'Hebrew' Pt 1, 127; Naveh, The Development, Figure 9; Cross, 'The Development',

137, figure 1, especially lines 1, 2,4, 5. Gimel and He could cause confusion, especially if ligature
of Resh and Gimel was involved, but this would include metathesis in one of the above words.

10 Ibid.
11 Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, 52-3.
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8:9; 11:16,41,45 in*

87Ti psormpptav Kai 'en' avazokag Kai 'eta Boppav
nf. rtfuJ.TLSDO h\cA

7ipot; xov voxov Kai 7tpo<; avaxo^r|v Kai 7ipog xr|v 8uvapiv
contra meridiem et contra orientem et contra fortitudinem

riijJ.TSiAo rrClirL.<k\ci

pSn, as previously noted,12 is normally associated with the land of Palestine after its

usage in Jer 3:19; Ezek 20:6, 15, even though here in Daniel it follows two compass

directions. The reading in MT is not accepted as original by all scholars.13

Most manuscripts of Theodotion lack Ttpot; avaxoA,r|v, but it is supplied in some

Lucianic texts.14 The variety in the compass points listed, from 0 with only xov

voxov, to OG peor|pPptav, avaxoXaq and Poppav, where the Peshitta and

Vulgate have the same two as MT, suggests some confusion in the text. This is
underlined by the lack of support for MT "QYn, where OG appears to have read

pQYTI, and 0, followed by Jerome, is usually assumed to have read fOYTl.

Jeansonne has explained the OG reading as a Hebrew corruption from "OY to ]1QY

or pY,15 and this seems a reasonable enough assumption. If the Peshitta's lack of

any equivalent for "OYn is taken as evidence of the original Semitic text, then "OYn

12 Chapter One, page 39.
13 Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 55, 108; Collins, Daniel, 325 note 29, accept MT as original: contra

Montgomery, A Critical, 339, who understood ''lyn as a gloss on JOY ~\V following. Hartman &
Di Leila, Daniel, 225, took it as a gloss on 'the south'.

14 Montgomery, ibid. CfZiegler, Susanna, Daniel, 178.

8:9 MT

OG & 967

Syh

0

V

S
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must be an addition to the Hebrew. Yet it is perhaps more likely that the Syriac
translator omitted an equivalent of the difficult word in the Vorlage.

An Aramaic solution to this problem would need to account for a confusion between
words with the same semantic ranges as "OYn and fissn. Aramaic for 'north', XTISX

( ), has little in common semantically or graphically with any other Aramaic

term which might mean 'gazelle, honour, beauty'. The same may be said for

attested in QA.16

So Jeansonne's suggestion is the only solution regarding a mechanical error in
Hebrew. However, it is difficult to accept as coincidence that here are apparently
alternative readings "OYTI and pQYn in Daniel when two similar forms occur in
close proximity in Ezek 7:20-22. Moreover, in Ezekiel the Targum takes both
words as referring to the Temple at Jerusalem, translating by HTTPI

PPJJpn and piDS by TlJOtt/ XT'!!.17 These observations complicate any

understanding of the terms in Daniel, for there may be an element of intertextuality
with these verses in Ezekiel where sacking and profaning of the Temple is the

subject, which features as an important theme in Daniel as well.18

The semantic range of the Hebrew words involved are as follows:

gazelle; beauty, honour, ornament, splendour19

fiDX north, ( Mt) Zaphon20

fSY hide, keep, save up, store; to treasure up, cherish?21

15 Jeansonne, cf note 13.
16 This is found in EnAstr0 285:6: see Greenfield & Sokoloff, 'The Contribution of Aramaic to the

Aramaic Vocabulary', SQA, 78-97 (86).
17 S H Levey, The Aramaic Bible Vol 13: The Targum ofEzekiel (1987, Edinburgh, T&T Clark),

34-5, note 12.
18 For the imagery of the bird of prey behind 9:27 with reference to the sacking of the Temple, see

pages 229,235: spoiling of the Temple is also described in Ezek 7:20-22.
19 BDB, 840; KB3, Vol 3, 997-8 where the word is listed under roots 1 and II
20 BDB, 860; KB3, Vol 3, 1046-7
21 BDB, ibid. KB3, Vol 3, 1049.
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The word "OY in Daniel 8:9 is usually translated 'the beautiful / glorious land'.22 A

reading flEJlYTT in Hebrew would easily account for the OG reading in 8:9. The term

in Ezek 7:22 has been translated 'my treasured / hidden ( place )'.23 Although

the Targum makes reference to TU'OttJ JTO 1DK, the referent in MT of Ezekiel is

more likely to be the Temple itself as Cooke suggests:24 Wevers understands TBQY

as the Holy ofHolies, the 'hidden' precinct where the presence of Yahweh resided.25
"OYn may also be used of the Temple as the place honoured or beautified by the

presence of Yahweh 26 in which case in 11:16, 41, 45 the expressions may refer to

the land or mountain honoured with the Temple, i.e. Mount Zion. If "OYn and DDYH

refer to the Temple, confusion between consonantal homographs fiDXH and DDYH

must be a serious possibility in the OG Vorlage of Dan 8:9. A deliberate pun may

have been intended, which would take the reader or listener by surprise, for the

compass point would naturally be expected.27

Moreover, this confusion of homographs can explicate two well-known puzzling
references to the north where the general subject under discussion is the Temple.
In Ps 48:3 liDX-,n?T could reflect this word play, since I"DT can mean 'innermost

part, recess, depth', as well as 'extreme, remote part'; cf BDB 438; CI Vol 4, 299.
The psalm celebrates Mt Zion as the dwelling place of Yahweh and a double pun

could be intended with the regular expression for 'far north' or 'remote parts of

22 See e.g. NRSV, NIV for the former: Charles, A Critical, 203; Collins, Daniel, 325 for the latter.
23 G A Cooke, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book ofEzekiel (ICC, 1936, Edinburgh,

T & T Clark), 82-3; M Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20 (Anchor Bible 22, 1983, New York, Doubleday),
154.

24 Cooke, ibid., contra Greenberg, ibid., who follows the Targum and suggests that the feminine
suffixes following in v 22 indicate that the land is implied in the term. CfW Zimmerli, Ezechiel,
Vol I: Ezechiel 1-24, (Neukirchen, Neukirchen Verlag), 159, 164-5; BDB 860. KB3, Vol 3, 1049,
follows Zimmerli.

25 J W Wevers, Ezekiel (New Century Bible, 1969, London, Nelson), 76. L C Allen, Ezekiel 1-19
(Word 28, 1994, Dallas, Word), 103, 110-11, translates 'treasury', as a reference to the Temple.

26 In Ezek 16:14 we read 'Mi? ItP'Jj: nirj? XW Ybs '3 ^'3 D'U? Dp , where in
the allegory 'bin is the glory ofYahweh (in the Temple ): cf Isa 35:2b for a parallel with Y133.
In 7:20 VftV 133, 'the beauty of his adornment', speaks of Yahweh's Temple ofwhich the people
are so proud but which they have defiled with abominations.

27 IfTheodotion exhibits the original, the effect might have been more stark, expecting a reference to
the north after the south. Historically Antiochus IV did sack the Temple on his return from Egypt.
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Zaphon'. If we can read pSX^JTDT as referring to the Temple inner rooms not seen

by the ordinary worshipper, this supports Wevers' view of "OIQY in Ezek 7:22.

The same word-play could elucidate Zech 6:8b where, according to MT, Yahweh

says the visionary riders who go forth to the land of the north, TlYrnK HTpn

JiDXTIiQ. The whole import of the early chapters of this prophetic book is the

return of Yahweh to dwell in Judah; cf 2:10-12; and the rebuilding of the Temple; cf

6:9-15; 8:1-3. If the expression in Zechariah was pD¥~T7N, where pQY means the

Temple precincts, this would be the equivalent of Targ Ezek 7:22 TTO 1HK

KDTOU7. The import of Zech 6:8 would be that the impetus to rebuild the Temple
• • • 98

( where his spirit would rest ) had come from a northern land.

This suggests that the mechanical error in Hebrew as outlined by Jeansonne is not the

solution, but "OYn may be a replacement for pDXH, removing the ambiguity in the

form pQYH, with an alternative closely associated term, referring to the Temple.

There seems little prospect of a mechanical confusion in Aramaic, i.e. between
different expressions for the Temple or its site, or even the land and the word 'Dp,

'gazelle', or 'north'. Its emphatic form NT3U is consonantally the same as the

emphatic form of 2p which can mean 'precious' ( i.e. 'treasured'), so that this might

provide for Hebrew translations "OYH or pDSH. However, the term "OU in Aramaic

does not appear to have the abstract sense of its Hebrew cognate, though it could

have been used thus as a Hebraism. Again 3")}, for which the only graphic similarity

might be between fO"U and KQ} adduced for 9:27 tpD / tepov, does not have

28 Most commentators interpret the 'rest' provided at least partly in terms of rebuilding of the
Temple, even without reference to the above suggested word-play: M Bic, Die Nachtgesichte des
Sacharja: eine Auslegung yon Sacharja 1-6 (1964, Neukirchen-Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag), 67;
R Mason, The Books ofHaggai, Zechariah and Malachi (The Cambridge Bible Commentary,
1977, Cambridge, CUP), 60-61; cfMeyers & Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1-8, 331; C Stuhlmueller
CP, Rebuilding with Hope: A Commentary on the Books ofHaggai and Zechariah (International
Theological Commentary, 1988, Grand Rapids, Wm B Eerdmans), 95.
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potential for a superior solution. None of this provides a sound basis for positing an

Aramaic Vorlage.

An alternative explanation in Aramaic might be found in the form lOpf This could
be read as the emphatic form of the noun, which means 'honour', or as its

adjectival homonym which means 'precious, honoured'. The ambiguous form could
have given rise to either Hebrew word ^DYi! or in translation. Common

Aramaic roots meaning 'hidden' according to BCTP are 1J3U and ITlD. The first

would provide an equivalent to HDSn of K*P?3D which might be confused with

'the gazelle', but there is not much potential for a solution with "IDO.

The evidence of the use of T3Y elsewhere in Daniel must also be considered in the

light of the many variants in the Versions: this involves examining the three other
occurrences in 11:16,41,45.

continued..
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11:16 11:41

MT, 4QDanc MT ■,nsrrnN3

0 £v tt| yr| tou oapi29 £i<; tt|v yr|v tou oa.pi

0A oaPPuip30 0 91,584 aaPa{£}ip

a, V in terra inclita V in terram gloriosam

S 2L» Tm.» .T A. txrur<Zl irli-irA

OG bvtii xcopa ttiq GeXtioecoc;31 e'k; tt|v x®Pav pou32
Syh nC"T^\r<Cr3 |\ - •» rCiJir< A s

O Hi [in] terram fortitudinis 0 L (36m), Qmg oaP{£}tp

0 Hi in terram sabai ( sabam, saba )

Ch 11:45 MT —in1?

0 £i<; opoc; oapt fryiov
0 L-770 oaP{£}ip

230 Hippol (vid.) Tht
0 A, 88, C, 410 oapa{s}iv -P{£}iv

V super montem inclitum et sanctum

S cmt.icuj i\, l o 3
OG kou too opooc; xr)^ 0£Xr|o£co<; too hyiou

Syh i .-1^.1 re'r.tn nt'-in\^\n

29 Here, Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 202 restores oaPtp, and in 11:41, 45 oaPcuv.
30 Ziegler, ibid., records these additional variants to 0, oa|3sp 62, oaPtp 147, 584: to OG oaPtp[- Ptv]

Hi; yr| 0sZr|OSOL>q Tht: anon, xpg duvapeox; 233 a in terra fortitudinis; cf0, V 8:9. Montgomery,
A Critical, 440-1, listed these forms oaPaetv 0 Hi; oaPet 87, 89; and attributes oaPPstp to the
Lucianic text.

31 Here 967 is defective, but gives some support, reading ]eco<^.
32 In this verse the entire reading ofOG is, Kat 'sne^euGSiai Ac; xr|v ycopav poo, a much shorter

reading than MT. The Syro-Hexapla supports OG and supplies its equivalent ofMT marked with
an asterisk; cfZiegler, Susanna, Daniel, 208. 967 has a large lacuna from vv 40-42.

33 Taylor, The Peshitta, 267, 285, notes the Peshitta reading for "QY: he thinks this was

mistaken for *3Y3, and certainly in some scripts the left stroke of Tsade resembled Nun and this
could have led to graphic confusion. On the other hand 'guard, keep' is semantically near to
Hebrew fQY, and it is not impossible that the Vor/age of the Peshitta had a form of this verb, but
there is no clear indication that it was passive like pDX in Ezek 7:22.
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It has been argued from the use of "OY in 8:9 and the reading pQYil, witnessed to by

OG, that the term in MT could apply to the Temple of Jerusalem. In the next two

uses, in Dan 11:16, 41, ^HY appears in a phrase which describes the land. It is

similarly used in prophetic texts in a variety of contexts: in Isa 13:19 it is used of

Babylon; 23:9 of Tyre; 28:1, 4 of Ephraim, the 'fading flower of the beauty of his

glory', but in v 5 Yahweh will be 'DY ITlU^b; Jer 3:19 of the land of Israel "OY Dbfi}
□rU niXDY; Ezek 20:6, 15 of Canaan; 25:6 of the border cities ofMoab. This being

the case, its seems strange that the Greek translators had such a problem with the
word in the contexts in Daniel 11.

The Hebrew noun "OY meaning 'beauty, splendour, glory' is traced by the lexicons

to the Aramaic root iOY / HI2Y to 'incline towards, desire'34 and this is evident in

the plural form found in Jer 3:19.35 The variety of transcriptions in the texts of

Theodotion may derive from different orthographies or spellings of the substantive in

Hebrew, based on this root, though they appear to be plurals suggesting Hebrew or

Aramaic forms □''fOY, plOY. OG use of 0eA,r||j.ic; may reflect a singular word
with Aleph, fOY. The latter form would also account for variants which suggest

X3Y was read,36 though these could easily be contaminations from Theodotion's

reading in 8:9.

The OG meaning, as well as some of the plural forms in 0 manuscripts, could

alternatively derive from textual errors. In 11:16 in Hebrew, where Yod is followed

by conjunctive Vav, two extra vertical strokes written in error could have been read

as Nun and Vav to give the reading ]TQY, 'desire': without a vowel letter, this
would have been j'OY entailing only one extra vertical.

34 CfKB3, cf page 291, note 19.
35 CfBDB, 840; KB3, Vol 3, 997-8; J Bright, Jeremiah: Introduction, Translation and Notes (The

Anchor Bible, 1965, New York, Doubleday), 20,23; W McKane FBA, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Book ofJeremiah: Vol 1 (ICC, 1986, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), 77-8.

3« KB3, ibid.
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In 11:41 the plural forms in Theodotion may have developed from a similar extra

vertical stroke, to produce the Aramaic form with mater lection is added later, and,

with the addition of ligature, to produce the Hebrew37 thus:

mnn K3Yn / mnn "ayn

/ \

mnn mnnraYn

/ \

mnn pKnYn mnn innYn

The problem is that this does not explain Hebrew masculine plural forms in

manuscripts of Theodotion when the plural is feminine in Jer 3:19. There are

variations in the plural form of 17Y1T in Dan 11:15, 22 where they are feminine, and

11:31 where it is masculine: similarly we find TlllYnD in 11:15, but masculine

plural forms in 11:24, 29. There may be nothing in these variations other than scribal

errors, and it is difficult to find any proofof underlying Aramaic in them.

OG has a short reading, and this can be traced to haplography in Hebrew where
TlYn yiiO has become "'YINI: potential for confusion lies in the two consonants

in common, Bet and Tsade, plus the similarity ofHe to Aleph in some scripts,38 or to

Resh when the left-hand stroke is missing from He. It is a complicated mistake,

involving metathesis, confused consonants, and haplography. There is some

potential in Aramaic for a similar error if an equivalent for is employed,

1171: retroversion to Kmi7l 171101 might suggest that Resh and Ayin have fallen

out, and that Vav was read as Yod to produce the first singular pronoun suffix: but
thereafter Tav and Aleph are left stranded, and the wider problem of a large omission
in OG through parablepsis going into v 43 looms.39 However, if the next word in

37 Weiss, 'On Ligatures', 188, note 4, gives an example ofYod and Vav giving rise to Mem in Job
20:3, where Tinbl should be read as Tivbl according to Tur Sinai.

38 See Cowley, No 81 ;4 in Naveh, The Development, Fig 9.
39 See Montgomery, A Critical, 468 for notes on this parablepsis and the Hexaplaric insertion; also
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MT 11:41 is retroverted to Aramaic, this may help to explain the loss of a whole
word:

mt rnrm oyy ynxn

MT > Aram KriOYl KniiH JTlKm

Here it can be seen that homoioteleuton may have caused the loss ofKmSH, and the

Yod of the pronoun suffix in OG equivalent OIK may have been a reduplication of

Ayin. The larger omission in the OG of w 41-43 could have occurred in either

language at a later stage of transmission.

In 11:45 similar issues are repeated, and no doubt all the translators of the Versions
were influenced by vv 16, 41. OG has 9eZr|CSi<; in the genitive, but this time there is
little potential in Hebrew for a textual error to produce a noun for 'will, desire', such

as |yoy. This leads to the suspicion that the Greek translator simply took the same

sense as vl6, or in both verses was simply reading an Aramaic word in the text, oy,

for Hebrew oy. Other Aramaic words for 'desire, will' are NTiOY, and QA "joy,

'desire' in TgJb 15:6,40 but none of these could be confused with other Aramaic

nouns equivalent to Hebrew oy in meaning. They might be confused with fPY, Mt

Zion itself, but if this had been in an Aramaic text, it would more likely have been
transferred into a Hebrew translation too rather than an abstract term.

Yet another issue is the 0 Lucianic reading oaPetp found in 11:16, 41, 45.

Montgomery explains this as a Targum of oy.41 Of course it would not be

surprising to find some explanation of the Hebrew word, written in Aramaic in an

Eastern text. He retroverted the Greek transcription to "TOO, the passive participle

ofoOU, which here would mean 'honoured', a good equivalent for Hebrew OY. Is

it possible that YOU was the original term in Aramaic, and that this has been

Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 208.
40 CfGreenfield & Sokoloff, The Contribution', 91.
41 Montgomery, A Critical, 440-1, note to v 16.
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transmitted in a Hebrew manuscript underlying the Lucianic text? This is not

impossible, but it seems unlikely. Certainly the occurrence of an Aramaic word in a

Hebrew manuscript cannot be taken as evidence of an Aramaic Vorlage. If this word
was the original behind the Hebrew "OY, then exegetical considerations, such as

Jerusalem as the 'gazelle', and the link between 8:9 and Ezek 7:20-22, become

secondary matters introduced by the Hebrew translator and not in the original.42

In the four occurrences of "OY in Hebrew Daniel, there is no certain evidence for an

Aramaic Vorlage, and study of them in this context has raised more questions than it
has answered. If the cumulative evidence in Hebrew Daniel and the associated

textual analysis points to an Aramaic original, then the issue of what Aramaic word
was translated as "OY would have to be answered; indeed, was there only one word

underlying all four occurrences of this word in Hebrew? So far the terms "TIU,

lin and T30 have been considered, but none of them explains the textual

differences in all four contexts.

The Jews probably had a number of different ways of referring to the land of Judah
and the Temple site in particular, in Aramaic and Hebrew. If there was an Aramaic

original behind these terms in Daniel, we cannot be certain it would be the same as

the targumic XT'!! IHK or that it would be translated into Hebrew by a

formal semantic equivalent. It would more likely be replaced by a dynamic

equivalent, a Hebrew expression that indicated the same central focus of the Jewish
faith. The OG ir] 0sA,r|oecoq for example is, apart from the definite

articles, the same as iTTOn yiK of Jer 3:19; Zech 7:14, which could be translated

'precious land'. UHp "OY "JfT comes near to tnpn JTIDIK, 'the holy ground /

land', or 'the ground / land of the sanctuary' of Zech 2:12. Together with the

word-play of fiDY / "[IDY adduced above, the subject of words used to describe the

land and the Temple in Hebrew and Aramaic needs more investigation.

42 Having lost a pun in translating root tOY by D)3W, there is no reason why a translator could not
have introduced one. It may have been well known and not original to the writer of Daniel.
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8:16

mt njnarnnx tVnV pn -px'-i inif!

0 Kai 'eKa^ece Kai sure TaPpiriX aovexioov 'eKsivov xr|v

opaoiv

S riicrs t^Oiu r<JcnA Amp X.r^.Tn^ tsar^a

V et clamavit et ait Gabrihel fac intellegere istum visionem

OG&967 Kai £KaA,£ae Kai ei7t£ ra|3pir|A,, oovexioov 'sksivov xr|v

6paaiv. Kai ava(3or|oa<; b frvGpcemoc; e'i7tev 'Era xo

xcpooxaypa sksivo f| opaop

Syh am fiMK* .TJS,a r<nui acnA ,m ■ \ -S m A^r^in^ iinr^ci rrfTDO

rrfci vjj ocn ocd r^l.TDCVB *- rfr I Tj

43The unique use of the demonstrative T^H has already been noted.

OG has a conflate text which most commentators recognise as deriving from two

alternative readings in Hebrew.44 Montgomery and Charles retroverted OG thus:

OG b avOpooTtoq ... 'E7U xo 7tpooxaypa 8K8ivo f) opaop

Montgomery HKinn TIKI1? rfcnn 13A

Charles HKinn "7K "DAn 45

cfmt rwann rix ibnb pn Vienna

43 Cf page 26.
44 Montgomery, A Critical, 347; Charles, Daniel, 213-14; Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 88; Collins,

Daniel, 327 note 53.
45 Ibid. Jeansonne follows Montgomery, and Collins adopts Charles' retroversion to Hebrew without

his reference to an underlying Aramaic.
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Montgomery rather neatly accounted for the second part of the clause with a different
division of consonants, but the demonstrative DKT is the wrong gender when

referring to Daniel, and it was not adopted by Charles. Secondly, he posited a

nonsense form H^lil which developed into n^DII. Charles preferred 11111, and

he notably added the definite article to the first noun in Hebrew to account for the
article in o &v0poo7ro<;. It is textually possible for a He to have arisen before 11A,

from a ligature of Resh, in the preceding verb, with Gimel: the form of Gimel is
similar to the left-hand stroke and horizontal ofHe in many scripts.46

However, the first part of the clause is easier to explain in Aramaic because "7K11H
without a vowel letter, could easily be read as ... b Kilt, where the emphatic state

of the noun, without any further corruption, accounts for the definite article in OG.

It is not easy to explain the rest of the clause in Aramaic, though it is interesting that

Montgomery thought the form lay behind o TtpooxaYpa, when the former is

the Aramaic equivalent. There is no Aramaic, translatable into }111 in Hebrew,

which could be mistaken for or nnbn. Charles thought the Hebrew "Din

and "Jill might be traced to confusion of Aramaic 11DI1 ^K^IIH ( Haphel form, cf

Aphel usage in Targums), and Kill bv K11T47 He assumed that a Hebraism,

Kim, "the word, matter', was used in Aramaic. This is not impossible,48 though it

cannot be used as evidence for an underlying Aramaic text. Perhaps some causative

imperative of 110 was misread as from the root 111 and understood as an

Hebraism: Dalet and Samek could be confused, in both early, or archaising, and
Hasmonaean scripts.49

46 Cf page 289, note 9.
47 Charles, cf note 44.
48 lQapGen 62 e.g. seems to employ the Hebrew meaning of root 111; but cf Fitzmyer, The Genesis

Apocryphon, 54. It is not in the list ofHebrew verbs published by Fassberg, 'Hebraisms', 61-4.
49 For early examples see Cowley No 22, 400 BCE, in Naveh, The Development, Fig 9; also some

Elephantine scripts in Fig. 8: for later scripts see e.g. Cross, 'The Development', 137, figure 1, line
7; to some extent the lower curve / hook ofSamek must be lost for this confusion, unless the
vertical stroke of Dalet is inadvertently given a curve to the left.
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A different explanation arises from consideration of other nouns in MT which are

rendered by LXX with 7ipooiay(.ia.50 Though it is not a common equivalence,

\JB\UY2 is thus translated in Lev 19:37; 26:46; Ps 7:7; Isa 26:9, and, in all these

references in Targum Jonathan, the Aramaic word used is KPT Since the root ja

occurred in Aramaic as well as Hebrew, it is possible that there was some confusion
between an Aramaic verbal form of fa, for example a Pael imperative pa, and the

noun KPT / HPT, compounded by the similarity of this noun to the demonstrative

pronounmi / Kin / "["H. Forms with final Aleph cause particular confusion:

MT, 0 > Aram KlTIl^ KIT1? fa bWQH
OG2 > Aram KITH Kin KPfr1? KnnH

In this solution, Bet would have lost its lower leftwards curve to the horizontal in

order to be mistaken for Dalet. Two upper strokes of Lamed would have been lost
as well. In fact, it is possible that there was an original with the name Daniel rather

that the demonstrative pronoun,31 thus: KITI-!^ ^Kn^ }a ^7KT3T The loss of only
one Lamed at the end of ^Kin would have produced the equivalent of MT, or the

second objectival b may not have been employed,52 so the Aramaic could have read,

Kim bxnb fa ^Knnn, 'Gabriel, cause Daniel to understand the vision'. Either

before or after matres lection is were added to the personal names,33 Bet was

corrupted to Dalet, and Aleph was added by dittography, under the influence of "7K..
in ( and helped by the following form ^Kppfr ), to produce the word

b KPT

50 HRp, 1219, lists eight equivalents which are: in,m, pn / npll, nb?3, mYtt, JTTOttttt,
uauna, HQ, miri.

51 The demonstrative is used in Zech 2:8 of the visionary, as Collins, Daniel, 337, points out, but
there it is an adjective, tbn IVJn .

52 F E Greenspahn, An Introduction to Aramaic (1998, Atlanta, Scholars Press), 123: Ros 56, # 182:
KB3, Vol 5, 1905,-12.

53 The form bXJT occurs in Ezek 14:14, 20; 28:3.
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Later a different division of consonants and the loss of a Lamed evolved the text

underlying OG2, o av0pcD7toq...' Erct to Ttpooxaypa bksivo f| opaaic;
kith mm.

Leaving aside the issue ofwhether the name of Daniel was originally in this text, the
two points which favour an Aramaic solution above one in Hebrew are that:

1. the corruption from "7mm to ...b mm is an easier way of explaining the

difference between MT and OG2 than Hebrew ...b "impf:

2. there is an equivalence to 7ipooxayp.a in Aramaic KPT which could have arisen

as a corruption of the verb "["Q.

8:27

mt wbmi ,n,,.73 Vx-rn

0 Ktxi 'eyco Aavtr]A, 8KOtpr|0r|v Kat 8paA,aKta0r|v
S duA.K^r<0 A. r<^_l .t r^JrfO

V et ego Danihel langui et aegrotavi

OG & 967 eyco AaviqA, ac0evr|oaq

Syh A. r<»_l .7

TPTU is difficult to translate: Theodotion renders it the equivalent of T slept /

rested'; Jerome, 'I fell ill', and the Peshitta, 'I trembled'. That OG has no equivalent

may mean it is dittography ofTP^m This is possible, since He could easily be an

error for Het: Lamed for Ayin is attested34 and perhaps Lamed could therefore be

taken as Yod. Charles understood the verb this way,55 yet OG may just as easily

have omitted the word if the translator could not construe it sensibly.

54 Cf page 160 for 4QDanc in 11:17.
55 Charles, A Critical, 221.
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Bevan translated 'I came to an end' , i.e. 'I was exhausted' but admitted that the

verb bore this sense nowhere else.56 He thought the Peshitta's reading was a guess.57
Montgomery translated 'I was befallen', with a query, and noted the weaknesses in
other attempts to explain the verb here and in 2:1.58 Collins seems to follow Kimhi

in making use of the root Hin with some sense of 'ruin' and translates 'I was

undone'.59

Hartman followed Ginsberg in translating 'I was dazed', but he allowed that there

could have been a corruption in Hebrew or in Aramaic to produce this rendering.60
Ginsberg based his solution on Syriac mod*, to 'be dazed', which occurs in BA as

hapax legomenon in 3:24, m_n KSbft fHX, 'Then Nebuchadnezzar the king

was amazed / startled...' He theorised that the original verb was nniflX, an Ethpaal,61
which was misread as a reflexive stem of NIH, mnriN ( = THinnX ), and was

turned into a Hebrew Niphal of i"Pn. He related this idea to the verb in 2:1 and

proposed that there nJTTti arose from niTiriX misread as rPinnx.62

There are three weaknesses in Ginsberg's solution: firstly, the Ethpaal ofmfl is not

attested in Jewish Aramaic, so he had to appeal to Syriac for support: secondly, the
reflexive stem of Nin is not attested in Aramaic: thirdly, the sense 'was amazed,

startled' is difficult to apply to the king's sleep ( rather than to the king himself) in

2:1, though Ginsberg suggests tentatively that it might mean 'was troubled'.

56 Bevan. A Short Commentary, 140.
57 Taylor, The Peshitta, 214, 224-5, came to the same conclusion as Bevan.
58 Montgomery, A Critical, 355-6. He summarised the problem succinctly in his comment on

Driver's equating the word in 2:1 and 8:27 with English 'done for': '..it is doubtful if the same vb.
could mean, the sleep was done, and the seer was donefor'!

59 Collins, Daniel, 328; Montgomery, ibid.
60 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 229.
61 This is Ginsberg's term, rather than Ithpaal, presumably influenced by the Syriac.
62 Ginsberg, Studies, 59.
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None of the attempts at explanation over the years really solves the problem of

making sense of the verb as it is used in 2:1 and here in 8:27 and a fresh approach is
needed.

A search for a different root suggests that TPTti could be first singular perfect of

the Lamed-He verb nm, where the first Yod is consonantal and the second is a

vowel letter. Since double Yod usually indicates the root HTl,63 there may have

been a simple dittography of Yod or mater lectionis may have been added to the

consonants because it was understood to be a Niphal of ilTT. The verb therefore

may originally have been TITTl

The Hebrew root nm, which is the one used in Micah 2:4,64 is rare, and means

'wail, lament'. In Daniel it is better understood as a caique of the Aramaic root TD

which means to 'move, be in commotion', i.e. to 'be disturbed / agitated'. This sense

admirably describes the state of Daniel here and of the king's sleep in 2:1.
Understood in this light, the Peshitta's was not a guess. The Eastern Aramaic

translator understood the Aramaism and either interpreted it in the physical sense as

'trembled', which symptom would generally indicate emotional turmoil, or he knew
that the root carried this literal meaning.65 The verbs should be pointed, in 2:1,

nrvm, and here, TTTtt.66T • T • • T

This understanding of TPTTJ offers a more sensible meaning than the MT pointing,

but no definite indication of an underlying Aramaic Vorlage.

63 Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic, 159, 4, (1), 1 and II ( where DSD = 1QS ), notes this
phenomenon in Qumran orthography only with root rTVt: in 1QS iii 15 rPTUI is Niphal of rtTl.

64 See Chapter One, page 17.
65 This understanding of the Syriac translator may have influenced his reading of the next Hebrew

verb TpVrDI, which was translated as <kiA.-i<Wc>, 'and I was shaken', where Taylor, The Peshitta,
225, suggests the Hebrew root may have been taken as bin instead ofnbtl.

66 Four mss of Kennicott have TfTIJ in MT of Dan 8:27, but even more read TlblUt for the next
verb; the reverse is the case in 2:1 where six mss read nrPTTl It is doubtfiil that any significance
can be drawn from these spelling variations in mediaeval manuscripts.
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9:21 t\vo
MT if3 *)»»

0 7T8TOp,SVO(;

S jj-tasn JJT3

V cito volans

OG & xaxsi cpspoffevoc;

967

Syh r»*Ain\ ■ \ n r<b\r< -T_^

Either to 'be weary', or t]U7, to 'fly' may be the basis of this phrase. fVft may

be Hophal participle of C]V, meaning 'wearied': may comprise 3 attached to

cpn 'weariness':67 the phrase could describe Daniel, and this is how Charles
understood it, translating, 'being sore weary'.68 The alternative is to take the root as

tpV: the Hophal participle is and, referring to Gabriel, the phrase would

translate as 'flying with flight' or 'flying with weariness'.69 Zimmermann

understood the root as but was puzzled by the passive participle in t|y,3

how and why it applied to Gabriel, and how the meaning 'swiftly' derived from the
root to 'fly'. His solution based on Aramaic fy, 'enveloped in a covering',70
has obvious weaknesses, the lack of textual support for this interpretation and the
absence of any other evidence that the angel was dressed in this manner.

Hartman preferred a translation, 'flying like a bird'. He insisted that MT could only
mean 'wearied with weariness' and since this was 'nonsense' the Versions were

correct to associate the words with flying. He thought the Hebrew perhaps reflected
use of in Isa 6:2, and the participial construction was based on the underlying

67 Cfpage 45.
68 Charles, A Critical, 235; KB3, Vol 2, 421 identifies this as the traditional reading under f|y>
69 Cf page 45 again. Thus Montanus, according to Montgomery, A Critical, 372, rendered the phrase

'he was weary from his long flight'.
70 Zimmermann, Biblical Books, 29-30; cfpage 74.
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Aramaic, so the original Hebrew was probably tpVD. He arrived at the sense 'like a

bird' with reference to tyiV which, although a collective noun in classical Hebrew,
was used as a singular later: thus he implied that should be read tpVD.71
Hartman's idea, though, based on viable textual errors in Hebrew, has similar
weaknesses to Zimmermann's, i.e., lack of textual support for the meaning 'like a

bird', and lack of any evidence in Daniel that the angel's mode of 'travel' was

comparable to that of a bird.

Bevan, Montgomery and Collins seemed unable to come to a decisive interpretation
for these two words, though the latter two allowed there may have been a textual

error, a dittography or double reading,72 which could be supported by the single word

in Theodotion's reading. Montgomery noted that several scholars had relied upon

Arabic cognates, in particular, J D Michaelis, who found a parallel between and

Arabic waghafa, 'hasten' to give the sense 'wearied by haste'.73

All the Versions witness to two words except Theodotion, but Montgomery noted
that even this witness has a variant in Origen which adds £V Ttsxaopco,74 meaning

literally, 'with outspreading'. If this clumsy attempt to render the Hebrew was

original to Theodotion, it is perhaps not surprising that it was omitted in most

manuscripts! If it was an addition after the simple rendering Ttetopevo^, this may

indicate the Hebrew is a conflation of two readings or it may witness to a

dittography.75

71 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 243, citing, for an example of tpy as a singular noun, Berakoth 63"
cpya ib naaira inona,'his sustenance came flying to him like a bird'.

72 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 152; Montgomery, A Critical, 372; he translated them ' borne in
swift flight', 370: Collins, Daniel, 345, note 39; 351-352; he combines his translation with that of
7bK to produce the sense 'approached me in flight', 345.

73 Ibid.
74 Montgomery, A Critical, 372, cf p xxxi, attributed this reading to Palestinian Origenian texts

which comprise V, 62, 147; Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 188, attributed it only to ms 62.
75 Ziegler, ibid., noted that Tertullian supported Theodotion, reading, volans.
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Thus could have been vocalised Fjyitt and this could have been copied as

rjyn, with the readings coming together by conflation. An alternative might be
written as with a Yod developed as a dittography of Ayin. This does not

account for the anomalous Hophal participle, for with preformative Mem it has to be

Hophal, since it would not make sense pointed as the causative Hiphil, when the
Polel form is usual.76 It could be speculated with Hartman that one Pe had been lost

from original rjQ!7?3. If the form with Bet is taken as original, then perhaps

meaning 'in flight ( drew near )', was miscopied as in one manuscript and was

corrupted to in another, and MT is a conflation of both. The main stumbling

block to any of these solutions is that all other primary Versions witness to two

words, most notably OG.

Of the Versions, the Peshitta appears to be nearest to MT, in that the two Syriac

words are from the same root, having read both the Hebrew ones from tpy. The first
verb jj-ta appears to be a Peal participle, taking to mean 'flying', and the

second, as Montgomery suggests,77 appears to be the infinitive, but it is not clear

exactly what this construction would indicate to a Syriac reader in the context of

flight.78 Theodotion, and Jerome have apparently understood the Hebrew to refer to

flying.

OG has the general term (pspopevcx; which the Syro-Hexapla has interpreted by the

common root r<\W. However, the semantic range of cpepetv must be clearly

understood: the passive voice can be used in all senses of the active, but also with
the metaphorical ideas of'fly, swing free, move, go, rush': LS gives the examples,

f|K8 cpepeaOat, 'he sent him flying', and (pepopevot S087rt7TT0V, 'they fell...with a

76 The Polel participle is found in Isa 14:29; 30:6: see BDB, 773; KB3, Vol 2, 800-1.
77 Montgomery, cfnote 74.
78 The difficulty of this phrase is probably the reason for the explanatory addition in the Peshitta,

rdvsxi ^ re<Wci 'and he flew and came from heaven'; cf Taylor, The Peshitta, 233, 242.
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rush, at full speed'.79 So OG taxst cpspopsvoq could mean simply 'moving

quickly', or 'rushing with speed', or metaphorically, 'flying rapidly'. does not

seem to have been interpreted literally by OG, as it was by the later Versions, but
neither was it understood to mean 'weary'. So OG appears to have taken

figuratively, though the passive form of the Greek does not necessarily reflect the

Hophal participle in the Hebrew. It is less clear how the sense of xaxst is gleaned

from qyn.

It is a general linguistic phenomenon that verbs meaning to 'fly' can be used

figuratively, of rapid movement other than winged flight, in or over other mediums

besides air. This is certainly true of volo, employed by Jerome, and of^yta used in

the Peshitta. It may be true of rpV in BH: it is used of rapid progress of armies in

e.g. Hab 1:8 of O^tznQ likened to the eagle; of the Philistines in Isa 11:14 where

...dtinron imn seems to be a movement like a bird of prey;80 it occurs in

Isa 60:8 comparing ships to clouds and doves, though this must be due in part to the

appearance of the sails. Then tpVD describes a serpent in Isa 14:20; 30:6, usually
translated as a 'flying serpent', but an epithet which could describe its rapid

movement over land.81 Certainly, the Targums translate some occurrences of tyi}/ in
MT with words denoting speed: so in 2 Sam 22:11 and Ps 18:11 is used; in Isa

31:5 the root OKU, to 'fly swiftly'; and in 60:8 fHKT, 'that come suddenly /

rapidly'.82 So it is quite possible that the way OG and Vulgate understood these

words derives from MT, but this still does not explain why the unique forms ofMT
were used.

79 LS, Vol 2, 1924.
80 KB3, Vol 2; BDB, 753.
81 J D W Watts, Isaiah 1-33 (1985, Waco Tx, Word), 217, translates 'a darting adder' in 14:29,

though he uses 'a flying serpent' in 30:6, p 391. There are mythological interpretations of the
term; cfO Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39 (1974, London SCM), 49, 53-4, 287,290; R E Clements,
Isaiah 1-39 (1980, Grand Rapids, Eerdmans), 149, 245; but cfWatts, p 396.

82 A Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic Based on Old Manuscipts and Printed Texts: Vol 2 The Former
Prophets, ( 1959, Leiden, E J Brill),203; J F Stenning, The Isaiah Targum (1949, Oxford, OUP)
102-3, 200-1; E Nestle, Psalterium Chaldaicum ex Largardiana Recensione (I879, Tubingen, FR
Fues), p viii.
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It is surprising that none of the above scholars, not even Zimmermann or Hartman,

investigated Aramaic roots meaning 'fly'. The standard equivalent of tpl? in the

Targums is the same root used by the Peshitta, PHD, which has the following

semantic range in its different stems:

rns1 Peal bloom; move swiftly, fly, swim, run; palpitate; cause to flee, keep off

Pael cause to fly; carry off

Aphel produce blossom, bloom; fly; cause to fly, carry off, chase off.83

Less common is OKU, which has a similar range to its Hebrew cognate:

OKU Peal glisten; fly swiftly

Pael same; cause to fly84

There is also

ino" Peal ( break through ); fly

Aphel cause to bloom85

If an Aramaic expression is behind the use of the common root PHD is the

most likely, for it would explicate the form of the Hebrew participle as a caique of
the Aphel: i.e. since this stem can mean 'fly'( intransitive ) like the Peal, the writer

may have attributed the same meaning to the Hebrew causative: this suggests the
Hebrew participle is actually Hiphil and not Hophal.

However the root OKU can mean 'fly swiftly' in the Pael stem, and in the same way

it could have given rise to a participle in Hebrew with a causal stem form. In this

83 Ja, Vol 2, 1223. The cognate root in BH is used in the sense 'sprout, blossom', but the participles
in Ezek 13:20 may be Aramaisms meaning 'flyers'; see BDB, 827, KB3, Vol 3, 966 which
gives these meanings under two roots; Ja lists both Hebrew and Aramaic under one root each, with
a similar semantic range.

84 Ja, Vol, 524-5.
85 Ja, Vol 2, 1236.
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case the Aramaic verb would have provided the meaning of the whole phrase as

understood in OG, 'flying swiftly'.

Neither of these explanations accounts for the singular expression in BH tjyQ. This
is best explained by the third root, from which the noun 57,"I3, meaning 'speed' is

derived and the adverbial expression $T"IS3 which means 'quickly'.86 The simplest

solution is to understand the phrase in Hebrew as a caique of the Aramaic expression

yHQIl PHD 13. 'flying quickly', and to assume that the OG translator understood the

caique.87 This does not account for the Yod in the expression Cjy is probably

a noun derived from Hebrew t]lP, related to tpy and / or the idea of speed.88

10:13 *mnu

MT

S VuGV*r^ci

V et ego remansi ibi

0 Kat abxov KaxeAxTiov eicei

OG & 967 Kat abxov sksi KaxeA-uiov

Syh Aim r ctA

MT reads 'I was left / left over there ( before the kings of Persia )'. The meaning of
THITU in this context has caused problems for commentators and most follow the

Greek texts,89 but the Peshitta and Vulgate support MT, each in its own way.90

86 Ja, Vol 2, 1227.
87 In this case, Jerome was probably following OG.
88 KB3, Vol 2,421, qV11, where it is regarded as a noun with Aramaised pointing tpn: see H Bauer

& P Leander, Historische Grammatik der hebrdischen Sprache des alten Testamentes, Band 1
(1922, Halle, Max Niemeyer), 470, la.

89 Montgomery, A Critical, 410 (though he indicates the sense ofMT in parenthesis ); Charles, A
Critical, 262; Collins, Daniel, 362, note 32.

90 See Montgomery, ibid, for an assessment of these Versions.
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The Greek, meaning 'I left him ( Michael) there', makes more sense in the context

of vv 12-14, than that Gabriel, the speaker, was left ( to confront the prince of Persia

), for he was the angel who had arrived to speak to Daniel.91

Scholars have attributed a variety of senses to Hebrew *irp, such as 'be pre-eminent'

( Gesenius et a I), 'be delayed' ( Hitzig ), 'be superfluous' ( Ewald ).92

Ginsberg adopted a different approach, because he retroverted the clause in MT to

Aramaic as \ AmriK HIKI, but concluded that PGK was a mistake for

mi, and he translated, 'the latter has remained ( there )'. He noted that the passive

consonantal forms of these Aramaic verbs could be either first person singular

imperfect or third person singular perfect.93 His solution was not straightforward

because it assumed that Aleph could be read for Dalet, which is not a common

textual error, and it made the verb, to which the MT reading must be traced, a first

person imperfect which is the wrong tense in context.

The semantic ranges of the Hebrew root and possible Aramaic equivalents are:

Hebrew irp Niphal be over, remain over, be left , left over, remain, be

enriched ?

Hiphil leave over, leave, leave behind, save over

( preserve alive ), release; excel, be pre-eminent, have /
show excess, have remaining, have more than enough,

make abundant, enrich, give abundantly94
Piel add, do too much;

passive participle, added, superfluous95

91 Taylor, The Peshitta, 252, 257-8, notes that the Peshitta ignores the independent pronoun and
prefers the verb by itself. It is unlikely that the pronoun was missing in its Vorlage.

92 Ibid.
93 Ginsberg, Studies, 60-1. Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 264-5, adopted this idea.
94 BDB 451; KB3, Vol 21, 451-2 traces two different roots; CI, Vol 4, 343-4.
95 Ja, Vol 1,604.
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Aramaic *U"P Aphel leave over, bless with plenty, add

Pael as Aphel; passive participle, large

Ithpaal be left over, superfluous

Ittaphel remain96

There are a number ofpossible solutions to the problem with the verb in MT

1. The Hebrew root in the Niphal may carry the sense to 'be superfluous to

requirement', possibly a rare meaning, or one that is by chance unattested elsewhere.

2. Since the idea of superfluity is present in the Aramaic Ithpaal and in the later
Hebrew Piel, the usage here may be a caique of Aramaic in MT, and Aramaic may

also have influenced the passive meaning of the Piel in a later stage ofHebrew.
Yet these do not address the problem of the OG reading. To solve this in Hebrew
there seems to be no way of improving upon the popular emendation ofGraetz, who

suggested the text 'Tnnin in'N, 'and him I left'.97

mt DU7 vnrm tiki

Graetz DW iJlinin 1DK1

This requires the mechanical confusion between Tav Vav He, and Nun Yod Nun of
the MT, which means the difference of two vertical strokes, since there are three in

the latter and five in the emendation. This is not an unreasonable suggestion given
the number of vertical strokes in both readings, and it has already been noted that the
left stroke ofTav is very similar to a Nun.

Ginsberg's solution is another possibility, but it is unnecessary to change the person

of the initial pronoun as he did, to find an Aramaic explanation for the difference
between OG and MT. The Ithpaal and Aphel perfect look very similar in this root

96 Ibid. Sokoloff, 248.
97 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 168; Charles, A Critical, 262; Hartman & Di Leila, cfnote 93.
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and they have a variant form in common. First person singular forms could have
been:

Aramaic *"irP Aphel Perfect rnniX, rnrft,X, I left (transitive)

Ithpaal Perfect rnfPX, rnn,,X 981 was superfluous

BA forms with similar meanings would yield the following:

Haphel Perfect rnifin, rnivn

Hitpaal Perfect rnivnn

The ease with which a causative and passive form could be confused if Aphel and

Ithpaal forms were in use is evident above. The remaining parts of the textual

problem would be the same with BA forms or later, but it is worth using BA stems to

show how confusing this text could have been.

mt > ba rran rnrrnrt mxi

og > ba iron nmnin mta

rrari nnnriTi mia

The occurrence of He at the end of the pronoun and Tav at the beginning of the
adverb, plus the addition of the pronominal suffix, He, turn either text into the

graphic equivalent of a tongue-twister. It does not take much imagination to see how
a scribe or translator could have been confused, and the meaning of either variant
would suit the context. So whether in Biblical Aramaic or a later style, these
solutions to the difference between OG and MT offer superior alternatives to any in
Hebrew.

98 Ja, cfnote 95.
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11:6b Whole Text

mt nn>'srn iTx-gzpi x'n jriani iy'Tn fair x'Vi: yhta rris t^rrx'Vi
a*n»a

• • T

0 Kai ob Kpaxriosi 'ioxdoc; Ppaxiovot;, Kai ob oxr|C£xai xo aTieppa

abxou, Kai 7tapa8o0r|O£xai abxr| Kai o'l cpspovxeg abxrjv Kai r|

vsavn; Kai o Kaxiaxucov abxr|v ev xoig Kaipoi^.

S mAi-n . \ v'n m.'i' ■ A\ ■ r\ ,ro TaXiueiva .Ajj.i^v.T r^iXjj.l A.ii tna r^acnJ r<X«l

ciro r<i -i \j en . I °in<XiS*JO

V et non obtinebit fortitudinem brachii nec stabit semen eius et tradetur ipsa

et qui adduxerunt earn adulescentes eius et qui confortabant earn in

temporibus

o Kai on oxipsxai xcpoq xr|v ioxuv xou ppaxiovog Kai odx

oTtooxriosxai ou8e 7tpo<; xo axcepfxa auxou

[ S U7tO|4£V£l ]

OG Kai ob pr| Kaxioxoor], oxi o Ppaxicov auxou ob axr|0£i 'ioxuv Kai

o Ppaxicov abxoo vapKT|0£i Kai xcov aof.i7iop£uop£vcov p£x'abxou,
Kai p£V£i big copat;.

967 Kai ou pr| Kax£iaxoo£i oxi o Ppaxsicov auxou ouoxr|OEi ioxu{v}
Kai o Ppaxicov auxou ou ouoxr|0£i ioxuv K«t o Ppaxicov auxou

vapKr|G£i Kai xcov oup7top£uop£vcov pux auxou Kai jievei ek;

copac;100
Syh r 1 I rnL.l rC^ina r^cu <X\X . n 71.n I KtX mLl A. mkj r^Xci

r\ pfOQJO ai^CLA. y X 1 rfl y X - r^in

99 Ms 7al reads ~A...; cf VTS Part III, 4, 39. See Taylor, The Peshitta, 276, for comments on the
shorter text of the Peshitta.

i°° 967 has inner Greek errors: firstly, it read ouoxqcet for 00 oxqost: secondly, it has an apparent
dittography, which is in fact the correction of the first error, from its second o Bpayiaiv to the
following layuv. See Geissen, Papyrus 967, 246-7.
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Problems in 11:6 have already been described,101 as has a suggested loss of the

equivalent of 1~Q in Aramaic, leading to an OG reading.102 V 7a in MT was found to

be conflate due to an ambiguous Aramaic text.103 The difficulties of v 6b, which lies

between these two sections, have been explained in the light of the notorious
historical events to which they seem to refer, i.e. the murder of Antiochus II,

Berenice and her infant son at the instance of Laodice.104

Confusion in Hebrew has arisen because of the following factors among others:
a. the substantive tfiTT can mean 'arm, army, force, power';

b. this noun, written defectively, can be confused with JHT, 'seed, offspring';

c. the third masculine singular suffix written i.. and the letter Zayin, can each

be confused with the conjunction, Vav.

In Aramaic confusion between terms for 'arm', JTH, and 'seed', V1T, is not as simple

as in Hebrew, but the consonants Dalet and Zayin can be interchanged.105 Possibly

more pertinent in Aramaic is the ease with which the suffixes of the emphatic, and
the third masculine and feminine singular pronouns, all expressed by the consonantal
suffix He, may be confused. Most of the variants in the Versions can be explained in
terms ofHebrew, but the OG exhibits greater differences from MT. It seems best to
divide this complex text into the following sections for analysis:

1) "linnmy ynrn itd my-i xbi

2) fori pum

3) rrr^m rpfonm

4) npmm

5) DTim

101 CfChapter One, pages 18, 36, 49.
102 Cf pages 137-42.
103 Cf pages 257-63.
104 See Charles, A Critical, 278; Collins, Daniel, 378, for succinct summaries; cfMontgomery, A

Critical, 428-9; E Bevan, The House ofSeleucus (1902, London, Edward Arnold), 178-83.
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i) isnn k1?! yntn rm iryn Kbi

Theodotion supports MT except that to^oc; Bpaxiovot; is indefinite ( and this
version usually supplies the Greek definite article where there is one in MT ), which
is probably due to loss of He before Het in Hebrew. Theodotion, Symmachus and

the Vulgate understand VTlTn ITD in a genitive relationship, and they all read 1V1T

as 'his seed' rather than 'his force / army'. The 0 and V texts also witness to absence

of a conjunction after "IDV, a loss ofVav before Zayin.

The Peshitta has some inner Syriac errors from confusion between roots and Ajj.t .

If the variant >*A... was correct,106 the negative particle pA may have been lost after

it, and may in some way derive from ^aai, which could have been in the text as

equivalent of 113V. If VuiAi are corruptions of forms of \... expressions

translated from MT JUT / I71T, these may give some clues to a possible Aramaic

Vorlage, but no more that this.107

OG Kai ob jir| Kaxtaxuofl seems to reflect IT13 lYVH K^l,108 but the common

gender of the Greek verb does not show whether a masculine or feminine was in the

Vorlage. The narrative in OG requires a masculine to agree with PaoiZeuq

A'tyuTttOl), but a feminine verb could have been taken as impersonal, meaning 'but

it will not prevail'. In Hebrew, 6xi 0 BpaxtOJV would be WITH "'ID, where "O

represented reduplication of PTD with Het lost before He, and Vav read as Yod.

However, the Greek genitive masculine singular pronoun abxoi), with no

conjunction following, indicates the OG Vorlage read HIIT "O. So both Het and

He were lost, one through haplography and the other possibly because it resembled a

105 Cf page 278 for discussion of these Aramaic words; page 137 for interchange of Dalet and Zayin.
106 Cfnote 99.
107 Taylor, The Peshitta, 283, thinks the Syriac translator read MT 1HT as VP or XT' and then

produced a paraphrase to clarify the meaning. He may well be correct, but the point is not
important enough for our purpose to pursue here.
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ligature of Yod and Zayin. Lastly OG has laynv, which, according to this scheme,

may be an alternative reading to oil, the equivalent of MT ITD, or it may be an

alternative understanding ofHHI, without conjunction or suffix. This suggests OG

is conflate.

As noted by many, the expression l~D OYV usually has the noun in the definite state:

Montgomery considered WITH 1TD 'suspicious', parenthesising WITH.109 There is

no reason in Hebrew for such a conflate text, and Montgomery had to suggest some

contamination from 10:17, l~D "O 172V1 K1?.110 It might be better to take the sense

of IHTn ITD as ' power of the seed / offspring', i.e. 'power of the succession',

which was really the type of power Berenice held temporarily. If this was adopted,

along with the lack of conjunction between 172V and "lint suggested by 0 and V,

the meaning would be, 'but she will not retain the power of succession, nor will her

( male ) offspring endure'.

Retroversion ofMT and Versions to Aramaic would be:

MT > Aram rUTlTl Dip'' Him Vtt IKU/n
nim "H K^Tl

0, V > Aram Hint Dip1' k"71 nim bv nXtt/n

OG > Aram IVHI [ VTI ] mp1 Him nK nxt^ri

Three things are noteworthy in this retroversion.

a. The genitive construction Him "H X^TI supplies a superior explanation for OG

oil than the Hebrew above, because this would be easily read Him "HX VTI,

108 This equivalence occurs in OG at the end of 10:8.
109 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 175; Montgomery, A Critical, 428, 430; Charles, A Critical, 279.
110 Ibid.
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where "HK is a common equivalent of "O.111 This requires only a different division

of consonants and interchange of Dalet and Resh, without the need to resort to

haplography.

b. If Hint , retroverted from 0 and V, is the correct reading, the loss of the

conjunction before it would be just as likely as with MT inn because in each case

the loss is before Zayin.

c. In OG, the putative extra VTT, equivalent of IOXUV, ought to be definite or carry a

suffix if it is an alternative understanding of nVTTl; this means toxt)V is best taken

as a translation ofUTTPl ofMT, but without the conjunction or the suffix, the one lost

before Zayin ( in either Hebrew or Aramaic, as above ), and the other before the Vav

which follows in MT.

2) ion jrum

This phrase is usually translated 'she will be handed over', cf Theodotion, the
Peshitta and the Vulgate. It is another characteristically vague expression, where a

stronger one might be more fitting, and seems almost euphemistic. Bevan noted that

a preposition or the phrase "PI is required,112 but then it is not stated into whose

power the princess falls. Others thought the term m?3I7 was needed, as in Ezek

31:14.113 There appears to be no potential for any of these words to have been lost

through textual error in Hebrew.

The surprising verb in OG, vapKT|0£i, 'will be rigid / numb' with ppaxtcov as the

subject ( where the conjunction was lost after UTIT), is another great problem. This

111 Ja, Vol 1, 118: alternative forms are V1K and DT7K; see K.B3, Vol V, 1123-1124; Sokoloff
74. 'HK occurs in QA, e.g. lQapGen 33; 1916; 202o.22', 2114.

112 Bevan; cf note 109.
113 Montgomery, Charles; cfnote 109.
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rare verb in LXX is used for Vp\ 'dislocate', and nWL 'vein, sinew', in Gen 32:26,

33 respectively,114 and for the word "[DK in Job 33:19. Here LXX seems to have

understood a verb from an Eastern Aramaic root, p. The Syriac form can mean to

'be numb, rigid', to 'stiffen', and also to 'smoke': the Ethpeal carries the sense to

'smoulder, be reduced to smoke', the Ethpael to 'be stupefied, smoked out'.115
Jewish Aramaic has the root pn which is only cited with the meaning to 'smoke'.116
It is likely that OG had some form such as ]nn or pnri in its Hebrew manuscript
instead of jrun. With loss of the conjunction after HHT, the OG took the latter as
the subject of this verb, inferring the sense, 'his arm will be numb' (i.e. paralysed?).
If the Greek translator took this literally, it was also understood to refer to 'those who
travelled with him', but it was more probably read as a metaphor of the

powerlessness of Ptolemy.

)nj of course occurs in Aramaic, so a similar confusion could perhaps have occurred

in that language. However, in neither language does this explicate use of )nj

without modification, unless jfl / pn was in the original, and this verb indicated
death in some way.

It seems best to take the reading of the OG Hebrew Vorlage as a corruption of )njn
and to adopt the explanation of Hartman, who said this translated a form of Aramaic

1DJ3. Its semantic range was similar to the cognate Hebrew, 'seize, hand over,

deliver, transmit, surrender to authorities, inform against'. With WQJ it meant 'suffer

martyrdom', and in the Ithpeal, to 'be surrendered, surrender oneself. Although, like

]DJ, AOJ3 often took a preposition, it was used alone with the implication of delivery
to a hostile authority. Hartman maintained that it could mean 'betray', and the

114 Charles, A Critical, 279, makes use of analogy with DUD in Gen 32:33 to emend pun in Daniel
to tyrUD, meaning 'she will be rooted up'; Montgomery, A Critical, 432, refers to jtlK in Job 33,
but he does not develop this connection.

115 PS 615; P\S, Tomus II, 4462-3.
Ja, Vol 2, 1682; Sokoloff, 587.
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Ithpeal meaning, 'be betrayed' would provide an apt description of the fates of the

protagonists.117

OG has no equivalent of the feminine pronoun fOPl. This could have been lost in

Hebrew because of parablepsis involving i"P>0173T which follows, or the Greek

translator may have ignored the word in the Vorlage because it made no sense to add
this emphasis after reference to the princess was lost.

3) m^m

MT can be translated, 'and those who brought her and he who fathered her'. The
first verb is not problematic, referring to the entourage of the princess, some of
whom were killed with her.

does not make sense"8 in terms of history, for Berenice's father's death

occurred in Egypt, and he was not 'delivered up' or 'betrayed'. It is amended to

rnbl, 'her child', by most scholars.119 CI Vol 4, 216, suggests iTfVh girl, and

Montgomery retroverted 0 to rnb-VJ, which is a better grammatical reading ofMT,

but makes the child the wrong gender. The Peshitta may have had this reading as

well, but with a plural as an inner Syriac error.120 The Vulgate has read a plural, but

since it is masculine, this is probably due to an additional mater lection is resulting in

nn^m. This odd form may have been understood by Jerome as a plural passive

participle, unless the word in his manuscript was without the definite article. The

117 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 266, however, translated 'will be delivered up', p 257. The most
specific sense would be 'suffer martyrdom', but there is no graphic potential for the noun UtQJ to
have fallen from the text. This meaning might be derived from fOTI \ KTI "1013Jin, where the
emphatic form could have been misread as the feminine pronoun KTt. However, it is doubtful if
TI can be used as a synonym of U/E33, or if the emphatic form of the noun would be appropriate.

118 CfChapter One, page 49.
119 Montgomery, A Critical, 430; Charles, cf note 114; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 266, note t-t;

also KB3, Vol 2, 411.
120 Taylor, The Peshitta, 279, thinks this version had this reading in its Vorlage and takes the plural to

be intended as 'her maids'. This is one of a sequence of three plurals in the Peshitta.
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problem in retroverting the Vulgate is the same as faced in construing the pointing of
MT.

Ginsberg suggested the alternatives rnVfrn, with otiose vowel letter H, or HlV-VI,

'he whom she has borne', deriving the form from a putative Aramaic rnc7'' "HI
which should have been in Hebrew. Zimmermann appealed to Eastern

Syriac, positing an original Aramaic > 'a child', misread as XliV, 'a parent'.121

Ofthe three elements to the word in MT,

i) the suffix is the correct gender, but as pointed it is accusative, when a genitive
would make better sense:

ii) the participle is active, meaning 'one who bore, progenitor', whereas a passive

participle, meaning 'child', cf 1 Kgs 3:26, 27, would accord better with historical

knowledge:

iii) the definite article is the key problem, for attached to a participle with a suffix,122
it has forced the masoretes to read an active participle with an accusative suffix, 'the
one who fathered her'. A passive participle can only sensibly carry a genitive suffix

( because the passive voice is intransitive ) and does not need the article because the

suffix makes it definite123: in other words, a passive participle with a pronoun suffix

functions as a noun. In this case the literal meaning 'her borne one' = 'the one born

of her', would be represented by nTlV'. or PB'Tf'.124

121 Cf page 65 for Zimmermann, and page 100 for Ginsberg.
122 A participle can take the definite article and a pronominal suffix; cfGKC 116 f; 127 i; Bevan,

A Short Commentary, 175, accepted Isa 9:12 17131371 as an example; Charles, A Critical, 279,
considered it 'abnormal'. The phenomenon is logical, since a participle is a verbal noun; but note
the difference between an active and passive participle explained above.

123 BW gives 750 matches for Qal passive participles, 136 of these with the definite article. Of 74
Qal passive and Pual participles with pronoun suffixes, none has the definite article. BW gives no
matches for Hophal participles with pronoun suffixes.

124 Cf 1 Kgs 3:26, 27 for Qal passive participle form, and Judg 13:8 for a Pual Participle; cf BDB
408-9; KB3, Vol 2,411-412. GKC 52: 2, R 6 lists Judg 13:8 as Qal passive.
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If the original Hebrew was TV', with suffix, referring to the young prince, then
He of the definite article can be traced to a simple dittography under the influence of

the suffix on the preceding word, ...TPl n*5...

OG lacks any equivalent of the word, possibly because it did not make any sense in
the verse as construed in that translation. Were the Greek text the equivalent ofMT

except for this word, it might be argued that it had been omitted by homoioteleuton,
because of the series of feminine singular suffixes in the text. However, OG has no

equivalent for any of these suffixes. Its retroverted text for this whole phrase
amounts to: D">JOm and, apart from the similarities in the verb, there is not

much to trace this reading to common forms with MT.

MT m^m rpKam

OG > Heb my tPfOm

MT > Aram

OG > Aram

iT"TI7Tl rpnTTOT ( Haphel participle with suffix )

rn^-n rrnmi ( Aphel participle with suffix )

rmy ktiki

rmy *onx m

A textual solution in either language would require Yod in m^TT / TVb*> to be read

as Ayin, and the top stroke of Lamed to be lost so that its lower stroke, the hook,

formed a ligature with Dalet to produce a Mem: thus the preposition my could have

been formed. However, the change in suffix is more easily explained in Aramaic
because no change of consonant is needed for a misreading to occur.

The change of participle and loss of its suffix is difficult to explain in either

language. There is clearly possibility for metathesis of Mem, Bet and Aleph in

Hebrew, but having removed the definite article from m^TT as a dittography, it is

not easy to see how the suffix on the participle could also have been lost. It is
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perhaps easier to see the Mem as lost before Bet, and the He of the suffix read as

Mem thus ( without the vowel letter):

rpfOtt > rrfo > trio

The transitional form would not make sense and this might explain why a scribe may

have read a simple plural participle.

The loss of the conjunctive Vav may be accounted for in either language as a

haplography before Yod.

The difference in the participial form is difficult to explain in Aramaic, chiefly
because of two Alephs in the emphatic plural participle of root KflK.

4) nprrmai

MT reads literally 'he who strengthened her', i.e. 'supported her', or 'he who took
hold of her', being interpreted variously as either Antiochus II, Berenice's husband,
or Ptolemy, her father.125 Hartman pointed out that the Hiphil of pin is not used

anywhere else with the sense of 'marry'.126 Nevertheless, a reference to King

Antiochus II, the husband of Berenice, whose murder preceded hers, would suit the
context best.

Theodotion, the Peshitta and Vulgate have all understood the verb to mean

'strengthen / support'.127 Jerome and the Peshitta have plurals, which denote both

125 Cf page 36; Bevan, A short Commentary, 175-6; Montgomery, A Critical, 430; Charles, A
Critical, 280; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 266; Collins, Daniel, 364 and note 16. Ptolemy here
means Berenice's father Ptolemy II who arranged her marriage, though Charles refers to her
brother Ptolemy III who avenged her murder.

126 Ibid. There is no parallel verb as in Proverbs 3:18, to indicate the particular sense of pTItn
intended.

127 Montgomery, cf note 125, equates the 0 text with 'he who obtained her', but this is better
understood from the Greek verb KaTio/stv rather than Kaxtoxuetv; cf pages 343-5: Collins is
probably correct in his assessment ofTheodotion here.
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kings, or her retinue, and which may reflect metathesis of the Yod in the Hiphil

participle.

Once again OG provides a different reading in Kat (.18vet, which means 'and he will

remain / stand fast', and which Montgomery retroverted to npfrnm, without

explaining why OG lacks a pronoun equivalent of the suffix in Hebrew. Ginsberg
failed to address the problem of the OG reading: he suggested the Hebrew derived
from Aramaic rTlDM. which was misread.128 Hartman added that the misreading was

probably PnaJD5!.129 It may be possible for Mem to be lost between, or formed from

a ligature of, Vav and Gimel, but this is not a straightforward mechanical error.130

Before weighing these views it is necessary to determine whether peveiv genuinely

has any semantic common ground with pTH. According to HRP this equivalence is

unique and problematic: of the other sixteen Hebrew roots it is used for, none is a

clear synonym of pin.131 Those that may overlap in semantic range with pTH are

only }"D, and DTp in the sense of 'be firm, secure'. LS lists the meanings of

JJ.8V81V as follows:

(J.8V81V stand fast ( in battle ); stay at home, where one is; lodge, stay;

tarry, loiter, be idle; be lasting, remain, stand, remain as one was;

abide ( by an opinion ); ( impersonal ) it remains;

(transitive ) await, expect, bide (the storm ), wait for132

The meaning of Kat pevet s'tq (bpag in the context as it is construed in v 6 ofOG
is vague: it may indicate the king of Egypt will stay some time in the kingdom of

128 Ginsberg, Studies, 47, note to section (a).
129 Hartman & Di lella; cfnote 125.
130 See scripts, op cit. Whereas Vav might provide the needed right-hand curved stroke of a Mem,

Gimel would have to be extremely skewed upwards towards the left to form the rest of the letter;
that is unless a Vav and Gimel coalesced in the right-hand stroke.

131 HRp 910. The roots listed, less two negatives, are: "pK, PPM, POn Piel, brp Hiphil, KY\
Niphal, "1113 Piel, \b, "TOY, Pflp Piel, Dip, fnpNiphal.

132 LS, Vol 2, 1103.
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north, or he will remain in power in Egypt. It could even mean that the king will
stand fast in battle, if it were certain that OG expresses the idea of battle in o

Ppaxicov auxou ou oxr|C8i 'ioxuv, icai o Ppaxtcov auxou vapKipei icai

xcov oupttopsoopsvcov psx1 abxou.133 Whatever the case, it is clear that, despite

the vast semantic range of pin,134 the Greek verb does not share any of its transitive

meanings: and of the intransitive senses of both verbs, there is only 'be firm ( in

principle )' and perhaps 'be firm in courage', in common. So while it is possible
that Montgomery was correct and the Greek translator arrived at Kat psvst from the

root pin, it is a unique equivalence in the Greek versions. If the pronoun suffix was

lost first, this would have enabled the translator to construe the verb intransitively.
The participle in MT might mean 'her supporter, sustained, in which case it could
mean either her father or her husband,135 but the future verb in Greek is the

equivalent of a Semitic imperfect.

Ginsberg correctly pointed out the unique use of pin?3 to mean 'husband' in MT,

and provided the Aramaic "QH as an alternative, and it is possible, mechanically, that

He of a third feminine singular suffix was lost before the Resh of "OA136 This would

account for the lack of possessive pronoun in OG. However, the fact is does not

mean 'husband', but 'man, male person'; the correct term would be K^IH,137 and if

this had been in an Aramaic text it would reasonably have been translated by Hebrew

byi 138 or TO. Root Vin can mean 'embrace'139 and this may be the meaning of

MT in this context.140

133 This depends on whether o Ppuyimv is to be taken literally, or whether it carries the sense of the
Semitic term VT1T, 'power, force, army'.

'34 See BDB, 304; KB3, Vol 1, 302-4; CI, Vol 3, 184-90.
135 In Lev 25:35 it means provide for a debtor, and in 2 Chr 28:15 provide for returnee captives.
136 Cf page 301, note 46; here the He would be lost between Resh and Vav.
137 1 QapGen 202325: for 33J in this text see 66; 1924; 226 23.

138 A Hebrew translator may have been reluctant to use the word byi because of its connotations of
the Baal cult, but it is used in 8:6 in the sense of'owner, possessor'.

139 Ja, Vol 1, 182.
140 The Hiphil of pTIl is used with pUt3, 'kiss' in 2 Sam 15:5 in the context of a public show of

affection, and in Prov 7:13, in the context of public sexual seduction: but these hardly justify the
meaning 'husband'.
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Then, if the Hebrew participle pfrnft can mean 'one who embraces', i.e. a

'husband', there is no need to look for an Aramaic word behind it at all!

Another Aramaic solution might trace OG |4£V£t and MT pin to one of the

equivalents for p.£V£tv listed in HP, the Hebrew root "iriK, to 'tarry'. This has a

cognate root in Aramaic which means to 'tarry, hesitate' in both the Pael and Aphel
stems. It could easily be mistaken for the verb "HIK 141 which in its causative stems

means to 'seize', a sense shared by the Hiphil of pTfl.142 The passive participle is

also used to mean 'one holding' in Targ Am 2:15, KTltltp TTIKI, 'one holding a

bow', but there is no evidence for this expression used in the context ofmarriage. So

this solution suffers from the same uniqueness of meaning for frtlK which is

attributed to Hebrew pTH in this context.

Another meaning of THK that could be considered is to 'join', which is connected

with the numeral "HIK, 'one' i.e. 'a unity, unit'. The sense 'joined, one' is of course

a definition of marriage; see Gen 2:24; Mk 10:8; Mt 19:6; but to construe a

participle such as nTHX to mean 'her joined one' i.e. 'her husband' is rather

awkward. The cognate Hebrew root IfP is used in 4Q416 2.45 of a man united with

his wife, but with the preposition DJ7. There may have been some Aramaic

expression meaning 'husband' from the root frHK, which underlies the Hebrew here,

but this can only be speculation.

5) DTisn

This vague phrase of time has been transposed by a number of scholars to the

beginning of v 7,' 3 but as Montgomery points out, 'in the times' is still a 'hopeless'

141 See Ja, Vol 1, 38-40 for both these Aramaic roots.
142 In this respect ptn is a synonym of Hebrew TnK which is cognate with Aramaic TPIK; ibid.
143 Montgomery, A Critical, 430; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 257 with note u, 266.
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sense in context. Bevan thought that some word had fallen out and that the

expression must have been, as v 14, DHH DTlVD. Hartman after transposition and

adopting the addition of DHH translated 'Later...', and Collins, keeping the word in

v 6 because of the conjunction following, rendered it 'in due time'.144

The Versions all support MT except for the Peshitta, which has a singular noun145
with demonstrative adjective, giving a more precise sense, but still attached to v 6.

The historical situation would support those scholars who wish to transpose to v 7,

since the rise of Ptolemy III took place before the death of his sister Berenice,146 so

that the sense of the Syriac transposed to v 7 would give the best meaning: 'At that /
this time there will arise a scion...'. A lost demonstrative adjective and additional

conjunction could easily have fallen out in Hebrew or Aramaic, as can be seen from
the following comparisons, without vowel letters in the plural forms.
mt nam38 nnm

Hebrew emendation with singulars TDV K1DH T1J7D

my ntn nvn

with plurals my Diin DDl/D

MT > Aram KTlVD

Aramaic emendation with singulars Dip1 HIT , as in BA

Dip1 xrr Kinyn 147
Dip'' P KTOD , as in QA

Dip'' Kin KTOD

with plurals Dip1 p^K KD1VD

Dip1 )iik KTnvn

144 Ibid. Bevan, A Short Commentary, 174; Collins, Daniel, 364 and note 17.
145 Taylor, The Peshitta, 281, notes the Peshitta has singulars for the same Hebrew word in vv 13, 14.
146 Montgomery, A Critical, 429; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 289-90.
147 The alternative orthography, KJT, is well attested in Aramaic; cf KB3, Vol 5, 1854. It occurs once

in lQapGen, in 22; cf Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon, 2, 82.
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The plural forms offer a solution best in Hebrew with the line "TWy Dnn DiHn

where the Yod has become Vav and the demonstrative has fallen out by

homoioteleuton, entailing the loss of three consonants, to produce the MT reading.
Loss of the singular form of the demonstrative is most probable in the Aramaic line

Dip"1 KH Knyn because the whole of the demonstrative pronoun is contained in
the ending of the noun; but the conjunction in the equivalent ofMT would then be a

dittography of Yod. Perhaps the real solution is a composite of this one in Aramaic,
because the singular forms give the most logical sense, with conjunctive Vav

developing in Hebrew.

This phrase exhibits a semantic difference between MT and OG similar to the

expression Tll/ftPl UHpfan in 11:31, where OG read to aytov ion cpoPot;, and
there is a similar choice of solutions. Montgomery, followed by Collins, resolved the

problem in terms of a Hebrew graphic error between third singular masculine

imperfects of the roots TTV, and 171T meaning to 'tremble, quake'148

MT, supported by Theodotion, the Peshitta and the Vulgate, has the meaning, 'but he
will not be strong / prevail'. OG gives the sense 'but he will not fear / be put to

flight'. It has been noted in the previous case that, whilst trembling and fear are

obviously associated, (popeiv is not the standard equivalent of VTT, but of fCT in

Hebrew and of br\l in Aramaic. It is possible that here is another example of a

11:12 TIP

MT Tisr x'bi
t :

0 kcu ob kaxiaxucei

V sed non praevalebit

OG Kat ob pr| (poPpoGr]

967 Kat on prj cpoPr|0r)

Syh rAo

148 Montgomery, A Critical, 437; Collins, Daniel, 364, note 34. See Chapter Four, pages 142-5 , for
discussion of the expression in 11:31.
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confusion in Aramaic between roots and bT\, and this solution has the potential

to produce a more historically accurate meaning than the one in MT.

Hartman translated the phrase 'but he will gain no territory', basing this on a

retroversion of MT to Aramaic |0rP XVl, Haphel of Aramaic root ]DH, which can

mean 'gain possession'. He failed to account for the OG reading, as well as

overlooking the fact that Ptolemy IV regained Coele-Syria.149 It is more likely that

the Aramaic root VTI lies behind the Hebrew reading.

There are other cases in which forms with the consonants ^Tt in MT itselfmay have

been read as some form of bm ( as an Aramaism ), by a translator, and these are

worth noting before retroversion of the phrase in Daniel 11:12.

A double example of the translator of a targum apparently reading150 a form ^TTT
for noun ^TT can be found in MT 1 Kgs 1:42, 52:

1 Kgs 1:42 MT HflK ^TT WfO

Targ o riK "pKun nm nx

1 Kgs 1:52 MT ^Tt pV iTTP DK

Targ O pKUn VtH TP DK

Here the meturgeman has evidently read in MT "tTH p \ WK and has interpreted
this in context as a person with fear of sins ( or sinners ).151

149 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 258, 267,291.
I59 BCTP, Vol VI, 265; of Vol VIII, 336.
151 D J Harrington & A J Saldarini, Targum Jonathan ofthe Former Prophets: Introduction,

Translation and Notes (Aramaic Bible 10, 1987, Edinburgh, T & T Clark), 213-14 and notes 52,
The notes do not make the textual error explicit, though they provide MT readings: note 52 seems
to imply the sense of the Targum is merely interpretative.
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A further occurrence is found in a double example in Ezek 2:5, 7: in both these

verses where MT reads iVim DK, 'or if they will refrain', LXX reads f|

7tTOr|0CDOl, 'or if they will be scared'. This has been recognised as metathesis in the

Vorlage ofLXX to produce the Hebrew text l^rn1 twice.152

Given that occasional confusions occur between root 7ITT and graphically similar

roots in the Hebrew text ofMT, it is not unlikely that such confusion would occur in
an Aramaic text. Here in Dan 11:12 there may have been confusion between verbal

forms of ^TI to 'strengthen'(Pael) and b\11 to 'fear' in an Aramaic manuscript.

Aramaic equivalents of the verbs could be:

mt ny > Aram ^rrrp

OG Kat oh pq (po|3r|o0r| > Aram VTIT or VTPP K1?! (Ithpael)

152 Allen, Ezekiel, 11, note 5b; HRpSp 245; HRp 1238 has these readings with an obelus. Cooke, A
Critical, 36, lists support for the LXX as OL, S and Arabic. There are less clear examples in 1 Chr
16:30 // Ps 96:9 and Ps 77:17 with the forms i7ti or V7TP: in two of these LXX translates with

(po|3eiv and in one with oakeuetv. ( See listings ofHRpSp 258, 256; HRp 1433-4.)
ichr 16:30 MT uiap-b3 ban p3p_tix nxrrba iqsbo ibm

LXX (poPqOqxco ano npooomov abxov naoa f| yr|, Kaxop0co0r| xcp f| yr|
Kat pr) oakeoGqxco

Ps 96:9-10 MT ban pap ^x ^bo mm a-paa nax pixrrbs visa tb'p
uiap-ba

(95:9-10) LXX oakso0r|x(o ano npoacottou abxou ttaoa f| yq e'tttaxe 'ev xoiq
eOvsotv O tcupios 'sPaotkeuosv xat yap KaxcopOcooev xqv
o'iKOt)(ievqv qxtg ob oaA.eu0qosxat

Ps 77:17 mt nia'nn mm ix tbTT □'» yixi ombx a'a pxn
(76:16) LXX s'tbooav oe bdaxa, o Oscx;, e'tdooav oe b8axa xat 'etpoPqGqoav

Kat 'exapayOqoav aPuooot
The Hebrew verbs could be from roots or 7T[ , which have a range ofmeanings: BDB 297
treats these verbs under one root, whereas later lexicons recognise bin and 7ti as separate; cf
KB3, Vol 1,297, 310-311; CI, Vol 3, 171-2,212-213. The main concern is with the sense
'tremble' which is associated with fear. It is true that some variants ofOG translate verbs with a

similar sense to the root Tti with the rather less graphic term (poPsiV: e.g. in Exod 15:14 where
MT reads pHT eras? IVptP', LXX reads f|KODOav s0vq Kai (bpyioGqcav, but A has
StpoPqGqoav for the second verb; in Jer 49:21 MT reads flXp ntZhn, LXX ( 30:15 ) reads
eoeioGq f| yq, but B, S, read scpoPqGq for the verb. These occurrences are rare and, in the
light of the examples that occur in 1 Kings and Ezekiel above, it is possible that what we have in
1 Chronicles and Psalm 77 above are confusions between verbs "l^Tl and l^TH, "I*7TP and
I^TPP respectively.
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The passive verb in Greek which means 'he was not afraid' requires either the Peal

or Ithpael stem in bm for the same sense. The plene spelling of the Peal stem

would give the best graphic resemblance to any form of ^TI, and the Ithpael third

masculine singular imperfect of may have the form t7Tn>n,153 which is even

more likely to have given rise to the mistaken reading "b^nrp because, allowing for

elongated Yods, there would have been the same number of down-strokes before the

Lamed.154

Aramaic "tti in the Pael is only attested with the meaning to 'strengthen', and the

Ithpael must be employed in retroversion to provide the same sense as Qal of TTV, to

'be strong'. It is interesting that the Ithpael of "tTI has a range of meanings that is

not available in the Hebrew root TTV, which includes to 'move into war, gather

together'.155 The sense 'but he will not go to war' more accurately describes the

attitude of Ptolemy as noted in the commentaries, since he was unwilling to follow

up his victory at Raphia with further campaigns.156

153 This is based on forms cited by Ja, Vol 1,292 and Sokoloff, 143. From Sokoloff s list of Peal
forms ofbm it is also possible to extrapolate imperfect ^HTP which could have been confused
with bTirp.

154 Plene spelling for Ithpael ofbTF is also attested, e.g. Targ Job 6:16 b^TiriK; 10:17 pb^TIDW;
but TargO Num 31:7 The imperfect plene form b^TirP would provide seven, and not
six down-strokes.

155 Ja; cfnote 153.
156 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 179-80; Montgomery, A Critical, 436-7, does not refer to the failure
of Ptolemy to follow up his victory; Charles, A Critical, 286-7; Collins, Daniel, 379; Hartman &
Di Leila, Daniel, 291.
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11:15 n^iu "Isum
MT nVTio

4QDana

4QDanc

0

]D "|EJUn

]WlD "|Qttn

Kai 'sKxsei Ttpooxcopa

et com portabit aggeremV

OG Kai 87tioxp8V)/£i xa 8opaxa abxou
967 Kai S7t[

Syh ctiA-..t i/y3aua

]axa auxou

'He will set up a ramp' ( literally 'pour out a ramp' ), is the sense of MT and it is

supported by two Qumran fragments, Theodotion and the Vulgate. Though 4QDanac
have perfect consecutive verbs instead of the imperfect with Vav conjunctive of

MT,157 the meaning is the same. The Peshitta means 'he will lay an ambush', and

OG, supported by 967 and the Syro-Hexapla, reads 'he will return / turn back his

spears'! The Peshitta is difficult to account for in this reading, unless it denotes
• 158

some particular understanding of a 'ramp' as a form of hiding place.

None of the commentaries have any suggestions as to the reasons for such

divergence between OG and MT.159 Collins attempts to explain the verbal variation

by suggesting that OG read ")Dn for the root This would involve the
confusion of Shin with He, which is not easy in any script. It is more likely that

157 Jeansonne, The Old Greek, 15 says the verbs ofboth MT and Qumran are 'converted', but this is
not the case.

158 Weitzman, The Syriac, 21, noted that is generally understood as 'ambush' in the Peshitta.
Targ 1 Kgs 20:12 used the root for Hebrew so the Vorlage of the Syriac in Dan 11:15
may have had DWI for rather than lUXH which produced the OG reading. The standard
Hebrew equivalent for Aramaic is 11K.

159 Most do not address the problem: Montgomery, A Critical, 440, only raises a query in his notes;
Collins, Daniel, 365, note 43, records the OG variant but only deals with the verb as above.
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Kaph was lost between Pe and Samek since all three letters curve in the same

direction: after this Pe was read as Bet resulting in the verb 3W1.

The misreading of a Semitic word meaning 'ramp' for one meaning 'his spears' is not
as unlikely as it appears at first. In Hebrew, common words for 'spear, lance,

javelin' such as rP30, 'pT'3 or nD'1 would not be easily confused with H^IO, and

indeed the double Lamed is difficult to mistake for other letters unless there has been

some damage to the medium. There is the term nVtp, 'missile, weapon,160 which is

used in Neh 4:11, 17; 2Chr25:10; 32:5; Joel 2:8. Confusion between nWlO and

the equivalent of the OG, TTIt7U7, would have been possible if Samek was replaced

by Sin, and a Lamed was lost. Thus, with the verb which follows, forms T\bb\U
could have become TTt^W. The lost Lamed could even have become

Yod if the upper stroke was obliterated, but this would mean a metathesis with He as

well, which was read as Het. So this is quite a complicated textual error, and it has

the disadvantage that nb\lJ is rather a general term, rather than specifically a 'spear'.

QH has the word pit in 1QM 62, 3, 16 which means 'javelin', plural mpYT, and the

root p*"lT in Hebrew and Aramaic means to 'scatter, sprinkle, strew, toss, cast, throw,

thrust'.161 Since the root has this range of meaning, it is possible that there was an

expression, and for this purpose it would have to be in Aramaic, that meant 'cast /

throw up a ramp', similar to the one in Hebrew bbxi 'cast up a highway'.

However, since this expression is not attested, it can only remain a speculation.162

160 See BDB 1019; KB3, Vol 4, 1516-17. HRp,359, lists LXX words for nbtp as: arcooxokq;
Pekcx;; Pokiq; ottkov; Ttokepcx;.

161 BDB 284; KB3, Vol 1, 283; CI, Vol 3, 144-5; Ja, Vol 1,414-15; Sokoloff 182:
see also pYT in Ja, Vol 1, 325.

162 QA has the noun for 'spear' in TgJb 335, which Greenfield & Sokoloff, 'The Contribution', 90
recognise as a Persian loan-word. See also in P\S, Tomus II, 2330. There is no Aramaic or
Semitic cognate root that would indicate this word is the answer to the problems in Dan 11:15.
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The most likely solution is to be found in Aramaic standard equivalents: KIT,I713 is

the usual term in the Targums for H^IO, and KTPJTIQ is the translation for JYOn

and nm. This confusion requires, like the Hebrew one, no vowel letters and the

loss of the upper stroke of Lamed, this time to leave the appearance of Resh. It

additionally requires the acquisition ofNun, possibly a dittography of Resh or Yod
and the use of the emphatic form in the expression. The determinate is the norm in
the Targums: it is used for equivalents of Hebrew ThbD, and m^xOn in

Targums of Isa 37:33; Jer 6:6; 32:24; 33:4; Ezek 4:2; 17:17; 21:27; 26:8. The

feminine noun NTP^H has the advantage over a Hebrew noun that, if written with

He instead ofAleph as the final consonant, it could be read as singular or plural, with
or without a third person singular pronoun suffix. It would therefore be ambiguous

enough to produce in translation the singular substantive ofMT with no suffix, and
the plural noun ofOG with a third person masculine genitive pronoun.

mm

lira' an"? una-n ma
: • v t : t t : r •

7tpovopr|v Kat OKnXa Kat b7tap£,tv abiotq SiaoicopTuei

rapinas et praedam et divitias eorum dissipabit

tn.lJ 163 yCim i.ino rC&.-i vo r^\u=iCl

7ipovopr|v Kat oxuLa Kat xpnpaia abxotq Scoost
.OCIA rtf^CDTSnci -i ▼

It is not clear whether can carry any other meaning than 'scatter' in Hebrew,164
and this is reflected in the translations of Theodotion and Jerome. OG uses a general

verb which could be a response to the context or an alternative Vorlage. "ITU has

been recognised as an Aramaism, i.e. a Hebrew form of Aramaic "TTA, which itself is

11:24

MT

0

V

S

OG &967

Syh

163 On this inner Syriac error see Taylor, The Peshitta, 265, 284.
164 CfChapter One, page 37.
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the equivalent ofHebrew "ITQ, to scatter.165 However it is not clear why, in that case,

the MT verb is not intensive in stem, which usually denotes distribution rather than

scattering, as is evident from the following.

Hebrew "in Qal Dan 11:24 only;

Piel Ps 68:31 , to scatter166
"ITD Qal scatter

Piel scatter (intrans ), spend money ( alms )

Niphal / Pual be scattered167

Aramaic "l"Q Peal scatter, strew

Pael disperse, distribute freely, shake (in sieve ), tread
olives

Ithpaal be scattered, dispersed168

The only other occurrence of "ITU in Ps 68 is in the Piel stem, and the only

occurrence of "ITU in BA, in Dan 4:11, is in the Pael stem. This would suggest that

the pointing here in Dan 11:24 should be Piel. The root is certainly an Aramaism,
but it is not clear if it is a caique. It is no certain evidence for an Aramaic original.

165 KB3, Vol 1, 118; Montgomery, A Critical, 453; Charles, A Critical, 300; Hartman & Di Leila,
Daniel, 269.

166 BDB 103; KB3, ibid; CI, Vol 2, 134; Ja, Vol 1, 154.
•67 BDB 808; KB3, Vol 3, 921.
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12:1 y2V vbm
MT *| ?S? OG bvj/cooriosxai nac, o Xaoqm

r<^7Ui- ctA^>0 ocoOriaexai 6 Xaoc, oon Syh

V salvabitur populus tuus

S u\i>a_s. i i-i ypn -aia^vu

The chief problem in this clause is the difference between MT 'will escape / be

delivered", and its counterpart in OG bv|/co0r|O£Tai, 'will be exalted / raised up'.

The secondary difference, the lack of pronoun in OG to render the suffix on is

easily understood as a Hebrew haplography ( or dittography in MT ) of Kaph
because ofb'l which follows,170 and which OG translates by naq. The variant in the

Peshitta 3-= reflects the occurrence of the same phrase earlier in the verse.171

Greek Solution

Montgomery noted the different meaning in the OG verb as due to the inner Greek
error of b\)/fO0r]O£iai for ocoOflosiat, which is Theodotion's reading,172 but McLay

does not accept this solution,173 Certainly there seems little reason to find a graphic

error in the uncial forms:

0 EKEINQ ZQ0H2ETAI

OG HMEPA Yfl>Q0H2ETAI.

Miniscule script might have produced the error if Psi was a reduplication of Omega,
and Sigma was corrupted to Upsilon. Alternatively there may have been an aural

'68 BDB 1084; KB3, Vol 5, 1831-2; Ja, Vol 1, 141; Sokoloff86.
169 Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel\ 210-11 restored the 0 reading in OG; cfMontgomery, A Critical, 473.
170 Jeansonne, the Old Greek, 118.
171 Taylor, the Peshitta, 290, notes that the addition of^ is interpretative of only some of Daniel's

people escaping the time of distress.
172 Montgomery, A Critical, 473.
173 McLay, The OG and Th, 186, 247: he accepts the OG verb as original against Ziegler who

restored the 0 reading in OG; Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 210.
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error in which the first syllable of b\|/G)0r|oeTai was not heard. This would assume

that OG is original. These remain possibilities.
Hebrew Solution

The standard Hebrew equivalent of bv|/0£iv is DTI and this is reflected in the Greek

translations of Daniel,174 but there is not much likelihood of a graphic error between

DT3 and The latter might be confused with the Aramaic which does

occur in Hebrew, in 2 Sam 24:12, Lam 3:28, Isa 40:15, 63:9: the form could

have been read as bp3'', which would involve confusion of Mem and Nun, and

metathesis of Lamed and Tet. This is certainly possible, and it would account for the
OG meaning 'will be exalted, raised', but it is not straightforward.175

Aramaic Solution

There is no obvious verb with which the root could be confused and which

means to 'be saved / be delivered / escape'. Neither is there an Aramaic root to

provide an obvious link between the semantic ranges of Hebrew vb)2 and Greek

b\j/ostv.

Composite Solution

The verb in OG probably reflects the standard equivalent, Hebrew DTI: i.e.

b\|/co0rio8xat should be retroverted to Hebrew 0*"P, but this could be pointed as a

Qal imperfect Q1T or a Hophal imperfect □IT' ( the Qal imperfect is found in 11:12

and the perfect Hophal in 8:1 lQr ). The OG may have read the former to give the
sense 'will be raised / exalted' whereas the intended sense may have been the Hophal

imperfect, 'will be removed'. The same semantic confusion could have arisen if the

Hebrew root was NWJ, which in the Niphal can mean either 'be lifted up, exalted' or

174 McLay, The OG and Th, 202, 1. 82.
175 This solution accepts the meaning of Hebrew buJ as given in BDB 642, 'lift, bear': KB3, Vol 2,
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'be carried / taken away'. KWJ would give a superior solution to the verb DTI in

that no difference in the placement ofmater lectionis need be assumed, and it is used

in 11:12; but DTI is the more commonly used root in Daniel.

The standard Aramaic equivalent of Hebrew \jbl2 is the Shaphel 1P1Z7, but this gives

no possible semantic link with either senses, 'be exalted' or 'be removed'. Another

equivalent used in the Targum of Samuel is j7PS which has a broad semantic range

including to 'separate, remove, redeem, deliver' in the Peal. It is attested with the

meaning 'be delivered' in the Ithpael. If a passive form could also mean 'be

removed', then the ambiguity in the meaning of such a form could be the basis of the

divergent senses found in the MT and OG verbs. This is a solution with

misunderstanding in two different stages of translation, and it can hardly be adduced
as proof for an Aramaic Vorlage.

If one solution must be preferred, it seems likely that the Hebrew root b\3l provides
it, though this root is an Aramaism in Hebrew.

694, gives the senses 'impose, lay upon', with the Piel in Isa 6:39 ( sic ), meaning 'lift up'.
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12:2

Dpy px*nV rriDnrf? n^xi.
Kai obxoi en; 6vsi8iopov Kai e'lc; ataxuvr|v atcoviov

t-A V \ ^octl. Truj.l r^xnaiAo r<J lard v» Nroo

et alii in obprobrium ut videant semper

oi 8s s'l^ ovsiSictpov, oi Ss s'lc; 8iao7iopav Kai aioxuvr|v aicoviov

jSiapov oi 8s sig 8iao7topav Kai aiaxuvr|v aicoviov

•n\ v \t r^^\(^cn_3Cl r^i.lClrA ^ t ^cucd nf.TauA yj "T vO_lcn

Where MT has a plural noun, main, all the Versions have a singular, and this must

be taken into account in an explanation for the rare word pfOT which is singular.

Montgomery translated here, 'and some to reproach, to everlasting abhorrence', and
he noted cryptically that OG contained a doublet correcting an error, apparently

ovsiSiopov for 8iaC7topav, translating pKTT176 The lack of conjunction in MT,

supported by the Vulgate.177 suggests that the gloss was originally in Hebrew.

nQin, explaining the rare term pKTT, which in Isa 66:24 is usually taken to mean

'abhorrence' or some similar sense. The conjunction may have been added in the

Vorlage of 0, or the Greek translator added it for a smooth reading. ovei8iapoc; is

the standard equivalent for nQ"in and a'toxDvr| is a synonym.

MT

0

S

V

OG

967

Syh

176 Montgomery, A Critical, 471, 473. Collins, Daniel, 369, note 8, attributes the double reading to
967 only, i.e. 'dispersion and shame', which alludes to StaoTtopav Kat atoxuvqv. Ziegler,
Susanna, Daniel, 17,211, parenthesises Kat aioxuvriv as the addition, possibly from Theodotion,
and this is followed by McLay, The OG and Th, 186.

177 As noted by Charles, A Critical, 328. Jerome, in employing the subjunctive, seems to have read
an infinitive ofntO, ITUO1? / nKI^, or perhaps even Niphal mK^nV / nton^ instead of
fltOfrb. This contains another example of confusion between Tav and Vav, Nun.
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The greater problem is the source of the OG Siaatiopav, which Ziegler recognised

was an alternative for atoxt>vr|V in the OG.178 Charles recognised the Hebrew gloss

and said that all three Greek terms were attempts to render pjCYT, but he found only

dtaoTtopav to be correct because he counted the Hebrew as a Aramaism179 from the

root m, which is the equivalent of 5taG7tetpeiv. He cited uses of the cognate

Hebrew HIT in contexts of punishment of the wicked; however, he said of the Greek

text here, 'The LXX contains two renderings ofnD"in^ and one o fpKTTT.180

To deal with the last point first, it is unlikely that the two Greek terms oveidiopov
and aicr/t)vr|v render the common Hebrew term nD~H7, since they are both found in

Theodotion, which seems to render the nouns in MT faithfully. Otherwise this would

imply that the 0 text had no equivalent for piCTf1?! It is not impossible that there

originally was a double expression which emphasised the punishment of the wicked,
in which case the conjunction may have been lost in MT or the Vav may have been
moved by metathesis to make the plural form mQ")n. Yet this view is not supported

by the metrical balance in the line, where there are two nouns in the second colon,

each with a preposition, when only one is required to parallel the term ""H1? in the

first colon. Logic would suggest that the process at work here was clearly the

following:

1. There was originally one expression in the Hebrew text, pirn1?, which used a

rare noun in the singular construct state. This was glossed in the margin with

riQin1?, using a well-known noun in the singular construct state.

2. MT represents a stage when the gloss was added to the main text and mater

lectionis was added to make sense of the Hebrew with the plural noun mQin,

178 Ibid. McLay, The OG and Th 198, assumes the OG translator was guessing the meaning of "pJOT
179 Charles, A Critical, 323-4. B J Alfrink, 'L'idee de Resurrection d'apres Dan., XII, 1-2', Bib 40,

1959, 367, disagreed with Charles and took Siao7iopav to be a corruption of 8ia(p0opav, but
Charles' assumption is reasonable.
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the construct no longer making sense when the gloss was positioned before a

preposition.

3. The Vulgate represents this stage, but with THEni-!1? read as nQTlV and with a

corruption of pK*V77; cf footnote 177.

4. The 0 Vorlage developed from the same sub-group as the Vulgate, but without the

corruption ofpjCl""T7, and a conjunction was added, a frequent occurrence when

glosses are incorporated into texts. The two terms were understood as synonyms

and translated appropriately: nETin^, was rendered by etc; ovetStopov, the

standard equivalent, and pK~n^ by s'tq atoyDvqv, a suitable synonym.

5. The OG had a similar Vorlage to 0, but understood pKTT1? as connected with
Aramaic root "HI / Km, so after using the standard equivalent for nHT"in, the

translator rendered the second term by biaOTtopav. Then Kat ataxuvriv was

added later to OG from 0, as recognised by Ziegler and McLay.181

In this way, dtaonopav and a'tax^vqv represent two different understandings of the

Hebrew piOT The Aramaic root Km1 means to 'scatter, strew, winnow'.182 There

may have been Aramaic terms from this root connected with ideas of judgment, but
if so, no extant example of these have been found in this study. Consequently there
is no clear proof from this passage that OG is witness to anything more than an

Aramaic understanding of a Hebrew term. Perhaps pK*VT is a Hebraised Aramaic
word, but it is difficult to be certain when the only other use of it in MT, in Isa 66:24,
is in the same context of the fate of the wicked.

180 McLay, The OG and Th, 329, 338.
181 Ziegler; cfnote 176. McLay, ibid.
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12:3 aimn ipnrtti
mt D'ann

0 Kai arco xoov SiKaicov xcov TtoZZcov

S nfrSl \m\ Vint \ ■ rfn

V qui ad iustiam erudiunt multos

OG & Kai o'l Kaxtaxuovxsg xooq Zoyotx; poo
967

Syh A-».t r<Aia\ v. \.n*n.T v« \ . r<fo

Although Zimmermann correctly assessed most of the variants found in the Versions

here, he did not explain the verb in the OG. His solution understood the Aramaic
causative form "OTO to be the basis of the Hebrew participle iplY73 and he held that
the Aramaic verb meant to 'give merit', and not to 'justify'. This semantic solution
has been rejected, in this study, as evidence for an Aramaic original with others of its

type.

The OG phrase means 'those who prevail against my words', which is a difficult

sense, and for this reason Ziegler restored Kaxiaxovxeq for Kaxicxuovxeq to give

the meaning, 'those who keep my words'.183 Montgomery noted simply that the OG

retroverted to Hebrew "HUT "'p^Tntt,184 and Charles arrived at the same meaning as

Ziegler by turning the Greek back to 'those who hold fast to my

words'.185 Collins seems to have accepted Ziegler's and Montgomery's

suggestions,186 but McLay complains, 'there is no Semitic equivalent that can be

182 Ja, Vol 1, 322; Sokoloff 156.
183 Ziegler, Susanna, Daniel, 211; cfMcLay, The OG and Th, 189.
184 Montgomery, A Critical, 473.
185 Charles, A Critical, 331.
186 Collins, Daniel, 369, note 11.
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retroverted from Kaxtoyovxsc; that is similar to "'p'HYD', and he assumes that this
1 0-7

OG participle represents a dynamic equivalent or contextual guess.

Certain points can be noted concerning this phrase, though they amount to no

complete solution to the problem in OG.

1. The difference between □"Din and OG xooq Zoyouq jion is certainly due to

changes in a Hebrew text, because there is no term in Aramaic for 'words' which
bears graphic resemblance to lOJOAW / fOKUD. The change between □''inn and

nm entails the metathesis of Resh and Bet, the loss of Mem before Kaph,188 the

loss of the left stroke of He to produce a form like Dalet. The fact that OG bears
witness to a process like this shows that there was textual corruption of this word in
at least one Hebrew manuscript.

2. The phrase in MT, as Ginsberg accepted, is perfectly good Hebrew and most

commentators have no problem in making sense of it referring to leaders who guide
others into righteous ways, as Jerome's rendering testifies.189

3. A graphic confusion between "'p'HYn and "'pf'TITO is not improbable: this entails
a change between Dalet and Zayin,190 and between Tsade and Het, which is possible

in some scripts where the tops of these letters are very similar.191 The difference

between MT and OG could simply be caused by a corrupt text, most probably in the

Vorlage ofOG.

4. Nevertheless, in answer to McLay's complaint, there is a semantic connection in a

Semitic language between the sense of the MT participle and KaxtGyovxeq. The

187 McLay; cf note 183.
188 A ligature between reduplicated Kaph and Yod might also be considered to have produced a Mem.
189 For Ginsberg's view cf page 86; Bevan, A Short Commentary, 202; Montgomery, A Critical,

472-3; Charles, A Critical, 331; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 309; Collins, Daniel, 393
190 The exchange was noted between MT and 4QDanc in 11:16: cfpage 137.
191 See Cowley No 22 in Naveh, The Development, Fig 9, which is fourth century; and Birnbaum,
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standard equivalent of p"7Y in Aramaic is "OT / KDT.192 Besides the semantic range

previously listed,193 "OX can also have the meaning 'take possession of or 'acquire a

legal right to' something:194 Kaxtoxstv can mean to 'possess, occupy'. Hebrew

pTfl can also mean to 'possess', in the sense of 'take hold of, but only T3T combines
the meanings of 'make righteous' and 'possess'.

To put it another way, the semantic ranges of p"TY and Kaitoystv overlap in the

root "Of, Hebrew or Aramaic, but the concern here is with the Aramaic, because MT

uses Hebrew pfrY. It is the pin - KaTia%0£lv equation which complicates this neat

equivalence, and if an Aramaic solution is assumed without any textual corruption of
the participle in either Hebrew or Greek, it can only mean that there were two

Hebrew translations from an original phrase thus:

Aramaic: JPK"UU7 "'iOTE ( or "["OTD )

It is therefore possible that OG and MT verbs can be traced back to Aramaic ''KDTJ3,

but since the suggested textual corruption in the Hebrew participle is also possible
and uncomplicated, it must be assumed to be the cause of the strange reading in OG.

The Hebrew Pt 1, 144, script 87A, which he dates first century.
192 This root is used by Montgomery, cf note 189, in a much quoted example from Aboth, v. 26. 27, in

order to explain the meaning of the Hebrew verb in this context, but this may be a medieval usage.
193 Cf pages 210-11.
194 Ja, Vol 1, 398-9: the Aramaic root shares this meaning with Hebrew 13T.
195 To 'overpower the many' does not make much sense in context, but then neither does the phrase

kf \

Hebrew: "'pHYKl

I

I

1
MT

195 D^mn •'pfrrm

I
nm •'pfrrm

I
OG
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12:4 ny-in naini

mt nsnn nanm OG & Kai nX,r|o0ri f| yr| a5iKta<;
967

0 Kai 7tZr|0uv0r| f| yvcook; Syh r<\a-s.

V et multiplex erit scientia

S r^<k_^.T_» rO^xcAci

In this clause the usual pattern of support for MT is found and the divergence is, as

often, between OG and MT. The Hebrew means, 'and knowledge will increase';
OG has the equivalent of 'and the earth will be lull of iniquity'. Bevan retroverted
OG ( omitting f| yr|), to n'snn n2"IJYl and preferred this reading , translating '...and

many shall be the calamities'. He cited in support Isa 34:13, Jer 4:14, Zech 6:14 and
Neh 13:10 as examples where a feminine plural subject takes a singular verb, and
also 1 Macc 1:9 Kai ettZpOnvav KaKa sv zr\ yr|, which was understood as

dependent on Daniel 12:4.196

Charles preferred the MT reading. Though he noted the popularity of Bevan's view,

he objected that the Greek verb 7ti|j.7iA,r|pi was never used for because it means

to 'fill' and is the standard equivalent of k"7?3. He suggested that the OG verb was a

corruption of 7tZr|0i)fl, or of 7iA,r|0i)v0fl which is found in Theodotion.197 Both

Hartman and Collins emend the Hebrew noun to ilinn on the basis of the OG text,

substituting Resh for Dalet and He for Tav, to give the overall sense 'evil will
increase'.1 8 Though these graphic errors are feasible, these scholars failed to

address the problem of the whole OG clause.199 Montgomery did try to do this by

extant in OG which Ziegler thought necessary to emend.
196 Bevan, A Short Commentary, 203-4.
197 Charles, A Critical, 332-3. McLay, The OG and Th, 179, 201, considers both Greek verbs to be

appropriate to translate Hebrew ni"l, for he translates OG here 'the earth be filled with iniquity'.
This is despite his noting that in 11:39 both versions use 7tkr|0i)vsiv for rQ"l, and the different
semantic range for 7ttpn:kr|pt; cf page 350.

198 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 261, note xx; 274, 311. Collins, Daniel, 369, 399.
199 McLay, The OG and Th, 201, 208, assumes the OG translator added f| yq.
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reference to a couplet in OG: he explained aStKtac; in terms of Bevan's emendation,

ninn, and f| yr| he traced to the form niHK as another corruption of ninn. He

translated 'that knowledge shall be increased'.200

There are three elements in the OG text of 12:4 to account for:

a) f) yri b) ahiKtaq c) 7tX.r|o0fl

a) i\ yr|

Montgomery recognised that f| yrj could be traced to its Aramaic equivalent, but he
failed to explain why this Aramaism should have been read in Hebrew. Although it

is possible that an Aramaism was in MT, the graphic difference between nyrn and

riinK requires a confusion of initial He and Aleph. It is more likely that Tav had

been confused with He as well, to give the emphatic form ninx.201 The exchange

of Resh and Dalet is a common error: reading of initial Aleph is more likely in
Aramaic:202

e.g. xnin fonn or nrifn lOnn could have been read as

nunx xmn or runx ^mri

This solution requires reduplication of Aleph, or, if not, of the upper stroke of the

letter, to produce a final Yod in the verb. It also requires the loss of Tav before the
determinative ending He. Usually an Aramaic word should be attributed to an

Aramaic text; it cannot be adduced in favour of a Hebrew solution.

200 Montgomery, A Critical, 473-4.
201 Montgomery's reason for using the form JimX, apart from its nearness to ft inn, is not clear. A

feminine construct, or plural would not suit the context, and such forms would be hypothetical.
Perhaps he was indicating a Qatlat pattern ofnoun; cf E Qimron, The Hebrew ofthe Dead Sea
Scrolls (1986, Atlanta, Scholars Press), 65.

202 Aleph is sometimes used as a final consonant instead of He in Hebrew verbs and nouns, but this is
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This singular genitive noun in Greek can be accounted for in Hebrew terms,

following Hartman and Collins, as the textual difference between ninn and nyin.

This is not a difficult transition, but, if the correct solution, it would mean OG is a

conflation of two readings, both different from MT, only one of which, 'evil will

increase', makes sense.203 Could the consonantal text of MT have expanded to the

Hebrew equivalent of OG by dittography? Assuming a combination of the changes

suggested by Hartman and Montgomery, this is not entirely impossible:

nyin nmm > nyin nyin nmm > nyin nyiN raim

The middle transition text means 'and evil knowledge will increase': alternatively

perhaps the article of nyin was a later accretion, so the transitional clause was

nyin nyi mini, 'and knowledge of evil will increase'. The change to Aleph

from He looks awkward, but it is quite possible in some scripts.204

A simpler mechanical explanation is to replace nyi with py, which is the standard

equivalent of aSlKia, and which has already been noted in a variant in P967 as a

reading instead of ny.205 This might have given the following sequence in a Hebrew

text:

nyin nmm > py nyiN nmm

This requires the reduplication of only Ayin and then Tav written as the two

consonants Vav and Nun, so it is a simpler solution than the previous one. However

usually considered an Aramaism: cf Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic, 163-4.
203 A textual corruption does not have to make sense, but a solution to a textual problem is more

convincing if it does. It is not very probable, as must be the case above, that two separate
corruptions would be conflated to produce a text which makes sense; conflation usually obscures
or complicates a meaning, as e.g. TD rPUHUt in MT ofDaniel 11:7a; cf pages 257, 260-1.

204 See e.g. Cross, 'The Development', 137, lines 3and 6, mid-third and mid-second centuries.
205 CfChapter Four, page 135.
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the Hebrew answer to the problem overlooks that fact that nyiK is an Aramaic

word.

Reduplication in Aramaic could have given rise to a similar sequence with the noun

my, which is cognate with Hebrew py.

nnyT xmn > my nyiK xmm

Dittography of Ayin, of Tav as Vav and Yod, and of He, would account for the
transition in the text, but it is a little more complicated than in Hebrew with the form

py; yet it has the advantages of an easy explanation for Aleph in ny*"IK as a simple

dittography, and the fact that the word is Aramaic. Other things being more or less

equal, the last point must be decisive in favour of an Aramaic solution.

c) 7iA,r|G0r]

The discrepancy between the meanings of OG Jt^r|G0p and MT imfl noted by

Charles seems very likely to be due to an inner Greek confusion between the OG
verb and Theodotion's 7t^r|0uv0r|. There is nothing in the semantic range of

Hebrew TQ1 which would give the meaning 'be full'. This solution does mean,

however, that at some stage the OG must have been teat 7tA.r|0i)v0p f) yr| adtKtaq,
which, with the sense 'the earth will increase in (?) iniquity', does not read well. It
would be better as Kat 7tA.r|0DV0r| adiKta sv it] yp. There is no potential in MT
for a mechanical error or semantic misunderstanding that would bring the required

change of meaning to explain the difference in MT and OG.

Aramaic does not produce a clear answer to the problem either. A perusal of the
Semitic equivalents of 7tlji7tA.avai and 7tA,r|0uv£iv shows that they have in

common because 7tA.p0uvsiv is used very occasionally for it, and they also have
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S7DU7, 'be sated', in common,206 which can be used in the negative sense of 'have

enough of, have one's fill of, be weary of; cf Isa 1:11, Job 7:4, Ps 88:3. Though this

meaning would suit the OG verb, it would be difficult to misunderstand V2\U as

'increase', though possibly as 'be excessive'. Perhaps, ifBet in lost its lower

curve, it could be read as Gimel and, with Ayin read as Yod, the verb would have

appeared as "UtZ/n. This would have given the sense 'will increase'.

There is only a remote possibility that the different meanings, to 'increase' of MT
and to 'be full' ofOG could be found in one original Aramaic verb. Roots fQ*"l and

, for example, do not carry semantic ranges that cover both these senses. Root

K1\U has the following range which may be compared to the OG root:

fQD Peal: spread, increase; rise, grow, thrive; be sufficient

Ithpeal be multiplied; increase

7it(i7tA.avat active fill, fill full of; discharge

passive be filled, be full; be satisfied, have enough

The only area of semantic overlap between them is the idea of 'sufficiency', but this
is not present in all stems or voices. If the Ithpeal of *QO had a passive sense of 'be

sufficient', i.e. 'be full' as in 'have sufficient', it could be argued there was an

original Aramaic fOODf! which was understood to mean, in the light of the textual

developments of a) and b) above, 'will have enough' i.e. 'will be filled / reach its

capacity'. Without the expansion of the text, the simple sense of 'will be increased'
resulted in the MT reading. However there is no evidence from the lexicons that use

of the Ithpeal of IQO has been found with this meaning.

206 HRp^ 1133-4,7U|i7iA.avai, standard equivalent for Kbtt; 1144-1145,7tXr|0ovetv.
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Chapter Eight

Summary and Analysis of Evidence for an Aramaic

Vorlage to Daniel 8-12, and its Implications

Collation of Evidence

In collating the evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage for Daniel 8-12, I have set aside

any textual evidence elicited which is connected to new understandings of certain
Hebrew words in conjunction with similar expressions in other parts of the Hebrew
Bible. These new interpretations are by-products of the research and they have been
discounted in the summary of textual evidence for an Aramaic original, but they

require further consideration in the context of more detailed examination of other
related texts. They are:

a. the interpretation of 9:27, p6d Tin U12\UY2 CPYlpW tp3 Vjn and related

expressions in the light of the metaphor of the bird of prey in Jer 48:40; 49:22.'

b. understanding the variants MT "OYn and OG |3oppav in 8:9 as reflecting the

alternatives ^Y and ]1QY as found in Ezek 7:20-22, the latter word being a

homograph confused with the 'north' also in Ps 48:3 and possibly Zech 6:8.2

Accordingly, textual evidence I have adduced in 9:27 for an Aramaic solution to the

problematic 7Y1 is not listed. On the other hand, since I have argued that the

caique is not of crucial importance to the translation theory, I have included all those
found in the study, including e.g. the use of DJ3U7 / DDU/73 as a caique of root fOY11
in 9:27.

1 Pages 226-30.
2 Page 290-3; in any case, this interpretation produced no clear evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage.
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A number of the words and passages explored contained textual evidence which

suggested Hebrew was the cause of a corruption or variant. Since this would be

expected in the normal transmission in Hebrew, and i have argued that they do not

negate evidence for an Aramaic original, they will not be listed here. Likewise, any
which were equally soluble in Hebrew and Aramaic, or manifested an uncertain
resolution have been discounted.

I have maintained the two broad categories recognised throughout the preceding

chapters: caique, and textual evidence for an underlying Aramaic written text.

1. Caiques

A variety of suggested caiques ofAramaic in Hebrew Daniel 8-12 are listed here by
scholar with additional findings in the last section.

Zimmerman

8:5 ■pnn tpti 3 8:12

8:13 yu/qn5 8:14 jrm6
8:27 ■pnn7 9:3 r63n vyib
10:8 mn9 10:10 rjyriri 10

10:12 pnr6 11 11:35 12

11:35 pbb 13 12:10 14

3 Pages 58, 88; Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 82.
4 Pages 90, 92.
5 Ibid.
6 Pages 73, 210-16.
7 Page 88.
8 Page 64.
9 Pages 28, 74.
10 Pages 74-5.
11 Page 88.
12 Page 77.
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8:5

8:27

pK

p*

15

17

8:18

10:9

Timu 16

dtij 18

Hartman

9:2

11:6

Tim 19

|njri
21

9:23

11:20

3333 pi
20

DTKl 22

Additional caiques identified

8:9 mTY?3 23

268:27 TPT13

9:27 T>3)H29

9:27 D73U/32

8:12 nm^n24

9:1 ^nn27
9:27 tpl

30

10:1 33

8:24 rn^yn25

9:21 tpm C]y?3
28

9:27 cmur) 31

13 Page 85.
14 Ibid.
15 Pages 107-8.
16 Page 108.
" Pages 107-8.
•* Ibid.
19 Page 116.
20 Ibid.
21 Pages 117,217-18.
22 Page 115.
23 Pages 41, 63-4.
24 Pages 153-7.
25 Ibid.
26 Pages 303-5.
22 Page 12.
28 Pages 306-11.
29 Pages 223-5.
30 This refers to tpO as read by OG vepov; pages 232-4.
31 Page 231.
32 Ibid.
33 Pages 237-9.
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These amount to 31 instances in all, and no doubt more could be found amongst

those usages that have generally been classed as Aramaisms: e.g. 9:25 yTin, a

'moat', after Aramaic n^HI"!;34 11:7 pTiin meaning 'prevail';35 11:21, 24

meaning 'suddenly';36 11:24 IID*1 meaning 'distribute'.37

It has not been the purpose of this study to determine the total number of Aramaisms
which could better be defined as caiques, or indeed to discover the lull extent of
Aramaic semantic, syntactic and grammatical interference in the Hebrew of 8-12.
These examples suggest that the phenomenon of caique is widespread in the

language of the narrative and descriptive passages, the only exception being the

prayer in 9:4-19, which is generally accepted to be a Hebrew composition .

Although caique is a characteristic of translation in general, and is found in the
Versions as an indicator of translation from Semitic Vorlagen, I have argued, in

agreement with Rowley's opinion on semantic evidence, that it cannot in this context
be adduced as absolute proof of an Aramaic manuscript behind the text of Hebrew
Daniel 8-12. It would take a much broader linguistic study to demonstrate that

caique is more likely found in translations from manuscripts than from spoken or

thought text. Such a study would have to be based on modern language examples,
and any extrapolation from them to ancient usages would have to take account of the
wide cross-fertilisation between the two related languages, Hebrew and Aramaic.
The characteristics of language in a bilingual or even a trilingual society, and how

caique is related to the competence of the translator are other relevant issues.

Nevertheless, the fact that caique of Aramaic does on a large number of occasions

provide explanation for unusual and difficult Hebrew in Daniel 8-12 is evidence that

34 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 82.
35 Hartman & Di Leila, Daniel, 267; cfMontgomery, A Critical, 428, 431; Collins, Daniel, 364.
36 Zimmermann; see page 58.
37 Pages 335-6.
38 This difference is not significant enough to support the translation theory, because the familiar and

stereotyped Hebrew ( Deuteronomic ) phrases used in the regular prayers of the pious would be
unlikely to contain caique.
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Aramaic had a pervading influence on the Hebrew. This influence may be easier to

imagine as arising from a situation where the writer was translating from an Aramaic

manuscript rather than composing in a second language, but caique alone cannot be

proof of an Aramaic Vorlage. However, it can be part of the cumulative evidence
because, unless the translator was very competent, or there was little mutual semantic
interference between the languages, and this is hardly the case with ancient Hebrew
and Jewish Aramaic, it would be unusual to find textual corruption alone, without

any caique at all, in a translation based on an Aramaic Vorlage.

2. Textual Evidence

The amount of textual evidence for an Aramaic Vorlage found thus far is smaller
than the amount of caique, and it falls into three categories: from understanding MT
in context; from variant readings between OG and MT; from variant readings
between MT and other textual witnesses.

MT in Context:

Zimmermann

8:23 JTTPn , Aram homograph pmK, finiX read as IhlTIN 39

Ginsberg

8:12 nnwi, Ararnnnym > mym, cfPeshitta40

8:24 rwv1, Aram "Dim > "nyi, cf Peshitta 41

11:28 nU/VT , Aram nnVT > "DiPl, cf Peshitta 42

39 Pages 216-19.
40 Pages 150-1,204.
41 Pages 152-3,204.
42 Pages 164-5, 204.
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11:30 nu/yi, Aram^nyi > Tiyi43

11:39 nu/yi, Araminyi > T3yV4

Additional Examples

11:6 DTiyn , Aram KJT KJiyn > K^iyn 45

12:2 nsy nmx Aram nay n tonm ]i3 > nay ynx ) 13 46

These eight examples concern the meaning of MT, where the ancient Versions
witness to the same Hebrew text as MT. The seven graphic errors consist of five
instances where Ginsberg's suggestion of confusion between "Qy and "Qy in

Aramaic seem sensible, plus two additional examples of possible graphic confusion
in Aramaic. The lack of variant readings is suggestive of errors which occurred early
in the transmission of an Aramaic manuscript. The misreading of the Aramaic

homograph which Zimmermann adduced behind DITTI in 8:23 also seems to

indicate only one translation from Aramaic into Hebrew, for the misreading has
affected all the Versions, including OG.

MT vOG

Ginsberg

11:7 ^nrt v tt~|v buvaptv auxou, homograph nb'D v PibTt 47

Additional Examples

8:16 v av0pa>7CO<;....'E7U, bxnnj read as ? tana 48

43 Pages 165-6, 204
44 Pages 185-7, 143.
45 Pages 315, 327-9.
46 Pages 284-6.
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10:13 Tnrm v abxov KaxsliTrov,mmm read as nmmn / nmpin49
11:6 rim rinnri'' V a^et abxou<;, mm pnprr read as pan / pnm n^7».50

yntn ITD V oxt o Ppaxtcov abxou, nym '7 xyp read as

nym nx [V?n]51

11:7 tD rPtznty 1YJ10 ( conflate ) v (puxov 8K xr|<; pt£r|<; abxou,

nn3?3 nm |p [Dlpp] read as nn??3 |p 1X3 [mpp] 52

11:12 ny v Kai ob prj (po(3r|o0r|, pnip xV| read as Trim / ^tiT. xV53

11:15 nbb*\v v xa dopaxa abxou, nmpa v nrrrria?4

11:20 niD^a Tin mi TOVn TD ( conflate? ) V cpuxov (3aotA.£ia<; Eic,

avaoxaotv, avr|p xu7txcov §o^av PaotA.sa><; (conflate),

iDpa *nn n hi pn nn?x:i ]a vt^a inn mm pm] nnpm |a m^a 55

11:31 nynn \mTpnn v xo dytov xou cpoPou, xVptJ pr XUnpa read as

x^m m xurrpa56
12:4 nynn [nmUTl] V [ Kai 7t^T|o0r|] r| yr| a5tKta<;, nnsn [Xmni]

vmix nmx [xmnij57

47 Pages 254-6, 264-5.
48 Pages 300-1.
49 Pages 311-14.
50 Pages 137-142.
51 Pages 317-19.
52 Pages 257-63.
53 Pages 329-32.
54 Pages 333-5.
55 Pages 268-83.
56 Pages 142-5.
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Half the total examples, eleven in all, consist of readings in OG contra MT which

can be traced to homographs or textual errors in Aramaic. Since there are readings
where variants in OG can be explained in terms of Hebrew graphic errors, it is

unlikely that these eleven examples point to an Aramaic Vorlage to OG; rather, they
seem to indicate a different Hebrew Vorlage from MT stemming from corruptions at

the Aramaic stage of transmission. Even though OG including P967 mostly support

MT in the other eleven examples above, this support is no more significant than that

given to MT in general, where OG reflects MT wording closely enough to prevent

any theory of completely different sources for them.38 There is conflation in both

OG and MT, and this precludes any naive acceptance of two Vorlagen developing
without any reference to each other at all, for it must be accepted that conflation
could take place at different stages, from early Aramaic manuscripts, through
Hebrew translations and as late as Origenian corrections.

It is an important fact that some, though not all, of the surprising and inexplicable

readings in OG can find explanation in corruption of an Aramaic manuscript, and
this possibility of an initial Aramaic layer to Daniel 8-12 ought to be taken into
consideration in assessing OG as a translation. Although issue has been taken with
some of Sharon Pace Jeansonne's particular textual solutions in Hebrew, Aramaic
answers to differences between MT and OG tend to support her general thesis that
OG is not a tendentious translation of MT.39 It is probably a translation of a

translation. This can be said for the later Greek Versions too, but in the case ofOG,

the evidence supports the idea of a different Hebrew Vorlage from MT, yet one

which developed from the same Aramaic stock.

It was not the purpose of this study to assess the OG translation of 8-12, and the
Aramaic influence on this Version of Daniel is a subject which bears much more

thorough exploration than has been possible here. Examination ofOG of 2:4b - 7:28
with respect to textual variants and semantic equivalents may yield useful

57 Pages 346-9.
58 Montgomery, A Critical, 36; Collins, Daniel, 5.
59 This view concurs also with Collins, Daniel, 7-8.
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comparative material, but the large amount of text extra to MT makes this a

complicated task. The texts selected for analysis in Chapter Seven were chosen
because the differences between MT and OG seemed to have potential for solution in
Aramaic. When closely scrutinised this potential was not always realised, and this is
because textual corruption is random and unpredictable to a large extent. For the
same reason, other texts which superficially seem to have less of this potential may

perhaps yield evidence for an Aramaic substratum. There is a need for close
examination of all the places where OG and MT diverge in Daniel 8-12 in this

respect.

MT v Other Variants

Zimmermann

11:2 v 0 PaotXeiatc;, S vo<t>&cl=A»> homograph KITD^D, xrVDV?? v
60

11:17 nir,nwn[7 V 4QDanc P967 £1<; TO (peeipai abxov,

s mjhcA-r,-*A- homograph nm^n1?, nrnbnn1? v nivbnnV61

Additional Example

11:2 ]V JToVft v o xr|v Paot^etav zr\c, yr^ xtov eAAr|vcov,
TV H XrVD^fc read as TV 3HX ITDfo 62
i tt t : — 'tt —i : —

Superficially, the fact that variants between MT and the later Greek translations,

Theodotion and Symmachus,63 could be attributed to early Aramaic textual errors

60 Pages 247-9; cfChapter Two, page 87 for the same graphic confusion from MT in context.
61 Pages 266-8.
62 Pages 247-50.
63 I do not include the Peshitta here because its readings are most probably internal Syriac errors in

the cases considered in this study.
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seems puzzling. Yet the variants in these versions generally reflect the fact that
standardisation of the MT group of texts was far from perfect, a fact we also know
from the variations in Hebrew manuscripts as well. The preservation of some

corruptions, the correction of others and conflation of readings did not occur

uniformly in all manuscripts. If early Hebrew variants, whether true readings or

corruptions, can sometimes be reflected in these later ancient versions, there is no

reason why some which have their source in earlier Aramaic should not also have
been preserved in their Hebrew Vorlagen. If these chapters were originally written
in Aramaic, awareness of this could have influenced scribes and translators of the

Hebrew text, even if the Aramaic was lost. Corruptions based on Aramaic may have
been spotted and corrected, but not necessarily efficiently. To turn this round, it
could be said that, since MT bears witness to textual corruption in Aramaic, it would
be surprising if Greek translations, whose Vorlagen are nearer to MT than that of

OG, did not witness to similar corruptions occasionally.

The Significance of the Textual Examples

These are approximately twenty-two examples of words, phrases or clauses where
textual solutions are more easily found in Aramaic than in Hebrew. It is difficult to
adduce these as absolute proofof an Aramaic Vorlage to the Hebrew, firstly because
the Aramaic texts on which these solutions are based are hypothetical, and, secondly,
because textual criticism is not an exact science. However, since it is not possible to

be specific concerning the number of corruptions that might be expected in a given

manuscript of an ancient Jewish language, theoretically one good example of graphic
error in Aramaic which explicates a difficult text in Daniel 8-12 would indicate an

Aramaic Vorlage. Here we have twenty-two examples, ranging from the simple

ambiguity in the pointing of the suffix PT, to a possible complex conflation of

readings, as e.g. in 11:20.

It is true that these examples vary in quality as well, but this variation is probably no

more than would be found in Hebrew solutions. It would not be adequate for the
translation theory to rest e.g. on the difference between a solution based on Hebrew
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nvzbn and Aramaic KJTDV» even though Aramaic has the edge when there is

variation between singular and plurals in feminine nouns because they are

homographs in Aramaic consonants. Similarly with the difference between the third

singular masculine and feminine pronoun suffixes which vary between Vav and He
in Hebrew but are homographs in Aramaic. However, this is not the case here,
because much more complicated problems such as the conflate texts of 8:16; 11:7, 20
can be resolved in Aramaic. The number and variety of textual solutions supporting
an Aramaic Vorlage to the Hebrew show that a serious case can be made for the
translation theory.

It has been noted that Hebrew answers to many of the puzzles in the language of
8-12 in MT and in some variants do not negate the evidential value of solutions in
Aramaic. Cumulative evidence of caique and textual corruptions strengthens the
case for an Aramaic Vorlage, and in cases of caique there is equally the chance that
confusion lay in an ambiguous manuscript, but the solutions were attributed to

semantics alone. In these two respects Daniel 8-12 fulfils the expectation of the type

of phenomena to be found in a Hebrew translation from an Aramaic manuscript, and
of an ancient translation of the Jewish sacred text. On this cumulative evidence, the

broad assumption that Hebrew Daniel 8-12 is translated from Aramaic is entirely
reasonable.

The Masoretic Text of Daniel 8-12

Previous scholarly views ofMT of Daniel 8-12, that it is written in language whose
sense is often obscure and heavily influenced by Aramaic, have been corroborated in
this work. Much of this has found explication in caique, which exerts a less explicit
influence upon meanings than use of obvious Aramaic words and roots. The key to

understanding these chapters ofDaniel is to 'think Aramaically'!

Evidence has also been found to support earlier opinion that the text has had a

complex transmission history, that it is characterised by textual errors and conflation;
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but in contrast, these have been found attributable to a textual history in Hebrew

preceded by one in Aramaic. Retroversion into Aramaic has at times produced

potential for a more precise meaning in context than that available in MT, and it

occasionally eradicates the strangeness in a turn of phrase.

Assessing the Contribution of F Zimmermann and H L

Ginsberg to the Translation Theory

The evidence of these scholars, which has been described fully in this work, was

large in amount, and they were under the impression that there were copious

examples in the text which constituted proof of an Aramaic Vorlage to Daniel 8-12.

Ginsberg in particular thought that the evidence was overwhelmingly in favour of an
Aramaic original. The majority of scholars failed to be overwhelmed! Indeed, most
of Zimmermann's and Ginsberg's suggestions have been found in this work to be no

more than manifestations of Aramaic influence upon the Hebrew language. The
forms of much of this influence might just as easily have shown the author to be a

natural Aramaic speaker and writer, who felt compelled for some reason to write in

Hebrew, a language in which the author had limited proficiency. Both Zimmermann
and Ginsberg failed to consider adequately the similarities in influences exerted by a

thought text and a manuscript, and the need for examination of textual variants.

In addition, the plethora of material listed by Zimmermann, and the complexities of

Ginsberg's textual emendations, together with his distinctive interpretation of some

expressions, obscured the fact that there was a small amount of their evidence which

might withstand scrutiny. This study has examined that evidence and other examples
in the Hebrew of chs 8-12, aiming to avoid the weaknesses in their methods.

Although it has not concurred with all their views in even this small sample of texts,
it has concluded that their instincts, and those of others such as R H Charles and

Hartman and Di Leila, were probably correct.
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There is a need to research exhaustively the semantic relations and influences
between the Hebrew of Daniel and possible Aramaic lexical equivalents. Though
this may not yield certainty of an Aramaic Vorlage, it may improve our

understanding of some of the abstruse sections of the Hebrew, and of the relation of
OG to MT. Such a study needs to include diachronic and synchronic word studies in
both languages. The issue of syntactical influence of Aramaic on the Hebrew of
Daniel has hardly been touched in this study. It is worthy of investigation in order to

deepen our understanding of the interplay between Aramaic and Hebrew language
structures. However, this requires first a thorough and long overdue description of
Aramaic syntax!64

The first chapter indicated the unusually common occurrence of the Niphal stem in
these five chapters of Hebrew literature. This is worthy of a discreet exploration to

ascertain whether this widespread usage may be due to the influence of reflexive and

passive stems in Aramaic.

Most of all there is clearly need for an exhaustive investigation of the text of Hebrew
Daniel in relation to other witnesses, in the light of up to date palaeographic studies,
and with a possible Aramaic Vorlage in view. A detailed comparative textual study
of Aramaic and Hebrew Daniel might throw additional light on this issue of the
translation hypothesis, as indeed might comparative textual study of Aramaic Ezra,
thus involving the whole, albeit limited, corpus of BA texts. Another undertaking
which might widen our understanding of this issue would be a textual study of Tobit,

usually attributed to the third century BCE, and extant in Hebrew, Aramaic and
Greek.

64 Z Stefanovic, The Aramaic, 24.
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